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IF YOU DON’T HAVE EYES IN THE BACK 

YOU'RE ALL ALONE 
IN A SPACE COLONY. 

EXCEPT FOR THE 
HUNDREDS OF KILLERS 
WAITING TO GUN YOU 

DOWN LIKE A DOG. 

THEY'RE IN FRONT 
OF YOU. IN BACK OF 
YOU. TO YOUR LEFT. 

TO YOUR RIGHT. 

BASICALLY, 
YOUR CHANCES 

ARE PATHETIC. 

THE KEY TO SURVIVAL? 

SHOOT THE 
LIVING SNOT OUT OF 

EVERYTHING IN SIGHT, 
THEN COLLECT MORE 

WEAPONS OFF THE WARM 
DEAD BODIES. 



OF YOUR HEAD, YOU’RE DEAD MEAT. 
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Sure. Doesn't 
everybody? 
INTERACT 
controllers 
by STD are 

loaded with ATTITUDE. Whether 
you're into SEGA or SNES, our game 
pads give you the edge you need. 

So...play with an attitude. Play with 
INTERACT controllers by STD. 

An Attitude? 

SG & SN PROPADS SN PROPAD 
For Super Nintendo® 6 Hi-Performance 

i\ fire buttons! 

11 Semi and Hands-Free 
/ Turbo Fire — gives you 

two ways to shred 'em 
to pieces. 

Slow Motion — 

disect your opponent's 
game plan. Then 
watch 'em squirm! 

Extra Long Cord 
Q K* — now you can 

play from your 
favorite recliner. 

ALL-NEW SG PROPAD 
For Sega Genesis™ 

Clear Casing — 
so you can check 
out the guts. 

SG PROPAD6 Turbo Auto-Fire — for 
high speed fire power that 
won't wear out yot/f'thtjh^. Slow Motion — 

feelin' the heat? 
Take control and set 
your own pace. SG PROPAD6 

For Sega Genesis7 
6-Button Arcade 
Layout — that 
familiar arcade feel 
comes home. 
Wouldn't you 
rather thrash your 
opposition on your 
own turf anyway? 

Programmable Fire Buttons — 
now you can jump, punch, kick and 
slam...with the press of one button! 

STD Entertainment (USA), Inc. 
110 Lakefront Drive • Hunt Valley. MD 21030 • 410-785-5661 
© 1994 STD Entertainment (USA). Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

Super Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America. 
Sega Genesis is a trademark of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. INTERACT and its logo are 
trademarks of STD Entertainment (USA). Inc. 
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THE 300 UNO SUPER STREET FIGHTER II: TURBO- 
0 DEADLY COMBINATION COMING SOON! 

It’s not just another Super Street Fighter 
game—it’s the ultimate Super Street 

Fighter II: Turbo. The 3DO has developed 
an awesome rendition of this mega-hit. In 
the Next Wave section, our exclusive pic¬ 
tures show how close the 3DO can come 

to giving true arcade-quality games. Let’s 
not forget Samurai Shodown! The coin¬ 
eating monster for the Neo»Geo system 

is also on its way to the 3DO. 
We bet you can’t tell them apart! 

GAMERS WILL GET JUNGLE FEVER VRffl 
OVER DONKEY KONG COUNTRY! ||i 
Get ready to go bananas, gamers. The King 
of the Nintendo jungle smashes into this 
issue of EGM. We gave this big monkey four 
chest-smacking pages dedicated to explore 
every dark aspect of the game plus introduce 
his crazy sidekick friends. 

THE 64-BIT JAGUAR WILL MAKE KITTENS OUT OF 
THE OTHER SYSTEMS WITH ITS HOT, NEW GAMES! 

Wondering if the Jaguar can stand up to the 16-Bit systems? Well, 
have no fear because this beast of a machine roars! EGM previews 
some of the hot, soon-to-be-completed games for this system, 
including Kasumi Ninja, Checkered Flag, Brutal Sports Football, 
Iron Soldier, and many more. You won’t be disappointed, gamers! 
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EGM'S HOT TOP TENS 46,48 
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TEAM EGM 142-164 
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SUPER NES TIMES 
With all the scary monsters 
creeping around after dark 
this Halloween, it’s better to 
stay inside and play the 

coolest new Super NES games like 
Animaniacs, Wild Snake, Super Pitfall, 
Bonkers, and Virtual Bart! 

168-195 

OUTPOST SEGA 
Enforce the law with Lethal 
Enforcers 2. 

196-206 

NE0*GE0 CHALLENGE 
Fight fiercely in Aggressors 
of Dark Kombat. 

208-211 

PLANET3D0 
Combat evil for a beautiful 
goddess! 

212-216 

CD-i ACTION 
Waste everybody in 
Body Slam. 

218-222 

CLUB GAME BUY 
Become a portable 
samurai. 

224 

SUPER GEAR 
Explore bold, new worlds 
in Star Trek! 

226-228 





This is that section in the mag where we respond to your comments. Akuma 
Matata—it means “don’t worry, it’ll be quick.” We can’t respond to every letter 
we receive here (too voluminous!!), but we can print some of the best ones. 
Even if you do include a self-addressed stamped envelope, we can't respond to 
you. Subscription problems, etc. aren't handled by the Interface column, so 
please call that handy 800 number if you've got a problem! You've created a 
monster, you know that, Ian D. Cyber Boy, hi!!! To everyone who has written in, 
thank you for making my summer! May the Sequel Storm live... 

SEND YOUR LETTERS T0„ 
Interface, Letters to the Editor, 

c/o Sendai Publishing Group, 

1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222, 

Lombard, Illinois 60148 

RISKY BUSINESS 
How do companies like Acclaim, 

Capcom, Virgin Games, EA Sports, etc. 
know if new games they make will be liked 
or not? If they don’t sell, how can they 
take losing the money it cost them to make 
these games? If possible, please send 
and/or print the addresses of any video 
game companies that you can find. 

Brian Eng 

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

(Ed. Companies usually do market tests to 
see if certain games have the interest to 
keep on developing them. The companies 
you mention make games that have 
already proven themselves in the market. 
Acclaim’s Mortal Kombat II didn’t need any 
market testing, because of course it’s suit¬ 
able for the market. Sometimes market 
testing goes too far, and a company will 
not release a game because of its results. 
Some of these games are ones that 
gamers really want to see [Dragonball, 
etc.]. Since today’s video game companies 
rely too much on these tests, we’ll be 
missing some great games. If they lose 
money on the games, then they'll stop 
developing titles. Let’s make up a scenario 
here. You’re the head of a new video 
game company. You’ve surrounded your¬ 
self with the best video game program¬ 
mers in the industry, and you’re ready to 

How do companies know that a game from 

overseas will be successful in the States? 

start your first game. Of course, you feel 
a need to test market because you’re not 
sure if the game you have will be a hit. 
It’s the same for porting over a Japanese 
game. If the big companies are telling 
you that they won’t sell, of course you’re 
going to stay away from any imports. If 
companies do take the risk to release a 
Japanese game here, they make 
changes, like the voices, the Story Mode 
is taken out, etc., to make it “fit" the 
American audience. Video game compa¬ 
nies wonder why imports are such a hot 
market! But if you do want a Japanese 
game to be released here, the best thing 
to do is to write the companies, Sega, 
Nintendo, etc. Their addresses are in 
instruction manuals. 

WIN A PAIR OF 
ACCLAIM JOYSTICKS! 

The best letter submitted each month will win 
his/her choice of either the Super NES or 
Genesis version of Acclaim’s hot, new Dual 
Turbo Wireless Remote System. 

COMING TO AMERICA? 
I’m always on the lookout for new 

action/RPGs on the Genesis (such as 
Landstalker), so I was wondering if you 
had any info on a few that had caught my 
eye. The first one is a game called 
Ragnacenty, which you previewed in 
issue #56. Will this game be brought over 
to U.S. shores anytime soon? Another 
game I was wondering about is one you 
previewed in the August issue, called The 
Story of Thor. Will Sega be bringing this 
one to the U.S.? I was also wondering if 
Sega was planning on a sequel to 

Crusade of Senti (Japan’s Ragnacenty) will 

be coming to the U.S., but not from Sega. 

Landstalker. Thank you for your time and I 
hope you can answer my questions. 

Chris Carter 

Ft. Worth, TX 

(Ed. You may just be in luck on one of 
your questions. Ragnacenty will be com¬ 
ing to the U.S., but not under Sega’s ban¬ 
ner. It’s undergone a name change. Now 
it will be known in the U.S. as Crusade of 
Senti. As for Story of Thor, it’s not likely 
that it will make it here, at least not this 
year. Same goes for a sequel to 
Landstalker. Undoubtedly, we'll see it in 
Japan first, as with all other RPGs. So, 
keep looking in International Outlook in 
EGM and EGM2 for more info.) 
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STICKING WITH SEGA 
When the new systems come out, like 

the Saturn and 32X, will games be avail¬ 
able for rental? I don’t want to go to a 
store and buy a game I think is cool and 
find out it stinks. Could you also tell me 
when these two systems are coming out 
and which would be the better system to 
buy? I really want to stick with Sega so I 
doubt I will buy a PlayStation or Project 
Reality. When the Saturn does come out, 
will they keep making lots of games for 
the Genesis, Sega CD, and the 32X? One 
last thing, what is the difference between 
the 32X and the Saturn if they are both 
32-Bit? 

Junior 

Milwaukee, Wl 

The only place to find Street Fighter II 

for $26 is across the sea in Japan. 

(Ed. Like anything else, it will take a while 
for the new systems to collect a large 
enough library of games in order for rental 
stores to devote shelf space to them. 
Look at how long it took for the Sega CD 
to show up on rental store shelves. The 
32X will appear this November, and the 
Saturn, well, even Sega doesn’t know 
[they won’t tell if they do]. The better of 
the two will be up to you when you see 
the games. If the others have impressive 
games at their launch, you’ll be less inter¬ 
ested in waiting for Sega to get the Saturn 
out. While the 32X does use some of the 
same chips that the Saturn will use, that 
doesn’t mean that the 32X is the Saturn or 
vice versa. The difference is that the 32X 
is cheaper, it hooks on to your existing 
Genesis system, and it can still play 
Genesis and Sega CD games when it’s 
on top of your Genesis. They may both be 
32-Bit, but the 32X is 32-Bit working off of 
the Genesis.) 

The craziness of our readers never seems to stop! There’s been a multitude of “psycho” readers 
sending in their scribbles! This one, literally! But, if you think you’re particularly crazy, write us a 
letter in your worst case of psychosis! We read it, print it if we like it, and send an EGMT-Shirt!!! 

Dear EGM: 
You’ll never believe this, but last week while I wa: 

playing a game of Super Metroid, there was a powe 
surge at my house. The power went through my 
Super NES, through my controller, and then 
through me. Suddenly, I found myself about 20 
years in the future ... The first thing that went 
through my mind was that I’ve got to see the new 
arcade games. So I took the hover-transit bus to 
where my old arcade was. Surprisingly, it was still 
there; but the games were totally different. I saw 
everything from Virtual Gal’s Panic (Shwinggg!) to 
a 128-Bit version of Pong. But there was one game 
there that seemed familiar to me. It was Street 
Fighter!! But not an ordinary version of Street 
Fighter, it was the 14th upgrade to the series enti¬ 
tled: Ultra Mega Hyper Maximum Super Extended 
Street Fighter II Enhanced Turbo Champion 
Tournament Extra Edition. I was shocked that 
even in the 21st century, Capcom still couldn’t | 
count to three. Some things never change ... By 
the way, my Super NES is now a $120 door-stop! | 

Rip Van Winkle lives ... under the alias of Kert Gartner of Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada! Now that he’s a seasoned time-traveler (and got back to 1994 some¬ 
how to send this letter), he’ll be happy to receive his EGM T-Shirt. Virtual? 

MM 

liliKXu So»« F'lhter!! 

SEAL OF APPROVAL 
The other day I was looking at some of 

my old comics when I spotted an ad for 
Pac-Man on the 8-Bit NES by Tengen. I 
noticed that the game had a Nintendo 
seal of approval on it! In another comic I 
saw another Tengen ad that had pictures 
of Pac-Man and some other games, but 
this time the games did not have a seal of 
approval. What happened? 

Also in your June issue, Quartermann 
said that Nintendo and Tengen had set¬ 
tled their differences. Does this mean that 
Tengen is now a Nintendo licensee? I sin¬ 
cerely hope so. 

Amjid Qureshi 

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada 

(Ed. Ah, yes, the Tengen/Nintendo skir¬ 
mish. It’s correct that now Tengen can 
produce games for Nintendo’s system 
under their own label, but Tengen has 
recently been grouped with a bunch of 
other companies to form Time Warner 
Interactive. The first ad you saw with Pac- 
Man having a seal of approval was cor¬ 
rect, the first few productions of the car¬ 
tridges did have Nintendo’s seal. After the 
Tetris battle, Nintendo yanked their 
approval from all of Tengen’s games, and 

some copies of the NES Pac-Man car¬ 
tridge carry Tengen’s own quality seal. 
Tengen also ported over some of the 
Sega Master System’s hits after Nintendo 
yanked their seal. Games like Shinobi, 
Alien Syndrome, After Burner, and a few 
others came out [not Phantasy Star 
though, DARN!]. By the way, the Tengen 
copy of Tetris is worth quite a bit of 
money. And some think that it blows away 
Nintendo’s NES version.) 

E-MAIL EGMi 
Communicate with EGM instanta¬ 

neously! Yes, you can send electronic 
mail to us if you have a computer and 
an on-line service. 
-American Online, Delphi, Internet & 
most others: 

75052.1667@compuserve.com 

-CompuServe: 
75052,1667 

-GEnie: 
75052,1667@compuserve.come@ INET# 
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ITS THE GAMES, MAN! 
Let me start out by saying I love your 

magazine. I get it every month. Lately I’ve 
been unhappy. About seven months ago I 
purchased a Super Nintendo. I’ve been 
happy with it until about the last two or 
three months. Let’s face it—in a year or 
maybe less, the two major 16-Bit video 
game systems (Super Nintendo and 
Genesis) will be gone or close to gone. 
Also the Neo*Geo could be close to gone 
because it’s not a CD-based system. CD- 
based systems are taking over because of 
capabilities. Who cares what a system 
can do? Most people buy a system 
because they like the games that can be 
played on it. They don’t care if a system 
can move millions of trillions of polygons 
or anything per second. The old Atari 
2600 was successful and not because of 

That’s right... we want you to send 
in reviews for the hottest new 
games. Here’s the deal: we pick the 
game, and you write a short review 
of about 30 words and of course, 
that all-important numeral rating. 
We’ll select the best ones and print 
them. Oh yeah, include a list of three 
of your favorite games, and NO 
pseudonyms please. The first game 
is: 

Dynamite Headdy 
(Sega/Genesis) 

capabilities. The regular Nintendo did not 
become popular for its capabilities. Both 
of those systems (Atari 2600 and 
Nintendo) did not become popular for 
what they could do. They became popular 
because they had what people wanted. 
Another thing is that new systems cost 
way too much. Why pay $400 some odd 
dollars for a 3DO when they could stop 
making games for it weeks after you buy 
it? The Atari 2600 sold for about $49.95, 
and the Nintendo sold for about $99.99. If 
a 3DO or a Jaguar sold for the price of the 
Atari 2600 or the Nintendo I would get it in 
a minute. If video game manufacturers 
want to be successful, just design sys¬ 
tems and games that appeal to what the 
public wants at a good price. Don’t just 
focus on what the system can do. What 
do you think? 

Tony Piechoki 

Beecher, IL 

(Ed. I would have to agree with you. I 
think that companies nowadays choose to 
do a CD system, and then fall back on 
full-motion games to save themselves 
when they see that the system isn’t doing 
as well as they had planned. But systems 
can still be successful without CD capabil¬ 
ities. For instance, it takes a long time to 
develop a CD game, while cartridge sys¬ 
tems don’t take as long. This could mean 
the life or death of a system—it’s in the 
games. Lately, people have been asking 
for us to elaborate on specs of these new 
systems, and maybe they should pay 
attention to your views. You’re wrong on 
the prices. The Atari 2600 did sell for that 
price, at one time. At the beginning of its 
life, it was over $100 easily. Same for the 
NES, although the NES was released at a 
time when video game systems weren’t 
supposed to be released, so anything 
above that price probably wouldn't have 
sold as well. It won’t matter, at least at 
first, which machine has a CD drive, 
because it’ll take a while for developers to 
learn the programming.) 

A great feature to EGM is the offi¬ 
cial Bad Photocopy Contest. You’ll 

find this contest in every Interface 
issue. What we did was photocopy a 

part of the magazine, blew it up, oh, 

800% and it’s up to you to find it 
somewhere in the magazine. You 
don’t win anything, but you can con¬ 

gratulate yourself if you find it! 
Here it is! Attempt to find 

this picture in the magazine, if you can! 

■ Game gets gore back 
Bowing to competitive pressure 

and customer preferences, Ninten¬ 
do off America Inc. says It will 
release a new version of the contro¬ 
versial video game “Mortal Kom- 
bat,” containing all the graphic vi¬ 
olence and gore that the company 
excised from the original version. 

Could it be? Mortal Kombat re-released 

with blood? No! 

REVENGE OF MORTAL K0MRAT 
Enclosed with this letter is a clipping 

that I took from my local newspaper. I 
called Nintendo about it and they said 
they didn’t know anything about it. Do 
you know anything about this? If it is true 
will Nintendo have some sort of way to 
compensate the people who bought the 
original version of MK? 

Chris Capasso 

Inverness, FL 

(Ed. Your local newspaper is right, but 
they’ve misled you. It is true that ‘a new 
version of Mortal Kombat’ will be 
released, but that new version is MKII. 
When I spoke to Acclaim, they said that 
there are no plans at this time to re- 
release Mortal Kombat with the blood and 
fatalities intact, or a Game Genie-type 
device that would strap onto the bottom 
of the existing cartridge.) 

SHOCK THE MONKEY 

I’ve been reading a lot about Donkey 
Kong Country lately. The game looks fan¬ 
tastic, but what’s even more amazing is 
that there is no special chip in the car¬ 
tridge, like StarFox. The Super NES 
hardware is responsible for those great 
graphics. But don’t forget the game’s 
developers. They deserve a lot of credit 
for producing such an awesome game. 

My question is, are there anymore 
games that use this new technology? I 
sure hope this doesn’t turn out like 
StarFox. You know, a great game is 
released that uses new technology, but 
we end up waiting over a year to see 
another game that uses the technology 
again. 

Faisal Ali 

Pasadena, TX 

(Ed. So far, we don’t know of any that will 
use the same graphics as DK Country. If 
Country sells as well as Nintendo thinks it 
will, then of course there will be another 
game using the technology. As for what 
that game will be, who knows. You can 
bet it'll be really good. Maybe Nintendo 
realized polygons don’t cut it.) 
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super mmo 

Obitusnl published under license from Psygnosis Limited 01989, 
1990, 1991 Psygnosis Limited. Psygnosis and Obitus are 
trademarks of Psygnosis Limited and are used with permission. 
All rights reserved. Bullet-Proof Software and BPS logo are 
registered trademarks of Bullet-Proof Software. Inc. Super 
Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered trademark of 
Nintendo of America Inc. 01991 Nintendo of America Inc. 

srep into a morld of darh mqsterii. 
Awesome first person perspective view 

lets you experience this perilous adven¬ 

ture first hand. And 3-D action view 

screens will show you what’s really going 

on! Make sure you know who your 

friends are—not everyone is who (or 

what!) they seem. 

►Firsf-Persoo 
and 3-D acta 
view stages. 

► More fhan 12 
adventurous areas, 
including forests, 
dungeons, castles 
and catacombs. 

Tahe the challenge. 
Find the gems and you’ll be a hero. 

Make one too many mistakes and well... 

nice to know you. 

The kingdom of Obitus is depending on 

you. Is the adventurer inside you ready? 

Donee peaceful land has gone 
slarh raving mad. 

The precious Gems of Tranquillity have 

fallen into evil hands. Now darkness and 

chaos rule the kingdom of Obitus. Your 

challenge is to find the four lost gems 

and return them to the Dark Tower, 

restoring light and harmony to the 

crippled kingdom. 

►Dozens of 
weapons and 
magical items. 

►- Battery bached 
tosavegour 
progress. 

► Hoards of brutish 
beasts to battle! 

Chaos rules and 
survival is up fo you. 
In forests, castles, dungeons and 

catacombs, you’ll find clues that will lead 

you to the gems while deranged creatures 

stand ready to put a gruesome end to 

your quest. The unequipped adventurer 

won’t get far however. So, stay alert and 

search every nook and cranny for the 

items that will assist you in your quest. 



tilings to do with your 
quarters after you’ve 

got our games: 

rtBuy some 
SwuttUpads 

Q You could build 
a scale model 
of Elvis. 

cthat’s his dimple.) 



DATA 
EAST 

nnna toe 

get true 
ircade action 

at home 
Cand keep you* 

quarters•) 

DATA EAST USA, INC. 1850 LITTLE ORCHARD ST.. SAN JOSE. CA 95125 
FIGHTER'S HISTORY TM & © 1994 DATA EAST USA. INC. OUTRUNNERS TM & © 1994 SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SEGA AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD. NINTENDO. SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT 
SYSTEM AND THE OFFICIAL SEAL ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

Data East product information and support is available 24 hours 
per day on the CompuServe Information Service in the 

VIDEO GAME PUBLISHERS FORUM (type GO DATA-EAST). 



Tempest 200(T 

Atari 

Brutal Sports Football''1 

Telegames 

Club Drive"1 

Atari 

Syndicate1" 

Ocean 

WOLFENSTEIN 3D'" 
Id Software 

Rise of The Robots'" 

Time Warner Interactive 

Theme Park1" 

Ocean 
Battlewheels1" 

Beyond Games 
Bios Fear1" 

/1SG Technologies 

Barkley Basketball: 

Shut Up and Jam!'" 

This is just the beginning for the Atari Jaguar 64-bit system. There are a ton of 

new games on the way for ’94 designed to harness Jaguars insane power. A power that’s rapidly 

making other video game systems history. 

Experience sports games so intense you’ll feel the turf burn, combat games that’ll 

drain pints of your blood, and dizzying virtual reality games like Doom and Alien vs 

Predator. Can you stomach a few thousand body blows? You’d better because in Ultra 

ATARI .nid the Aun arc the repaired trademark* of Aun Corporation. Jaguar. Kjsuiiii Ninja. Club Drive. Checkered Flag. Tempi* 2*«*» .uni Bank-zone 2t»«i are trademark* of Ann Corporation All 

rights reserved TINY TCX>N ADVENTURES, characters, names and all related indicia an- trademarks of Warner linn., farmed to Aun Coipotmon 0 IW3. Alien and l*ndator,M A C Twentieth Century 

Fox Film Corporation. All nghts reserved. Used under xubfa-mc from Activision. Charles Barkley's likeiK-ss and tunie an- used under license by Accolade. Inc. Shut up and Jam! is a trademark of Accolade. Inc. 

Robinson’s Requiem " 

Silmarils 
Pinball Fantasies'" 

21st Century 
Ultra Vortex1" 

Beyond Games 



Flashback'" 

US Gold 
Hosenose and Booger'" 

/1SG Technologies 
Air Car Wars'" 

Midnight Software 
Arena Football'" 

V-Real 

Doom'" 

Id Software 
Bret Hull Hockey'" 

Accolade 

Dungeon Depths'" 

Midnight Software 

Vortex, Kasumi Ninja and Double Dragon V, we’ve taken brawling to the 64th level. 

What makes Jaguar games so awesome? The raw power of 64-bit technology that 

adds CD-quality stereo sound, 16 million colors, and incredible 3D animation. No wonder 

it was voted the best hardware system in Europe and America. And it’s the only system 

made in America. 

This is just a preview of what’s to come. The Atari Jaguar. 64 bits. Do the Math. 

O IW4 Accolade Inc. U*vtt HuD Hockey * .»trademark of AccoUlc. Inc. ami is officially licensed by Bait Hull and the Notional Hockey League Haven Association. 

NHLI'A in a tr.Klem.irk of the National Hockey League Mayen Association and in used under license by Accolade. Inc. Logo and name 0 IW4 NHLI*A. Doom™ 
C iopynglu C l‘W3 by Id Software. Inc. All nghtN reserved. All other trademark' and copyrights are the properties of their respective owners. 

AATARI 
MADE IM THE USA 

Kasumi Ninja™ 

Atari 



Ever had a revelation? Okay, how about 
something really strange about the video 
game industry? If you’ve got some 
strange combination you feel everyone 
should know about, send it in! 

WHAT IF— 
...Sonic and Tails got in a 
wrestling match with Mario and 
Luigi? 

The What If...Boy Chad Hulett, 
League City, TX 

...Capcom made a Street Fighter 
II All-Stars (game)? 

Matt Garcia, Marietta, GA 

...the people from Golden Axe cut 
down the Mana tree and used it 
for firewood? 

Brian Brennan, Devon, PA 

...Goro and Kintaro took up pinky 
wrestling? 

Nathan Casey, La Crescenta, CA 

...someone found a code for O.J. 
Simpson on NBA Jam? 

Brian Buss, Franklin, Wl 

...Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie 
were hiding in the Living Forest?! 

Joe Pezzello, Cornwall, NY 

...Yoshi ate Mario? 
John A. Armstead, Forestburgh, NY 

...Yoshi got lost in Jurassic Park? 
Steven Sowinski, El Mirage, AZ 

...Sushi-X gave up video games 
and took up chess? 

Jeremy Bean, Rockwell City, IA 

...Scorpion worked on a farm and 
herded cattle with his spear? 

Adam Mullin, Fayetteville, AR 

...Sub-Zero quit fighting and got a 
job as an ice sculptor? 
Jennifer Szewczuk, Hamburg, NY 

Send your ‘What If s’ to: 
EGM What If’s 
1920 Highland Ave. Suite 222 
Lombard, II 60148 
Or include your ‘What If’s’ as a P.S. on a 
letter or postcard you’re sending in. 

Jamio A. Garcia 
Wellington, FL 

What do you get when you 

cross a Michelangelo with a 

Mario? You get EGM's 

envelope art! Send us your 

best scenes and if you get 

first place you could win a 

FREE Fire Stick donated by 

G & C Joystick Mfg. Only in 

the Biggest and Best Video 

Game Mag! Intensity 101! 

Mike Ton Lee Shaffer 
Richardson, TX Olathe, KS 

Andrew Dickman 
Garden Grove, CA 

trie ATUSO 

Snohomish, WA 

Christian Beggs 
Salmon Arm, B.C. 

Canada 

Christopher 
Lawrence Wells 

Stone Mountain, GA 

Jason Stokes 
Sumner, WA 

The Supreme Mortal Kombat Warrior 
Frederick, MD 

WIN A BIG STICK! 
FIRST PRIZE-FIRE STICK 

The first place prize is a Fire Stick from G & C Joystick 
Manufacturing. For product info write P.O. Box 848, 
Paramount, CA 90723 or call (800-JOYSTICK). 
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$ EASY $ 
HONEY 

EGM BRINGS YOU 
BIG SAVINGS EACH 

AND EVERY MONTH! 

Take advantage of hot summer 
savings from EA Sports™, Sport 
Accolade, Atari, and Vic Toki. The 
number one provider of info on the 
video game industry goes one 
more to give you savings on the 
games themselves! 

• EA Sports’™ NHL <95 
EA Sports announces the most dramat¬ 
ic upgrade to date on its #1 NHL Hockey 
line. Full Season Mode, players’ season 
stats compilation, player trades and 
faster frame rate make for incredibly 
realistic gameplay. Other features 
include: redrawn, more lifelike players, 
drop passes, fake shots, and defenders 
laying their bodies down to take a puck. 

• Sport Accolade’s 

HardBall <94 
It’s that time of year, and Sport 
Accolade comes at you again to take 
you out to the ball game, and you can 
stay at home! Pick your favorite team 
and step up to the plate—or take the 
field! For one or two players, a must 
for sports fans! 

• Atari's Lynx 
The portable classic system lives on! 
Take your favorite games with you on 
the go! Blue Lightning, Slime World, 
Warbirds, Power Factor, and Joust are a 
few of the favorites you can play on the 
built-in color screen! 

• Vic Tokai’s Columns III 
You’ve played Tetris and Pac-Attack. 
Now, just when you thought you were 
the master stacker, here comes 
Columns III! This puzzle game may look 
simple, but several levels of game play 
require quick reflexes and strategy. It’ll 
put the most seasoned gamer to the 
test! 

NHL 
SAVE $5 ON 
NHL0 ‘95 FOR 
SEGA™ GENESIS 
WHEN YOU BUY 
DIRECTLY FROM 
ELECTRONIC ARTS! 

Call 1-800-245-4525 or send this coupon to 
Electronic Arts (See back for details). 

£\SPORTS 
ELECTRONIC ARTS !MSX 

^W$5onHa^^iW 
for the 

For a limited time, when you buy HardBall *94 for the Sega Genesis, 
you can get a $5 rebate directly from Sport Accolade. Just purchase 

HardBall *94 at your favorite retailer and send in your 
original dated sales receipt, the UPC bar 

HardBall I code from your HardBall *94 package, and ® 
this completed rebate coupon to: 

HardBall *94 Rebate Offer 
PO Box 1946 

Cupertino, CA 95015-1946 

Lynx portable color game system 

Spedal offer - $49.95! 
Lynx nas & iohhc grapnics engine, wniie cue compeooon is 
stfl playing with 8-BW. Lynx radiates 4,096 blazing colors, 
compared to Game Gear™, which only has 32. The Lynx screen 
Is also 10% larger, recessed, and back-Ht for better viewing. Al that, plus stereo sound, 
a battery saver, and multi-player options, make your choice In portables easy. 

With that kind of power, it's no wonder the coolest games are on the Lynx. And NOW is the 
time to bufld your Lynx game Ifcrwy. During this offer games start as low as $14.99. 

Call 1-800-GO-ATARI 
to order today! 

REATSAMNGS 

PERFECT FOR PARTIES, 
columns m is SEGA TEAM PLAYER 

COMPATIBLE AND CAN BE ENJOYED BY 

YOU AND FOUR 

|| VIC TOKAI INC. 



To get $5 oft NHL”'95 call 1-800-245-4525 or send this form plus your check to: 

ELECTRONIC ARTS DIRECT 

PO BOX 7530 

SAN MATEO, CA 94403 

• Eull retail price for Sega Genesis NHL® '95 +84.95 

-5.00 

+4.00 

Tax—Residents of these states, please add sales tax: _ 
CA ■ 8.25%; CT-6%; l • 6.25%; MA - 5%; MN-8.5%; NC - 6%; 
NJ 8%; NY 8.25%; ON - 8%; TX - 8.25% jqTAL QQgy g 

□ check enclosed payable to Electronic Arts (USS, US or Canadian bank) 

j VISA j Mastercard j DISCOVER 

Credit card « □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 

Exp Date_./__Signature_ 
Required it ordering by credit card 

Hockey League Players Assoc. 
4 Way Ptay, EA SPORTS, the EA 
SPORTS logo and "If It's in the 
game, ft's in the game" are trade 

Send to: 

HardBall ‘94 Rebate Offer 
PO Box 1946 
Cupertino, CA 95015-1946 

Name_ 

Address_ 

City_ 

Limit one $5 HardBall ‘94 rebate certifi¬ 

cate per consumer, per household. No 

other discount promotion may be used in 

conjunction with this offer. This form, the 

HardBall ‘94 UPC code and the original 

dated sales receipt must accompany your 

rebate request. (Note: sales receipt may 

not be reproduced in any manner.) 

Accolade, Inc. assumes no responsibility 

for lost, late, illegible, incomplete, or 

postage due mail. No rainchecks. Offer 

valid in the USA only. Offer void where 

prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted 

by law. Rebate request must be post¬ 

marked by November 30.1994. 

State/Province_ 

Zip/Postal code_ 

Daytime telephone_ 

Accolade is officially licensed by the Major League Baseball Players Association. © MLBPA MSA. HardBall '94 is a trademark of Accolade, 
Inc. © 1994 Accolade, Inc. Sport Accolade is a trademark of Accolade, Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. for play on the Sega'‘ 
Genesis™ System. All Rights reserved. Sega and Genesis are trademarks are of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. All Rights reserved. 

Call 1-800-GO-ATARI for even more titles! 
$14.99 RYGAR $19.99 POWER FACTOR 
BASKETBRAWL CHIP'S CHALLENGE A.P.B. SCRAPYYARD DOG 
BILL & TED S ADVENTURE ISHIDO BATMAN RETURNS SHADOW OF THE BEAST 
CHECKERED FLAG MS. PACMAN BLUE LIGHTNING STEEL TALONS 
HARD DRIVIN PACLAND CALIFORNIA GAMES SWITCHBLADE II 
HYDRA SHANGHAI CRYSTALMINES II TURBO SUB 
KUNG FOOD SLIME WORLD DINOLYMPICS VIKING CHILD 
LYNX CASINO WORLD CLASS SOCCER DIRTY LARRY PAPERBOY 
PINBALL JAM XENOPHOBE DRACULA THE UNDEAD 
ROADBLASTERS BLOCKOUT GORD0106 

$29.99 S.T.U.N. RUNNER ELECTROCOP HOCKEY 

SUPERSKWEEK GATES OF ZENDOCON JIMMY CONNERS TENNIS AWESOME GOLF 

CYBERBALL GAUNTLET THE THIRD LEMMINGS NINJA GAIDEN III 

XYBOTS ENCOUNTER MALIBU VOLLEYBALL TOKI 

BASEBALL HEROES KLAX NFL FOOTBALL WARBIRDS 

RAMPAGE ROBO-SQUASH NINJA GAIDEN 

RAMPART ZARLOR MERCENARY PITFIGHTER 

Limited Otter. Phone prices subject to change without notice. Atari, the Atari logo and Lynx are 

trademarks of Atari Corporation. All other trademarks are the property ol their respective own 

AATARI 
Send us this coupon, a copy of your dated sales 
receipt, and the UPC (bar code) cut out from your 
Columns III box to; 

COLUMNS lll/EGM REBATE 
22904 Lockness Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90501 

Name of Game Player 

City 

Daytime telephone Birthdate of Game Player 

Where did you buy Columns III? 

Limit one $5 Columns III rebate coupon 

per consumer, per household. No other 

discount promotions may be used in 

conjunction with this certificate. This form, 

the Columns III UPC, and the original 

cash receipt dated between 9/1/94 and 

10/31/94 must accompany your rebate 

request. Good only in the U.S.A. Offer 

void where prohibited by law. Please allow 

4-5 weeks for delivery. Sega and Genesis 

are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, LTD. 

Team Player™ is a trademark of Sega of 

America, Inc. All Rights Reserved. ©1993 

Sega. Distributed by VIC TOKAI, INC. 
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SUSHI-X 
For Hailoween. Sushi is looking into a new 

ninja uniform—something more sinister. Be 

on your guard for a tougher trick-or-treater 

coming this October. 

Current Favorite Games: 
Super Jedi, FF ill, Darkstalkers 

E D IS E M R A D DANYON CARPENTER 

Never before have I seen a game 
with this much depth and detail. 
Few RPGs carUiope to have the 
emotional has. The 
graphics and-sntj^ds blow away 
all other the new 
standard The Mode 7 scenes are 
pretty cool, pixelized. 
If you've an epic 
story and lo^^^^pin things to 
find, Final Fantasy III is a must. 
It’s almost a 10. It’s going to be 
near impossible to top this... 

Forget every other RPG out 
there. Square has produced a 
killer RPG that few companies 

will ever b^^^^B^tch- FF III 
has everyth^^^^Hing graph- 

incre^B^^Hc, and so 
many twist^^H^H to the plot 
that you coij^to^B this forev- 

and The inter¬ 
face is su(JBBP*u really do 
get involved with the game. 
Welcome to the new standard of 
role-playing games, folks. 

AL MANUEL SUSHI-X 

If you don’t already get the pic¬ 
ture, this is THE RPG to get. If 
you’re a fan oMhe genre, you’ll 
die for it. d^^^f^ver played 
one, it wiftraroSIH1 in. What 
makes it ^B>e^B From the 

movie-like beautifully 
woven stor^Ws^Bgood as it 
gets! It’s ^^^^^Hcerebral— 
there are a^^^^Jmes accom¬ 
panying the story and the graph¬ 
ics are great. If you don’t get the 
hint... get this game! 

Square can do no wrong with this 
game! Final Fantasy III is quite 
possibly th^best role-playing 
game I ha^^^HMfeyed! From 
beginning to end, tie game's 
intricate a^Bvc^B story line 

will keep ^^B^B,aV'n9 this 
from hours^^^i^B/ith its 24- 
Megs of boasts 
some of th^j^^PRtiful graph¬ 
ics and music in any video game. 
It’s gonna be tough to beat this 
game out for RPG of the year! 

MEET THE REVIEW GREW! 
ED SEMRAD 

Ed is already setting up traps around his 

house to keep the trick-or-treaters away. 

Baiting the lawn with the latest issues of 

EGM can certainly keep 'em at bay. 

Current Favorite Games: 
FF3, 32-X Star Wars 

DANYON CARPENTER 
It s been real tough lately getting Dano to 

do anything at all. Star Control II has been 

soaking up so much of his time. We’re sur¬ 

prised he hasn't bought a 3DO. Or has he? 

Current Favorite Games: 
Final Fantasy III, Star Control II. 

AL MANUEL 
Al’s been nodding off at his computer once 

again ever since he plugged in Final 

^3 Fantasy III. Can a man go a week without 

sleeping? Only with the power of an RPG. 

Current Favorite Games: 
FF 3; NBA Jam SNES; Super Metroid. 

Final Fantasy III 
RPG October 

Levels: N/A 24 Meg 

MIKE WEIGANO 
Major Mike has been taking up Tetris 2 and 

getting revenge on A! for all the times he 

beat Major’s Cammy in Super Street 

Fighter II. "Palme de Tigre!” 

Current Favorite Games: 
King of the Fighters ‘94; Sparkster; ADK. 

25 GAMES REVIEWED!!! 
Earthworm Jim, Final Fantasy III, Crazy 
Chase, Wild Guns, Maximum Carnage, 
Vortex, Mortal Kombat II, Super Return of 
the Jedi, Samurai Shodown, Tetris 2, 
Virtual Bait, Sparkster, Demon’s Crest, 
Bonkers, Lil Divil, Axis & Allies, Star 
Control II, Wolfenstein 3-D, Aggressors of 
Dark Kombat, Bubble Bobble, Panic, Ballz, 
Contra: Hardcorps, Beavis & Butt-head, 
Lethal Enforcers 2 



“...Spike McFang is the man!”Game Players Magazine, 

June 1994 'Editor’s Choice - Gold!” Electronic Gaming Monthly, 

playful 

ame Pro Maga- 

this 

any 

Power, 

excel- 

esome graphics!” 

1994 “Spike June 

game 

zine, April 

video 

u 
June 1994 ■ 

lent 

Electronic Gaming Monthly, June 1994 ■ ■ ■ Spike McFang is the 

game you want to play. Video Games Magazine, March 1994 

Use Spike's lightning hat and spinning cape 
to destroy his enemies. 

Protect your friends along the way 
—you’ll need them later! 

Snapping Piranhas have razor- sharp teeth and 
their lunch menu says “vampire sandwich 

We couldn’t have said it better ourselves! 
Searching for a new action adventure game? Weil, look no further. Introducing The Twisted Tales of Spike 
McFang, the game the critics fell for head-over-cape. Talking rocks, fire-breathing zombies, killer garlic and a hip 

vampire with a deadly hat and cape. Don’t miss this classic battery-backed adventure in the tradition of Zelda®. 

Visit your local retailer, or call 24 hours:1-800-695-GAME (USA and Canada). 

Bullet-Proof Software 
8337 154th Ave. N.E., Redmond, Washington 98052 (206)861-9200 

The Twisled Tiles of Spike McFang Is a trademark of Bullet-Proof Software. Inc. 01994 Bullet-Proof Software. Inc. Original game 01993 Null Co., Ltd. 01990.1993 RED. All rights reserved. Bullet-Proof Software and BPS are registered trademarks of Bullet-Proof 
Software, Inc. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 01991 Nintendo of America Inc. 



Abi AhlCIEUT CLAM WITH THE POWER TO TRANSFORM 
I hi TO FEARFUL MONSTERS STAMPS POISEXP TO 
tPESTROY ITSELF FOR A GOIPIPESS WHO WILL ORAhJT 

THEIR EVERY WISH... 

ORE HERO MUS T FlhJCP 

THE 3iX KEYS TO 
BAKltSH HER FOREVER.... 

ARRRGGHHU one false 

MOVE ANLP WE'RE HIS TORY TO AS T. 

encp of story GAME OVER!!! 



SHOULP HE A TTACK WITH A BANP OF EIGHT VALIANT 
WARRIORS OR SHOULP H£ PULL UP HIS ASBESTOS 

UNPERWEAR AMP SET FORTH ALONE KNOWING 

HIS HEXT STEP MAY BE THE lAST?? 

WILL OUR HERO SURVIVE? 

ONLY YOU HOLP THE ANSWER. 

you TH/UAC THtS ZS 

xft/ST A GAME*?! 

BREATH OF FIRE, 

A REP-HOT 12-MEG 

EXTRAVAGANZA FROM 

SOHARESOFT. 

"WHA T RPG FAN CAN'T 

GET EXCITER ABOUT 

A GAME LIKE THIS? 

...COULP EASILY ENP 

UP BEING THE BEST 

RPG OF THE YEAR." 

GAME PLAYERS’ 

MAY '94 

^Nintendo] 

3/4—BATTLE PERSPECTIVE! 

A/HMATEP MOBSTERS! 

HOW YOU'RE PLAYIHG 
WITH FIRE!!! 

registered tradem.uk and Breath of Fire is a trademark of CAPCOM Co, ltd. Breath of fire Japanese 0'iginal Version © 1993 CAPCOM Co., Ltd. All rights reserved, 
an) ©1994 CAPCOM Co., ltd All rights reserved. Squaresoft® is a registered trademark of Square Co. Ltd. Parka?e design, Screen text, and Manuals of SoftwaH 
ic. as a derivative work on CAPCOM’s Japanese Version. All rights reserved Super Nintendo Entertainment Sjr.fem and the official seals are registered trademarks of 
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Maximum Carnage 
Acclaim/Super NES 

Spider-Man just doesn’t have it in 
this one—the graphics are sloppy 
(like the kicks and punches), and 
the control is adequate at best. 
The cameos by other super¬ 
heroes are cool, but can’t make 
up for the other poor elements. 

Virtual Bart 
Acclaim/Super NES 

Hey, why not an adaptation of the 
Simpson’s Arcade Game? This 
one just plain misses the mark. 
The control is awful (like on the 
dinosaur,stage), the stages unap¬ 
pealing, and the whole thing 
seems rushed. 

Bonkers 
Capcom/Super NES 

Another good Disney entry from 
Capcom that isn’t quite as good 
as the others (like the Mickey 
Mouse games). Nevertheless, 
Bonkers has cartoon-like graph¬ 
ics, decent control, but the sound 
is a little subtle. 

Vortex 
Electro Brain/Super NES 

An interesting concept for fans of 
the “simulator’-type flight games. 
Being able to change into differ¬ 
ent vehicles is a good option, and 
the levels are very challenging. 
The pace may be slow, neverthe¬ 
less a unique game. 

Super Return of the Jedi 
JVC/Super NES 

The latest installment in the Star 
Wars saga is more like Jedi in 
that you can't just run through the 
levels: You will definitely have to 
take your time and carefully move 
through the levels. Excellent 
graphics and nice Mode 7. 

Super NES Acclaim 

Mortal II [ombat II 
Fighting Release: Now 

Levels: N/A 24 Meg 

Super NES Capcom 

Demon's Crest 

Action October 

Levels: N/A 16 Meg 

Genesis Acclaim 

This is the version of Mortal 
Kombat II to get. It plays very well 

little bit looser 
looks almost 
if the sounds 
sometimes 
it’s a small 

secrets you 
, except for 

ibve in the 
Armory. I’m surprised at how well 
this one plays. All my combos 
worked. That won it for me... 

MK II fans can finally shut up. 
Their game is here and what an 
excellent translation it is. It plays 
great. A^fljj^Bbos are here 
plus the sounds are 
right on most of the 
sounds ^yway. Acclaim really 

wanted tl^Hrr^B)e the best it 
could be and thep persistence 
has paia^mPcig way. The 
added Tournament Mode is a 
welcome addition that can really 
get your thumbs cramped up. 

There will be much rejoicing 
among fighting game aficionados. 
Mortal KombaMI for the Super 
NES is arcade as 
it’s gonnBget^his near-perfect 
translatiWH&s ^all the elements 

; that mad^H^Kn-op such a 
smash graphics are 
super sounds and 

I digitized^^^Jrave all been 
; faithfully replicated. Put in a cool 
i Group Battle Mode and you’ve 

n got a “must-buy” cartridge. 

Demon’s Crest will probably be 
one of those sleeper games, simi¬ 
lar to hovv^he Game Boy 
Gargoyl|^^^^|t was. The 
graphicsSB^BBful, and the 
game plttis t^ppotch. When 
you get t^H^^Tit forms, you 
have to^Hn^Bsubscreen, 
which inwupt$ the Action a little. 
The audi^ is very well done and 
is good at setting the mood. You 
would do well to try this one out— 
you might be surprised. 

Capcom’s not hyping this one. 
What’s up with that? Demon’s 
Crest will prove to be a good 
game for^^^^ftfor many rea¬ 
sons. It BfjpomJof the most 
detaileaKmpmMseen in an 
action game, plus Demon’s Crest 
has a bitfcrf an RPG/quest flair for 
those looking for more than a bor¬ 
ing old siom^^The mysteri¬ 
ous nature of the game really 
draws you closer to the action. 
Those Bosses are HUGE! 

Capcom has delivered the goods 
with Demon’s Crest! I don’t think I 
have to g^veijiow great the 
graph ics^^^^^taw the back¬ 
ground music and sound effects 
are sup^^nM^H what about 
the awesome game play7 We've 

come to^ffe^Bl that from 
Capcom. What ndn’t expect 
was how big the game is. I love 
the fact that there are multiple 
endings. The different attacks are 
great too! I like this game! 

Let's just say after the first trans¬ 
lation I wasn’t expecting them to 
be able to pull it off. With more 
character 
they do f 
an exce^ 
truly is “a! 
the hard\" 
moves a 
to make! 

e to pmutoff. With more I . Crest. It seem^hey 
tei^HJ^ps how could K wrong asJ^^^^ktfu 
d i. Weil, they did! This is with Mega Man X. Tf 
:eliehf reproduction that are very good and the 
"as close to the arcade as eerie and catchy. Thei 
dvlifppiulAllow.” All the f game play and t 
aid little nuances are here However, the only dr 

at home. me was 
Graphics and sounds are excel¬ 
lent. The big thing though, it plays 
very well! 

That pesky little gargoyle hits the 
big time with Capcom’s Demon’s 
Crest. It seem^hey can do no 
wrong asJ^^^^kfrer hit on par 
with Meaa Man xM"he graphics 
are very^^^a^He sounds are 
eerie and^H^Kere is a lot of 
game technique. 
However], the only drawback for 
me was took getting 
used to and seemed to get a bit 
frustrating trying to hover at differ¬ 
ent levels. Still a big hit! 

Mortal Kombat II 

jj Mortal Kombat II for the Genesis 
j looks a lot better compared to the 
I first game^ncMhe control is 
I about thasame. Sjie graphics, 

however,Ire nlsp-'.jrnproved. The 
: sounds d^^U^Bbeen added 
i in, though^H^^ew sounds are 

really th«e. I miss when Raiden 
roars, ar^Bo^Bg is muffled. 
For me tN^^^^^jood conver- 

' sion, but also check out the other 
versions. It is a great game nev¬ 
ertheless. 

Despite the obvious color and 
sound limitations of the Genesis, 
Mortal Kombat II comes off in an 

} it has the 
Ig for it: play 

^control really 
f lack of voices 
) sound effect 

', this version will 
_\ Genesis owners 

happy. But sorry guys, now you 
aren’t the only ones to get the 
blood and guts action like before. 

Genesis owners will have much 
3 to cheer about with one of the 

most highl^anticipated games of 
■ the yea^^"^^“ 
nearly 
every respect. 

, nearly. Althoj 
good, they 
the Super^ 
with the 

|ombat II ii 
e arcade in 

[ember, I said 
le graphics are 

rightly inferior to 
The same goes 
sound effects, 

speech, and game play. Overall, 
this is probably the best fighting 
game for the Genesis. 

• ■ 

! You have to face some of the lim- | 
itations of the Genesis. If you do, 
you’ll havetoadmitthat MK II is a 

rou compare 
sure it isn’t 

colorful, but it I 
Play control I 

this platform but I 
controls w^Hough to get some I 
heated going. Genesis! 
owners should check it out, it is I 
definitely one of the best fighting I 
games for the system. 
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VIDEO GAMES ARE 

LIKE KIGHTOPS. 

THE NEW ONES 

ORE COOL. 

BUT AFTER 

AWHILE THEV 

START TO STINK. 

, If it's not a challenge, it's not a game. You need the hottest, toughest games 
and you need them now. You need to go to Blockbuster. Where there's 

9 always a massive amount of the latest games for you to rent or buy. And 
when you've got those beat, there’ll be even harder games to take their place. 

WHERE THE CHALLENGE NEVER ENDS. 
BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO name and design are registered trademarks of Blockbuster Entertainment Corporation. Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301 ®1994 Blockbuster Entertainment Corporation. 



Crazy Chase 
Kemco/Super NES 

A ui>iqu« pv'speclive ,'r;iciny" 
g;nn<t, whme you musl laco 
against n t»oinb fuse and '.oUeui 
v.'voiol it<uri« nluiv.i ih«? way. 
TlM.'iu <; < »uUl bo a luw more wn- 

M Electronic Oamiufi Monthly 

Genesis Playmates 

Earthworm Jim 
N/A Release Puzzle Release 

N/A N/A Leuels Meg Levels 

urines, a > <in> onn r«g< in* 
ut skill oivi *•?< hniquy. but Hie v-ir- 
iou". until;•; and animations (aspo 
•Jally or Kidd s enemy; 010 
incredibly lilniike and piyi*o this 
one ni ifm IwIV’i g-irri*.~ uumrid 

8 7 8 7 8 
EO OANO Al SUSHI MIKE 

Sparkster 
Konami/Super NES 

ihe l»e»l Konarnj gnme in recant 
monUn put?- them back to i"im • 
thn one lias all tho (.urnpany’-; 
iiudornurk eloinnnb huge lyvelc, 
gigantic Posse:-. oukatanding 
giophics and ovcollnrit music 
there ip- plf?nty of lenlmique tr» “ 
loam and yon won t rnnster tliii- iri 
one silling. I he ♦..h»>ct* u level is Qfj 
also a u-plly nice touch and just 
add' i'j tlu= vi moly 

8 8 8 8 9 
EO UANO AL SUSHI MIKE |U 

Wild Guns 
Natsumu/Super NES 

On* - of tde b* s t shoot ’em-uns fm 
the Sup* r HUS system! I'he ♦wo- |U 
pleynr simultaneous play, and 
ve»y 1 h;'Hen;jing l°veli. tn.ai<<< this 
one a reel blast. It r-oeme to go by 
•j bit ♦')" fust (and is veiy minims 
c»,ril of the Neo aicade shuotei 
Nam 7«j). hill ttia> is moi*' a mb 
die to bow oond ttm gc"iie is 
I lire choiou of <jiinfj*jhi*’r'- 

8 8 8 8 8 
EO OANO AL SUSHI MIKE 

Tetris H 
Nintendo/Super NES 

Yon’ /n all played thn tM.Hl (and 
eveiy 1 *thpi possible) version, 
nov/ her*! comes mere <■! the 
• ern<- op the lb t*•■1 platform II 
you wore a fan of *he hist on*’, 
ihnri this "no wji| definitely ggj 
pli>a;.*>. This tirrir* there ar© rjioie 4 
backgrounds (some of them pint- 
ty cle/ni;. The two playnr i!- an 
.’iboMlute addictive blast fin*! //ill 
l-eep a naif plarnci «»H night' 

9 8 8 7 8 
EO OANO AL SUSHI MIKE fU 

The first 

hits are 

like all t 
and Ko 

into guns 

| I’ve always been a fan of Contra. f| 
' I even bought the arcade version J 
; of Contra, and Super Probotector. •? 

> really good, - 
'The cheap 

so it could J 
Kme players. 11 
^ffects used, t 

plly outdone 
. If you’re ^ 

(“miss this great f 
5 shooter! I guarantee you won’t 1 

put it down for hours. || 

For those in the know, the name •’ 
Contra invokes thoughts of all-out 
action and excitement, and that’s 

1 treated to. ; 
lion leads to 
Ision, because 

stuff flying 
|6sy to get hit by 

Knyway, the game 
f special effects to ■ 

the extreme which make it cool. ? 
On the down side, the game’s 

^ hard difficulty will make it rough. 

Contra heads into a new direction 
in the Genesis version of the 
classic military shooter. I like hav- 

len four new 
weapons are 

Ihics and spe- 
3 well and the 

^totally into the 
down side, I 

Pere too many Mid- 
s and not enough real ene- | 

! mies. It’s also really difficult. 1 
f. Overall, a good game. 

exactly 

there s so 
around that 
hidden bul 

Earthworm Jim is one of the best 
action games I’ve seen all year. I 
love the warped jokes and visual 
effects ii^^l^ftAe. There’s a 

j number Spcfieap Aits, but any 
true gamjfiHoJpM able to beat 
it with pri^HL It's always a chal¬ 
lenge. Thlrgrnphics and sounds 
have every little detail to them. It 

; plays gr^^H^^^ diversity of 
techniques is nice. This game 
was made by a gamer, and it 

: shows. 

This game just kicks @$$ in 
every way, shape, and form! EWJ 
is simply the coolest character to 

. The game 
has per 

n quest. The 
humor r J apart from 
the rest. T e all unique 

jump. Too 
cool! Ea my vote 

ing to c 

very cool. Th 
cial effect ar 

action 
thought t 

as the coolest character and 
hottest action game of the year. 
What more can I say? 

Earthworm Jim is one of the best 
platform games I have played this 

j year. Thi 
more thi 
fantastii 
game pli 
inality puf 
cially wj__ 
Hysterical! The 
nerisms ancHmimation have to be 
seen to be believed! It’s a total 
riot! This is one hot game! 

Not quite the same juice as the 9 
original Contra, but this is a tough in 
game to test your skills. Four* 

ent weapon || 
ssing. The * 
are good as ^ 

e levels are *§ 
there seems to I 
of Mid-Bosses. I 

ither pattern-orien-1 
fated and can get frustrating* 
being so tough. If you have a pal, 9 
go two players for a better time. I 

sets ke 
graphics and 
is the contr, 
rather simp 
be an abu 
The gam 

loaded with 
t graphics, 

d awesome 
ved the orig 
ame, espe- 
launching 

racter man- 

What an unlikely hero to make 
such a big hit. This little worm is 
larger than life (sort of like James 
Carrey)> 

re incredible 
enough f be drawn to 

flame. But it it like 
doesn t he graphics 
and sou ent the cool 

e big levels 
with different types of scenes to 
keep you entertained. Simply 
put—this game is smokin’! 

things g 
downrig 
and ammatio 
most players 

meant fo 
haps, tho 
enjoy th 

Panic is not much of a game, I 
rather it’s a series of visual gags. [ 
It’s fun to watch all the hilarious I 

a lot of it is I 
he graphics I 

Top-notch, and I 
ike note. Panic I 

llder crowd per- [ 
lost anyone will I 

rare scenes. The I 
replay value is good, because no I 
one can see ail the jokes in one | 
sitting. You should try it. 

WittMh^eal downfallofSega CD I 
games lately, it’s nice to see origi-a 
nality with Panic. Although a real I 
game is nonexistent, ’ 
you get laughs out j 
of the hi^Hj^^ts that occur, f 
Unfortui^H^^^ fun quickly! 
wears aLvai|afte^ou’ve seen! 
these animations a few times. In i 
other wo^^^Hn get bored I 
with it way too quickly. Also, if you I 
bought the Mega Mouse, now I 
you can finally use it with a game. | 

Panic has a strange concept that I 
is very welcome as far as origi-1 
nality goes. I like the cartoon-like I 
graphics^H^^Hk) music was I 
whimsic^^HPMk of how you I 
must ssvHmU is pretty cool I 
and so o^|^^^rt! It’s of I 
cute anc^^f I^Hr—the latter I 
always a big pJus/Bie problem is I 
it got bJHm^ fast, lost I 
interest an<Mus^anted to get to | 
the end without really playing. It’s 
good for passing time. 

This is a very unique type of! 
game that involves a lot of g 
ing. Basically all you’re doing is I 

sing buttons sitting 
t scene. Yet to proce 

actions and the hu 
sound th the buttons 

I must 
petitive and admit th 

somewh fter while 
since there is really no skill! 
involved. However, for a relaxing | 
game it can help pass the time. 



QUARTERMANU'S 
CHEAT SHEET 

KEY TO MOVES 
A-AWAY 
D-DOWN 
T-TOWARD 

U-UP 
1- HIGH QUICK 
2- HIGH FIERCE 
3- LOW QUICK 
4- LOW POWER 

(1) (2) 
BUTTONS- 

(3) (4) 

ARMADON SAURON 
Iron Maiden: Primal Scream: 

Hold (2+3), joystick A-U-T Hold (1+3), joystick D-U 
Bed-O-Nails: Earthquake Stomp: 

Hold (2+3), joystick D-U (hold buttons) Hold (1+2+4), joystick U-D 
Flying Spikes: The Cranium Crusher: 

Hold (2+4), joystick A-U Hold (1+4), joystick D-U 
Gut Fling Fatality: Carnage Fatality: 

Hold (1+2+3), joystick D-D-D-D-U Hold (all), joystick A-T-A-T-A 

BLIZZARD TALON 
Cold Breath: The Face Ripper: 

Hold (1+2+4), joystick A-T Hold (2+4), joystick D-T 
Ice Geyser: Brain Basher. 

Hold (1+2+4), joystick D-U Hold (2+3), joystick A-U-T 
Mega Punch (short): Pounce and Flip: 

Hold (1+3), joystick A-T Hold (2+3), T-D-DT 
To-Da-Moon fatality: Shredding Fatality: 

Hold (All), joystick D-D-D-D-U Hold (1+4), joystick T-D-A-U-T 

VERTIGO DIABLO 
Scorpion Sting: Torch: 

Hold (2+3), joystick T-T Hold (1+3), joystick U-T (hold button) 
Voodoo Spell: Hot Foot: 

Hold (2+3), joystick A-A Hold (2+4), joystick AU-DT (diagonals) 
Teleport: Inferno Flash: 

Hold (2+4), joystick D-D Hold (2+3+4), joystick U 
Petrify Fatality: Incinerator Fatality: 

Hold (2+4), joystick A-A-A Hold (all), joystick UA-D-DT 

rUAAQ Primal Rage is a unique fighting game in which there are 
vrlAvd seven deadly characters to choose from. Sauron and 

Power Puke (fast): Diablo are both deadly T-Rexes, with their own bone¬ 

Hold (1+4), joystick U-T breaking attitude adjustments. Chaos and Blizzard are 

(•miinrl Shakpp 
brethren gorillas, with opposing powers. Talon is a small 
dinosaur that has the stripings and coat of a tiger with the 

Hold (2+3), joystick A-AU-AD intelligence of a velociraptor. Vertigo is part cobra and part 
Grab-N-Throw: effraasia, and is easily as fast as any snake. Last of all is 

Hold (2+4), joystick T-A Armadon, who combines elements of a triceratops, 
Cannonball Fatality: ankylosaurus, and stegosaurus. Prepare to battle for 

Hold (all), joystick D-T-U-DT control of the new Urth. 



DIMITRI (VAMPIRE) 
SPINNING UPPERCUT: F,D,DF+P 

FALLEN ANGEL: D,D8,B+K 

STAKE THROW (CLOSE): 360+K 

POWER WAVE: D,F,DF+PPP 

SHADOW BEAST (CLOSE): D,F,DF+PPP 

VICTOR (FRANKENSTEIN) 
WHIRLWIND PUNCH: D,DB,B:F+P 

THE GRAB SHOCK (CLOSE): D,U+P 

POWER BOLT THROW (CLOSE): 360+PPP 

THUNDERSTRIKE: (DJ, U+PPP 

SUPER RUSH PUNCH: [BL F+PPP 

MORRIGAN (SUCCUBOUS) 
SHADOW BLADE: F,D,DF+P 

DEMON BUST (IN AIR): D,DB,B+K 

HELL RIDE (CLOSE): F,DF,D,DB,B+P 

THE DRILL: FjDFADB.B+K 

DOPPLEGANGER: 1P:1P,+B+2P,3P 

SASQUATCH (BIG FOOT) 
VORTEX KICK: F,D,DF+K 

ICE FORTRESS: D,D+PPP 

ICICLE HAMMER (CLOSE): F,DF,D+P 

REFREEZER (CLOSE): D,DB,B+K 

WHITE OUT: B,DB,D,DF3F+PPP 

FELICIA (CATWOMAN) 
ROLLING SUSH: B;BD,D,DF+P 

LITTERBOX KICK: D,DF,F+K 

LUNGE KICK: B,D,DF+K 

SCRATCHING POST(CLOSE): F,DF,S,DB,B+K 

ROLUNG FURY: D^ADFJHPPP 

D: DOWN [ j: CHARGE 

DF: DOWN FORWARD DASH: DOUBLE TAP 

F: FORWARD P: PUNCH 

UF: UP FORWARD K: KICK 

U: UP PPP: ALL 3 PUNCHES 

UB: UP BACK KKK: ALL 3 KICKS 
B: BACK 1: JAB 

DB: DOWN BACK 2: MEDIUM 

360: ROTATE 360 3: FIERCE 

JON TALBAIN (WEREWOLF) 
BUZE KICK: D,U+K 

ROLL THROW (CLOSE): F,DF,D,DB,B+K 

ECLIPSE THROW (CLOSE): F,DF,D+K 

LUNA’S SLEDGE: B,DB,D,DF,F+P 

LUNA’S SLEDGE (DIAG. UP): D,DB,UF+P 

LORD RAPTOR (GHOUL) 
HELICOPTER: D$DB,D+K 

HELL’S GATE: B,DB,D,DF,F+K 

COFFIN MAKER (CLOSE): D,DF,F,UF+P 

HELL BUST: FjDF^DB^+K 

DEMON BUDE: [F], B+PPP 

RIKOU (MERMAN) 
SWAMP GAS: B,DB,D,DF,F+K 

TONGUE THROW (CLOSE): F,DF,D,DB,B+P 
FRENZY (CLOSE): F,DFADB£+K 

THE GEYSER: F,Lf 3D+PPP 

THE ABYSS: F,DF,D+KKK 

ANAKARIS (MUMMY) 
PHARAOH’S CURSE (IN AIR): F,DB,D,DF+P 

SARCOPHAGUS SUM (NEAR): PPP 

SARCOPHAGUS SUM (FAR): KKK 

GRAND WRAP: D,DF,F+P 

PHARAOH’S WRAP: F+1P+D+2P.3P 

BISHIMON (SPIRIT WARRIOR) 
SPIRIT HOLD (IN AIR): U,UF,F+P 

THE SKINNER (CLOSE): F,DF,D,DB,B+P 

THE BUSHIDO CRUSH: FrDF,D,DB+P 

SUPER HIGH SUSH: F,B,F+P 

SUPER LOW SUSH: F,B,F+K 



You thought Micrt tflio tint omo wus ywwl* 
iwiif imv m nHK| #t mviKy 

YocrworrMAKE rnHRowsHiam 

As Pocky and her partner you are about to embark 
on a fantastic and dangerous adventure. You will 

need to use your wits and bravery to reach the end 
of your journey. Are you up to the challenge? 

• Seven different partners to choose from. 
• Plenty of unique and playful moves. 

• Action/adventure game for the entire family. 
* Outstanding graphics and music. 

For more information on Pocky & Rocky 2, please call (415) 342-9231. 

super mm 
Serious Fun'" 

LICENSED BY 

(Nintendo) 

Natsume Inc. 1243A Howard Ave 

Burlingame, California 94010 
Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. Pocky & Rocky 2 is a 
trademark of Natsume Inc. Natsume is a registered trademark of Natsume Inc. © 1994 Natsume Inc. 



SPORTS GftHES 

5NE5 i GENESIS E SCORE ON 16 BIT 
TOTAL 5PDRT5_GAME5_ 

5UPER~NE5~_ 

Dihiiiiis 

5QUND_J5_“ 

sErEeN COLORS 256 

An insider’s look at 16-bit Sports brought to you by Nintendo 
ADVERTISEMENT 

Back in the early days of 16-bit gaming, 
Sega of America made the claim of sports 
superiority, and they were right. Early 
games like John Madden Football from 
EA Sports were designed for the Genesis 
and were later adapted to the Super NES 
without making use of the technical 
capabilities of Nintendo’s 16-bit system. 
It was like taking the paddle out of a 
canoe and trying to use it on a hydro 
plane. But once developers realized what 
they could achieve by using the Super 
NES’ custom graphics processors, a new 
generation of sports games quickly 
redefined what a sports video game could 
be. Super NES sports games are now 
technically advanced, more realistic, and 
there’s more of them. And where’s Sega? 
Let’s just say that they’re somewhere 
without a paddle. 

de the claim of sports an^ 9ames from sports ^ 
were ripht. Emdv software leader* i Ill'll*11 illflflWI 

Many games from sports 

software leaders like EA 

Sports, Acclaim, Sony 

cAusTomdrndTeCm0a’renow 
custom des.gned for both 

®"b,t Same systems. Even 

aWnde"thescreen Perspective 

and Play characteristics are 
same, the larger number 

it MtdSr theSuPerNES, 
'‘s Mode 7 capabilities and its 
^Perior sound processor 

a low for more realism in the 
uper NES versions. The 

differences are dramatic in 

some titles, like Tecmo-s new 
fecmo Super Baseball. The 

uper NES version gives you a 

unique, rotating fielder’s point 

the r'hat ^ missing from 

‘he Genesis game. The simple 

,a«!,S tha* y°u 9e, more ’ 

Qa'lrStSUPerNESsports 
9 mes-more color, more 
sound, more realism. 

SNES 

.NBA 
Live 95 

Advertisement 



ADVERTISEMENT 

When Nintendo's NCAA Basketball took to the court in 1992, the radical behind-the*player 

perspective “KO’d” the competition and the critics. No one had ever seen such a realistic 

video game. The perspective produced the closest experience to actually playing the sport. 

Since then, Super NES sports games have explored many new arenas of realistic sports 

action—arenas where Genesis titles have never gone. 

f Other 19 f Other 15 

Total 117 Total 74 
Figures taken from Spring issues of Nintendo Power 
Game Pak Directory and Sega Soft Newz. (Does not 
include future sports titles.)_ 

LI Iii rUT* M 1 • n i i 111 r 

Nintendo Sega 

| Baseball 15 | Baseball 7 

0 Football 15 0 Football 12 

© B-ball 10 © B-ball 8 

^ Hockey 7 tS Hockey 4 

® Soccer 11 0 Soccer 5 

Racing 27 Racing 13 

V Golf 9 Golf 6 

X Boxing 4 £ Boxing 4 

The most realistic sports games available 
are found only on the Super NES. Why? 
It’s not just a matter of licenses. The name 
on the box doesn’t put fun in the game. 
The reason that Super NES sports games 
play more like the real game, look more 
like the real game and sound more like 
the real game is due to the custom 
hardware inside the Super NES control 
deck. The Super NES’ two graphics 
processors contain special graphics modes 
including Mode 7 which allows for the 
easy manipulation of objects in a 3-D 
environment. Sports take place in three 

THE 
SUPER NES 

If you don’t own a Super NES, you 

can’t play many of the best sports 

games available like: Ken Griffey Jr. 

Presents Major League Baseball, 

NCAA Basketball, Stunt Race FX, 

Tommy Moe’s Winter Extreme Skiing & 

Snowboarding, NHL Stanley Cup, 

classics like F-Zero and Super Tennis 

or up-coming games like Michael 

Andretti’s Indy Car Challenge. And the 

hottest titles available for both 

systems won’t be as intense on the 

Genesis. If you want the most game 

from the hottest titles like NBA Jam, 

Madden NFL 95, WWF Raw and NBA 

Live ’95, you have to get the Super 

NES version because the best 

graphics and sound are available 

exclusively for Super NES sports fans. 

dimensions, not two. The Super NES’s 
ability to rotate perspective and scale 
objects lets designers create realistic 
fields, courts, race tracks and even 
mountain slopes. Imagination is the only 
limitation. The Genesis, on the other 
hand, is limited because it doesn’t have 
the custom graphics processors or a 16-bit 
sound processor, which means that 
Genesis sports games simply can’t 
compete on a level playing field with 
Super NES games. They’re behind 
from the very start. 

Tommy Moe’s Winter Extreme 

Advertisement 
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Earthworm Jim 
Playmates/Super NES 

Earthworm Jim is a totally unique 
character, with plenty of anima- S 
tions and unique characteristics, 
plus this game milks them for all 
they're worth (along with a few 
inside jokes). The levels are huge 
and extremely challenging, with 
hilarious Bosses and other U! 
assorted enemies. Only gripe: _ 
there could be a few more contin- jag 
ues. Launch that cow! 

8 9 9 8 8 
ED DANO AL SUSHI MIKE 

Samurai Shodown 
Takara/Super NES 

A very earnest home version of 
the arcade smash that stays pret¬ 
ty faithful to the original material. 
Obviously, some will be disap¬ 
pointed because the scaling isn’t 
in this version, and the characters 
could be a little bigger. But for an 
adaptation of a Neo*Geo title, this 
one does a very good job. The 
Timed Fight Mode is a good 
option. 

8 8 7 6 8 
ED DANO AL SUSHI MIKE 

CTJH Ballz 
Accolade/Genesis 

Ballz has a unique perspective on 
the fighting field (like Virtua 
Fighters), but I found some of the 
moves difficult to pull-off at times. 
The fighters were interesting, with 
their various taunts and other 
poses, and the whole idea is 
innovative, but in the end it just 
never really came together for 
me. It is an interesting variation 
on the fighting theme, though. 

8 7 5 5 6 
ED DANO AL SUSHI MIKE 

M Lethal Enforcers 2: Gunfighters 

Konami/Genesis 
This Justifier-compatible title 
takes the plot of the first game 
and drops it in the Old West. 
Basically, it’s more aim-the-gun- 
and-shoot, with a two-player 
option that comes very close to t 
the arcade version. This sequel is 
a little more difficult than the first 
one, with challenging Bosses and 
plenty of different weapons. 

7 6 5 6 7 
ED DANO AL SUSHI MIKE 

The moves 
and there s 
involved 
really fun 
be a real 

At first glance, I’d give the game 
a 2 and walk away, but I sat down 
and forced myself to play it. It’s 

^The way 
Every unique. 

Isy to get off, 
of technique 

Ihing moves are 
I can sometimes 

_6ver. The graphics 
look choppy at first, but you’ll get 
used to it. Overall, I really liked it. 
Not incredible, but fun. 

This looked like a cheesy fighting 
clone at first; but once I played 
the gamejWarev^in me and I 
ended ulliking it. The graphics 

^^^^^rations could 
Fiose combo 

fating! I found 
Juch” every time I 
paracters them- 

yanything to write 
home about, but it plays very 
well. The “Crazy” moves add 
humor to this decent game. 

Aggressors of Dark Kombat is a 
good head-to-head fighting game. 
The fightincMaerspective is not 

are goo 
be better, 

myself sayi 
got hit! T 
selves a 

It’s cool 
love around 

id still be able 
button combi- 

!ol! I also like it 
itent. The special 

_ at combo moves 
and the “Crazy” moves are a total 
riot. I just wish the animation was 
better, though. 

limited 
becausi 
like in Final Fij 
to use joystii 
nations. V) 
for its hui 
moves a 

Okay, so it isn't MK II, but don’t 
judge a book by its cover. From a 
glance the simple animations 
may see 
offer. W 
innovations fj 
like pickin'_ 
weapons, a^H 
and simpli 

s nothing to 
are several 

lighting game 
fend throwing 
D fighting field, 

fes that do multi¬ 
hit comb(^^P& also the first Neo 
game with fatalities. It may not be 
a tough fighting game, but it is fun 
to play if you give it a chance. 

abound each 
strange 
Some of 
cult to u 
tions give 
able.The m 

Melee M 
out of an 
to be th 

back is 
Dynamic 

This game is truly awesome. The ” 
graphics and sound are absolute- p 
ly superb. Humor and adventure | 

ounter with Sj 
and worlds. I■ 

js are diffi- j 

the anima- i 
B$re unbeat- 

is are excel-j 

lent, witT^^I prP having its! a 
own captain, as well as its own ; 
weapons and defenses. This is a 
must-have 3DO game! Excellent! 

The 3DO certainly needs a game 
like Star Control II. This game 
has it all: intnquinq plot that con- 

s around an excellent 
B ing the heck 

ind what has 
s best souidtrack I’ve 

on y real draw¬ 
ees Crystal 

; chose fc r the aliens 
can be a little hard to understand, 
but that just adds to the mystery. 
In a nutshell, this game rocks! 

1 I’m not really a strategy RPG 
player at all, but Star Control II 
caught m^y^with its highly- 
detailed graphics. Because it was 
CD, themusic were 
incredible. Another good thing 
about the it was easy to 
get into. The moment I picked up 
the controllers got used to the 
fundamentals of the game. The 
Versus Mode is also a cool fea¬ 
ture. This is a solid buy for the 

| 3DO. 

1 Surprisingly I like this version! I’ve 
seen the PC version, but this 
3DO import blows it out of the 

^ed graphics j; 
. Of course 

&§Jilids are defi- 
Bndards. Even f 

ds were great, it 
^|to the other® 

1 to speak in English. 
] The Versus Mode is still kept 
\ intact. If you love the PC version,r 
j you’ll love this game._L 

water 
really ca 
the CD 
mtely 
though t 
was har 
aliens try 

Wolfenstein 3-[ 

I used to play Wolfenstein 3-D all 
the time, and this is the 
smoothest scrolling one of all. 

igly good for 
My biggest 

ist the game 
ist games, but 

Iffiurt in this case, 
ig, by all means 

_4 be disappointed. 
The effect of Wolfenstein has 
worn off a bit, but it’s still an 
enjoyable game. 

The aud 
being 
complaint is 
scrolls by. 
the game pi 
If you ow 
get it. Yo 

Yes, it has been done before on 
other platforms, but not this good. 
Everything has been kept intact 
from the^^^H 
ics are « 
are of excepj 
only real comi 
scrolls wi 
screw up 

The graph- 
the sounds 

quality. The 
int is that it 

fast. This can 
accuracy when 

you are trying |fo get somewhere, 
aim, etc. Jaguar owners are 
bound to go nuts over this good 
translation. 

This Jaguar version of the PC hit 
is superior in many respects. For 
one, the graphics are much 

Is it easy to 
im afar plus 

■a effects have 
ITy improved. I 

Jre Automap fea- 
Jrawback that real- 

_Pame is that your 
character moves through the lev¬ 
els way too fast, making it tough 

g for precision aiming. 

crisper, 
identify 
the music and 
been dram 
especially I 
ture. The 
ly hurts 

Either you love this game or you 
just don’t understand why every- | 
one else does. Just like the corn- 

simple yet | 
3-D game, 

tunds aren’t I 
jey aren’t what 

fun. The 
$Be halls and 

unter or the I 
hunted is exhilarating. This may I 
not be everyone’s game, but if | 
you like the style, it’s done well. 

puter ve 
very, ve 
The gra 
super qua 
makes 

feeling o 
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EverY PlaY TOP GAME 
EQUIPMENT 

Software, Etc. makes the play 
with hot selections and super 
value prices. Check out our 

Real Deal coupons (see 
stores for details) and 

save big money! 

CHaMPION 
GaMiNG 

DICK VITALE'S "AWESOME 
iABY" COLLEGE HOOPS 
tom Time Warner Interactive. 
-or Genesis. 
$5 Off With In-Store Coupon 

nationwSS^pionship 

from Sega. 
For Genesis. 
$3 Off With In-Store Coupon 
WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 
from Sega. 
For Genesis. 
$3 Off With In-Store Coupon 
PEBBLE BEACH GOLF LINKS 
from Panasonic. 
For 3D0. 

NHL '95 
from Electronic Arts. 
For Genesis. 

UNKS 
from Virgin. 
For Sega CD. 
$3 Off With In-Store Coupon 
TROY AIKMAN NFL FOOTBALL 
from Williams Entertainment. 
For Super NES. 
$5 Off With In-Store Coupon 

ARCADE PRO 
JOYSTICK 
from STD. 
For SNES, Genesis and 
Sega CD 

$3 Off With In-Store 
Coupon 

SG PROPAD 6-BUTTON 
from STD. 
For Genesis. 

$3 Off With In-Store 
Coupon 

M 

NHL 
«V9S 

PEBBLE BEACH 
GOLF LINKS. 

ii m SPORTS 

AN 
eXPLoSION 
oF SPORTS 

aCTIoN 

'TV 



ESPN SUNDAY NIGHT NFL 
from Sony Imagesoft. 
For Sega CD. 

nghtNATIONAL HOCKEY 
from Sony Imagesoft. 
For Genesis. 

ESPN NBA HANGTIME '95 
from Sony Imagesoft. 
For Sega CD. 

ESPN SPEED WORLD 
from Sony Imagesoft. 
For Super NES. 

ESPN BASEBALL TONIGHT 
from Sony Imagesoft. 
For Genesis. 
$3 Off With In-Store Coupon 

■50j'136'<5» 
ISmuckues 

BEAVIS & BUTTHEAD 
from Viacom. 
For Genesis. 

SONIC & KNUCKLES 
from Sega. 
For Genesis. 

MICKEY MANIA 
from Sony Imagesoft. 
For Genesis. 

FINAL FANTASY III 
from Square Soft. 
For Super NES. 

Offers valid 10/5/94 through 10/25/94 

Product availability may be affected by manufacturer production delays. However, we will always do our best to satisfy our customer.. © Software. Etc. Printed 
in USA. ,M, ® & © 1994 Nintendo. All rights reserved. © 1994 Software, Etc. All Trademarks ami Copyrights are property of respective manufacturers. 



Although the animation looks a lit¬ 
tle choppy, you’ll find a lot to like 
about Lil Divi^Te’s the nicest 
devil sin|fH|^^nd he’s got 
some gr^^R^Hality quirks. 
The gan^^Ai^^Bnultifaceted, 
with diffe^H^Kscenes and 
puzzles t^Kjh^^^ven the plot 
is lighth^^^^^lgraphics are 
beautiful I^^^Josic brings the 
atmosphere home. Who would’ve 
thought that Hades could be this 
fun? I really like it. 

Surprisingly this games plays 
great despite being on the Game 
Boy. The fatalities were easy to 
do, and knock the 
other fij^^^^H the ceiling 
spikes. S^^^^His black-and- 
white her^H^^difficult to tell 
the ninj^^ffa^A~id why was 
Raiden Brnov.a<fl One of the 
other cnl^^^^^hould have 
been removed. Even though only 
a few backgrounds are here, they 
are the best ones. 

Boy, this sure brings back some 
memories for me. Bubble Bobble 
is a great game for the Game 
Gear. It well to the 
small scnnr^Hhe graphics 
are simp^^mc^Hto keep you 
from str^^P^^ur eyes. The 
game play is very Bod consider¬ 
ing the though the 
lizard tera^^^P!) higher than 
you think. A few of the levels get 
a little cheap, too. Overall, it's a 
game that’s meant to be fun. 

I’ll have to say that the opening 
sequence to the game was great 
to look aMr^act most of the 
graphic^fljHBvil are quite 
good. St^^^^^Pe a tired PC 
comput^^ni^^ith mediocre 
control. was okay, 
but didn’t thMn^Biere are role- 
pi ay in g/^H^^^Lnd fighting 
action s^^H^n the game, 
which gives it some play value. 
But even though the character is 
humorous, the appeal wore off. 

This is probably the best fighting 
game on the Game Boy, which 
isn’t sayin^nuchlbecause there 
are not ngflj^^Bog games on 
this port^^H^^is one plays 
well. I fc^Ho^^lf getting the 
moves o^H|^A|ly any prob¬ 
lem with^Ht^^ftjttons. Even 
so, it’s better^asB portable game 
to take a^^^^^ou, because 
you won’t want to play this on the 
Super Game Boy. I would get the 
Super NES version instead. 

I used to play this game a long 
time ago and this version is sur¬ 
prisingly faithfuho the original! All 
of the p^Bp^n has been 
retained^^^^^Krtable, too! 
The Two^Her^H-up Option is 
a good i^H^Kthe second 
player jo^HAl^^h the graph- 

are to play and 

that’s whimflPG 9ame good. 
This platform classic may be old, 
but it’s still got the fun to keep 
you coming back for more. 

I really couldn’t get into the Game 
Boy version of Mortal Kombat II 
for a numbei^Ueasons. First off, 
I think th^^^^HlI screen and 
the blurr^HM^ffi' movements 
were a c^^b^^The graphics, 
sound, e^^^^wnportantly, 
playabili^^pi^Hve with this 
version, ^^^^^Ber to get the 
special Plus the 
absence of four of the characters 
really hurt it as well. Stick to the 
game systems. 

This game is such a pleasant sur¬ 
prise! What Bubble Bobble 
doesn’t offeMr^reat graphics 
and suPH|nd, it makes 
up for irfl^^^^Boncept. It is 
very reminisce^^Bhe old games 
when the en^Hre was on good 
game play^^BFun. Sometimes 
it’s better tstick to simplicity 
rather th^^^t pretty graphics. 
The Link Option is also a big plus 
for an already good game. It’s 
well done. 

Well you can’t expect too much 
from the Game Boy when you’re 
talking abou^^iant Meg game 
like MK ^HHHre several of 
the char^^^W^Rhey do have 
their spe^^^^^and some fin¬ 
ishing tecl^l^^Pplays ... well 
like a G^B^Lme. It isn’t 
bad con >idering.the format. It has 
the spike^^^lPomb and even 
turnaround kicks. The graphics 
and sounds are decent. It’s aver¬ 
age but then again why try? 

I was addicted to the arcade 
game and mastered it. I have to 
say they di^^very good job on 
the porteyj^^^^km.They put in 
the level^^f^^H, and power- 
ups that I^^^^Hcade game a 
classic. l^H||^^n’t heavy on 
sounds t^HT^Agraphics and 
fun garrje pja/ ma ;e it a top- 
notch two-player 
link you can have even more fun 
as a tag team. Portable fans 
should check this out. 

njl Sparkster 
™ Konami/Genesis 
Given a meaner, leaner look, 
Sparkster comes off pretty well in 
this sequel to Rocket Knight 
Adventures. Some of the attacks 
are different and take some get¬ 
ting used to (like the new rocket 
attack), but overall a good action 
title for the Genesis. It could use 
a few more colors, and the sound 
effects are a nice complement to 
ttie overall game. 

M Beavis & Butt-head 
Viacom/Genesis 

For many people, the deciding 
factor of liking this game or not 
will probably be if you like the duo 
and their TV show. If you don’t, 
then this game will definitely not 
be for you. It does have good 
graphics and the sound is Okay. 
Not being a fan of the show made 
this more an endurance test. 
Fans will probably want to check 
it out, others beware. 

Axis & Allies 
Philips/CO-i 

Axis & Allies has to be one of the 
more comprehensive and com¬ 
plete wartime simulators ever 
made! The live-action stock 
footage and sounds are amazing 
and make this a game any World 
War II buff won’t want to miss! 
This one covers everything and 
you can practically make your 
own (hypothetical) war scenario. 

TO Mortal Kombat II 
Acclaim/Game Gear 

Just like the first one, Mortal 
Kombat II has eye-popping 
graphics, and great control—so 
much so that you won t believe 
this is a portable. Johnny Cage, 
Baraka, Rayden, and Kung Lao 
are missing from this version, but 
the moves of the present fighters 
are all easy to execute. Like the 
other versions, you can t pause 
this one— START blocks. 

Action Release: N/A 

Levels: N/A CD-ROM 
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COMING FALL1994 FOR THE 
SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

©1994 Interplay Productions. Inc. C2: Judgment Clay is a 
Interplay Productions. Inc. All rights reserved.Nintendo. S 
Entertainment System. Super NES and the otficial seal ari 
of Nintendo of America. Inc. © 1994 Nintendo of America. 

THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAT NINTENDO HAS APPROVED THE QUALITY OF THIS 
PRODUCT ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS SEAL WHEN BUYING GAMES AND ACCESSORIES TO ENSURE 
COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY WITH YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. 
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^ylvester is at it again! His favorite meal (Tweety) is so close he can taste it - but 

there's a slight catch. He has to get past Granny, Spike, Hippety Hopper the Kangaroo 

and more to get his paws on Tweety. It's amazing what this cat will do for a bite to eat. 

^ Use helpful Acme items like pogo sticks, binoculars, and superhero suits to 
avoid trouble. 

^ Full animation and cartoon like graphics and voices bring this hysterical 
"Toon" adventure to life! 

^ Multiple levels of difficulty adjust play for all ages and abilities! 

^ Use Sylvester's patented evasion maneuvers to hide from Tweety's protectors! 

^ Grab items found in the background to make difficult, but climbable stacks! 

Time Warner 
Interactive, Inc. 
675 Sycamore Drive 
Milpitas, CA 95035-0782 

PrnH i irtinn 
GENESIS 

LOONEY TUNES. CHARACTERS. NAMES ANO AIL RELATED INDICIA ARE TRADEMARKS OF WARNER BROS C 1994 SEGA AND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES. 
LTD ALL RIGHTS RESERVED THE VIDEO GAME RATING COUNCIL ITS RATING SYSTEM. SYMBOLS AND INDICIA. ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA. INC © 1993 SEGA 
© 1994 LANCE INVESTMENTS LTD TECMAGIK IS A TRADEMARK OF TECMAGIK. INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSED EXCLUSIVELY TO TIME 
WARNER INTERACTIVE. INC 

of SEGA™. Buy games and accessories with 
this seal to be sure that they are compatible 
with the SEGA™ GENESIS™ SYSTEM. 



Here are 10 games that set new stan¬ 

dards in the video game arena! They 

range from old favorites to upcoming 

new releases! For example, Strider was 

the first 8-Meg cart for the Genesis, and 

Street Fighter II was the first 16-Meg 

game for the Super NES! And Donkey 

Kong Country sports new technology 

that we’ll see more of soon! 

1 

DONKEY K0N6 COUNTRY 
NINTENDO/SNES 

STARFOX 
NINTENDO/SNES 

VIRTUA RACING SHERLOCK HOLMES 
SE6A/6ENESIS NEC/DUO 

PILOTWINGS 
NINTENDO/SNES 

SONIC 2 
SEGA/GENESIS 

STRIDER 
SEGA/GENESIS 

STREET FIGHTER II 
CAPCOM/SNES 

Back at number one 

after a week away, /&i 

Firebrag’s in his T*' ^ 

own adventure from 

the folks at Capcom! a. - 

ii \ DEMON’S CREST / CAPCOM 

SAMURAI SHODOWN / TAKARA 

SUPER RETURN OF THE JEDI/JVC 

SNES Month 

SUPER STREET FIGHTER ll/CAPCOM 

SNES Months 

#S MORTAL KOMBAT ll/ACCLAIM 

SNES Months 

#7 Will 6UNS/NATSUME 

SNES Months 

R-TYPE III/JALECO 

SNES Months 

EARTHWORM JIM/PLAYMATES 

SNES Months 

POCKY 8 ROCKY 2/NATSUME 

SNES Months 



PUSH YOUR SEGA CD 

Based 

on the elite 

“Flying Nightmares” 

Marine Harrier squadron, 

this game really pushes the 

envelope of CD technology. 

Everything is state-of-the-art: 

Stunning 3D texture-mapped graphics. 

Intense full-motion video sequences. 

Internal, external and missile camera 

angles. Plus the hottest CD-quality 

sounds and special effects. 

fl(M 
V SEAL OF 

DUALITY 

This official seal is your 
assurance that this product meets 

the highest quality standards ol 
SEGA. Buy games and accessories 

with this seal to be sure that they are 
compatible with the SEGA CD'SYSTEM. 

It all adds up to the most exciting 

combat flight simulator on Sega CD. 

Imagine the power under your 

command: Harrier jump jets that can 

turn on a dime and stop dead in 

midair. Laser-guided missiles, cluster 

radar-jamming pods. 

It’s enough to make your 

heart pound and palms sweat. 

It’ll also strain your brain. This 

just happens to be one intelligent 

action-adventure game as well. 

Flying Nightmares. Pushing CD 

technology - and you - to the max. 

Sold exclusively in America by Time Warner 
Interactive. Inc. Phone 408-473-9400 tor 
ordering information. 
SEGA and SEGA CD ate trademarks ol Sega Enterprises. Ltd. All 
rights reserved Published by Domark Software Inc. Programmed by 
Panelcomp. Graphics and sound by the Kremlin Flying Nightmares. 
©1994 Domark Software Inc. All rights reserved. 



The Top Ten infor¬ 

mation below is 

provided by 

Babbage's and is 

current as of 

August 15,1994. America’s Software Headquarters 
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SUPER NES GENESIS 

BREATH OF FIRE/SQUARE SOFT 

NUMBER ONE GAME 
FOR EACH SYSTEM SEGA CD 

Alone In The Dark 

SUPER NES 
Super Street Fighter II 

Star Wars 3-D: 

Rebel Assault JVC 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 

3D0 
#1 ALONE IN THE DARK/INTERPLAY 



Let the whole world know'what your favorite 
games are and voice your video game vote! 1 11 
Call the special EGM Top Tens Hotline and 
register your own awards! Simply call the 
number below, select your favorite games from 
the listing, and power on! Then turn to next 
month's EGM's Top Tens to get the results! 
It's that easy! CALL TODAY! 

ONLY 990 PER MINUTE! 

JJd 
sUh'jJJj'Jij 
^MONTHLY 

1-900-740-7722 
Don't agree with the Review Crew? Want your opinion to count? Call the EGM Top Ten Hotline and VOTE today! 

After calling the Hotline, follow the prompts and enter the number corresponding to your favorite games below. Also listen to the latest and greatest gossip! 

1. SNES/MORTAL KOMBATII 

2. SNES/ACTRAISER 2 

3. SNES/STREET FIGHTER II 

4. SNES/MORTAL KOMBAT 

5. SNES/SUPER STREET FIGHTER II 

6. SNES/STREET FIGHTER II TURBO 

7. SNES/CLAY FIGHTER 

8. SNES/STARFOX 

9. SNES/SUPER METROID 

10. SNES/SUPER TECMO BOWL 

11. SNES/SUPER EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 

12. SNES/SUPER MARIO ALL-STARS 

13. SNES/THE JUNGLE BOOK 

14. SNES/SUPER STAR WARS 

15. SNES/AERO THE ACRO'BAT 

16. SNES/STUNT RACE FX 

17. SNES/DEMON’S CREST 

18. GENESIS/MORTAL KOMBAT II 

19. GENESIS/ ENTERNAL CHAMPIONS 

20. GENESIS/STREET FIGHTER II CE 

21. GENESIS/JURASSIC PARK 

22. GENESIS/MORTAL KOMBAT 

23. GENESIS/LETHAL ENFORCERS 2 

24. GENESIS/STREETS OF RAGE 3 

25. GENESIS/SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 3 

26. GENESIS/SONIC SPINBALL 

27. GENESIS/ CONTRA: HARD CORPS 

28. GENESIS/CASTLEVANIA: BLOODLINES 

29. SEGA CD/MONTANA FOOTBALL CD 

30. SEGA CD/SONIC CD 

31. SEGA CD/GROUND ZERO, TEXAS 

32. SEGA CD/HEART OF THE ALIEN 

33. SEGA CD/SILPHEED 

34. SEGA CD/MORTAL KOMBAT CD 

35. DUO/STREET FIGHTER II CE 

36. DUO/DRACULA X 

37. 3D0/CRASH ‘N’ BURN 

38. NE0*GE0/W0RLD HEROES 2 JET 

39. NE0*GE0/FATAL FURY SPECIAL 

40. NEO*GEO/ART OF FIGHTING 2 

41. NEO-GEO/KING OF FIGHTERS 94 

42. NES/KIRBY’S ADVENTURE 

43. NES/MEGA MAN 6 

44. GAME GEAR/JURASSIC PARK 

45. GAME GEAR/THE INCREDIBLE HULK 

46. ARCADE /MORTAL KOMBAT II 

47. ARCADE/SUPER STREET FIGHTER II TURBO 

48. ARCADE/DARKSTALKERS 

Top Ten nominations change each month with all-new favorites! New entries in red. These nominations are good through October 31. 

Callers must be 18 or older. Callers must use a touch tone phone. A sen/ice of Sendai Publishing Group, Inc. 1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222, Lombard, IL 60148 



SUBSCRIBE TO EGM 

BECOME A VIDEO GAME V.I.P. 
& GET 12 ISSUES Of EGM ft Q-LETTER! 

Get 12 issues of EGM plus Cheat Sheets for the special reduced price of $28.95! 

Send payment to: EGM, P.0. Box 7524, Red Oak, IA 51591-0524 

Name_ 

Address 

City_ 

_Payment Enclosed 

Credit Card Orders: 

_VISA _M 

Card No._ 

Exp. Date_ 

Signature _ 

For Faster Service, Call Toll-Free: 

Make check or money order payable to Sendai Publishing Group. Inc. Canada and Mexico add SIO.OO. All foreign subscriptions via 
air mail only $100.00. Any/all checks or money orders must be payable in U.S. funds, and must be drawn on an American bank. 
(American Express money order. Citibank money order, or any other type of check or money order that would go through a U.S. 
branch bank.) All foreign orders must be prepaid Please allow 6-8 weeks for your first issue HEMK3 

AND RECEIVE 12 INCREDIBLE ISSUES & Q-LETTER! 

Each big full-color issue of EGM is 
packed with In-Your-Face information 
and exclusive coverage of the hottest 
video game action you can find. 

EGM is the only mag loaded with 
special pull-out strategy guides, killer 
maps, and super secrets that will send 
your scores soaring! 

EGM EXCLUSIVE! 
hatasaxuhak 

SUPER STREET RGHTIR} 
PRIMAL RAGE: 

beiter . 
[THAN 
MORTAL 
kombatii 

Youfll find all this and more only in the 
Biggest and Best video game maga¬ 
zine! Be the first to get every action- 
packed page delivered to your door by 
subscribing today! 
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they’ve got 
claws 
they’ve got 
venom 
they’ve 
t e 

The Jungle Booh, a ban'^nJan save your 

butt...and really mess up someone else's. You'll 

fire off your favorite fruit through 11 different play 

levels*. Plus 5 wild bonus rounds. With characters 

and songs straight from the Disney movie. Disney's 

The Jungle Booh even features movie-like super- 

_ smooth animation. From Virgin and Disney, the 

same companies that created Aleililin for the 

Sega"' Genesis™ System. So make like a 

banana...and split for your nearest video store. 

Available for all your favorite game systems. 

"Bungle Book 
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...SEGA'S SUPER GENESIS AND VENUS- 
...SIX-BUTTON CONTROLLER FOR 3D0- 

...CLAY FIGHTERS 2 TO HIT 32X... 
MOVIE AND 6ANIE TRANSLATIONS. 
JLER0FI6HTERS ON NEO*6EO CD... 

..TAITO'S 32-BIT ARCADE CART-BASED 
SYSTEM WITH 17 MILLION COLORS- 

EARLY DEATH FOR EDGE PERIPHERAL. 

...Howdy, game fans—the Q is back with more sizzling insider game info. The scorching summer may be coming to a close, but 
the gossip I’ve dug up this month should keep things hot all the way to next summer! We’ll start with the system barrage coming 
soon from Sega and get to the juicy dirt from there...This is the big one, kiddies! Hot on the heels of their 32X super system due 
out next month in the States, Sega is rumored to be planning to strike again next year with—yep, you guessed it—another new 
system! And we’re not talking ringed planets either! The Q-Mann has it from good sources that Sega is hard at work on the 
SUPER Genesis. Rumor has it that it will be modeled after the existing Genesis 2, but under the hood it will have the 32X hard¬ 
ware built-in! Look for more info on this product next month...Sega has successfully taken us to Saturn, Jupiter (cart-only 
Saturn), Mars (32X), and now they have their sights set on Venus! Word has it that Venus will be a 16-Bit portable Genesis that 
will look sort of like the Game Gear and will work very much like the current Mega Jet presently available in Japan. The Q hears 
the price tag should clock in around $150 and be available in 1995... 

...Look for a six-button controller VERY soon for the 3DO. According to the Q’s sources, Panasonic, ASCII, and Capcom are all 
in a heated race to get to market first with a working six-button for use with Super Street Fighter II Turbo, Samurai Shodown, 
and a rumored 32-Bit rev of Mortal Kombat...Speaking of MK on 3DO (let’s keep the ID of this VIP info on the QT), the Q hears 
that this version will include full-motion video from the upcoming movie and be used to showcase the 3DO’s MPEG capabili¬ 
ties...Did anyone else fall asleep during the middle of True Lies? I want to see how Acclaim does those scenes in the home 
game...The Q is hearing rumors that the Super NES and Genesis may not be getting stellar support from the big guys come ‘95. 
Interplay and others have expressed an interest in the 32-Bit platforms, but don’t have plans for 16-Bit fare. The times they are 
a-changin’... 

...The 32X is getting some major support across the board from developers and publishers alike. Interplay will bow in with a 32X 
version of Clay Fighters 2 next spring, while Capcom is expected to hit the 32X scene with the digitized acrobatics of the Street 
Fighter II Movie arcade game (which is curiously being released by Romstar in arcades), as well as a conversion of their Aliens 
vs. Predator coin-op. Both should be ready for the second quarter of ‘95 and are coming courtesy of industry veteran Steve 
Hanawa...Over at Philips, meanwhile, their CD-i system is looking to pick up a crop of licensed games. The Q hears rumors that 
they’re presently in negotiations with Interplay about Boogerman as well as several other ports. The Q knows that retail is 
buzzing over a recent road tour that Philips put on, so you may see this machine finally hit its stride... 

. At the movies, yours truly has discovered that a number of next summer’s big blockbusters have already been soaked up by 
game companies. In addition to Batman Forever, which Acclaim will be putting out in all formats including coin-op to coincide 
with the movie release, Interplay will hit with Casper, and Sega scores with Paramount’s Congo...Don’t tell anyone that I told 
you, but Interplay and MCA are talking about movie deals based on Interplay games. Boogerman movie deals...One of the first 
games due out for the upcoming Neo*Geo CD system will be McO’River’s Aerofighters. After securing the license from SNK, the 
company snagged the rights to have the game on the upgrade Neo platform which hit Japan on September 9... 

...Taito is working on a 32-Bit arcade cartridge-based system and will be unveiling the machine at the AMOA show in San 
Antonio. In Japan it’s being called the Taito F3 package, with a cartridge connected to the main board and a color palette of over 
17 million colors. Throw on a 16-Bit CPU dedicated to sound support and some very interesting games such as Global 
Champion (a fighting entry), Bubble Symphony (two-player Bubble Bobble sequel), and Darius III (another two-player title with 
some massive shoot-’em-up firepower)...Taito is also making a pair of games for the Neo»Geo arcade system. The first will be 
Power Spikes 2, a volleyball title with a number of options and tournament play...Sources inside AT&T have secretly told the Q- 
Mann that they have very quietly decided to kill their EDGE peripheral. No details as to why, just that it’s now DOA... 

...That brings us to the end of this chapter of Gaming Gossip, my Quarter-friends, but yours truly will return with more dirt from 
inside and out the video game industry next month, including some special info on the Venus system from Sega and Sony’s bat¬ 
tle plan to take the world by storm with their Play 
Stating system. Until then, don’t lose your joystick | f| | || |/i 
no matter how many buttons it has... 

■■ 



Call the Data East Tipline for hints 
and tips on all data East games! 
1 - 9 0 0 - 4 5 4 - 5 H E L P 
.95 first minute/75 each additional minute 

Ths official seal s you assurance 
dial this product mans the laQhest 
quality standouts ol SEGA'" . 

a and support is available 24 hours | 
the VIDEO GAME PUBLISHERS FOE 
i East USA Inc 1850 little Orchard 
CD are trademarks ol Sega Enterpri: 
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Nintendo^ 

Explore alien planets in 10 
different levels of play. 

Full 360 degree playlield rotation. 

Sizzling and sinister techno 
soundtrack! 



AURA’S INTERACTOR-VR AT ITS VEST 

n EQ DBEH 
VIRTUAL VEST 

Ah, Virtual Reality. The dream of 
many ... a reality for few. You’ve heard 
of those head-mounted display VR 
systems, but those are extremely 
expensive with prices up to $1000. 

But now, that’s all changed. The 
Interactor from Aura Systems puts 

[r 
Virtual 

Strap it on your back and let’s go! 
Reality comes home in a big way. 

Virtual Reality into the hands of many, 
for a decent $100 price tag. 

What it does is strap to your back 
(backpack-style), and transforms 
sound into vibrations letting you “feel” 
the game. 

The effect is great on some games. 
On others, it’s rather useless. 
Experiment with the kinds of games 
you have in your game library. 

To test the Interactor, I tried it on my 
game library. It would seem to me that, 
if I bought an Interactor, I would have 
to find uses for it with my own games. 

ON THE SUPER NES 
First I hooked it up to the Super NES. 

You’ll notice that it wedges against the 
RF Adapter, which isn’t a big thing, 
although the connector could’ve been 
more space-wise. 

If you have an S-VHS TV and use 
Nintendo’s S-VHS cord, you can’t hook 
the Interactor up. You have to use the 
RF Adapter to hook it up to your TV, 
and the S-VHS port to hook up the 
Interactor. So, those of you who use 
the S-VHS cable for stereo sound, 
you’ll have to unplug it. 

The second thing is the number of 
cords. Not one or two, but three cords! 
One for the AC Adapter, one for the 
vest to hook into the tuner, and one 
from the tuner to the audio source. If 
you’re in the heat of a battle in SF2, 
you might be hindered by the number 
of cords. 

The AC Adapter is huge. I normally 

have my Super NES, Genesis, and 
Sega CD hooked into one surge pro¬ 
tector. I had to remove the Genesis 
and Sega CD to use the Interactor with 
the Super NES and vice versa. 

While playing the games, I found it 
hard to calibrate the Interactor. There’s 
no in-between settings. When trying to 
filter out punches, it was either no 
sound, or the music and punches. 
There’s just no way to calibrate it so 
that you can perfectly filter out music 
so that it just registers the punches. 

ON THE GENESIS... 
On the Super NES, many of the 

games I tried didn’t work that well. It 
seems that my Genesis games benefi¬ 
ted from the volume control, in that you 
can adjust how much sound the 
Interactor gets. 

On the Genesis, it hooked up through 
the headphone port. It was much easi¬ 
er to connect to the Genesis than the 
Super NES. It was easier to calibrate. 
To calibrate the Interactor on the old 
Genesis, you just put the Genesis’ 
internal volume on five, and then turn 
the Interactor all the way up. 

(continued on page 601 

HOW 00ES IT STACK UP ON THE GAMES? 

Super NES 

Super NES 

Super NES 

Super NES 

Super Street Fighter II 

Stunt Race FX 

Super Metroid 

Super Mario Kart 

ToeJam & Earl 

Sonic the Hedgehog 3 

Gunstar Heroes 

PERFORMANCE 

Doesn’t calibrate well 

Works well, feels good 

Calibrates to shots 

Difficult to calibrate 

Good bass, decent feel 

Doesn’t enhance 

Good bass, good feel 

Garbled, but okay 
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Cet ready for the most realistic game adventure ever. The VIVID 3D™ sound enhancement system from 

NuReality transforms ordinary game sound into an amazing 3D sound experience. ^ What does "3D 

sound” mean? It means game sounds come alive all around you. It means you feel like you’re in the front 

row of a live concert. 

It means you’ll never 

listen to your games 

the same way again. 

According to 

Electronic Gaming 

Monthly magazine, 

the VIVID 3D "rede¬ 

fines sound as we 

know it.” The 

VIVID 3D is easy to 

hook up to any 

Nintendo, Sega or 

similar game system. You can also attach it to any computer equipped with a sound card. Thanks to 

award-winning* SRS (*)® sound enhancement technology, the VIVID 3D creates dynamic 3D sound from 

only 2 speakers, For a store near you, call NuReality at 

when you can be there? ^ NuReality, 2907 Daimler St. 

Santa Ana, CA 92705-5810. Telephone: (714) 442-1080, 

Fax: (714) 852-1059. VOn NuReality 

223- Why just play games, 

Retail Vision* * SRS (•) technology won the prestigious 'Ultimate" award from Came Players magazine in luly 1993. © 199a NuReality. All rights reserved. SRS (■) is a registered 

trademark of SRS Labs. All product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 02 
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Allowances of vitamins aid minerals. 



Whether the EDA approves or not, your eating habits are 

about to change. Meet GEX: your t ongue - snapp ing, 

smart-ass alter ego. With this gecko’s gravity 

defying grip and thrashing tail, you'll prowl 

a twisted world of TV-viiiains and B-movie 
scoundrels, hurling wicked one-liners 
and fireballs. It's one brain-frying, TV-land trip, 

where dining out means CIUTlchy dragonflies, juicy 

grasshoppers, tasty fleas and caterpillars. 
Not exactly the colonel's snack’n pak, but 

lip-SinaCkin* good, just the same. Without these 

Skanky nuggets o'bug gUtb to munch for power, 

you’re roadkill, baby. Oh, you’ll "bust a few 
of Miss Manners' rules in 

this 32-bit battle. But hey, 

omy missies 
worry about good taste, 

right? 

3D gecko action, 450 frames of GEX animation, 
hand-rendered backgrounds and CD-qualitv 
sound boost realism to eye-popping proportions. 

Call 1-900-737-4767 
to beai Dana Gould's hilaiious GEX routines. Yeah, it'll cost ya' a few coins oi so. but you'll couch up 

a lung as he sends you reeling with side-splitting laughter like only a guy who QD'd on 70's TV can. 

Crystal Dynamics and GEX are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics Inc. 3DO. the 3DO logos and Interactive Multiplayer are trademarks ofThe 3DO Company. 01994 Crystal Dynamics Inc. All rights reserved. 

DYNAMICS' 

Each world inspired by either Rung Foo, Shmuck 
Rogers, that Indiana dude, Boris Carloff, and 
Rojer Rabbit. (Ltgal weasels require we he vague.) 
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BACKPACK VIRTUAL REALITY AT HOME 

,SGpropad\ 
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(continued from page 56) 

A VIRTUAL FUTURE? 
Aura Systems says that companies 

have adopted a new system of setting 
game music on one frequency, and 
sound effects on another so that 
games will work better with the 
Interactor. On Mortal Kombat II, you 
can turn the music off, thus making the 
Interactor register everything correctly. 

I flipped through the instructions to 
see how to hook two players up. For 
instance, in order to hook up on two- 
player fighting games, you need to go 
out to your favorite electronics store 
and buy a ‘Y’ cable to split up the sig¬ 
nal so that it can go to two Interactors. 
Great, more cords! 

What about movies? I thought after 
using the Interactor that it would be 
extremely cool to use it with action 

flicks. Explosions and more would cer¬ 
tainly be felt with more power than 
before. But then again, if you’ve got 
more than two friends over watching 
with you, it would be difficult to get 
three Interactors hooked up to one TV, 
let alone a power strip. 

THE VERUICT? 
The Interactor is an innovative 

machine, no doubt about it. It’s certain¬ 
ly more affordable than any other 
Virtual Reality technology, and it’s fun 
to play with to see what gives the best 
results. Games haven’t been made yet 
that are tailored specifically to the 
Interactor’s sound requirements. When 
that happens, I’m sure the Interactor 
will be better suited. 

For $100, the Interactor is a good 
value. It provides economy-sized 
Virtual Reality in a small package. 

The Aura Interactor—put it on your 
back for a wild ride. 

However, there are drawbacks. I rec¬ 
ommend trying it in your own lab first. 

i iILklLi 

§u id nun 
The controller dilemma comes up 

every year. A new fighting game 
comes out, and you want to get a new 
controller so you can whip out those 
special moves like Shang Tsung. 

There are a variety of games to 
choose from this year, and we’re going 
to take some time and list some of the 
ones you’ll see. 

SEGA 
GENESIS 

m 

YEAR WARRANTY GAME SYSTEMS 

The Multi-System 6 is good for 
gamers who own both systems. 

HAPP CONTROLS1 
MULTI-SYSTEM 6 

The first is the 
Competition Pro Multi-System 6, a pad 
that can be used on both the Genesis 
and Super NES through a special con¬ 
troller adapter. It’s ergonomically 
designed so that it fits in the palm of 
your hand easily. This controller is not 
easily adaptable to fast and furious 
fighting games requiring quick move¬ 
ments. The directional control isn’t reli¬ 
able for fast thumb moves. After a few 
minutes of play, my thumb was aching. 

It is a great plus that this controller 
works on both systems. It’s great for 
multi-system users. It also has turbo 
speed on all buttons. One other draw¬ 
back is a slightly slow response time. 
When tapping on the pad, it doesn’t 
react on the screen. 

INTERACTS SG PROPAD 
The SG PROPAD looks great. It’s 

packaged in a see-through plastic case 
that lets you see its electronic guts. 

M a ki Ej m 

The SG PROPAD for the Sega 
Genesis has its advantages. 

The directional control moves easily, 
making it a good choice for fighting and 
fast-action games. The Turbo Option is 
also helpful. On the back of the con¬ 
troller there’s also a switch for the 
pause-pause-pause slow-motion that 
console gamers have become accus¬ 
tomed to. 

The button layout is similar to the 
Super NES’ control pad, with two 
buttons on top. One major drawback: 
while testing the pad, it locked up for 
five to 10 seconds and you wouldn’t be 

Icontinued on page 62) 



If the World Cup didn’t turn 
out the way you’d hoped... now 
you can do something about it, 
and score a cool 15 bucks when 
you pick up World Cup USA 94™ 
for Sega™ Genesis™, Sega CD™ 
or Super NES®. Terrific graphics 
and a wide range of play options 
make this game great fun for 
everyone, from the beginner to 
the expert. Now, get your $15 
rebate and get kicking! 

Winter Olympic Gomes is an Official Licensed Product 
of the 1994 Olympic Winter Games © LOOC 1991. 
World Cup USA 94™ © 1991 WC94/ISI. Sega, 
Genesis and Sega CD are trademarks of Sega 
Enterprises Ltd. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment 
System and the officials seals are registered trademarks 
of Nintendo of America, Inc. © 1994 U.S. Gold, Inc. 

Send to: 

"Score $15 Rebate" | 
PO. Box 52960, Dept. 4408, 
Phoenix, AZ 85072 - 2960 

Name: 

Address: 

City:_ 

State: Zip: 

To SCORE $15 just fill out this coupon and sent it along 
with the original product UPC code and your original 
cash register receipt. Individuals only, limit 2 rebates 

per household. Offer only open to residents of the 
continental United States. Void where prohibited by law. 
$15 rebate offer only applies to Sega Genesis, Sega CD 

and Super NES versions of U.S. Gold's World Cup 
USA '94 and Winter Olympic Games. Product must be 

purchased by October 30, 1994 and envelope 

It’s also your last chance 
to cash in on Super NES and 
Sega Genesis versions of Winter 
Olympic Games. You can expe¬ 
rience 10 exciting events with 
actual courses used in the Winter 
Games in Lillehammer, Norway. 

Don’t miss this last chance to 
add these classic video games to 
your collection. After all, savings 
like this may never come along 
again. So hurry, clip out and 
send the rebate coupon today 
to score your big $15 savings! 

postmarked no later than November 15,1994. 

Now you can score big with 

this incredible $15 rebate 

offer on the only officially 

licensed versions of the 

1994 World Cup and 

the 1994 Olympic 

Winter Games. 



(continued from page 60) 

able to move during that time. That 
was frustrating, because at the time, 
Gunstar Heroes was in for the 
Genesis, and enemies attack you from 
all directions. It didn’t happen once! It 
happened a few times on two separate 
sittings. True, Gunstar Heroes is a 
three-button game, but even when the 
Mode button had been pressed, the 
same effects occurred. Other than that 
drawback, I’d say it’s a great controller. 

ENHANCER 1 MEMORY 
JOYPADS 

Here’s a neat idea: a programmable 
controller that needs no manual pro¬ 
gramming. These controllers use ROM 
cartridges with pre-programmed 
moves. The best thing about them is 
that they work with the most popular 
fighting games like SFII and MK. 

There are Genesis and Super NES 
versions available. The moves are 
programmed on special buttons below 
the normal buttons. Fatalities, special 
moves, and more at the touch of a 
button. 

The Enhancer 1 Memory Joypad 
for the Genesis. 

MORTAL KOMRATII 
K0NTR0LLER 

Here’s another unusual but helpful 
idea. The Mortal Kombat II Kontroller 
from Innovation is a set of two modules 
that can be strapped to your controllers 
that, in effect, allow you to assign fatali¬ 
ties and special attacks to one button. 
Each kontroller has a list of characters 
and moves, plus can be used with two 
players. The box at the right is for the 
Super NES or Super Famicom version. 
This is sure to give entry-level players 

The Enhancer 1 Memory Joypad 
for the Super NES. 

The Mortal Kombat II Kontroller 
assigns fatalities onto one button! 

a fighting chance against seasoned 
veterans. 

INTERPLAY AND TSR INK 
EMMli 

According to new reports, SNK is 
readying a scaled-down version of the 
Neo*Geo CD ROM you’ve been seeing 
pictures of in EGM. This new design 
may have a top-loading feature to cut 
down on production costs. 

As for a release date, SNK is report¬ 
ing spring ‘95. As reported in previous 
issues, there will be numerous titles 
ready for the launch in Japan. 

The bigger version of the machine as 
seen in EGM will be released in Japan, 
as will this scaled-down version. 

No reports yet about which games 
will be released in the U.S., but the 
Japanese titles may be ported over 
when the machine debuts here. More 
information next month. 

On August 17, Interplay Productions 
announced that they had signed a 
licensing agreement with TSR Inc. for 
new role-playing video and computer 
games. 

The agreement gives Interplay an 
exclusive license to produce games for 
computer, home video, coin-operated, 
and on-line formats based on TSR’s 
Forgotten Realms and Planetscape 
lines. 

“TSR’s fantasy games have captured 
the imagination of players around the 
world,” said Brian Fargo, president of 
Interplay. “We are eager to get started 
on our first products and look forward 
to this new relationship with TSR, 
which will bring a whole list of fresh, 

innovative products to AD&D fans.” 
“This is fantastic news for role- 

playing fans,” said Willard Martens, 
TSR’s chief operating officer. 
“Interplay’s fantasy, science-fiction, 
and strategy games are some of the 
hottest in the market! We expect excit¬ 
ing, cutting-edge games to come from 
this new design team.” 

The first titles to incorporate TSR’s 
lines will begin appearing on store 
shelves in time for Christmas 1995. 
There is no word yet on specific story 
lines or titles, but those will be forth¬ 
coming. 

There’s no doubt that Interplay will 
have new ideas for home systems to 
keep RPG players content. 



VENTURE 

Or don’t play at all. 

Interplay Productions, Inc. 
17922 Fitch Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 553-6678 

©1994 Interplay Productions, Inc. Boogerman is a trademark of Interplay Productions, Inc. All rights reserved. 

"My Pick Of 
The Year" 
— M. M. Goode 

"A Real 
Gas!" 
~ X Crement 

"2 Thumbs Up -J 
Way Up - 
All The Way Up 
To The Knuckle!" 
— Cesspool &Sleazepurt 

"Finger Lickin’ 
Good" 

~ Barbie Q. Boogurz 

"It’ll Blow 
/You Away!" 

~ Enya Knose 

"Snot Like 
Anything' Else 

On The 
Market!" 

— LyleB. Gross 

"Gobs of 
Excitement, 

Loads Of Fun!" 
— Hawke A. Biggun 



You’re the Marine. You’re the 

Alien. You’re the Predator. Be 

any one of them and fulfill your biological 

destiny; kill or be killed. 

ly fine-tuned reflexes to stay alive. Give your reptilian hindbrain a workout. Be the 

The Alien Lashes Out. His claw and tail 

strikes are beautiful and deadly. No such aesthetics 

apply to the face suckers. That’s just plain sick. 
You’re Just a Crybaby with a Shotgun to 

THE ALIEN. Texture-mapping heightens the claustropho¬ 

bia of the airduct. Too bad. Tell your therapist. 

is .•v.ul.ihlc m the Aon (Inning Forum on CompuServe Type CIO JACIUAR to j'ew'tl'm « 24'hours'!, dly. AonT'the Aun'fcpr. J^ar'and theja^n 'lop^m'lLk-uur'ks'or repTt^mdmuIfc of AAJAR] 



1*. 

Be Lunch. 

Predator or the Alien. Ancient animal senses exploit the high-resolution bit-mapping - 

the better to see you. Huge sound-sampling - the better to hear you. And unparalleled animation 

- the better to come out of nowhere and eat you. In a 64-bit environment, pure sensation can overwhelm. Keep a little blood 

in your adrenaline system, and maybe you’ll survive. At least until dinner. 

The Predator 

Can See What 

You Can’t. Stay 

out of his view. 

Too many x-rays 

can he had for you. 

Marine? 

Hapless Victim 

Is More Like It. 

Your extraordinary 

hit-mapped image 

makes the shape 

of your skull look 

so very right to 

the Predator. 

The: Predator’s Disks ero.\i Hell may outmatch 

your more conventional weaponry. Might he a good idea 

to keep your first-aid kit handy. 

Interactive Multimedia System 



THE GREAT 1 MILE BALLY b||Kaneko 

flRTTR 
AMERICAN AMUSEMENT 
MACHINE ASSOCIATION 
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A guide arrow will alert you of upcoming 
turns. You’re on your own after that! 

Select your car from among 10 different 
classic racing machines! 

| 
'5S3*; 

Hola arcade goers! Kaneko has just 
released a new racing game called The 
Great 1,000 Mile Rally. This game has 
some cool features which make it a 
blast to play. 

First of all, you can select your car 
from among 10 classic road racing 
cars. Each of these cars is a beautifully 
detailed reproduction which looks just 
like the original! With names like 
Ferrari, you know you’re in for some 
serious racing! 

The Great 1,000 Mile Rally also 
sports some cool 3-D graphics which 
display your car from various angles. 

The 3-D perspective allows for excellent 
play control and maneuverability. 

Hit the jump ramps at top speed and 
you will be catapulted through the air! 

This little tidbit heightens the play con¬ 
trol and makes the game Pretty realis¬ 
tic. When you start going real fast, the 
background begins to blur giving the 
player a sense of motion. You had bet¬ 
ter be careful going into the turns, 
though. If you take a turn going too 
fast, the car will “fishtail” and spin out, 
As you approach a turn, however, the 
computer will display an arrow to warn 
you of the upcoming bend in the4^ad! 
There are 12 very challenging tracks to 
choose from. 

Buckle up and get ready for Kaneko’s 
Great 1.000 Mile Rallv. Hurrv uo and 

Victory! Try to cross the checkered 
finish line before the competition to win. 

You’ll notice that when you hit top 
speed, the scenery becomes a blur. 



SUPER HIGH TECH GAME 

Live The Katana Legend 

The Future Is Now 



Many of the special moves are very 
weird! Check out this powerhouse. 

Global Champion features some killer 
graphics via a 32-Bit processor. 

You can pick and choose from nine 
different warriors from around the world. 

Taito has entered the i 
fighting game arena with a /^l 
vengeance. Blasting into 
arcades shortly will 
be Global 
Champion, proba- 
bly one of the most ^ 
intense fighting M 
games ever made. 

The game is part of 
Taito’s new 32-Bit sys- 
tern. It is one of the first 
32-Bit cartridge arcade sys- W 
terns ever to be introduced, ^ 
and Global Champion is the 
flagship of this exciting 
new system. Taito’s 
new system is capa- jMm 
ble of rendering / 
some of the most 
detailed graphics 
seen. It can AJw 
reproduce a 
palette of about ^ 
17 million colors, 
which gives the y 
graphics of games 
like Global Champion 
a colorful, realistic 
feel. iyJfc 

Global Champion is \ 
a strong contender 
among fighting rfBjiw 1 
games. Players 
pick their warriors from a selec¬ 
tion of nine streetwise fighters 
from around the world. Each 

character has five different strengths 
of punches and kicks available. In ^ 

i addition, each character has * 
" devastating special moves 
L that can be executed 
ML flawlessly. / 

The graphics are 
®«^beautifully drawn 

and there’s even a separate 16-Bit 
sound processor to handle all of the 

sounds and music! Taito is obviously 
serious about their quest for arcade 

dominance judging by what 
we’ve seen of Global 

* Champion. Play it and enjoy!! 

Special attacks can be performed using 
a joystick/button combination. 

Get a load of those backgrounds! Every 
one of them is beautifully drawn. 

To make things even more exciting, a 
separate 16-Bit CPU handles the sound. 

A super-wide game field is the icing on 
the cake. Global Champion rules! 
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5 SNK 1994 

Go for the DREAM MATCH! Fighting Heroes 
from some of SNK’s greatest games come 
together in a new “TEAM BATTLE SYSTEM ”. 
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MiUllliMSfflllT .J mmm 

Yl' f im 
The long-awaited sequel to SNK’s 

mega-hit fighting game is finally here! 
Most of the stages have been modified. It 
seems that the seasons have changed! 

With all of the technique and play 
control intact, SS II will be totally hot! 

They’re baaack!!! SNK is planning on 
releasing Samurai Shodown II very 
soon, and arcade junkies everywhere 
are rejoicing! The first Samurai 
Shodown enjoyed an almost cult-like 

. following and 
y* became a big hit later 
S S in its illustrious career. 

t( ( 1 Shodown ranked 
[_yv >4*^. alongside of fight- 

' ing games like 

Lfl) Mortal 
! > wsSl'I Kombat and 
1^^ ^ Street 
a. y Fighter 11 in play 

n.w contr°i> 9raph- 
ics’ s°und-and 

'Wr'/r' Mf technique. 
VI Shodown II 
^ } appears to be 

Vi a “chip off the 
w\ old block.” 

Apparently, all of your favorite fighters 
from the first Shodown are 
back to have another 
go at the title of the 
world’s great- 
est samurai. 
In addition, 
there are four 
new charac- \\Jr 

ters joining MR* \/ J. 
the ranks. S~A JB 
Some of these k^k 
new characters are 
rather bizarre. One of I £ -u VZ 
the characters is a .4 f j 
little old man v 
who looks as 
though he couldn’t } I'JL 
hurt a flea! 

Fortunately for him, he 
can inflict a lot of dam- 
age to the other war- 

’ riors using wild com- 
bos and special 
\ moves. Another of 

the new charac- 
ftr ters, a huge, lum- 

^ bering behemoth 
AbBT—JI with an artificial hand, 

looks very ferocious. 
(i|f| Besides the 

JL ! M new characters, 
f l \ n there are some 
I \ Y. Jy other refinements 

I \ to this new 

J / \ l Shodown- 0ne of the 
V V: biggest things that 

you’ll notice is 
that some of V 
\ the stages ^ 

have been VuC 
altered. There JW I / M 

~~~ are new tidbits jBL 
in most of the lev- INV 
els and many of 1 jPWy I 

v them are now AL. 
\ set in dif- 1 /04Bw*\ 
m ferent Dn\ 
E sea- 

J sons. / /^^-3rV\ ft snk /4Lrmf' \ 
M has r 
E been fairly tight-lipped about ^ 

any major enhancements such as 
new moves, new stages, and a new 
end Boss. Expect to see some new 
enhancements, but don’t expect 
Shodown II to be a whole new game. 

Needless to say, no matter what new 
goodies will be included in a 
Shodown II, players every- 
where will flock to this ^ 
machine in the jA ? 
arcades. The first JL 
Shodown was such 
a runaway hit, the J i ) 
second one will ( *r \h\ 
probably great! _ 7\ 
Stay tuned for _V 
more on /[ 
Shodown II |u 

upcoming ik\ 

Bf yMk 
EG/M |V IB / - 

All of your favorite characters are back, 
including four new faces on the scene! 
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THE SILVER STAR 

A Boundless Love Story. 
An Epic Adventure. 
An Instant Classic. 
Only on SEGA-CD. 

Rated by V R.C. 

THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR AS¬ 
SURANCE THAT THIS PRODUCT 
MEETS THE HIGHEST QUALITY 
STANDARDS OF SEGA BUY 
GAMES AND ACCESSORIES WITH 
THIS SEAL TO BE SURE THAT THEY 
ARE COMPATIBLE WITH THE SEGA 
CD'* SYSTEM. 

'a/*- framespo 

SEGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES. LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. GAME 1992 GAME ARTS/Studio Alex. “LUNAR” is a trademark of GAME ARTS/Studio 
Alex. Licensed from GAME ARTS by WORKING DESIGNS, 18135 Clear Creek Road, Redding. CA 96001. English version 1993/94 Working Designs. This game produced in 3B, eh? For a dealer near yo 
call (916) 243-3417 ext. 190. THE VIDEOGAME RATING COUNCIL, ITS RATING SYSTEM. SYMBOLS AND INDICIA ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA. INC. 1993 SEGA. 



Arcade aficionados who have been 
around for a while are sure to have a 
flashback when they see this latest 
coin-syphon from Taito. Operation Wolf 
3 looks to be the coolest installment in 
the Operation Wolf series. 

Players can pick up a number of 
weapons while they blast their way 
through the various levels. One or two 
people can play, and the action 
onscreen is really intense! The Bosses 
at the end of each stage are totally 
cool. Do yourself a favor and try 
Operation Wolf 3 by Taito! 

Taito did a great job on the Operation 
Wolf 3 graphics. They’re a mindblower! 

MAD DOG H: THE LOST GOLD by American Laser Games 
American Laser Games will be 

releasing the CD-ROM title Mad Dog II: 
The Lost Gold within the upcoming 
months. This live-action title will be a 
big draw for fans of the first Mad Dog 
game. 

The plot of the game is simple 
enough: you must find the gold that’s 
hidden in a cave. You have a choice of 
three guides to help you reach the trea¬ 
sure. Each of the three will produce dif¬ 
ferent scenarios that the player will 
encounter. During the course of the 
game, you will run into trouble in the 
form of roving desperados, sharpshoot¬ 
ers, and other surly characters. 

At the end of the game is a final 
showdown between you and Mad Dog 

Bad guys will shoot at you from every 
possible place, even from a stagecoach! 

himself. You even get to view the 
inside of the treasure chest! Mad Dog 
II: The Lost Gold is housed in a new 

The Bosses are very tough to beat. This If your commando gets hit too many 
attack chopper blasts you with missiles. times, you will be taken out of the action. 

You’ll meet all manner of dastardly 
villains in this live-action CD-ROM title. 

cabinet which supports changeable 
CD-ROM titles. Get your shootin’ iron 
ready for a real challenge! 
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THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR AS¬ 
SURANCE THAT THIS PRODUCT 
MEETS THE HIGHEST QUALITY 
STANDARDS OF SEGAT BUY 
GAMES AND ACCESSORIES WITH 
THIS SE AL TO BE SURF THATTHEY 
ARE COMPATIBLE W ITH THE SEG A 
CD1'' SYSTEM 
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Baby! 
Any way 
YOU LOOK 
at nr 

Dick Vitale 

Equally 
awesome t 
basketball 
commentator ? 
and coach 



Here’s the only 
Genesis basket¬ 
ball game with 
a 3-D rotating 
court - and me, 
Dick Vitale! 

TIME WARNER 

INTERACTIVE 

675 Sycamore Drive 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
408.473.9400 

I live and breathe college hoops. I eat 

it, I sleep it, I drink it, I love it, I 

need it. And now you can too - 24 

hours a day, 365 days a year. The folks 

at Time Warner Interactive have created 

a college basketball game that’s so much 

like the real thing, I can’t believe it! 

The game’s so awesome, I’m proud to 

have my name on it. Just check out all 

the prime time features of Dick Vitale’s 

“AWESOME, BABY!” College Hoops: 

*A 3-D scaling and rotating court 

puts you in the game, not just 

watching from the sidelines. *Real on-court sounds and commen¬ 

tary from yours truly. You can even 

use my plays from my college and pro 

coaching days. 

JL Real college basketball action and 

rules with 32 teams in 4 confer¬ 

ences. Choose from Tournament, 2-on-2 

Slamfest and Single game modes with 

6 speeds and 3 difficulty settings. * 5-man teams with real moves: ball 

stealing, behind-the-back passes, 

lay-ups, hook shots, power slam dunks, 

reverse slams and monster 3-pointers. 

X 

“Awesome, Baby- 
with a capital A!” 

OFFICE 

mm 

This official seal is your assurance 
that this product meets the highest 
quality standards of SEGA'. Buy 
games and accessories with this 
seal to be sure that they are compat¬ 
ible with the SEGA'GENESIS- 
SYSTEM. Sega and Genesis are 
trademarks ol Sega Enterprises. Ltd. 
All rights reserved. The Videogame 
Rating Council, its rating system, 
symbols and indicia are trademarks 
of Sega of America. Inc. ©1993 
Sega. DICK VITALE'S‘AWESOME. 
BABY!' . COLLEGE HOOPS: TM& 
©1994 Time Warner Interactive, 
Inc. All rights reserved. 



INTERNATIONAL 

Heads up folks! Here comes a 
whole slew of games for you. The 
PlayStation is getting off to a good 
start, with third-party licensees lining 
up to make games for it. 

In Japan it seems as if the Saturn 
will replace the Mega Drive. Hardly 
any can be found. However, there’s 
one exception: Treasure’s made a hot 
new action game for Sega of Japan 
that is very much along the lines of 
Contra called Alien Soldier. With 40- 
50 Bosses, you can expect some 
major firepower to light up the sky. 

Oh, one last thing ... Imagineer of 
Japan is working on a neat all-female 
fighting game. We’ve managed to get 
one picture in to give you a sneak 
peek. Expect more on this game in 
EGM2 #4 as a two-page Fact File. 
Over and out. Bye bye. 

Look for a two-page Fact File on 
Pretty Fighter in EGIVP#4. 

Konami’s Oriental mascot is back 
for another delirious action/adventure. 
Goemon is joined by Ebisumaru, his 
long-standing oddball sidekick. 
(Weren’t these guys called Kid Ying 
and Doc Yang in Super NES The 
Legend of Mystical Ninja, the first of 
the 16-Bit series?) Also joining the 
cast are Sasuke, the mechanical ninja 
from Goemon 2, and Yae, a girl ninja 
(Kunoichi), who made a cameo 
appearance in 2. Each character has 
different abilities, special weapons, 
and moves for added variety. 

The story takes place in Neo Edo 
where Goemon’s gang must thwart a 
band of thieves from the future. The 
foes are Jurokubei Shishi and Sister 
Bisumaru, both of whom bear a curi¬ 
ously close resemblance to the two 
original heroes. 

For the most part, the game con¬ 
sists of conventional (if really weird) 
side-scrolling action stages. There are 
also towns with handy items on sale 
and wickedly funny minigames. 

Goemon 3 

| Super Famicom B Action 

December Unknown Price 

Goemon Impact, the huge, virtually 
indestructible robot from 2, also 
returns for side-scrolling mayhem and 
spectacular 3-D fighting scenes with 
awesome Mode 7. There are even 
3-D chase scenes. The object is to 
run away from rampaging enemy 
mechs, before they get you! 

Goemon must travel through all new 
dangers in this ultrahot cart. 

Goemon Impact returns stronger than 
before. Good thing he’s on your side. 

Along with ninjas, mystical spirits and 
other weirdos will attack you. 

If you enjoyed the first game, you’ll 
most likely want to play this one. 

, 

-.-m 



Sega of Japan 

Alien! Soldier 
Mega Drive 

r/iiaw^»nn»;a ! Action 

Unknown Release Unknown Price | 

Human, the highly respected maker known for extreme¬ 
ly well-crafted sports games, flexes its muscles for this 
perfect slam dunk of a basketball game. 

DBDH is viewed from a diagonal angle straight up the 
court with proper Mode 7 scaling. In all there are 16 non¬ 

official teams to play 
as. Besides five-on- 
five matches, there 
are also Street 
Basket Modes for 
one-on-one and 
three-on-three 
matches. Up to five 
players can multitap 
in for some heated 
battles. 

Following up on 
the superb Gunstar 
Heroes, Treasure 
keeps the hits com¬ 
ing. AS is staged in 
a parallel universe 
on a planet like 
Earth where 
humanoids live 
peacefully with 
genetically 
enhanced biomechanoids. That is until conspiracies by 

invading aliens 
throw the world 
into an all-out war. 

Ypsilon 2, a 
splice of man and 
bird must use mas¬ 
sive firepower in a 
game that has 
40-50 Bosses! 
Looks great. 

Human of Japan 

Dream Basket Dunk S Hoop 
Super Famicom E3 Sports 

September ¥9,800 





Dozens of mind-blowing titles 
and more are on their way. 

lanasonic presents the REAL™ 3DO “ 

Interactive Multiplayer™. More powerful, more 

colorful, more versatile than ordinary systems. 

Warning. You may experience motion sick¬ 

ness. Be advised. Your heart rate may exceed 

normal levels. Caution. Play at your own risk. Hey, we’re talking the 

R E A L 3DO system, baby. The most intense, realistic system 

currently known to man. 

We’re talking up to 50 

times more power than 

ordinary PCs and video 

game systems. Photo 

realistic picture quality 

with up to 16 million 

colors. Custom multi- 

media architecture that 

takes interactivity 

to a whole new 

dimension. The R E A L 3DO system even 

plays audio CDs, photo CDs and soon 

video CDs.* This is the one system that 

makes it all feel real. 

Don’t believe us? Pop in one of dozens of 

3DO titles. Like Road Rash™. Whoa! What’s 

this! Suddenly, you’re on a high-tech motorcy¬ 

cle. As you speed through the squalor of 

decaying cities, you spot him. Too late. 

Instantly, some bozo is in your face. Bang! He 

nails you. You’re sliding down the street and final¬ 

ly your rash-covered body comes to a halt. You 

dust yourself off, get back on your bike, and 

the nightmare continues. If this game was 

any more real, you’d have motorcycle tracks 

on your back. - 

So stop playing games. Start playing for 

real. To connect with the dealer nearest you, (j 

call 1 -800-REAL-3DO EXT. 123. 

re El A, I— 



Technos Japan 

Takara of Japan 

Toride 
| Super Famicom E9 Puzzle 

Nov.-Dee. Unknown Price 

Takara has come up with an intrigu¬ 
ing twist on Shanghai. The object is 
simple: from a stack of coded plates, 
pairs are removed if the plates are not 
covered or hemmed in by others. 
Unlike Shanghai, single pieces that 
are hindering play can be picked off 
up to a certain limit. Besides the 
Elimination Mode, there is also a 
Timed Mode in which the stack has to 
be cleared within a set time. Two 
players can either compete head-to- 
head or help each other out. There 
are 20 different stacks and three dif¬ 
ferent kinds of plates. The field view 
can be rotated four ways to obtain 
hints. Nothing flashy, but the addiction 
factor is high. 

Popeye and the gang are all here 
for what starts out as a pleasant out¬ 
ing to the seaside. Before you can 
utter “Blow me down,” things quickly 
degenerate into an ugly two-on-two 
volleyball competition (Brutus, Olive 
Oyl, and Popeye in swimwear are not- 
ready-for-prime-time players). Popeye 
and crew have to take on Brutus, Sea 
Hag, and other wretched foes in five 
stages: a castle, woods, garden, 
wharf, and a beach. By munching on 
spinach, Popeye can hammer savage 
spikes sending opponents 
flying. 

Six kinds of mini-games are includ¬ 
ing as bonus stages. These are quick 
but fun, including weight lifting, punch 
meter, one-armed bandit, and even 
fishing. 

If you’re a salty sailor or maybe just 
a fan of the old cartoons, you’ll proba¬ 
bly enjoy this cart. Blow me down! 

Popeye and his friends enjoy 
a good, hard game of volleyball 

Test your strength in one of the 
many mini-games in this cart. 

Toride is an 
addictive puzzler 
that almost any¬ 
one can get right 
into easily. 

; Shanghai, you have the ability to 
i unwanted pieces of the board. 
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Bandai of Japan 

Gon 
Super Famicom m Action 

Unknown Release Unknown Price 

Gon, a completely self-centered T- 
Rex, breaks out of his popular weekly 
manga series onto Super Fami. 

With his huge head, easily the size 
of the rest of his body, Gon’s primary 
concern is chowing down. On his 
menu there are many wild animals 
like goats and even a mammoth. 
Before Gon can dine, however, these 
foes have to be subdued making for 
terrific beastly rampages on both side¬ 
scrolling and 3-D Mode 7 chases. 
Besides extremely reluctant feasts, 
Gon also has to fight enemies who 
want to make a meal out of him, 
including a vicious huge python. 

Handling a hungry T-Rex should be 
an interesting experience. Gon is a 
personable Tyrannosaurus, and hope¬ 
fully his antics will reach our shores. 
Gon uses a number of themes to 
make it enjoyable to play. How would 
you like to eat a snake? 

It’s generally a good rule of thumb to 
avoid eating things bigger than you! 

Hunt down your chow with fast-moving 
3-D chase sequences, ala Mode 7. 



your pulse begin to accelerate. 

Through the straight-away in a heartbeat, you attack the 

first chicane at 190 mph. Sporting a serious 45-degree 

lean, one knee kissing the tarmac, the other hugging your 

seat, you blow past your fellow rocketeers in a dizzying 

smear of leather and steel. 

controls 
:utes rider 

mistake 

And in a rare moment of extreme clarity, you become one 

with the bike... 

Suzuka 8 Hours. Not for the faint of heart. 

Suzuka 8 hours ledline your pulse against a 
buddy in an 8-hour tour of Japan's 
most renowned race track. 

SUPER NINJENOO 

Suzuka 8 hours™ © 1993, Namco Ud., All Rights Reserved. Authorized by SUZUKA CIRCUITIAND CO., LTD. Licensed by Nintendo (or ploy on the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Nintendo, Super Nintendo 
Entertainment System ond the official seols ore registered trademarks of Nintendo of America. © 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. 



Den’z of Japan 

UFO Hero Yakisoban 
Super Famicom 

Action wai 

October Unknown Price 

This all started from a TV commer¬ 
cial for UFO Yakisoba, a brand of 
instant fried noodles. The commercial 
starred Yakisoban, a heroic alien from 
outer space, out to stop the evil 
Kettler and his low budget world domi¬ 
nation schemes. The commercial 
became a huge success, breeding 
several manga series and even a line 
of toys. 

This game was developed to be a 
prize for a lottery campaign conducted 
by Nissin, the noodle maker. The con¬ 
test became a hit with Nissin being 
flooded with entries for just 3,000 
games, so Den’z persuaded Nissin to 
give the game an official release. 
Japanese kids can take on Kettler and 
his peculiar sidekicks like Fork Man 
as Yakisoban using his Noodle Sauce 
Gun and Fried Batter Bomber! 
Japanese gamers have once again 
gotten what they wanted. 

Angel of Japan 

The enemies fluttering about can 
kill our two imaginary heroes. 

By using Libble and Rabble to wrap 
threads you can conquer land. 

Sailor Moon is arguably the most 
popular anime series for Japanese 
girls of all time. Sailor Moon S (Super) 
is the third series after Sailor Moon R 
(Returns), and it looks like it’s still 
plowing on strong with long-legged 
junior high girls who represent the 
planets to maintain global peace. 

This time around, the girls stage a 
no-holds-barred fighting tournament 
to establish who is the real star of the 
hit show. (They apparently had 
enough of Sailor Moon’s dippiness as 
a leader.) Contesting Sailor Moon are 
the seven Sailor fighters named after 
the planets. Even Chibi Moon, Sailor 
Moon’s own daughter who has trav¬ 
eled back in time, is looking out for 
number one. Can Sailor Moon retain 
her title, and prove that she is still 
number one? Fans everywhere are 
dying to find out. Sailor Moon S really 
packs a punch. 

Uranus fights Pluto in a contest to 
see who is the superior fighter. 

Sailor Moon S is 
one of the many 
cool Sailor Moon 
games. 

Special attacks and super-powered 
moves abound in Sailor Moon S. 

WTiflln i V'-: .£* 

Super Famicom 

December ¥9,980 

Sailor Moon S 

Yakisoban’s struggles are tiring, and 
only the best players will survive. 

Libble Rabble 

Super Famicom 

Action/Puzzle 

¥6, September 

This was a cult arcade hit in Japan 
a while ago. The game shares a cer¬ 
tain resemblance to Taito’s arcade 
Qix because you reclaim land by sur¬ 
rounding land. Libble and Rabble are 
two beings who must stretch thread 
over pegs. When you encircle a peg, 
you take the land. EGM2 #4 will have 
a Fact File on this awesome action 
puzzler. Check it out! You definitely 
won’t want to miss this hot game. 

Namco’s Libble Rabble was once 
very popular in the arcades. 

It’s hard to believe how this game 
got started, but it’s true! 



Here’s your chance to experience the intense action 
faced by firefighters, who are probably the least recog¬ 
nized heroes anywhere today. 

A variety of scenarios await the player who must orga¬ 
nize the fire team then lead the charge. Sometimes the 
emergencies aren’t all that serious. In one scenario, an 
old man calls frantically seeking help to turn off his hot 
water tap before his bath overflows. More seriously, 
extremely dangerous fire fighting and rescue missions 
await, including an office tower, factory, and museum. 

For each of these missions, the player must choose 
appropriate tools and deploy fire teams systematically to 
minimize damage and loss of lives. Quick decisions need 
to be made under the worst conditions, including even 
choosing between trapped victims to be rescued. 

Select your mission, then choose the course of action to 
take. It takes some planning to save everyone. 

Try to hack through the flames to 
get to injured people. 

This cart’s going to be 
coming out in the 

States under the title 
Ignition Factory from 

Jaleco. It’s sizzling, 
with lots of action and 
strategy combined to 

make it a realistic 
experience for the 

players. Even a museum will start going up 
in flames. What can you do? 

NOW THE TOP RACING 
Game runs on the 

Machine it was 
BORN TOR. 

SEGA GENESIS. 



Imagineer of Japan 

Technos Japan 

fin-: 

Find entrances to the ruins via deep 
chasms in the Earth. Is this the way? 
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Unknown Release Unknown Price 

] Super Famicom B Sports 

December ¥9,800 

Ruin Arm 

Battle Cross 

Several centuries in the future, rac¬ 
ing remains a favorite spectator sport, 
especially Battle Cross, a global 
grand prix competed using air bikes. 
A young racer, with dreams of one 
day owning his own racetrack, joins 
the competition with visions of vast 
wealth in his mind. 

This is a nifty, fixed-screen racer for 
up to five multi-tapping players. 
Various items appear on the track to 
wreak havoc with opponents like a 
laser beam, land mine, anchor, and a 
particularly mean one that flips the 
steering around. There are also speed 
boost and invincibility items to gain 
the edge on opponents. Single play¬ 
ers can try their hands at the Grand 
Prix Mode which follows a cute story, 
and a Practice Mode with scoring. 

With multi-tap games like this and 
Bomberman, more than one or 
two players can join in for riotous fun. 

Hybrid Wrestler 
Super Famicom | B Sports 

September ¥9,800 

Technos has come up with a clever 
twist on wrestling games by adding a 
compelling Simulation Mode. Start out 
by assembling a wrestler by picking 
out parts like the head, torso, arms, 
legs, etc. Combining these aspects 
causes the wrestler to have certain 
characteristics. For instance, power 
could be emphasized by sacrificing 
speed. Or you could put together a 
lightning quick fighter with limited 
power. After you create your wrestler, 
enter him in fights. Depending on the 
way he fights, the wrestler’s abilities 
evolve as he grows older. That’s right, 
your wrestler grows older on you, 
from as young as 18 to an over-the- 
hill 55. 

Over the years, he can get married. 
The abilities he built up will be passed 
down to his children, so you may see 
sessions lasting several generations 
to become World Champions. 

The format of Battle Cross is very 
similar to that of Off Road. 

There are many tracks to race on, and 
they take you all around the world! 

It is several centuries after the 
decline of the mechanical civilization. 
All that remains of the once-great era 
are ancient ruins with decrepit pieces 
of machinery. A young swordsman, 
with visions of becoming a knight, 
sets out on an epic journey to these 
ruins to unravel the sinister designs of 
an unspeakable force of evil. 

The hero is joined by two other 
members in his quest, including his 
sister (the only person capable of 
casting magic), Lucia and Toran, a 
mysterious masked fighter. Bandai 
claims it is possible for one player to 
control all three characters at the 
same time. However, they don’t 
describe how to do this feat. Perhaps 
a game system similar to Square’s 
Secret of Mana has been adopted. 

The action is done in classic Zelda- 
style, giving you challenges of both 
the mind and reflexes. Totally hot! 

Trips to the towns often provide you 
with both clues and supplies. 

You can make your wrestler out 
of an assortment of body parts. 

Hybrid Wrester features both terrific 
sports action as well as a cool sim. 

Super Famicom 

Action/RPG 



Get out of the pits and race in 
Scared the competition into the pits? Whip around the track 

Solo for stiff action against the computer. 

s Split screen view shows your also-ran how you do it. 

You're All-World on 64 different circuits in 16 countries. 

An on screen readout shows you how to win. 

This official seal is your assurance rttat this product meets 
the highest quolity standards of Sego.™ Buy gomes ond 
accessories with this seol to be sure rtiot they ore f _1 

" compatible with the Sego™ Genesis™ System. C'Tj r~‘ | J_r 

LICENSED BY SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. FOR PLAY ON THE SEGA™ GENESIS™ 
SYSTEM. THE VIDEO GAME RATING COUNCIL, ITS RATING SYSTEM, SYMBOLS AND 
INDICIA ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA, INC.OW3 SEGA SEGA AND 
GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED.©! 994 GREMLIN GRAPHICS LTD. DISTRIBUTED BY VK TOKAI, INC. 

I VIC TOKAI, INC. 

22904 LOCKNESSAVE. 
TORRANCE, CA 90501 





Make no mistake. This ain't some chaise lounge-reclining, 
cocktail sippin' affair. Samurai Shodown™ on the 
3D0 brings home all the bad-aSSneSS of the 
arcade original. Sure.We could have softened the 

carnage - in tens ive graphics. But we didn't. 
And sure, we could have left out the "brutal, 
bone-shattering game-play. But that'd SUCk. 

And yeah, we suppose we could’ve even caved in and lost 

some of that freakin' Q,i ’t0X XQ,X SpifljiT. But hey. 
We broke a few rules. So sue us! And hack to your 
little heart’s content. But be careful. 
With 32-bits. you could poke an eye out. 
If you're lucky. 

to kick your friends' butts (ombot close-ups with special, patented zoom camera. Decimate and annihilate your opponents with those special 
to heroic Hanzo Wide angles for planning your cuts (chops, roast, cutlets), moves - like Kyoshiro's Kabuki Crunch Dance ond Genoa's 

ingle one of 'em. Tight angles for precision strikes ond deadly stunt moves. Slaughter House Tumble. It's pure poetry. Pure butchery. 

DYNAMICS 



Den’z of Japan 

Bandai of Japan 

Den'z Traffic Panic 

Try to collect as many power-ups 
possible in order not to be outclassed. 

Tarchan, King of the Jungle 
Game Boy 

Action 
GAME BOY 

¥3,980 

The anime hero, who is a spoof on 
Tarzan, swings onto the Game Boy 
scene. Tarchan, the not-too-brainy- 
but-plenty-brawny beast man, slugs it 
against a wicked group of poachers 
who are killing his animal friends for 
trophies. 

Tarchan’s goofy antics and beastly 
powers make him a prime-time TV 
favorite and a top-seller among Jump 
Magazine’s stable of superstar manga 
artists. All of Tarchan’s animal 
excesses have been faithfully cap¬ 
tured by this Game Boy cart. He can 
trumpet like an elephant, punch with 
the ferocity of a lion, and even glide 
like a flying squirrel by stretching the 
skin on his... (sorry, EGM is a family 
publication). 

Check this game out to find out why 
this buff jocko is so popular in Japan. 
You’ll have a swingin’ time with 
Tarchan around. 

Similar in many aspects to Bomberman, 
Den’z Traffic Panic is very intense. 

As with any action title nowadays, you 
will face some really giant Bosses. 

Tarchan uses a 
variety of vantage 
points making this 
cart different. 

Will Tarchan be able to stop the 
poachers from killing his friends? 

Some of the levels 
are so dark, that 
you’ll wish you had 
your headlights on. 

Lode Runner Twin Special has 
more features and techniques. 

Compete against a friend, and see 
who can collect the most treasure. 

This new update to Lode Runner is more 
fun than the first one. Impossible? 

Lode Runner Twin Special 
Super Famicom 

Action 

¥8,800 

Broderbund’s classic action dun¬ 
geon game has been given an entirely 
new look without losing its essential 
qualities. The action remains 
unchanged: run up and down corri¬ 
dors and ladders while avoiding ene¬ 
mies. You can dig pits for enemies to 
drop into, making them safe to walk 
on. It’s a great way to relive the old 
classic and see how well it’s done. 

Super Famicom 

Action 

December Unknown Price 

In a distant world where intelligent 
cars rule, a shady casino operator 
who is actually a drug dealer (of what, 
Premium Leaded 100?) casts his 
shadow over the alleys and streets. 
Well, you get the idea. 

Two young cop cars, Beat and Barts 
decide to take matters into their own 
hands (so to speak) when they learn 
that the Police Department is riddled 
with corruption by the syndicate Boss. 
The intrepid pair must set off to points 
around the globe and blow up ene¬ 
mies by detonating fuel barrels. By 
snagging items, B & B can pick up 
special powers like being able to kick 
fuel drums, and cranking up the 
explosive power. Watch out though, 
there are wildcard items which can 
lead to a timed death sentence. 

If you’re not in the mood for saving 
the world, you can still have a blast by 
multi-tapping with three of your friends. 



You can’t get your hands on Troy’s playbook, 
but you can get your hands on a few key pages. 

Troy Aikman NFL Football" 
Like Page 7, Troy’s “Pitch”, the play that turned the Bills into four-time losers. And Page 21, 

Troy’s favorite—“Lookie”, the one that’s made a lot of NFL cornerbacks consider a career change. 
With Troy Aikman NFLM Football™ you get the best of Troy’s favorite Superbowl winning, defense¬ 

spinning, top secret, confidential, straight-from-the-Cowboys-playbook plays. 
And if Troy’s favorites on top of more than 50 offensive configurations aren’t enough for you, with 

Troy Aikman NFL Football you can custom design your own plays. Even custom design your whole 
team. A unique reserve budget, “Team Setup”, lets you allocate team funds. So if you want a grind- 
it-out ball-control offense, invest in a monster line and a power fullback. You want a smothering 
defense, throw your linebackers a couple mill. 

Troy Aikman NFL Football gives you everything you need to build a winning team. Especially 
Troy’s exclusive straight-from-the-Superbowl-champion-Cowboys’-playbook plays. 



All the most popular mechs from 
Japanese anime shows are here. 

Lots of colorful enemies can be on the 
screen without a lot of slowdown! 

With many 
licensees, the 
PlayStation will have 
many good games. 

The PlayStation is finally being shown 
with a full complement of games. 

Great cinemas enact the battles 
between the mega-huge mechs. 

This cart is one of 
the best-looking 
war sims ever seen 
anywhere! 

Panic in Nakayoshi Park 
Super Famicom 

Action 

Unknown Release ¥6,800 

The characters from four manga 
series in Nakayoshi Magazine (for 
girls) join together in this colorful 
action game. (Besides Sailor Moon, 
it’s highly unlikely you’ll know the oth¬ 
ers.) The heroines link arms to rid 
their world of an evil warlock who has 
unleashed a plague of silly monsters. 

The objective is to go out onto a 
fixed playing field that is teeming with 
monsters. Shoot ’em all and the door 
opens to the next stage. That much is 
simple enough, but tagging along with 
you is a friend who needs to be pro¬ 
tected. You can cut them loose to get 
around certain obstacles, but you 
have to come back to rescue your 
friend. Left alone, you friend is vulner¬ 
able. But if left too long, he/she will 
start bawling and attract monsters. In 
Two-player Mode, the second player 
is the uncontrolled friend. Cute, color¬ 
ful, and best of all, reasonably priced 
for the kids. 

Try to keep your friend out of the reach 
of the many monsters roaming about. 

In a strange sense, this cart bears some 
resemblances to Bomberman. 

Hot Blooded Family 
PlayStation 

Action 

December Unknown Price 

Known for the extremely tough MD 
Thunder Force shooter series, 
Techno Soft looks set to join the first 
wave of games for Sony PlayStation. 
Taking advantage of the system’s 
power, HBF delivers true arcade qual¬ 
ity sights and sounds to the home. 

The game is modeled after classic 
walk-and-thump action games like 
Capcom’s Final Fight and Sega’s 
Streets of Rage. The heroes are 
Rando Hibino, a retired world champi¬ 
on wrestler who is now a phys. ed. 
teacher, his daughter Rio, and Tora 
Minowa, a lab assistant to Hibino’s 
wife. They must stop Hibino’s wife 
who has been lured into developing a 
doomsday device for a criminal syndi¬ 
cate. Featuring wild power moves and 
combos, HBF packs all the punch of 
the best arcade brawlers. Is this an 
indication of what’s to come from the 
PlayStation? I hope so! 

Banpresto of Japan 

Battle Robot Legend 
Super Famicom B War Sim. 

‘95 Release ¥9,500 
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Banpresto brings together the mas¬ 
sive mechs from classic anime series 
such as Gundam, Zabungi, and 
Danbyne in one massive war. BLR 
welds the tactical elements of war 
simulations with a sci-fi RPG story. 

Like war simulations, combat takes 
place on diagonal view field maps 
with conventional hexes. The unique 
part about this game is the element of 
height. For instance, flying units can 
easily cross obstacles such as 
streams and forests. On the other 
hand, while land-based units are 
slowed down, they can also take 
cover in the terrain to decrease the 
likelihood of being hit. The robots are 
moved around chess-style on the field 
map. In combat, cool cinemas capture 
the clash of the titans. 

This game is a must for anyone who 
has ever wanted to see how the 
mechs fare against each other. 



Some People Couldn't Wait 
For Our New Dual Compatible 

Arcade Pro Joystick To Hit 
The Stores! 

We're not surprised. Some people will 
do anything to win on Sega Genesis™ and 
Super Nintendo®. And The Arcade Pro 
definitely gives you the winning advantage 
you need. 

Its six button layout, lightning fast 
Arcade Quality components, and rugged 
steel base really put Arcade Power in 
your hands. 

and Hands-Free Auto Fire for all six buttons. 
Blow away the competition and then use 
Slow Motion to plan your next attack. 

The Arcade Pro is available everywhere 
cool video game accessories are sold. So 
you don't have to turn to a life of crime to 
win. Just spend a little dough, get this stick, 
and kick some butt on Sega Genesis and 
Super Nintendo. 

And we know how important power is. 
Play With an Attitude! That's why we included Independent Turbo 

Ttay with an attitude! 
Super Nintendo Entertainment System is 
a registered trademark of Nintendo of -\ 
America Inc. Sega Genesis is a registered 
trademark of Sega Enterpnses. Lid 

110 Lakefront Drive 
Hunt Valley. MD 21030 
410-785-5661 

t 1994 STD Entertammen 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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Ru§o 
The dwarf is 
great warrior 

STORY ONE CHARACTERS 

PGs have always been one of the most popular genres. (I love 'em), , 
In Japan the RPG/simulation series of Shining Force contin- | 

ues on the CD format. The first two stories are remakes of 8 
the older Game Gear titles. There’s also a third story Q 
that hasn’t been seen before. 

You should already know the first two stories. The 
third features the crowning of King Nick, the hero of 

Scenario One. As everyone gathers to celebrate, Darba (a 
witch) appears and makes Queen Anri of Guardiana 

disappear. Darba will only accept Nick as king if he Jfl 
and his armies are able to rescue Anri. To get to A 

her, the team must fight through a bar full of drunks, a ^ 
graveyard, and a garden filled with lewd, suggestive women. 

Hopefully this title will be released here, as everything about 
this game is near perfect. I 

THE GOOD 

The music, the adventure, more 
RPG/simulation fun. It’s my type of 
game. I love it. 

THE BAD 

What? It’s not coming out over 
here? That’s right. We don’t want 
full-motion video. We want this! 

THE UGLY 

Sega is probably going to make 
more FMV games, and leave cool 
ones like this alone. 

Your team at the beginning is 
well-balanced with magic 
users and strong fighters. 
If you concentrate on 
one enemy, you /fate 
can win. 
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When you wash ashore, 
you come across some 
villagers being terrorized. 
Take your forces in, and 
stop the bad guys. 

The evil Mage will sacrifice 
himself to blow up the ship. 

SEGA OF JAPAN 

NOW I JAPAN) 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 

THEME % COMPLETE 

RPG/SIM. 100% 

FACT FILE 
SHINING FORCE 

CD 
MANUFACTURER # OF PLAYERS 

GOBLIN WI RKRAT EVIL MAGE 

12 HIT POINTS 13 HIT POINTS 15 HIT POINTS 

The enemies keep getting stronger. 
How will you survive the battle? 

STORY TWO 
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SEND TIPS 
If you’ve found a cool new trick, listen 

up! Write your tips and send them to: 

Tricks of the Trade 
1920 Highland Ave, Suite 222, 
Lombard, IL 60148 
Check into the ongoing saga of Trickman 

Terry for details or get a Friendly Duo 

Consolidated Punch in the chops! 

TO SLOW DOWN! 
Now that Tina has finally 

found a job, the happy 
couple can now eat a nice 
meal that’s not out of a can. 
This newfound joy was 
expressed by a spending 
spree in which Tina bought 
clothes and Terry (of 
course) bought games. 
Unfortunately, they blew 
their wad way too quickly 
and now they are back in 
the poorhouse again. The 
Trickman’s brain seems to 
be close to empty as usual. 
Besides getting a lecture on 
spending habits, he needs 
some awesome tricks to 
jumpstart his brain in order 
to earn his next paycheck! 
Send new tricks (that aren’t 
for ancient games and 
make sure they work) to: 

Tricks of the Trade, Sendai, 
1920 Highland Ave, Suite 
222, Lombard, Illinois 60148. 

If your high-quality code 
or cheat makes it into the 
Trickman Terry’s hands 
without getting lost in the 
mail, and provided it is good 
enough for printing, you will 
get your name in lights ... er 
in this awesome publication 
plus you will also receive a 
free game for the system* 
of your choice! 
Rules lhat m put In tiny pit* k>ke«p our Imyws happy and cause 

NES. Game Bov Supei NES. Genes* Sega CO. Duo. Lynx. Game 
Geer. 300. Philips CO-1 and Jaguar. Vox) where protubteO by law. 
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Genesis Virgin 

Skip Stages and 10 Second Code 

I Pause and press B, A, A, B, B, A, 
I A, B, A, B, B, A, A, B, B, A to skip 
1 a stage. Pause and press A, B, 
| B, A, A, B, B, A for 10 seconds. 

I? ?!!! 

The first code will let you 
skip stages in the game. Just 
start the game and press 
START to pause. Now, enter 
the code: B, A, A, B, B, A, A, 
B, A, B, B, A, A, B, B, A. You 
will hear a laugh and Mowgli 
will say “Yeah!” You will then 
skip to the next level! This 
code will give you 10 sec¬ 
onds on the clock whenever 
you want. Press START 
during the game and enter: 
A, B, B, A, A, B, B, A. 

Fred Doughty; Baltimore, MD 

Press START to pause, then 

do the code to skip stages. 

You will hear Mowgli laugh 

and say “Yeah” if it worked. 

Press START to pause then 

press A, B, B, A, A, B, B, A. 

You can do this code any time 

you want to get ten seconds. 

I WIN AN AWESOME CONTROLLER FROM STD AND EGm\ 
Everyone who sends in tricks to the Trickman has a chance of 

| winning either an SNPROPAD, SGPROPAD-6, SNPROGRAM- 
PAD, or SGPROGRAMPAD-2! We’re looking for the “Trick of the 
Month” to put on the first page of Tricks of the Trade. If you send 

j us an awesome trick, code, cheat, etc. that we haven’t found, you 
I are eligible to win the Trick of the Month! If you win, you’ll get 
| your name in print, the STD controller, and a free game for the 

(allowable) system of your choice! Contests like this come only 
I from the Biggest and Best Video Game Mag, EGM. 





Star Trek: The 
Next Generation 

Spectrum Holobyte/ 
Super NES 
Level Select 

This trick will give you an 
automatic Level Select 
Menu. First, you must wait 
for the Title Screen to 
appear. Next, take con¬ 
troller one and press these 
buttons in this order: Y, Y, 
X, X, A, A, B, B. If you put it 
in correctly, you will hear a 
confirming tone. Now press 
START to begin a new 
game. After you begin, 
press the START button 
again to pause the game. 
Press the Y button after this 
to bring up the Level Select 
Menu. Here you will see a 
list of all the missions you 
can explore with your crew. 
Choose any one you like. 

Stephen Forsyth 
Royersford, PA 

The Jungle Book 

Life Refill and More 
Instead of searching for a 

heart icon when Mowgli 
gets hit, just do this trick. 
This code will let you refill 
Mowgli’s life meter any time 
in the game. To do this, just 
pause by pressing START 
any time in the game. Next, 
take controller one and do 
the following code: UP, UP, 
DOWN, DOWN, LEFT, 
RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, B, 
A. Mowgli’s voice will say, 
“Yeah” and you will have 
full health again. In addition 
to that, you will also have a 
full supply of fruits, rocks, 
and a medicine man mask 
that keeps you invincible for 
about 99 seconds. 
Michael Sanderlin; New York, N.Y. 
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Set UP BOTH DOMESTIC AND 
INTERNATIONAL ROUTES 

| t's the beginning of the 21st century and competition in the airline industry is heating 

’ up. Lower fares, better service and improved flight schedules fuel the war in the skies. 

As a young ambitious CEO, it's up to you to 

make sure your airline is a survivor and not just 

another casualty. To succeed, you will have to 

make some tough decisions including where to 

fly, what aircraft to purchase and how to attract visitors 

to the cities you service. Your goal: to differentiate your airline 

from the rest while still turning a profit. 

In Aerobiz Supersonic, fashion a powerful fleet of aircraft 

from more that 50 possible choices, organize routes to 89 global 

destinations and invest your profits in a variety of new services 

including amusement parks, ski resorts and airport shuttle services. 

And don't forget, as CEO your still responsible for things 

like plane maintenance, advertising and handling those periodic 

emergencies such as a plane crash or employee strike. Get ready 

to make some tough decisions! And now that you're CEO, try 

doing something about the food! 

Purchase state-of-the-art 
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 

Review airunes services at 
DESTINATION CITIES 

Select from 4 eras in aviation history 

including two futuristic scenarios 

Purchase from an extensive list of air¬ 

craft, including historical, fictitious & 

supersonic airplanes 

Diversify your airline through business 

ventures such as golf courses, ski 

resorts & shuttle services 

KOEI 
p - - One to four player fun 

GENESIS 

KOEI Corporation, 1350 Bayshore Highway, Suite 540 
Burlingame, CA 94010 

Available for Snes & Sega. 
KOEI games are available for all systems in 
retail outlets nationwide! If you can't find the 
KOEI product you are looking for, call us at 
415/348-0500 (9am to 5pm pst). 

Online Support offered on CompuServe: GO VIDPUB. Sect. 4 



CHEAT 
SHEET 

Super Street Fighter II 
Capcom/Genesis 

Choose the Same Character 

Here is the correct method 
to get eight of the same 
fighter in the Group Battle 
Mode of Super Street 
Fighter II. To do this, choose 
Group from the Title 
Screen. Now, at the Battle 
Mode Select Screen, enter 
the following sequence on 
controller two: A, B, A, B, A, 
B, B, A. If you did it correct¬ 
ly, you will hear Vega’s 
laugh. Now, select the num¬ 
ber of characters to be eight 
in one of the modes and 
then go on to the selection 
screen. Each player may 
now choose up to eight of 
his favorite character! 

Jonathan Malto 
Warner Robbins, GA 

Double Dragon V 
Tradewest/Super NES 

Many Codes 

These codes will be a big 
help to anyone who owns 
this unique fighting game. 
To do these codes, you 
must be on the Menu 
Screen (Tournament, VS 
Battle, etc.). Enter these 
codes with controller one. 
Fight as Shadow Master or 
Dominique: 
L button, R button, UP, L 
button, L button, DOWN, R 
button, R button. 
Extra 2 Attribute Points: 
L button, L button, L button, 
R button, L button, R button, 
L button, R button. 
Extra 4 Attribute Points: 
UP, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, 
DOWN, RIGHT, R, R. 

(Continued on page 104) 
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There's always a chance a video game will make it to market with bugs. 

In Koei's newest Game Boy title—Stop That Roach—we're making 

sure our game has lots of bugs (roaches, that is). As either Ken or Lilly, 

it's your job to battle those nasty critters that have invaded 
your kitchen and are eating all your snacks. 

Pick up the nearest household item, be it a broom or bedroom slipper 

and smash the bugs flat. But watch out, these roaches have a serious 

attitude and aren't afraid to fight back! Once you have corralled a group 

of roaches, lure them into a trap or eliminate them using bug spray. 

In all, the roaches have 100 different strategies for getting past you and 

at the food. What are you waiting for? Arm yourself and enter the 

kitchen swinging. We guarantee you'll find bugs! 

Victory is sweet.' 

■- 
AAaAAa ’4 

A 

AAAAAA All 

Set a trap roaches can’t 

escape from 

Avauaue for Game Boy. 
KOEI games are available for all systems in retail outlets 
nationwide! If you can't find the KOEI product you are 
looking for, call us at 415/ 348-0500 19am to 5pm pst|. 
Online support offered on CompuServe: GO V1DPUB, Sect. 4 

KOEI 
KOEI Corporation, 1350 Bayshore Highway, Suite 540 

Burlingame, CA 94010 

puzzles youNe already solved 

Get helpful hints to 

plan your next move 

LICENSED BY 

GAME BOY (Nintendo) 



Double Dragon V 
Tradewest/Super NES 
Many Codes (continued 102] 

Extra six attribute points: 
RIGHT, DOWN, DOWN, 
LEFT, UP, RIGHT, L but¬ 
ton, R button, L button, R 
button, L button R button. 
Nine Continues: 
LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, 
RIGHT, L button, L button, 
R button, R button, R 
button. 
Disable Dizzies: 
DOWN, DOWN, LEFT, UP, 
DOWN, DOWN, LEFT, UP, 
R button, R button, L 
button. 
Disable Throws: 
R button, RIGHT, L button, 
L button, LEFT, LEFT, R 
button, R button. 

Yogi Dear 
Gametek/Super NES 

Stage Select 
At the Title Screen, enter 

this long code on controller 
one: UP, RIGHT, DOWN, 
LEFT, Y, B, UP, RIGHT, 
DOWN, LEFT, B, Y, UP, 
RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT. 
Once you have entered this 
code, press START. You 
will now see that you can 
go in any stage within the 
five large levels! 

Puggsy 
Psygnosis/Sega CD 

Area Select 
At the Title Screen access 

the Options. In the Options, 
go to Password and enter it. 
Now, put in this password 
as shown here: 

123,765,444 
177,075,537 
457,337,735 

It opens a new area with a 
separate island. 
Darren S. Bentz; Shawnee, KS 
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Ultima The Black Gate is the first chapter of Book Three in the epic 

Ultima Saga. It’s been 200 years since you, the Avatar, last walked 

among the Britannians, and so much has changed. Your return to the 

fabled land of magic is shrouded in a bizarre mystery — It seems the fair 

people of the land have been disappearing without a trace. What powerful 

sorcery is behind this corruption of the land you champion? Do you have the 

power to solve the mystery that has befallen your countrymen before the evil 

completes its terrible mission? 

Features: 

♦ All new spells, weapons and armor! 

♦ Over 100 hours of fantasy role playing adventure! 

♦ Sequel to the top 10 hit Ultima: The False Prophet. 

♦ Battery back up allows you to save play position! 

FCI«, 
Fujisankei Communications International. Inc. 

150 East 52nd Street. New York, New York 10022 
Nintendo. Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ltd. © 1991 Nintendo ot America Inc. SNES version ot Ultima® The Black Gate™ is ©1994 

FCI/Pony Canyon. ©1994 ORIGIN Systems. Inc. Ultima is a registered trademark of ORIGIN Systems. Inc.. The Black Gate. Shamino. lolo and Dupre are trademarks ol ORIGIN Systems. Inc. Lord British is a registered 
trademark of Richard Garriott. FCI and the distinctive FCI logo are registered trademarks of Fujisankei Communications International. Inc. 



Stunt Race FX 
Nintendo/Super NES 

Speed Boast Power-Up 
This trick can be done on 

Night Cruise track on the 
Expert Level. On any of the 
turns, there is a StarFox 
billboard. Hit the wall under 
the billboard. On turn four, 
there is a median dividing 
the road into two. Drive on 
either the left or right of the 
median. Don’t hit the medi¬ 
an or the side wall. If you 
did it correctly, Fox 
McCloud will fly overhead 
and drop a power-up. Make 
sure you are under Fox 
McCloud to receive the 
boost power-up! This will 
help you get further in 
this game. 

Dan Shimko; Pasadena, CA 
Radio Controlled Course 

To do this trick, you must 
play Stunt Trax Mode and 
complete all four courses. 
After completing them, push 
UP at the Course Select 
Screen. If you completed 
the four tracks, you should 
see the Radio Control 
Option! 

Curtis Naus; Westgrove, PA 

Fatal Fury 2 
Takara/Genesis 

Extra Continues 
This trick is for the game 

Fatal Fury 2 for the Sega 
Genesis. After your game is 
over and the Continue 
Screen is counting down, 
you can increase your con¬ 
tinues up to nine by press¬ 
ing UP, A, and B simultane¬ 
ously. At the same time, 
press button C for every 
extra continue you want. 
This trick will definitely help 
you if you are having trou¬ 
ble beating the game. 
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the challenge of golf 
Links for Sega CD™ is the most 
near-perfect, outrageously 
realistic golf game available. 

How perfect is Links? The course 
mimics Torrey Pines exactly 
—incredible, 35 mm photography 
places you behind every tee, fairway, 
water hazard and bunker, wherever 
the ball lands, and gives you an 
accurate view of your next shot. 
It's so life-like, you can almost smell 
the green (that's a good thing). ' I 

• And as you'd expect from any 
decent golf game. Links features 
• Tournament play 
• Practice mode. Front 9, Back 9 
• Instant Replays 
• Save player info . 

But then. Links goes far beyond any 
other golf games to give you in- 
depth golf features like 
• I to 6 players (sorry, other games 
can only handla-up to 4) 
• Full support, of TeeVGolf Club™ for 
the most accurate, realistic and fun 
golfing experience available 
• Aerial fly-pvers of each hole so 
realistic you may get airsick 
• Running stats^on how many f|sh « 
you tag wheg your ball lands in the 
water. 

Okay, we re just kidding a^outthe 
last feature. 

* 4 ^ V * % f ^ 
But as you aart see, Links for 
Sega CD is the closest thing to per¬ 
fection when it comes to golf games. 
So you can bet that if an^ game ' 
comes out with a "Golf Car Donuts 
On The Fairway” feature in the 
future, it'll be Links 

LINKS™ & ©1990. 1984 Access Software, Inc. trademark of Virgin Enterprises. Ltd 









Blast the rampaging hordes of 
undead that roam the tropical island. 

One wrong turn and you’ll be the meal 
of several drooling, rotting corpses. 

These two are your allies. Try to 
keep them from harm’s way. 

Sega Action 

The latest news on the street is that 
after the Christmas season, the 16-Bit 
market is going to give way to more 
powerful systems. The sign that 
points to this is the increased interest 
in the 3DO, Jaguar, and 32X. 

The awesome games Theme Park 
and Syndicate are almost ready for 
release on the Jaguar. 

A thrill-ride of a game called 
Time2Die by Studio 3DO is on its 
way. As for the venerable Sega CD, 
a full-motion video game based on 
basketball, called Slam City will be 
previewed soon. 

Oh well, that’s about it for this issue. 
See you ‘round for EGM2. Until next 
time, folks. 

% 

The latest full-motion video game 
for the Sega CD is called Corpse 
Killer. It’s an eerie game loaded with 
gory effects and shooting action. 

You are a member of a five-man 
Navy SEAL team sent to a remote 
Caribbean island to terminate Dr. 
Heilman, a mad scientist. He’s been 
raising an army of the dead using a 
bizarre blend of magic and science. 
Heilman used to be part of a top 
secret government project that was to 
recycle criminals that had been 
reduced to zombies. Now you must 
find Heilman and kill him. The prob¬ 
lems start when you are bitten by a 
zombie and begin slowly turning into 
one. 

You must progress through a series 
of battles, rescuing your teammates, 
and finding allies, like Winston Crum, 
a Rastafarian local guide with a knack 
for the occult. 

The trek to Dr. Heilman is long and 
difficult, with lots of undead creatures 
hunting you down. There are strategy 
elements involved here, too. You 
have to decide when to find supplies, 
save a comrade, or go on a rampage. 



16 Megs of Awesome Power 
3 Dimensional Polygon Graphics 
Powerful Sound Trakk 

Bring it home to 
yourSega ™ 

Genesis™ 

THE VIDEOGAME 

RATING COUNCIL, 

ITS RATING SYSTEM, 

SYMBOLS AND INDICIA 

ARE TRADEMARKS OF 

SEGA OF AMERICA, 

INC 1993 SEGA. 

An Arcade hit on the Neo Geo System! 

GENESIS 
American Sammy Corporation 

901 Cambridge Drive • Elk Grove Village. IL 60007 • Phone: (708) 364-9787 Fax: (708) 364-9831 

This official Seal is your assurance 

that this product meets the highest 

quality standards of SEGA™ 
Buy games and accessories with 

this seal to be sure that they are 

compatible with the Sega™ 
51 Genesis™ system. 
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Mickey Mania features scenes from all 
the major cartoons of his “career.” 

Hi Tech Expressions 

Barbie’s Vacation Adventure 
Super WES | Action 

Who says there aren’t games for 
girls? Hi Tech Expressions has just 
the game for those who complained. 
The world’s most famous doll, Barbie, 
is now on the Super NES. Barbie’s 
Vacation Adventure is about how 
Barbie enjoys her vacation around 
America. Stopping to visit at the most 
fun places, Barbie gets to ride horses, 
go scuba diving, and try on a bundle 
of new clothes. 

If you want a nice game that’s like a 
vacation in itself, Barbie’s Vacation 
Adventure is just perfect for you. 

The Brainies 
Super NES Puzzle 

Titus has whipped up an addictive 
new puzzle game. (I didn’t really leave 
their booth at the last CES, I just kept 
playing.) 

You control a bunch of strange 
creatures called Brainies. You must 
move them to set locations within a 
certain time limit. The clock ticks by 
pretty fast, so you have to think fast. 
The starting levels seem pretty easy, 
but believe me, it gets tough quickly. 

You can see the playing field from a 
number of perspectives before you 
start, but the clock keeps ticking. 

New ideas for puzzle games are 
often few and far between, but Titus 
has a fresh idea here. It may not have 
spectacular graphics, but it’s addictive 
as heck. This should interest puzzle 
players. Think fast! 

The Brainies might look a little weird, 
but it’s more addictive than Tetris. 

Relive Mickey’s first animated adventure 
by entering Steamboat Willie. 

A fair is going on in Iowa. Visit it, 
and find out what there is to do. 

Mickea Mania 
Super NES | Action 

Mickey Mania is a real tribute to the 
animated mouse that has entered all 
our hearts. Mickey’s greatest cartoons 
and movies are re-created in game 
form for players to enjoy. Even 
“Steamboat Willie” is here. And guess 
what? It’s even in black-and-white, 
just like the ancient cartoon. 

One thing you’ll notice when playing 
this cart, besides the great game play, 
is the fact that there are so many spe¬ 
cial effects. For example, there’s a 
Mode 7 race sequence featuring a 
giant moose. There’s also lots of rota¬ 
tion and wonderful animation in nearly 
everything on screen. If you enjoy car¬ 
toons, this is as close as you get. 

•* • 

Sony Imagesoft 

Down in Texas, Barbie can ride a 
horse through an obstacle course. 

A mad moose is chasing Mickey Mouse. 
Can you help him get away? 

Collect gems and airtanks while 
scuba diving in Florida. 
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Sega CD Action 

Sega CD Action 
You’ll face hostile domestic scenes, 

and other nasty encounters. 
In the far future, law enforcement is 

done by the Star Rangers. You are 
one such person. It seems that the 
Space Pirates, led by the evil Captain 
Talon, have captured a ship of inno¬ 
cent people. As you work your way 
through Talon’s forces, you will have 
to collect energy crystals to power the 
ultimate weapon, the Star Splitter 
Cannon. If you can get them all, you 
can blast Talon and his vile hench¬ 
men back to wherever they came 
from. If you like full-motion video 
games, you’ll enjoy Space Pirates. 

It’s never been an easy job, but the 
police must do what they have to do. 
You are an officer trying to progress 
through the police ranks, while bat¬ 
tling an assortment of nasty criminal 
elements. For every mission you com¬ 
plete you’ll get promoted to bigger 
and more dangerous duties. 

When you start off as a simple rook¬ 
ie, you’ll take on gang members, 
armed robbers, and some street crimi¬ 
nals. Nothing too difficult. When you 
attain the rank of Detective, it’s up to 
you to stop a drug cartel and car-thief 
rings. Then it’s time to really get down 
and dirty as a member of a SWAT 
team taking on terrorists. 

Crime Patrol uses the powers of the 
Sega CD and its video capabilities to 
put you right in the game. 

Don’t these fellas look innocent? Might 
as well gun them down. 

X * 

Mad Dog II: the Lost Gold 

The space pirates have taken over a 
passenger vessel. Stop them! 

That guy’s got a giant plasma cannon 
aimed in your general direction. 

Whoah! Women in distress are always 
something nice to find in a game. 

Sega CD/3D0 | Action | 

Return to the Wild West with Mad 
Dog II: the Lost Gold. The ruthless 
criminal Mad Dog is back, and it’s a 
race against him to find the lost gold 
and return it to an old mission. 

Like the first Mad Dog game, the 
sequel offers players the chance to 
step into the shoes of a sheriff. You 
will end up facing Mad Dog’s men 
wherever you go. You’ll even end up 
having to fight them atop a moving 
train covered with Mad Dog’s baddies. 

Mad Dog II: the Lost Gold will be 
released for both the Sega CD and 
the 3DO systems. You will find that 
both are very accurate to the arcade 
coin-op that was so popular. 

Things will really start to heat up as 
buildings start exploding. 

Friendly Indians like this one have 
been corrupted by Mad Dog. 

The banditos have ambushed you. 
You’d better be a good shot. 



(Average Bear) 

Accept no 

(Yogi™ Bear) 

substitutes. 

Hey Boo-Boo™, 

don’t settle for 

some bogus Yogi1 

Help America’s 

favorite cartoon 

bear save 

Jellystone Park™ 

from a grizzly 

end. Report to 

your local GameTek 

retailer for Yogi™ on 

Super NES® and Game 

Boy*...smarter than 

the average game. 

[SlZHZIS (Nintendo) 

Yogi Bear™ and all character names, likenesses and related indicia are trademarks of Hanna-Barbera Productions. Inc. ©1994 HannaBarbera Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. © 1994 Entertainment Intern 
(UK) Ltd. © 1994 GameTek, Inc. GameTek is a registered trademark of I.J.E. Inc. 2999 N E 191st Street. Suite 500, Aventura. FL 33180. GAME BOY, NINTENDO. SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM AND 
THE OFFICIAL SEALS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. ©1991 NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. © 1994 Cybersoft Inc. is a subskkary of I.J.E.. Inc. All Rights Reserved. MADE IN JAPAN. 



You have the ability to upgrade your 
equipment between races. 

IPffi**" TIME mmm 
J3J CC OS DC 6 

a -J& 
Just like our Danno, you can ride 

a jet ski against other racers. 

Full Throttle Racing 
Super WES | Sports 

If you have a passion for going fast, 
you have two options. One, you can 
go the expensive route and buy your 
own motorcycle or jet ski, or you can 
try out this hot cart. 

Full Throttle Racing gives players 
the ability to ride a cycle or a jet ski in 
a series of races. As you win, you’ll 
have the money needed to upgrade 
your equipment. The better you get, 
the more challenges you will face. Full 
Throttle Racing is loaded from begin¬ 
ning to end with Mode 7 effects. This 
is a must for racing fans. 

Go for an all-out race against the 
pros. Only the best will finish first. 

Thunder in Paradise 

Super WES | Action 

It is time for your tour of duty aboard 
an aircraft carrier. You are a pilot, 
maybe an ace, and you must go to 
war against the Axis forces in one of 
the bloodiest wars in history. 

With GameTek’s Carrier Aces, you 
get to participate in a campaign 
against the enemy forces. Your mis¬ 
sions will range from strafing runs 
against enemy ships, to one-on-one 
dogfights. The prevalent use of Mode 
7 is evident throughout this game, 
using the special effects to bring a 
sense of realism in the midst of com¬ 
bat. Carrier Aces is fast-paced, and 
easy to pick up. It’s geared toward the 
action audience. 

Perform strafing runs against the enemy 
ships and stop their supply lines. 

Super NES | Action 

Based on the TV show Thunder in 
Paradise starring the muscle-bound 
Hulk Hogan, this action-packed game 
is about a couple of guys who hunt 
down drug dealers and other crimi¬ 
nals. 
Thunder in Paradise features a num¬ 

ber of different perspectives to send 
you right into the middle of the action. 
Lots of gunning action for players. 

GameTek 

Take the Thunder boat down to the 
water and hunt bad guys. 

Criminals are found everywhere. 
Fight them, and stop crime. 

Carrier Aces 

_ 

Engage the enemy in a cutthroat 
dogfight high over the Pacific. 
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BIZARRE BAD CUYS! BLACKJACK'S BOOBY TRAPS! 

AVOID OBSTACLES! DIAGONAL VIEWPOINT 

AI-YI-YI-YI-YI! IT'S KID KLOWN AND SPACE PIRATE BLACKJACK! 
HEADING STRAIGHT FOR YOUR FACE LIKE A BIG CREAM PIE! IN DIAGONAL 
SCROLLING 3D! WITH ENOUGH BOMBS, BOOBY TRAPS, BANANA PEELS, 
HIDDEN ZONES, POWERUPS AND BONUS STAGES TO KEEP YOU RUNNING 
FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE! SO DON'T JUST SIT THERE ON YOUR BIG 
WHOOPEE CUSHION! G ET U P AN D RACE TO TH E STORE! MEMCO 

Nintendo,® Super Nintendo Entertainment System™ and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. © 1994 Kemco America, Inc. 



One of the greatest fighting games 
around is not on its way to the 3DO by 
way of Crystal Dynamics. Samurai 
Shodown has been translated flawlessly 
so far. Even though it’s still early, (only 
three characters were really playable) it’s 
easy to see that this will be the closest 
translation. 

All of the characters will be in the game. 
From the American ninja Galford and his 
dog Poppy to the stealthy Hanzo, this 
translation will feature the scaling found in 
the arcade game. 

This will be the fighting game to get 
when it comes out. It’s an amazing conver¬ 
sion that has to be seen to be believed. 

All of the characters will be found in the 
final version of Samurai Shodown. 

Genan is a freak with a gloved hand 
that does lots of damage. 

If you clinch swords, you can 
sometimes break the other guy’s sword 

Each fighter has a number of special 
powers that are quite deadly. 

/ 
T 8 E Software 

Shadow Warriors 

Fighting games still are all the rage, 
and a number of fighting games are 
headed for the 3DO format. The 
graphics of this one are rendered in a 
format similar to Way of the Warrior 
and Mortal Kombat. Each character 
has real voice and a lot of killer 
moves. It’s still really early, but it 
could shape up to be a real winner. 
Look for more on it. 

The matches will get bloody, but 
not unrealistically so. It’s just right. 

One character even has a shotgun that 
he uses to blast his opponents. 

Hanzo is a deadly ninja who wants to 
free his son’s soul from Amakusa. 

Erika uses a sword to dice up 
anyone that she comes across 



so BIG, 
ONLY HAPHEN, 

FANATICS AND 

15 YEAR-OLDS 
WILL FINISH. 

A Whole New Way of 
Playing Run & Jump. 

5 Huge Worlds, 
30 Levels. 

I or 2 Players. 

Jump From World 
to World. 

Play Easy, Tough or 
Near-Impossible. 

Bring a Sleeping Bag. 

HE’S WAY TOO COOL TO 
JUST RUN ANDJUMR 



If you can’t get enough Street Fighter II, 
the next game in the series is coming out 
soon. And you won’t believe which system 
it’s going to: 3DO! Okay, you can get up 
off the floor now. You heard me right. The 
most popular fighting game around is 
going 32-Bit. Instead of just being Super 
Street Fighter, it’s going all the way as 
Super SF2 Turbo. Now players will be able 
to do all the new moves and the ultra- 
deadly Super Moves, too. Even the evil 
Akuma is lurking around somewhere, just 
waiting for a few foolish souls to challenge 
him. 

If any game is going to sell the 3DO, it’s 
going to be this hot title. 

Ryu tries to take the fight to Cammy, Cammy nimbly avoids the repeated 
and she prepares for the Thrust Kick. blows of the martial arts master Ryu. 

You can play as all of the 
characters from the arcade game. 

Chun Li does her famous kick 
into Honda’s tortured face. 

Onrnd Master Challenge* 

Where is Akuma? Perhaps he awaits 
the strongest warrior in the land. 
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The opening cinema from the arcade 
game is included in the 3DO game. 

If you like games with a warped 
sense of humor (like the most excel¬ 
lent Twisted game), there’s a new one 
on the way called Station Invasion. 
You control the news in the form of 
many games. Some have trivia, oth¬ 
ers have tile puzzles. There’s a lot of 
stuff to wreak havoc with. More and 
more games like this are taking 

At times you will be given trivia 
questions to answer. Are you right? 

Flip the pictures around to create one 
clear, perfect image of the screen. 
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Jurassic Park II 

Super NES Action 

Return to the theme park gone crazy. 
Alan Grant is once again on the island of 
Isla Nubar. It seems that a rival corpora¬ 
tion has appeared to swipe Jurassic Park 
away from the proper authorities. Their 
purpose is to steal all the technological 
advancements and DNA samples. 

Jurassic Park II is a side-scrolling adven¬ 
ture with really cool levels using the Super 
NES’s special effects. The opening cine¬ 
ma is great. It’s animated, and even has a 
clear-sounding voice. The audio is in 
Dolby SurroundSound. The graphics are 
great and are a vast improvement over the 
first cart. JP2 is an adventure like no other. 

A rival corporation has appeared to take 
control of Jurassic Park. Stop them. 

Vicious Raptors will maul you to 
pieces, unless you dodge them. 

tr-- 

Deep within a volcano lies a raptor nest. 
Destroy them and their eggs. 

Travel into the engineering section 
to reactivate the security devices. 

Not only will you come across 
dinosaurs, but humans as well! 

* ...s.i*y 
mm El - 4 

.... I MILL HAVE CONTROL Of 
JURASSIC PARKl" 

I .** 
» . I.,!, S 

"PREPARE fOR OROP. 

jAWESOME CINEMAS M 

«r .i EZL25I 1 ft! 



Iron Helix-1994 SPA Best Strategy 1 > 
, . Gameofthe Vear-isnowonSegaCD". I j^a 

__ 0?2 Your mission: slop a renegade.starship from delivering (Is ’ y 
•deadly payload. Only you can save a peaceful planeharqj; 'fir ^ • 
the galaxy-from total destruction. Explosive 3-D graphics* * 

combine with strategic gameplay to challenge both your mind and your ^ \ 
deepest survival instincts, three heart-pumping levels of skill, with 25 
rooms in 6 floors offer a run-for-your:life'^feptttof play never before seen on m q w ON 
Sega CD. Iron Helix: the ultimate game of chase that can transform even the. 
bravest champion into a jfleekjittle mouse. So, what’ll it be? The greatest SEGAaCQ] 
glory of your life or a few squares of Cheddar?\ ' • - 

Also available on Mac and PC CD-ROM: ♦ • * . 

•Visit your local retailer, ohiall 24 hours: 1-800-695-GAME-(USA & Canada). 

Spectrum 
HoloByte 

HdloByte. Inc. Iron Helix is^i trademark of Drew Pictures, tnc. 



You ore Kyle Blackthorne, mercenary and long lost Prince of 

the war-torn planet Tuul ond one mean machine. Mysteriously 
you are summoned back from Earth to liberate your people from 

Sarlac ond his foul forces of evil. 
Armed with brute.strength, animal cunning and a lead-spewing 

shotgun you'll face lethal Rock Beosts, perilous Eekers and other 
monstrosities. All blasting at you in full-motion cinematic animation 
and digitized sound - so real that you'll think you've lived it. THIS OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAI NINTENDO HAS APPROVED THEQUAIITY OF 

THIS PRODUCT ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS SEAL WHEN BUYING GAMES AND ACCESSORIES TO 
ENSURE COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY WITH YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

NINTENOO SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM AND THE OFFICIAL SEALS ARE REGIS 
TFRED TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC © 1991 NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC 

LICENSED BY 



Win a limited Print of the 
Blackthome Art Work 

signed by Jim Lee the artist! 

Interplay Productions, Inc. 

17922 Fitch Avenue 

Irvine, CA 92714 



% 
Recently, EGM took a trip down to sunny 

Puerto Rico for the filming of Digital Pictures’ 
latest CD-ROM shooting game, Corpse 
Killer. In the world of interactive CD-ROM 
games, Digital Pictures is a giant. With such 
titles under their belts as Sewer Shark and 
Night Trap, it is easy to see why DP is con¬ 
sidered the leader of the genre. 

EGMs resident traveling geek, Mike 
Forassiepi, arrived in 
San Juan right in the 
middle of the 
worst draught in 
recent memory (it 
figures). Trucks 
loaded with water 
had to be dis¬ 
patched in order |||| 
for guests at the 
hotels to bathe. No amount of 
bathing in rusty, smelly water could prepare 
Mike for what he was about to see. 

First, some background on the game 
Corpse Killer. You play the part of a member 
of a Navy SEAL team sent to a remote island 
to terminate Dr. Heilman, a mad scientist 
who is raising an army of zombies. Dr. 
Heilman was, at one time, part of a top 
secret government project known as 
Operation Manpower. This program was 
designed to overcome a shortage of soldiers 
by using criminals who have been executed 
for capital crimes. If you are bitten by one of 
these zombies, you slowly become one your¬ 
self. 

The man behind the magic is Tom Zito, 
Digital Pictures’ president and CEO. Tom, 
along with his Vice President of Corporate 
Communications Michelle Jordan, brought 
Mike into the heart of the Puerto Rican jungle 
for a behind-the-scenes view of how an inter¬ 
active CD-ROM game is made. (Continued on next page) 
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The masks that 
the zombie 

extras wore were 
made of a thick, 

latex rubber. The 
costumes were 

very uncomfort¬ 
able in the Puerto 

Rican heat. 

Members of the 
crew prepare a 

jeep for filming. 
The camera must 

be mounted on 
the side of the 

jeep to give the 
player a first-per¬ 
son perspective. 

The picturesque 
island of Puerto 
Rico was the set¬ 
ting for some 
ghoulish goings- 
on. The island is 
in the middle of 
its worst drought 
ever! 

Here come the 
zombies! This 
game screen 
ought to give you 
a pretty good 
indication of how 
the final product 
will look. Oooh, 
scary! 



Being a zombie 
can be tough 
work! Here, a 
crew member 
helps one of the 
many zombie 
extras to don 
part of his 
costume. 

Tom Zito, presi¬ 
dent and CEO of 
Digital Pictures, 
is the man 
responsible for 
some of the most 
imaginative CD- 
ROM titles ever. 

The first thing that was immediately appar- j 
ent was that this was to be no small produc¬ 
tion. There were literally scores of production 
members scurrying around carrying cam¬ 
eras, lights, cables, make-up, and anything 
else you can imagine. It was quite a sight! 
Meanwhile, further into the forest, about 20 
crew members were filming a portion of 
Corpse Killer where photojournalist Julie 
Barnes (played by Brigett Butler) is being 
attacked by a swarm of hungry zombies. The 
extras who were dressed as zombies had 
probably the most difficult job. They had to 
endure the Puerto Rican heat for hours on 
end while wearing thick, latex rubber zombie 
masks. 

Throughout the day’s shooting, Tom Zito 
keeps an ever-watchful eye. Corpse Killer 
will feature over 60 hours of game play when 
completed. This translates into many weeks 
of uninterrupted shooting (weather permit¬ 
ting) and post-production work. Digital 
Pictures has an enormous production budget 
of over $8 million this year. DP plans on 
releasing five new interactive titles within the 
course of a year! Mr. Zito obviously has his § 
work cut out for him! 

Back on the set, everyone is breaking for a 
quick lunch (Hey, zombies have to eat too!). 
Under a large tent, everyone is eating quick¬ 
ly. There is still a lot to do before this day is 
over. Afterward, the crew begins setting up 
for a stunt in which a jeep is driven off of the 

Looking more 
like a junkyard 

than a movie set, 
this stretch of 

beach is where a 
battle takes place 
between the play¬ 

er and a pack of 
angry zombies. 

The cameras roll 
as Brigett Butler 
gets ready for yet 
another short 
scene. In this 
one, she’ll have 
to drive a jeep 
and talk to the 
game player. 

When finished, 
the scene being 

filmed in the 
picture above will 

look something 
like the screen 

shot at the right. 
Pretty convinc¬ 

ing, huh? 

road and into a ditch. The scene is filmed 
The sets and again and again until everything is done just 
props looked right. For about 20 seconds of onscreen 
very realistic. game action, three to four hours worth of 
This fake plane filming is done, 
crash on the side A lot of work goes into making Digital 
of the road Pictures’ live-action CD-ROM titles. More 
shows that lots work than most people realize. You don’t 
of attention was have to tell that to the production crew, they 
paid to detail. already know! 





Wilh ?4 (racks to crash on. who needs sleep? 

Cars, lighting and soccer Go figure 



THE THRILIA 
GORILLA: 

Donkey Kong, King of the Nintendo jun¬ 
gle of characters, is back and he’s bigger 
and better than ever and available for the 
first time on the Super NES. This beast of 
a game is bigger than any other Nintendo 
game ever made with 32-Megs of power 
and completely computer-rendered 
graphics, giving the game a three- 
dimensional look made possible through 
Nintendo’s partnership with U.K. 
developer Rare Ltd. 

Donkey Kong Country is Nintendo’s 
flagship product for its second half and 
reintroduces one of the most popular 
video game characters in history (intro¬ 
duced in arcades over 10 years ago). It is 
also the first video game to use ACM 
(Advanced Computer Modeling), a propri¬ 
etary design technology using Silicon 
Graphics, Inc., workstations and Rare 
Ltd.’s proprietary development systems. 

The new game features Donkey Kong 
and introduces his monkey sidekick, 
Diddy Kong, in a romp through fantastic 
worlds of adventure where they meet up 
with a cast of new friends who assist 
them in defeating their enemies and the 
diabolical evil Kremlings. 

Donkey Kong Country has some of the 
best game play the Super NES has ever 
seen with smooth, fluid movement of 
Donkey Kong and Diddy Kong. The per¬ 
fect response time just adds to the 
making you feel like you’re a part of the 
fast action around you. 

With extensive levels to play through, 
tons of secret and hidden levels, this one- 
player action/adventure game will chal¬ 
lenge any game player and demonstrate 
the ultimate evolution of a Super NES 
game, bridging the gap between 16-Bit 
and 64-Bit technology. 

DKC is an incredible breakthrough 
game in every shape and forrn. You'll 
only see it on the Super NES—NOT on 
32-Bit adapters or on a nearby planet. 
The Jungle fever starts November 21!! 

Use Your Friends of The Jungle 
you 

Ram your 
enemies at 
full speed. 
You can 
also break 
through 
walls with 
this guy. 

You can 
destroy 
enemies 
in the 
water 
with the 
help of 
this 
shark. 

Winky 
allows you 

to jump 
higher into 

the 

In the vast depths of the jungle you will find these friends. They can help 
tackle your enemies and different obstacles. 

Espresso 
allows you 

to briefly 
fly in 

* the air 
avoiding 

any nasty 
enemies in 

your way 
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Keep a sharp eye out for these icons. 
You’ll need them to get gorillas. 

These bananas are 
everywhere. Collect one 
hundred and you will 
receive an extra gorilla. 

The bunch of bananas is 
worth 10, making that 
one hundred much 
easier to reach. 

If you find all the letters 
to spell out KONG you 
will get an extra gorilla. 

Here are just a few of the various 
barrels you can use in the game. 

QuM) 0 
When you jump inside 
of this barrel you will be 
shot out of it 
immediately. 

Inside of this barrel you 
are able to control when 
you would like to be 
shot out of it. 

[BaroQ 3 
Your teammate will be 
inside of this barrel, 
unless you were hit 
previously. 

Unfortunately Donkey Kong Country is not a two-player 
game, but you are able to control both Donkey Kong and 
Diddy Kong in the game. The game is basically set up in 
a two-in-one hit manner. You start off by playing as one 

of the characters in the level. Along the way if 
• / you break open a special barrel the other 

'UK. 9orilla will pop out and follow you around. As 
soon as you get hit by an enemy or by a Boss 

PBfc the character you are playing will die and the 
other teammate will take his place. In some 
instances _ :_,_ 

if you lose 
one of your team¬ 
mates you will be 
able to find a special 

barrel in that , 
► P same level to V 

become a ^ > 
team again. 

Level One: Kongo Jungle 
Kongo Jungle is the first level in the 
game you will discover. Each level in the 
game is made up of several sub-levels for 
you to work and fight your way through. 
It s in the Jungle Japes sub-level where 
you can find the rhinoceros. With the 
rhino you can break through a wall, allow¬ 
ing you to find a secret cave level. Most 
of these levels are just made for Donkey 
and Diddy Kong to rack up free gorillas. 
There is also a water and a night scene to 
parade through. 

Very Gnawty Beaver 

Very Gnawty Beaver is the first Boss you face. 
The way to defeat him is to jump repeatedly on 
his head. His attack pattern is very basic and 
easy to break. 
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Level Two: Monkey Mines 
The Monkey Mines level is where the game pace starts to really 

pick up. You get sent into high gear when you ride inside a mine 
cart in the Mine Cart Carnage section. Here you try your best to 

stay on the track, avoiding oncoming carts, and some nasty 
CV jumps as well. Winky the frog is in the next section for you try 

out some new features. You are sure to find some hidden 
levels with him if you jump in the right spots. Also 

there are moveable tires for you to find in 
order to get to new locations in the sec- 

Jf * JHU tions. All in all. Monkey Mines is sure to 
keep you quite busy._i - * 

At the end of 
the Monkey Mines level, the 

Boss to fight is Necky. Necky is 
a huge vulture that pokes his 

head on either side of the 
screen, usually at the top. As 

soon as he appears on the 
screen he will open his mouth 
and spit out a rather large nut. 

To destroy Necky. jump onto the 
rubber tire located in the center 
of the screen. This will give you 

some extra height so you land 
on top of his head. 



Level Three: Vine Valley 
Vine Valley is one of the hardest levels in the game, due to 
some of the new enemies you fight. The Zinger is one of 
the most troublesome, since you can’t jump on top of it to 
defeat him. Your best bet is just to avoid them. Espresso the 
ostrich is in these parts for you to team up with. He is able to 
fly momentarily which comes in quite 
handy when there are some difficult 
jumps around and too many creatures 
in your way. There is also another water ; 
level here. The fish have been ^ ^ 
replaced with killer sharks so , X 
swim carefully. - * jpl 

When fighting the Big Zinger you can’t jump on top of 
him to damage him. All of the spikes that surround his 
body are protecting him. The only way to do any kind 
of damage to him is to launch barrels that appear on 
the screen. Once you chuck a barrel at him he will turn 
red and attack at a much faster pace. You then have to 
wait for him to turn back into his normal color before 
you can damage him again. 
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level Two: Monkey Mines 
The Monkey Mines level is where the game pace starts to really 

pick up. You get sent into high gear when you ride inside a mine 

cart in the Mine Cart Carnage section. Here you try your best to 

. stay on the track, avoiding oncoming carts, and some nasty 

%\ jumps as well. Winky the frog is in the next section for you try 

* out some new features. You are sure to find some hidden 

levels with him if you jump in the right spots. Also 

there are moveable tires for you to find in 

order to get to new locations in the sec- 

tions. All in all. Monkey Mines is sure to 

keep you quite busy. r~"~ 

At the end of 

the Monkey Mines level, the 

Boss to fight is Necky. Necky is 

a huge vulture that pokes his 

head on either side of the 

screen, usually at the top. As 

soon as he appears on the 

screen he will open his mouth 

and spit out a rather large nut. 

To destroy Necky. jump onto the 

rubber tire located in the center 

of the screen. This will give you 

some extra height so you land 

on top of his head. 

Level Three: Vine Valley 
Vine Valley is one of the hardest levels in the game, due to 

some of the new enemies you fight. The Zinger is one of 

the most troublesome, since you can’t jump on top of it to 

defeat him. Your best bet is just to avoid them. Espresso the 

ostrich is in these parts for you to team up with. He is able to 

fly momentarily which comes in quite 

handy when there are some difficult 

jumps around and too many creatures 

in your way. There is also another water ; 

level here. The fish have been ^ 
replaced with killer sharks so , ~ 4 
swim carefully. - * 

When fighting the Big Zinger you can’t jump on top of 

him to damage him. All of the spikes that surround his 

body are protecting him. The only way to do any kind 

of damage to him is to launch barrels that appear on 

the screen. Once you chuck a barrel at him he will turn 

red and attack at a much faster pace. You then have to 

wait for him to turn back into his normal color before 

you can damage him again. 
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Time to 

burn some 

rubber and 

get out of 

the gate 

quickly. It’s 

taken a 

Burn through the tracks using various 

views like the cockpit view or the over¬ 

head view. Also, change your vehicle’s 

configuration to increase your perfor¬ 

mance on the tracks. The fast-paced 

action will keep you on your toes. Watch 

out for those sudden sharp turns. 

while and a 

name 

change or 

two, but 

Atari is H 

ready to 

wave the 

green flag 

with Checkered Flag, the next genera¬ 

tion of racing games. If you like fast 

action you’ll enjoy this cart. 

Talk about 

bloody 

action, 

this game 

has the 

most 

blood 

shooting 

out of the 

charac¬ 

ters’ bod 

Play the same character and 
see who’s the master. 

skills les. With 

these 

fatalities, 

more 

blood can 

be seen. 

One 

bloody 

game! 

course 
combos 

and fatali¬ 

ties are 

here for 

your 

enjoy¬ 

ment, too. 



Winner of the 

EDITORS' CHOICE COLD A WARD 
KI.K< TRONIC GAMING MONTHLY 

THERE’LL BE NO NEGOTIATION, NO TRUCE AS VAST ARMIES CLASH IN AN EXCITING GAME OF CUNNING AND MILI¬ 

TARY STRATEGY. DIGITIZED SOUND LETS YOU HEAR THE HISS OF ROCKETS, THE CLAMOR OF TROOPS. CHOOSE 

YOUR SIDE-YOU COMMAND THE HOUSE OF ATREIDES, HARKONNEN OR ORDOS-CREATE ARMIES AND BASES, 

DEPLOY AN ARSENAL OF OTHERWORLDLY WEAPONRY TO CRUSH YOUR ENEMIES AND CONQUER DUNE. Westwood 4*0- 



HGESSbIrIS 

Looking for a bizarre football game? 
Add some swords, blood, and mysterii 
players and you get Brutal Sports 
Football. This game is not your ordina 
football. As I said this game involves 
swords, 

shields, '{3 reC&ECT,*TEJfffiwO'I>l!l 
and other 
things that 
you can’t : 
find in a 
regular 

iy through the buildings as 
or enemies lurking within. 

something to talk about, 
jame involves the use of 
itic robots. The texture- 
redible, and highly-detailed 
set the tone on this 

a-iiKe game. 
i’re seated in the cockpit of a mech 3 you must walk around in search of 
lemies showing on your radar. Blast 
ngs in the way using missiles to get 
the tanks and helicopters hiding 
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the 

there 

tppen in this football game. This is 
riveting cart that you won’t want to 

miss if you own a Jaguar. 

arma¬ 
ments 
wisely as 
they are 
limited. 
Atari sure 
is showing 

its colors 
on this 
game. 

Gamers 
will be 

surprised 
at how 

good this game looks. Stay tuned to 
EGM to bring you more pictures and 

news on this exciting game. 

deadly 
weapons 

that are 
searching 

for you. 
This 

game is 
not all shoot-’em-up action, it requires 
strategy where you must find ways to 

complete your mission while using your 

Of 
course, 
there will 
be other 
mechs 
armed 
with 

Scoring 
the TD is 
quite 
basic; run 
or kick the 



One Lethal Enforcers 
Gun Rghtups Full sba 
Arcade Machine 

5 First Prizes: 
One Saga CO Lethal 
Enforcers N-Gun 
Fighters Game > 

& 
Contest Rules: 1. No Purchase Necessary. No purchase or payment ot any money is necessary to enter. One entry per household. All entries must be hand¬ 
written. Mechanically reproduced entries will not be accepted. Entries must be received by November 1.1994. All entries become exclusive property ol the 
Sponsors and will not be acknowledged or returned. Sponsors assume no responsibility (or lost, mutilated, late, illegible, incomplete, postage-due. or misdi¬ 
rected entries. 2. Prizes. 1 Grand Prize: Lethal Enforcers 11-Gun Fighters Arcade Machine. Grand prize is valued at $4500.00.5 First Prizes: One Sega CO Lethal 
Enforcers It - Gun Fighters Game. First prize is valued at approximately $59.00.5 Second Prizes: One Sega Genesis Lethal Enforcers 11-Gun Fighters Game. 
Second prize is valued at approximately $59.00. Winners will be determined at a drawing to be held on November 15,1994 All prizes will be awarded 
Prizewinners will be notified by mall. Prizes are non-transtcrabie. No substitutions ot prizes is allowed, except at the option ol Sponsors should the featured 
prizefs) become unavailable 3. Odds of Winning. The odds of winning will be determined by number ol valid entries. 4. Eligibility. Sweepstakes open to resi¬ 
dents of United States and Canada. Upon request by Sponsors, winners shall sign a Liability/Publicity release within 30 days or forfeit prize. Employees of 
Sendai Publishing Group, Inc., and Konaml and their respective affiliates are not eligible. Neither Sendai Publishing Group. Inc.. Konami or their respective 
affiliates, subsidiaries, divisions, or related companies are responsible tor any damages, taxes, or expenses that consumers might Incur as a result of this 
contest or receipt of prize. 5. Winners List For a list ol winners, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Lethal Enforcers 11-Gun Fighters Contest Winners. 
1920 Highland Avenue. Suite 285. Lombard. IL 60148. Requests for winners lists must be received by December t, 1994. Allow 4 weeks lor delivery of winners 
lift. 6. Restrictions. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. All federal, state and local regulations apply. 7. Contest sponsored by Sendai Publishing Group, 
Inc. and Konami. Electronic Gaming Monthly is a trademark of Sendai Publishing Group. Inc. Konami ® Is a registered trademark of Konami Co.. Ltd. Lethal 
Enforcers TM and Gun Fighters TM are trademarks of Konami (America) Inc. © 1994 Konami (America) Inc. All Rights Reserved 
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The 
Oracle 
Octave from 
Oracle 
Science 
Internation¬ 
al, Inc. is an 
astrological 

animation system that deals with your 
astrological relationships and birth chart. 
Check in later issues for this astrological 
game. It’s definitely different! 

All the levels 
have been 
completely 
redone to take 
advantage of detailed backgrounds and the smooth 

animations of the characters. Plus, the 
improved sound effects are highly com¬ 
mendable. This one’s worth waiting for. 

the Jaguar’s The cinemas that you jus 
enough of are here, and 
of animation! 

Ray Man is one of Atari’s newest 
attempts at a Mario-style adventure, and 
from what I’ve seen so far it looks like a 
winner! The levels are complex and are 

filled with ® 
detailed back- HHr ^ 'Wf 5 
grounds. Join ] - 
our hero, Ray 

Man, as he A, ,f. 
attempts to HssHR- 

right 

Amazing cinemas 
give you a break 
from the intense 

game play. 

The 3-D rendered 
levels must be 
seen to be 
believed! Truly 
incredible! 

that’s not all! A 
multitude of 
weapons are here 
for you to use 
against the many 
enemies who lurk 
within the walls of me 

the 
mazes. All 
aspects of 
the game 

have been 
revived to 

give the 
feeling 

of 

.j nas Deen on 
•4 practically 
“f every sys- 4 tern, but this 
|| Jaguar ver- 5 sion looks 
!;i and sounds 
" impressive, 
are here, but 

being in the game. Atari has really shown 
what this system can do in terms of 
graphics and sounds. Good job, Atari. 

els 

This is j 
one extra¬ 

ordinary a 
pinball game that has bizarre graphics 
that will twist your mind. Watch out for 

bats and other strange creatures as you 

try to get the highest 
points and get to the 

higher levels of the 
game. Cool. 
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^HE INVENTION MACHINE; 
GIVE YOUR CREATIONS 

LIFE! 

CHECK OUT THE PLANET 
ON YOUR “VIEW” SCREEN. 

GOTTA KNOW WHERE 
YOU'RE GOING! 

GREAT ANIMATION! 
HEY, FIGHTING DOESN'T 

HAVE TO BE BORING! 

YOU’VE GOT THE KEYS TO YOUR DAD’S 
INVENTION MACHINE! GO CRAZY! 

CREATE AND COMMAND YOUR* OWN SMALL 
ARMY OF ROBOTS! CREATE WEAPONS, 
ARMOR G ITEMS! 

EXPLORE A TOTALLY NEW PLANET AND 
VISIT PLACES IN OUTER SPACE! COOL... 

FROM THE CREATORS OF ACTRAISER AND 
SOULBLAZER! 

ENIX AMERICA CORPORATION 
2B79 - 151ST PLACE NE 

REDMOND, WA 98052-5522 



VIDEO COWBOY DOCKING 
SPORTS TRENDS WITH ICEMAN 

There’s a new sports gaming guru on 
the EGM team. I’m the Video Cowboy 
and I’m out to put the Iceman on ice, 
knock him on the grass on the gaming 
gridiron, and burn by him on the paved 
ovals of the gaming world. 

Get ready gamers as I face off against 
the Iceman as we kick off another issue 
of Team EGM sports. 

The Rookie has been sent to the 
minors. While he’s sitting on the pines, 
the Iceman and I will be going head-to- 
head each month, bringing you the latest 
pieces of news from the world of sports 
games, here on the pages of EGM. 

From tossing touchdown passes to 
finding out what new exclusive sports 
gaming products will be coming out, I’ll 
be carrying the ball on the EGM sports 
team each issue. 

My favorite game is NHL Hockey ‘92 by 
Electronic Arts; I love the fighting feature. 
If you ask me, their entire series of hock¬ 
ey games rule. 

As far as previewing and reviewing 
games in the future, I’ll be standing by 
Iceman to give you the best opinions and 
inside gaming goodies on all of the top 
games. We’ll be on the phones getting 
you the latest rumors and gossip from 
around the world. 

So strap on your helmets and hold on 
tight. We’re tag-teaming to bring you the 
most sports gaming news and reviews on 
the planet. 

EA has something for you! See the latest 
pictures on NBA Live ‘95! 
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Try to keep up with the fast-paced racing 
on Michael Andretti’s Indy Car Challenge. 

FIRST LOOKS AT UPCOMING 
SPORTS TITLES 

Time to lace up the skates and take a 
look at what makes the hockey games 
that are coming out for the Sega Genesis 
tick. As usual, NHL Hockey ‘95 kicks. 
Sony Imagesoft also climbs onto the ice 
with ESPN National Hockey Night for the 
Sega Genesis. 

This issue we also have some prime 
football action on tap as we bust heads, 
put on the shoulder pads, and take to the 
gaming gridiron with Troy Aikman NFL 
Football by Williams Entertainment (for¬ 
merly Tradewest). Software Toolworks’ 
NCAA Football and Madden ‘95 by EA, 
debut on the Super Nintendo as well. 

With a good kick. 7T oncoming traffic is 
a girl's best friend. t' 

■_ 

y • 

Take a ride to the wild side in 3DO’s 
version of Road Rash. Great cinemas! 

We’ll also crash and burn, and look at 
the latest and greatest Road Rash ever 
made as it rocks and rolls on the 3DO. 

We’ll even take a trip to the hard court 
and slam and jam with NBA Live ‘95 by 
Electronic Arts. We’ll rock the rim with the 
“Awesome One” Dick Vitale Basketball by 
Time Warner Interactive. 

From there we’ll change gears, burn 
some rubber and come out of the hole 
quickly with ESPN Speedworld for the 
Genesis, Al Unser, Jr.: Road to the Top 
for the Super Nintendo, and Michael 
Andretti’s Indy Car Challenge for the 
Super NES by Bullet Proof Software. 

Hold on tight, it’s going to be a fast 
and wild ride to the checkered flag this 
month! 

Invite some friends over and really have a 
kick racing on the tracks of Street Racer. 

300 NHL HOCKEY 
TO BE ANNOUNCED 

There’s about as many hockey games 
sprouting up as there are commercials 
featuring Wayne Gretzky. Very few hock¬ 
ey titles have garnered the kind of atten¬ 
tion or put the numbers on the board that 
NHL Hockey by EA Sports has, but com¬ 
panies keep trying. This year’s version of 
NHL Hockey is fresh and new. Although 
it’s their fourth kick at the hockey can, it’s 
the best version yet. They used all of the 
members of their bench to produce this 
game. Look for an in-depth preview of the 
Genesis version of NHL Hockey ‘95 on 
page 154. 

A Sega CD version of NHL ‘95 is also 
being planned and they’re shopping 
around for a developer to make a version 
of their popular title for the 3DO. Inside 
sources are suggesting that to take 
advantage of the MPEG technology that 
is built into the 3DO, full-motion video will 
be utilized in the 3DO version. They’re 
searching high and low, but they won’t 
have to look much farther as a couple of 
companies have shown interest. It’s all 
hush-hush for now, but when they talk, 
we’ll be all over them like a dirty sweat¬ 
shirt. 

It seems hockey is a popular genre and 
Sega is working on Sega 32X and Saturn 
3-D hockey titles that will feature different 
views of the ice, perhaps from under the 
ice. Now that would be cool! 

Battle it out on the field of ice as you 
compete in EA’s NHL ‘95 for the Genesis. 



of first and third base. 
In the Movie Mode 
you can see members 
of the crowd doing the 
wave, the third base 
coach giving signals 
to the batter, and the 
runner. 

The game features 
a home run derby, a 
Practice-Your-Defense 
Mode, plus a half sea¬ 
son, a full season, and 
a World Series Mode. 

The Difficulty set¬ 
tings Easy, Medium, 
and Hard work well. 

In the Easy Mode a 
red X appears where 
the ball will land. Get 

Look out, bases are loaded. Substitute a pinch hitter who can 
knock one out of here to score all of the runs in. 

Play in all 28 of your favorite major 
league ballparks. Everything from the Ivy 
along the outfield wall at Wrigley Field to 
the Green Monster in Boston is included. 

All of these options add to the feel of 
stepping up to the plate and facing off 
against big league pitchers. 

I saved the coolest feature for last—the 
Game Breakers Option. If you think 
you’re really good, begin a game down 
two or three runs in the bottom of the 
ninth inning and try to win. 

There are 17 different, difficult scenar¬ 
ios to test your Super RBI Baseball skill 
level. I can’t wait to do a full review. 

Super RBI Baseball is loaded with stats, 
for both the team and individual players. 

It’s time to go deep over the wall in left 
field with Super RBI Baseball for the 
Super Nintendo. 

The game is being released by Time 
Warner Interactive who recently acquired 
Atari games. This game is a faithful trans¬ 
lation of the Tengen RBI Baseball series 
that has been out for the Genesis. The 
game has a Major League Player’s 
Association License and has some very 
cool features, including isolated views of 
the field of play, showing distinct views 

A better chance in catching the ball, try 
getting at the marker before the ball lands. 

there before the ball lands and you will 
have a sure out. In the medium and hard 
difficulty settings, the red X does not 
appear. 

You can use the L and the R buttons on 
the top of your controller to lead off of the 
bag. You can either increase or decrease 
the size of your lead. 

When up to bat, press to get the best- 
pitched ball. Watch it as it flies out of the 
strike zone. 

If you press the swing button, your 
batter will stop swinging and the ball 
won’t be called a strike. This is the first 
game that allows you the luxury of pulling 
back your swing. 

A line score feature keeps track of your 
stats, including all of the singles, doubles, 
triples, home runs, walks, stolen bases, 
and errors that take place during the 
game. A good feature for stat lovers. 

The batter’s screen sequence shows you a 
lot of things that happen on the field. 

UL Baseball 
The animations of the players are done 
well. Check out the stealing sequence. 

RELEASE DATE 
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MANUFACTURER 

Team Stats 
Alley-oop. 

'4^BL .It’s a 
move 
that’s 
jamming. 

^ There are 
T ^B many more 

^ ^B reasons to 
B1 ^B take to the 
F ^B hoop includ- 
i B ing an 
A j ^ Adjustable 

Rules Menu 
^ . that will allow 

you to cus- 
Bl i^^B tomize the 

fiB rules, turn 
^^B fouls and the 
y^M shot clocks to 

f ^B modify the game. 
k I m ¥i ■ ^B This game can 

B B also be played 
^^BbI V using the Super 

^ NES five-player 
adaptor. 

The game also tracks your stats. Just 
enter your name, and it doesn’t matter 
which team you choose, your winning 
percentage and shot percentage will be 
kept in the record book for you to refer to. 

Time to rock the rim and give you some 
straight talk on EA Sports’ newest trip to 
the hoop. 

The game has been modified, reworked 
and has new player animations and a dif¬ 
ferent view. 

They call it a 30 percent isometric view; 
I call it the same view that’s seen during 
fly passing, including the all-new 

The shooter’s bar will determine if you’re 

able to make the free throws. 

If going to the hoop 
for an in-your-face 
jam is your special¬ 
ty, you won’t be dis¬ 
appointed. 

A new feature this 
year is a Play 
Calling Strategy 
Mode that you can 
access. Choose 
isolation or post 
plays plus which 
offensive or defen¬ 
sive set you want to 
use. While Abound¬ 
ing the ball, you can 
select a play using 
the control pad or 
the computer will 

choose one from the 

1C ARTJL 

Check out the awesome dunks that you’re able to do. Watch out- 

your opponent can jump and grab the glory away from you. 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 
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POINTS 
Field goals 
Field Goal % 
3 PjTINTS 
3 Pm NT v. 

208 _ 
93/I5Zr7B/ 
.611 ^ 

22/42 
.523 

STANDINGS 

PACIFIC w L GB 

^jLA Lakers l 0 - 

Sacramento l 0 - 

^Portland l 0 - 

Seattle 0 0 0.5 

LA Clippers 0 1 1.0 

Phoenix 0 1 1.0 

Golden State 

■_ 

0 1 1.0 

NBA Live ‘95 brings you closer to the 

game with the in-depth stats of teams. 

set for you randomly. 
You can play the entire season, a sin¬ 

gle exhibition game, or you can jump 
right to the Playoff Mode, but don’t go 
there until you’re a master of the air. I 
learned that the hard way. There is a 
Rookie, a Starter, and an All-Star Mode. 
It was tough getting the Iceman away 
from this game to finish our work. 

I finally had to grab a controller, plug it 
in, and corral a victory in the final sec¬ 
onds of the game with a Tomahawk jam. 
I wanted to play as the Raptors, but they 
haven’t started official league play yet. 

I had to settle for the New York Knicks, 
but I’m glad I did. They ruled the back 
court like kings against those aging Bulls 
during our match-up. 



Batter hangs head in shame after strikeout. Infielders dive to snag line drives. 
Dan Patrick rubs it in by adding “the whiff." 

Catcher leaps up from crouch to 
gun down greedy baserunners. 

Players choose from three 
DIFFERENT DEODORANT SCENTS: 

ORIGINAL, MUSK, OR ALPINE BREEZE. 

i-rlTlTrri- 
The Pennant Fever edition of ESPN Baseball 

Tonight is here, and it’s so realistic it’s scary. 
PlAYERS GET NAILED BY FASTBALLS, MOPE WHEN THEY 

KIHr IB EMM I! S™KE 0irr> DIVE lNT0 H0ME pwre AND LEAP BACK to 
I ™ ■ THE FENCE TO STEAL HOMERUNS. 

The game is loaded with incredible CD 
footage. You’ve got Jumbotron animation afier 
HOMERUNS, AND VIDEO FOOIAGE TO HELP YOU dLEBRATE 
WHEN YOU WIN THE WORLD SERIES. 

EARIY IN THE SEASON, CHOOSE “EASY” OR YOU’LL HAVE TO 
WATCH YOURSUF WHIFF DURLNG HIE INSTANT REPLAYS. AS YOU 
HONE YOUR SKILLS, TOY THE “DffFKIll” MODE. JUST IGNORE 

___ Chris Berman when he makes you feel like a scrub. IZfa, 
Wm You CAN PLAY A FULL 162 GAME SEASON (INCLUDING BOTH ROUNDS scoreboard to the ivy in Chicago. 

“ 3 OF THE LCS), AND TRACK YOUR PLAYERS’ STATS ALL THE WAY TO THE FINAL GAME OF THE SERIES. 
All 28 Major THE MOST INTENSE BASEBALL SIMULATION YOU’VE EVER PLAYED. So CATCH HIE PENNANT FEVER EDIHON OF 

agtte teams. ^pN BaSEBALLToNIGHT ON SEGA CD, BECAUSE... 

★★★★★★★★★★*★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ EVERYTHING ELSE IS JUST PRACTICE.I 
ESPNB»ssiaIOMMSOK™uTDB»S(wtai3cn.2100CacHiooA^.Siw»ttJCKCA90«H SoosuwsiBBrwcBWRCfSaN'Ccff R»ct3rsiiiWBmcESwEjC!!0«PoBLS«cfoet9MSi>N&fCiBCNcBB^cO; ESFN jW)B>sba.Ic«w« of ESPN, lie Se>»c Shu CO tfEUKBiwsai Sega Entomb, iid.4l rocs ksefnb 



Let the engines roar as you blast your 

super-powered nitros to get ahead. 

MANUFACTURER 

RELEASE DATE 

ft OF PLAYERS 

LET HIE ENGINES ROAR. 
VROOM _ VROOM 

As you compete in the championship, all 

racers will be fighting for first place. 

Have you played Super Mario Kart and 
couldn’t get enough of it, or played Road 
Rash for the Genesis and had the time of 
your life? Mix the two together, combine 
their most exciting elements, and you’ll 
come up with Street Racers. This game 
has something for everybody. Members 
of your entire family will want to saddle 

uon i lorgei 10 puncn or use your weapon 

to slow the other riders down. 

up with this game. The person with the 
best killer attitude, combined with the 
fastest hands on the control pad, will win 
in this cool game of on-the-road action. 

You have eight cars to choose from 
and as many drivers. You and three of 
your pals can play against each other in 
the Four-player Mode, but you must have 
a four-player adaptor. 

The catch here is that each driver has 
his own strengths, weaknesses, and spe¬ 
cial weapons. The object of the game is 
to finish first and in one piece. It’s as 
much fun as you can have with your cow¬ 
boy boots on. If you enjoy punishing your 
competition, this game is for you. 

uu ut> uu 
El SSLSW-TRl 

In the Rumble Mode, you’ll have to knock 

all the other drivers off the barricaded ring. 

Meet the street racers you can choose from. Each 

racer has a unique weapon that he/she can use on 

the other drivers. As for the power and perfor¬ 

mance of the vehi¬ 

cles they drive, it 

varies in speed, 

handling, acceler¬ 

ation, attack, and 

defense. Pick one 

that suits you to 

carry you through 

the crazy races 

and toward the 

championships. 
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ST RAPHAEL 00:33:A2 
N.n FRflnK . 00:36:51, 
RD SURF -VO:36:89 

V*' 00-37-76' 

t/c/ i>^ 

FlnlSHinG TIMES 

and customize the 
order in which they 
appear. 

Results are post¬ 
ed at the end of 
each race and 
bonus points awarded 
for the fastest lap, number of stars col¬ 
lected, punches executed, and a perfect 
bonus for finishing a race without sustain¬ 
ing any damage. In the Cup Select Menu 
choose the level of difficulty for the entire 
season of races. 

EJJ »n^!ia;i!|st 

After finishing the races, check out the finishing times to see 
how well you did on your total time throughout the race. 

The Points Table will show you how you 
did in the race. Look for bonus points. 

BIG-TIME BUMPER CARS! 
You use your car to speed around the 

field, trying to get the ball to score. The 
automatic goal keeper doesn’t look like 
much, but he’s worth his weight in scrap 
metal. He’s quicker than a greased pig on 
the run inside the slaughter house. 

In the Rumble Arena, it’s an all-out 
free-for-all, with the last car on all fours 
being named winner. The way to put the 

boots to the other dri¬ 
vers is to crash into 
them and knock 
them out of the 
arena. Each charac¬ 
ter has his/her own 
special weapons or 
tactics. Hodja will 
use his Ottoman 
dagger swipe, Frank 
uses his Monster 
Bash, Suzulu uses 
his Voodoo Stick 
Poke, Biff uses his 
baseball bat, and 
Raphael uses her 
quick jab. 

At the end of 
each race—Rumble 
or Soccer—you can 

replay the action. 

The easiest is 
Bronze, with a six 
track season, followed 
by Silver with 10 
tracks, and Gold 
with 14 tracks. You 
can even practice the 
Soccer Match Mode 
or the Rumble Arena. 
The Practice Mode is 
a good place to start. 
This allows you to 
determine the 
strengths and weak¬ 
nesses of each char¬ 
acter. You’ve never 
played bumper cars 
like this or this unique 
brand of soccer before Don’t get too far behind everybody or you’ll have some 
my fellow buckaroos! very serious problems catching up with the rest of the field. 

To repair your car, run over the yellow 
squares with a wrench on it. Pick up blue 
squares to get Turbo, and yellow squares 
with a red star for bonus points. Watch 
out for road hazards, including green and 
orange mines. This game is a hoot! 

MBBL Y-2 

As a treat, your vehicle comes 
equipped with a special weapon. 

VARIABLE SKILL LEVELS ANB 
MUCH, MUCH MORE! 

If you are playing 
against a competitor 
less skilled than you, 
you can go into the 
Options Mode and 
turn ON all of their 
options and 

turn OFF yours, in 
] order to make it 

i more fair. You can 
| choose from one 
[ to 24 tracks 
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DELTA SPEEDWAY 

Tired of the competition 
head-to-head and compete with a Triend. 

Time to kick into overdrive and go air¬ 
borne as we take off over the snow- 
covered hills and paved courses of Al 
Unser Jr.’s Road to the Top racing. 
Time to buckle up and kick these sports 

pages into high gear my fellow buckaroos 
as we take an action-packed trip through 
this game. 

You can drive to the checkered flag 
using go-karts, snowmobiles, Irocs, and 
Indy Cars in a One- or Two-player Mode. 
It’s a unique option to have a wide variety 
of vehicles 

Race in the Iroc division, or race in the 
big leagues driving Indy cars. 

rank. 

can pick from a variety of tracks. Al, of 
course, will give you advice along the way. 

the L button to downshift and the R 
button to upshift. 

You can meet Al Unser Jr., in the ulti¬ 
mate race on a new track if you win. 

To race against Al, you must win in the 
Race to the Top Mode and place first in 
the final Indy Car race of the season. 

Passwords let you record your progress 
as you race your way through the many 
windy twists and turns of this game. In 
case you were wondering, the Indy 500 
was the pinnacle win of Al Unser Jr.’s 
racing career. Did you know he began his 
prestigious career racing go-karts? 

There is an Easy, 
Medium, and Hard 
difficulty setting. 

Once you make 
your choice, take to 

of the 12 different 
tracks using one of 
the four vehicles. 

Try to get off the 
starting line quickly. If 
you fall behind at the 

toast. 
There is no manual 

transmission in the 
Mode and the 
are changed for 

you. In the Hard 
Mode, you manually 
shift the gears using Snowmobiles? Yes! Compete in the snowmobile races as you 

dodge other players on the tracks with ramps and sharp turns. 

ROfffl TO 

»aia P„ 
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RELEASE DATE 

RACE THE TRACKS OF THE 
WORLD WITH MICHAEL 

----- ... 

Time to gas up and head out onto one 
of the 16 championship Indy Car RPG 
tracks around the world. 

Just like the big name drivers on the 
circuit, your season begins in Australia 
and motors through the Molson Indy in 
Toronto to each of the stops on the Indy 
car circuit to see who will be crowned the 
Indy Car champion. 

Players can choose to join the champi¬ 
onship circuit and take part in a 16-race 
season. You’ll get a password after every 
race that you can use. 

During the races Michael will advise you 
to take certain precautions. 

FAST-PACED RACING KEEPS 
YOU COMING BACK FOR MORE 

Michael 

himself 

gives you 
advice on 
each course 

you gain 
those pre 
cious extra seconds. Before you get 
behind the wheel, become your own 
head mechanic, making adjustments to 
your car. You can adjust tire pressure, 
downforce, and gear ratio. 

High tire pressure gives you less grip 
on the road but will increase your accel¬ 
eration and your top speed. High down- 
force increases your grip on the track, but 
decreases your top speed and accelera¬ 
tion rate. A high gear ratio will allow you 
to attain high top speed but with a slow 

The art of passing will come to you. Use 
your best judgment—it can get dangerous. 

acceleration rate. A few practice laps and 
you’ll have it all figured out. The digitized 
speech is also an added bonus. 

Finally, after finishing a race, you’ll 
have the option to view the race from dif¬ 
ferent angles of your vehicle. This is 
great! You’ll be able to see all the action 
up-close. Good job, BPS! 

MICHAEL ANDRETTI'S INDY CAR CHALLENGE BY BPS 
F Graphics **** Playability ***** 

Sound **** Realism ★★★★ 

I only have one to thing say about this one- 
awesome! Every aspect of the game is excel¬ 
lent. The moment I touched the controls I 
knew this was a winner. The racetracks are 
similar to the actual ones. Graphics and 
sounds can’t be missed as these are truly 

what make the game rock! This is 
the great racing game that I’ve 

lceman been waiting for. 

Graphics *** Playability ***** 

Sound **** Realism **** 

This is a fast-action racing game that doesn’t 
quit in the corners. Good graphics and excel¬ 
lent playability make me want to keep coming 
back for more. Don’t forget to stop in the pits 
for gas or your race will end in defeat as mine 
did against the Iceman. Sparks fly when you 
down shift and this game is a true 
contender for this year's driving 
title complete with big-time sound. Vld«°Cowbo* 
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NFL Schedule For Week / 

Of pf7frr/r r_3 

O SAINTS 
Auittr 

FALCG&3 

One of the many features that change the 
game play is that you now have the option 
to convert two points after the TD. 

Time to hurt somebody in my favorite 
sport of all time! That’s right—football. 

Put your helmets on and check your 
shoulder pads at the door! We’re going to 
get into some heavy hitting with EA 
Sports, a gaming dynasty in their own 
right, much like the Dallas Cowboys and 
the San Francisco 49ers. 

John Madden Football ‘95 from 
Electronic Arts rules. The game was 
totally redone after last year’s version. 

Everything from the artwork to the play 
calling was reworked. Among the 
changes is the 48-man expanded roster. 

MADDEN RULES SUPREME 
ON SUPER NES 

On offense each team has its own spe¬ 
cific play calling module that the comput¬ 
er accesses. On third and short Buffalo 
will call a different play than the Dallas 
Cowboys. The actual style and play call¬ 
ing trends of each team are built in. This 
year the computer is much tougher. 
The two-point conversion, along with 
kick-offs from the 30-yard line with lower 
kicking tees are in this year’s version. 

If a receiver goes for a touchdown and 
no one is near him, he will stop at the 
goal line, turn around, and fall backward 

. You can then choose which one to pass to. 

PLAY A SINGLE GAME OR PLAY 
THE ENTIRE SEASON 

You can bring in your 
back-ups and change 
your personnel 
depending on the 
situations this year. 

The passing win¬ 
dows can be retained 
through an option. 
Play an entire season 
with the computer, 
keeping statistics on 
each team and indi¬ 
vidual players’ accom¬ 
plishments. This year 
John Madden himself 
designed a host of 
new defenses and 
had input on the way 
they were placed in 
the game. The 
defenses are tougher, heading down field 
and included in this 
version are classic NFL defensive align¬ 
ments from the NFL’s best teams. 

MADDEN ‘95 BY ELECTRONIC ARTS 

It’s another year of football for Madden fans. 
I’ve played every single Madden game and 
this one definitely grabbed my attention. 
Every year it gets better and better with 
newer animations and sounds. The action on 
the field is intense on both the defensive and 

offensive sides. Hearing the trash 
from Video Cowboy, he must be on 

_lt-,!,"an_ the payroll at Electronics Arts! 

This game rules with new and bigger player 
and touchdown animations, new defenses, 
and all the new rules. Kick-offs from the 30 
yard line and two point conversions make this 
game rule on the gaming gridiron. I had fun 
from the time I plugged in this game and 
broke every world record in it. This 
game kicks major butt. If you love 
football like I do, you’ll love it._Vldeo Cowt>°y 1 j 
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MANUFACTURER 

G 
E 

The basic funda- waicn tne ?ros 
mentals of the game against 
are secured. Many of the features you 
see here are noticeable from the past 
versions. Fly-bys of the field and the 3-D 
view of the course when close to the pin 
are similar. Of course, the advice from 
the pros has not been changed during 
the fly-bys. The main changes to the 
game are the graphics of the courses, 
realistic as they have been made. Plus, 
not only do you have the courses here— 
this game takes you to the European 
Tour where more courses have been 

surroundings come alive as nature 
reveals its sounds from nearby birds. EA 
has mastered the golf department, show¬ 
ing off what they can do with this cart. Compete in the championships among 

the very best golfers in the PGA Tour. 

PlAY THE PGA TOUR WITH 
A BUNCH OF FRIENDS 

This game features a battery back-up 
that will save your name and stats in the 
cart, so you’ll be able to compete against 
your friends, hacking away at the golf ball 
and improving your stats at the end. 
You’ll be able to come back to a game 
some other time and still have your cur- 

—i rent stats on hand. Video Cowboy 
1 and I can’t wait to get a hold of this 
1 cart as we battle it out on the courses 
1 of the PGA Tour. 

Yes, it’s another year for PGA Tour 
Golf fans. In this ‘95 version there will be 
more options and features that you’ve 
never seen before. Of course the game 
play is still the same, but overall the 
game itself has been improved in terms 
of graphics and sound. Let me take you 
through the tour on this sequel. 

produced, so you have more variety in 
picking which course you want to com¬ 
pete in. The sound effects on 
the 
green \ 
are so I 

I ^ 
— I m 

the crowd 1 
cheering 1 m 

Sr" SPOR 
par The [e_LECIR°^ 

Before you hit the ball look over the 
courses, see the hazards of the hole. 

# OF PLAYERS 

I 
S 
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MANUFACTURER You can see more of the plays by 
scrolling through them by pressing 

^ the up arrow. 
A unique aspect of this game 

_ comes in the form of a 
1p r radar view of the 

VII I receivers. A large 
^ ^ y window at the top of 

the screen allows 
you to pick up the 

receivers as they move down field. A 
Weather Mode for those really snowy 
days in your neck of the gaming woods 
has also been added. 

The Intro Screen with a football player 
ripping through the NCAA logo is very 

If you love picking up the old pigskin 
and hoofing it around the living room on 
Saturday afternoons while watching col¬ 
lege football, this is a game you can play 
that doesn’t trash the furniture. Choose 
from one of 40 NCAA schools to play as. 

Check the colleges throughout the 
nation and examine their ratings. 

An advanced memory capacity (Al) in 
the game allows the blockers to make 
their initial blocks, then move downfield to 
do more blocking. 

You can also save multiple tourna¬ 
ments based on teams from the ‘60s, 
70s, and ‘80s. A window of three plays 
can be seen on the screen at any one 
time on offense or defense. 

Pick your favorite defensive player to 
tackle the offense of the other team. 

Switch to the player closest to the ball 
to tackle the person with the ball. 

but it can be mastered in one sitting. The 
digitized speech segments, including the 
grunts and groans of the players are very 
well done. You can almost feel the impact 
as they make contact and crash into each 
other on the 
field. The 
team on Approach the line of scrimmage with 

Troy Aikman NFL Football. offense even 
yells, “Break!” 
when they 
come out of 
the huddle. It 
gives you the 

feeling that you’re the one stepping up to 
the line of scrimmage. All of the NFL 
teams make an appearance here, and 
there are plenty of plays to choose from. 

As you draw back to make a pass, throw 
to the receiver who is wide open. 

This football game features an over¬ 
head view of the playing field and offers a 
Full Season as well as an Exhibition 
Gaming Mode. Passing in this game is 
easy and gamers entering into the foot¬ 
ball gaming genre will find passing a 
snap. Running the ball isn’t that easy, 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 

Graphics ** Playability ★ 

Sound ** Realism ★★★ 

Zzz ... wake me up at halftime. I’m afraid this 
game didn't impressed me at all. The charac¬ 
ters are too small and the game play’s chop¬ 
py. It's just too busy to see what you're doing 
and you can’t figure out which player you’re 
using. This game doesn’t meet my standards. 

11 can't believe the Cowboy gave it a 
higher score. Maybe he’s sick with 

Graphics *★ Playability ★★ 

Sound *** Realism *★ 

Smaller than average characters, choppy 
graphics, but this game needed more time in 
training camp. Little buckaroos and budding 
gamers will have fun with this game, scoring 
at will is easy and there is no D when the 
computer defense takes the field. I'd_ 
definitely sit this one out. 

some fever or something. 
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MANUFACTURER UNLEASH THE 

ESPN: BULGING THE TWINE 
IN A BIG WAY 

mL 

Put on your hockey gear and get ready 
to label the other team on the ice. 

A world leader in sports coverage has 
lent their name to this fast-action, hard¬ 
hitting hockey game featuring all of the 
actual NHL teams. 

The music and the sound effects are 
brilliant and the players are larger than 
life. The digitized speech by Bill Clement, 
ESPN Hockey Night announcer, before 
and during the game is 
totally awesome. The 
game can be played 
from two different 
views, from the side or 
vertical. Statistics are 
kept during each game 
and the percentage of 
faceoffs won, passing 
percentage shots on 
goal, and the number 
of body checks you 

hand out are but a 
few of the stats tal¬ 
lied for you. You can 
turn line changes 
and penalties on or 
off before you play. 

The play is fairly 

zA t_ 
srM \ <3 ar»: % 

• #”T 

realistic, and they did 
a nice job. It’s a good 
start, but like an 
expansion team, this 
game will not make it 
to the Stanley Cup 
play-offs of gaming, 
but it is solid and 
gamers will have 
good, quality fun 
with it. 

FURIOUS SOUND OF 

THE ALBUM 

THE HEART-STOPPING VIDEO GAME 

NOW HAS A SONIC COUNTERPART, WITH 

EACH OF THE ALBUM’S TEN TRACKS 

TAKING ONE OF THE GAME’S 

CHARACTERS AS ITS THEME — FROM 

JOHNNY CAGE™ TO RAYDEN ™ TO 

SCORPION™, YOU GET THEM ALL! 

ALL TRACKS PRODUCED BY OLIVER ADAMS AND 
PERFORMED BY THE IMMORTALS. 

MIDWAY 

©1994 VERNON YARD RECORDINGS, A DIVISION OF VIRGIN 

RECORDS AMERICA, INC. ©1992 MORTAL KOMBAT® IS A 

TRADEMARK OF MIDWAY® MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. USED UNDER LICENSE. 



MANUFACTURER 

AND MORE ONE TIMING Tie up 
your gaming 
skates and 
come with 
me for a 
quick skate 
through the 
hottest 
hockey cart 

to date. This year goals will be harder to 
come by, and the goalies are harder to 
beat for good reason. This year the pro¬ 
grammers at EA Sports made the goal 
area smaller and the goalies smarter. 
They increased the goalies’ artificial intel¬ 
ligence (Al). In past years when you tried 
the wrap-around or that special deak, you 
could count on a sure goal. Even the 
move where you moved your star center 
or winger into the corner of the opposi¬ 
tion’s goal, and skated back through the 

mumtie 

SPORTS 
Pectrohjo_arts 

All of your favorite teams and their 
complete rosters are at your disposal. 

The computer is even harder to beat 
when playing by yourself using your 
favorite team. The computerized defense 
didn’t just eat its Wheaties, the program¬ 
mers at EA Sports improved on last 
year’s game. The one-timers are in, and 
the Iceman and I have to buy new con¬ 
trollers; our old ones are still smoking 
from working on this preview. This game 
rules and I am currently the NHL Hockey 
champion of the office. 

Surpassing even last year’s spectacular 
version, EA Sports NHL ‘95 rocks! 

The bad boys of the National Hockey 
League are about to hit the ice for anoth¬ 
er exciting season of hard-hitting hockey 
action. 

The team at EA Sports spent the off¬ 
season making an entirely new and excit¬ 
ing version of NHL Hockey ‘95. Gamers 
will find this game the best one yet. It’s a 
new season, not the same old game with 
a new name. The action is quicker, the 
defenses are tougher, and this game 
skates circles around the competition. 

The action is nonstop! Increased goalie Al 
makes getting goals an exciting challenge. 

crease, and flipped 
the puck up and over 
the goalies’ shoulder, gS 
only works three out 
of 10 times. 

All of your favorite >9 
teams are back with ^^ 
their accompanying 
player rosters, but this 
year you can play an jS 3J| 
entire season. The Ml 
game also has new Hn 
schedules and com- Kj| 
plete player rosters. K| 

This game is so realistic you’ll feel every crunch of every hit, and 
wish you could be sent to the penalty box to take a rest. 

After the faceoff, head for the goal. It 
will take some serious strategy to score. 

lenging this year. 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 

{jiJrf-Eisij fiJiJii\rl 

88 - □ 
mJB&JPnmm 

Al 

new VORK 

pmwvmn 
.v- J □ Al 

PHILADELPHIA 

DETROIT 
mm □ AI 

DALLAS 

A HuKin/( oiwi iter «--» Change dag 

1 aren’t the only 1 

Ej I changes that make 
| the game more chal- * 
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Baseball action so realistic, 

you'll be tempted to cork the bat. 

© 

The new Batter Up™ electronic bat lets you swing against the toughest pitchers in the major leagues. But forget about pressing 

buttons on a boring controller. With Batter Up™ your biceps control the bat, not your thumbs. And there's no room 

for whiffers. Best of all, it's compatible with the most popular video baseball games around. 

Pick it up at your favorite video game retailers. Game systems and cartridges are each 

sold separately. And remember, don't wear your cleats in the living room. ’s i nr/i 

SPORTS available lor 
■^SCIENCES,* SEGA"GENESIS’andSUPER NES® 

Batter Up™ is o trademark of Sports Sciences Inc., 2075 Case Parkway South, Twinsburg, OH 44087, (216) 963-0660. Sega™ and 
Genesis™ ore trademarks of Sega Enterprises, ltd. All tights tesetved. Super Nes® is o registered trademark of Nintendo of Americo ©1991 



MANUFACTURER 

CARTRIDGE SIZE 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 

TENNIS ANYONE? 
Tennis anyone? That’s the call as we 

start this month’s Serve-and-Volley 
Menu, take 
racket and 
controller in 
hand, and 
put a few 
over the net 
as we pre¬ 
view IMG 
International 

INTERNATIONAL 
TOUR TENNIS 

Tour Tennis. There’s the Practice Mode, 
where you can practice the fundamentals 
of the game in a segment called Practice 
with Vic. The ball machine tosses 28 
balls your way, so you can work on your 
shots and get a feel for how to make a 
backhand, cross court, and down-the-line 
shots. You also can learn to put a top- 
spin and backspin on the ball. 

As one of the 32 players in the game 
you can play a complete tournament, 
exhibition matches, in singles or doubles, 
in one, three, or five set matches. The 

detail is impressive. Everything from the 
cheers of the crowd when you win a 
match to chewing out the umpire for a 
bad court call is included on this cart. 

The digitized speech of a British 
announcer adds a pleasant touch to an 
already solid game with lots of added ten¬ 
nis technique for those who appreciate a 

latest 
games tnat 
gaming mar¬ 
ket 
World 
summer, 
game feature 
40 of the 
world’s top 
soccer teams. 

A Goodyear blimp view of the 
field and the fast-paced action 
of the players allow for quick 
ball movement up and down 

the pitch. 
A multiple offensive and defensive 

setup allows you to direct your play¬ 
ers for an offensive rush or put them 

in a defensive shell. 
After each goal, the computer automati¬ 

cally replays the action. 
A key to scoring in this game is to go 

for the corners when you’re in close, and 
you will see the GOAL GOAL GOAL 
symbols in big red letters flutter across 
the screen. 

The Iceman and I went head-to-head at 
this game, he took Scotland and I took 
Italy. I handed him his lunch in the first 
game, but he rebounded and handed it 
back to me in a 12-6 drubbing. 

a blimp’s eye view of the playing 
field in Championship Soccer ‘94. 

RELEASE DATE 

# DF PLAYERS 

It’s time to get out of your chair and 
fly through the air as you go one-on-one 
with NBA All-Star and future Hall of 
Famer Scottie Pippen. You won’t be play¬ 
ing against an animated cartoon image. 
You’ll be going one-on-one with the real 
Scottie Pippen. 

In this new live-action video game from 
Digital Pictures, Pippen takes on all com¬ 
ers, in a trash-talking, rim-rocking, 

high-flying, basketball-dunking adventure 
with over two hours of full-motion video. 
Digital Pictures also made Sewer Shark 
for the Sega CD and Prize Fighter, anoth¬ 
er hit Sega CD title that saw you fight 
against real videotaped fighters and get 

up from the 
canvas after 
being put 
down for the 
count. Slam 
City uses 
the same 
approach, 

Stunt doubles, film crews, a director, real 
rims, and real basketball superstars. 

The setting for the game isn’t any main¬ 
stream professional basketball setting. 
The games take place on street courts 
surrounded by graffiti. In-your-face bas¬ 
ketball action awaits you in Slam City. 

In-your-face basketball action at its finest 
with Slam City by Digital Pictures. 
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Baseball so real it’s unreal. 
Tecmo® 16 bit Sports games are unmatched in the true-to-life control you have 

over every aspect of the game. 
But we don’t have to teUyou that. 

You’ve already played Tecmo® Super NBA® Basketball™ and Tecmo® Super Bowl.™ 
But just in case you’ve been on an extended vacation to never-never land, 

We’U show you. 

You have complete control over 
batting order 

Team control modes include Coach, Season Schedule displays games 
Computer, Manual and Skip played, in progress and to be played 

Select a Pinch Hitter with 
all pitcher stats displayed 

Select your pitch, choose your 
defense or use Manager options 

Select your swing, give a sign 
or use Manager options 

Change your defensive formation 
for any situation 

All the game stats you could want, 
with battery back-up! 

Comprehensive stats for all 700 Regular, Reduced and Short seasons 
MLB PA players 

We would show you more but we’d need our own magazine. 

GENESIS' 
meets the highest quality 

this seal to be sure that they 
are compatible with the 
Sega'- Genesis'* System. 

Officially Licensed by the Major League Baseball Players Association. 

© Tecmo, Ltd. 1994 TECMO* is a registered trademark of Tecmo, Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Sega"1 Genesis'* System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega 
Enterprises Ltd. Licensed by Nintendo for play on the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Nintendo, Super NES and official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 

The videogame Rating Council, its rating system, symbols and indicia are trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. © 1993 Sega 

Tecmo, Inc. • 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 



The Iasi guys 
know you have 
to hit the brakes 
going into a turn, 
hit the throttle 
toming oulr. 

ROAD RASH ON 300 
Road Rash is back and badder than 

ever. This is the ultimate street racing 
game, and it rocks on the 3D0. It comes 
with all the whips, chains, and 180-mph 
high jinks that the first two versions of 
Road Rash for the Genesis had. 

Multiply that by 100 and you’ll have 
found the secret formula that makes 
Road Rash kick fun into the 3DO. 

Watch out for pedestrians or oncoming traffic. They might send 
you on a ride on the pavement that you really don’t want to take. 

The pace is fast and the driving’s hard 
as you strive to buy your dream bike. 
What more can you ask for with all of this 
in a single CD? Well, there’s more! 

TEAR UP THE ROAD WITH THE 
FINEST HIKES AROUND 

The 1000-cc Diablo 
Vipera N worth 
$40,000 or the 900- 
cc Stiletto 
Assassino N worth 
$35,000 are two 
bikes to choose 
from. 

There are five 
levels with five 
tracks in each; the 
Sierra Nevada, the 
city, Napa Valley, 
the Peninsula, and 
the Pacific Highway. 
Each course pre¬ 
sents its own chal¬ 
lenges, including 
avoiding cops and 
running into zombie 

pedestrians. If you 
don’t place in the four, 

The awesome music is the icing on the 
cake. The game was actually shot on real 
streets and highways, with hundreds of 
hours of full-motion footage shot, digi¬ 
tized, then put together to make up this 
game. 

The rules are basically the same, but 
this time the police are a little smarter 
and harder to get away from. No leaving 
your bike and hiding behind a cow or a 
tree and waiting for them to leave. 

You’ll have to win your share of races 
before you’ll be able to upgrade your bike. 

you’ll finish out of 
the money and 
won’t be able to 
buy your dream 

# bike. If you like a 
game with fast 
action and lots 
of twists, turns, 

and challenges, then 
your wait is over. Time 
to smoke the tires and 

get back to this game, I can’t get enough 
of it! 

Low discount pricdOR * t 
Pick up a killer bike,' 
o monster super mlrej af*"*" 
one ofrhlfl@ptJhkpnei in 
the corner 3 t 

Mike Level 1 Cash: $500 

Der Panzer Klub ► Olley’s Skaol-A-Ramo 

Sport Bikes fd 
-H1 

Featuring the fastest> U n. v jfl| 
stock machines to hit-f * 
the street, the Spdft Bike 
doss has someAiing^for ^ 

W 
everyone with a fot I f 
wallet and an addiction t 
to blurred landscapes. \ v ^1 

lot likes Super Bikes 

k Sport Bikes 

■ ~ 

The Street 

Mike Cash+Trade $2194 Bike Swallow 

Oiebie Keoikaze Stilette 
h DM6 Pen* Exit 

MANUFACTURER 

CARTRIDGE SIZE 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 

ROAD RASH DY ELECTRONIC ARTS 

I loved the Genesis version and I love this 
one even more. With the CD quality sounds 
and the 32-Bit capability of the 3DO, this ver¬ 
sion is one not to be missed. The tracks are 
cool, but the one thing that I griped about is 
that this game can get repetitious and tire¬ 

some. You can get used to the 
controls the moment you pick it up. 

_'ceman_Great addition to the 3DO. 

The coolest music in gaming makes this 
game rule. This game is a step above the 
first two Road Rash titles on the Genesis, 
with awesome graphics and fantastic playa¬ 
bility. I couldn’t put the controller down. If 
there were more games out for the 3DO that 
were this much fun, they’d have 
sold a million units. Even the 
Iceman liked this game. video cowboy 
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TECMO'GAMB ARE FOR TRUE SPORTS FANS! 
If you’re a true sports fan, you deserve the quality of Tecmo Sports Games. Every 
possible detail from the actual sport has been incorporated into every Tecmo game. 

ALL TECMO SPORTS GAMES FEATURE: 
• Tecmo’s unique menu driven 

environment. 

• Genuine player baseline stats. 

• Real players. 

• Real game schedules. 

• Player injuries. 

• Create your own star teams from 

real players. 

• Battery Season Saver. 

• Instantaneous statistical update. 

• Team & player rankings & stats. 

• Changeable team line-ups. 

• Call & execute plays. 

• Reset feature to clear 

saved statistics. 

• 3 difficulty settings. 

• Play tournament style. 

• Player substitutions. 

• Pick-up & play pre-season mode. 

• Regular, reduced or short seasons. 

• Computer vs. computer 

simulation mode. 

WE KNEW WE HAD A GOOD THING WHEN WE MADE IT. 
Once you’ve learned how to play one Tecmo® 16 bit Sports Game, you will know how to play 
any Tecmo® 16 bit Sports Game.Tecmo’s unique menu driven environment makes controlling 
all aspects of each sport easy. So whether you just want to play a practice game, or play a 
whole season with a squad of friends, Tecmo® 16 bit Sports Games deliver. 
GAME HINT: The more you know and understand about your favorite sport the more 
successful you’ll be playing Tecmo Sports Games. 

GENESIS 
© Tecmo, Ltd. 1994 TECMO* is a registered trademark of Tecmo, Inc. Licensed by Sega Enterprises Ltd. for play on the Sega™ Genesis™ System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega 
Enterprises Ltd. Licensed by Nintendo for play on the Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Nintendo, Super NES and official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 

The videogame Rating Council, its rating system, symbols and indicia are trademarks of Sega of America, Inc. © 1993 Sega 

Tecmo, Inc. • 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 



will help them under¬ 
stand the game. A 
Help Menu can be 
called upon to get you 
out of those tough 
sandtraps or other 
tough spots. 

The Help Menu 
offers advice on wind 
direction, and a win¬ 
dow on the right hand 
side of the screen 
shows you which 
direction to press the 
control pad for the 
type of shot you 
desire. 

In the same menu, a 
tee-up feature shows 
you where you should 

AfcdR* Time 
to tee off 

with one 
of the 

Jmr finest 
golf sim- 
ulations 
that I’ve 
ever 
seen. 

This game has every feature that an avid 
golf enthusiast will enjoy. 

The setting is the Waialae Golf and 
Country Club in majestic Hawaii. 

It’s always sunny on this course, and 
from tee to green the course is user- 
friendly. 

Preview each and every hole with a 
detailed explanation of which clubs to use 
and how the pros approach each shot, 
even which clubs they use in different 
wind conditions. 

You can practice or play in the Waialae 
Open with a packed gallery. New golfers 
can access a glossary of golf terms that 

Take on the course by yourself, or get some advice from 
your caddy to make every shot count. 

and get 
the best 
score pos- , 
sible. The / 
video- • 
taped 
footage of 
each hole 
on the 
course is 
incredible. The golfers are digitized, and 
the course is very challenging. You won’t 
be disappointed when you tee off with 
this game. Your progress is kept in the 
Individual Records section and every¬ 
thing from your longest drive to your 
longest chip is kept in memory. The sun’s 
always shining on this course. 

\ hole 1 23456789 101112131415161718 
^ player"* 544344345434544435 

Washington I i i I 2 2 2 3 4 S 
Price 222222344 4 
Levy l 122223444 
Baker 0 I 1233 
Nelson 0 12 2 2 
MacDonald ' 10 0 1 I 2 2 
Ryan 30 > i 12222 
Sullivan I I I I I 0 0 I 2 2 2 
Richards 0 I I I ! I I G I 2 2 2 
Stewart 2 

Chipping the ball onto the green is as easy 
as one-two-three with the Help Menu. 

place the ball on the 
9\ tee. The Club 
^pl Feature in the menu 

shows you all of the 
various clubs that 

r—i are available and 
Bgg how many yards 
f:g each club will send 

the ball. The Shot 
# Help Feature shows 

you how the power bar 
operates, so you can 

get the most out out of 
each and every swing Information on each course including an 

overhead view of the entire hole is shown. 

RELEASE DATE 

# OF PLAYERS 
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“The key to scoring is opening 
the field up. Getting space!9 

Transition 

Stance 
Channeling 

Cover 
Balance 

Sower's Your Game? (f 
Learn The Real Thing From Meola, Harkes, Hamm 
& Zathery Ty Bryan. 

CD-ROM 

L*.PC 

Build real soccer skills with live-action, multimedia coaching from ft 4 

America's greatest players. All on CD-ROM for your Multimedia PC, Vj 

3D0 or Macintosh® system. © Get ESPN's Let's Play Soccer and learn 

offensive, defensive and team skills from John Harkes, U.S. World Cup 

Team star. Mia Hamm, all-time points leader in women's soccer. Plus 

"Home Improvement's" Zachery Ty Bryan, Official \ 

World Cup Youth Ambassador. © Or choose ESPN 

Soccer: Skills & Strategy and team up with Harkes, 

Hamm and U.S. World Cup Goalie 

Tony Meola. You'll get interactive, 

personal coaching from three top 

champions. Covering everything 

from basic skills to advanced 

game strategy—all at your own pace. 

© Either way, you're a winner. 

Call 1-800-831-2460 now for 

complete information. And start 

playing for real. 

Published by Intellimedkj Sports, Inc. Two Piedmont Center, Suite 300, Atlonto, Georgia 30305. Phone (404) 262-0000. fax (404) 261-2282. 
IntelliPloy is a registered trodemotk of Inteflimedia Sports, Inc. ESPN is a registered trademark of ESPN, Inc. The Multimedia PC logo is o certification 
mark of the Multimedia PC Marketing Count!, Inc. 300 and the 3DO logos ore trademarks of The 300 Company. Macintosh is o registered 
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

tal Sports Instruction 



RELEASE DATE 

You can choose from a variety of 
popular and very fast cars. 

TAKE A RIDE ON THE WILD SIDE 
WHERE THERE ARE NO ROLES 
If you feel the need for speed and enjoy 

going fast, get set for one wild ride as we 
take a trip through this game for the 3DO. 

You can choose to drive a variety of 
well known, expensive, and highly 
desired cars. 

As the driver, view the road from 
behind the wheel or from above the car. 
Look through your rearview mirror to see 
if anyone is on your tail. 

A radar detector monitors the road 

Slow, winding curves and lots of scenery 
are around every turn in this game. 
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fun; just don’t get 
caught! 

If you don’t like get¬ 
ting tickets, then you’d 
be better off playing 
Mario Kart. That’s a 
game for people who 
like driving the speed 
limit. 

Anything goes in 
this game, including 
driving in the wrong 
lane. It’s a good idea 
to make sure nothing 
is coming, but even 
the crash scenes are 
incredible. Just try to 
avoid head-on colli¬ 
sions with police cars. 
Those are the type Whatever it takes to win is what’s allowed—including driving in 

the wrong lane. There are no rules in this driving game. 

ahead in case you exceed the speed 
limit. But that’s the name of the game— 
driving fast and reckless is how this game 
is played. 

Trying to outrun the police is part of the 

Avoid head-on collisions with police cars 
at all costs. Bad news, man! 

of crashes that will cause the smoke to 
really fly and will wreak havoc on your 
driving record. 

It’s no ordinary Sunday drive in the 
countryside. The digitized scenery is 
breathtaking and adds to the game. 
Grassy knolls, rolling hills, slow winding 
curves, and towering cliffs await you. 

The drives through the wooded areas 
are eerie yet exciting, and there are the 
straight-aways where you can shift it into 
fifth gear and really go for broke. Just try 
to stay between the yellow lines. It’s a 
long way to the water, and cars don’t 
float. 

If you think you have the driving skills to 
push the envelope of speed and stay out 
of jail, then plug this game into your 3DO. 

The behind-the-steering-wheel view 
allows you to see in front and in back. 
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Hit a grand slam to bring all 
men on base home. 

CATCH THE FEVER 
Tengen, famous for the RBI series on 

the Genesis and Super Nintendo, has 
their sights on the Game Gear as well, 
bringing you the fast-paced baseball 
action from the 16-Bit machines. This 
Game Gear version delivers what you 
want in a baseball game. It may not 
match the bigger systems out there, but 
this is a very good game that can catch 
many sports fans who lack sports carts 
for their Game Gear systems. Now let’s 
get started and look over through this 
year’s version of RBI Baseball. 

Catch the action as players toss the ball 
around the bases with ease. 

Choose your team’s greatest years when 
you compete against the computer. 

can’t really [ 
ask much 
... it is 
Game Gear after all. But for Game 
Gear’s capability, the sound is good. 
Tengen has produced many sound 
effects that bring this game to life. I may 
not be a Game Gear fan, but this game 
has shown me many features and great 
game play that are worthy of praise. 

One feature that caught my eye during 
the Team Select Screen is you can pick 
from more teams than the current ones. 
You can also choose from your team’s 
best years from several years ago. 
Afterward you’ll choose your starters and 
the pitcher who will lead your team. You’ll 
be able to see your players’ stats and 
determine their positions on the field. 

The way the field moves is very smooth 
and clearly seen. Plus, the fast-paced 
action on the field will never be missed. 
You’ll see 
every fly 
ball and 
watch a 
player hit 
one out 
fora 
home run. 

OAlft AHH 

T FRRA ?3T 
HrMHMn 

Hrnut rf 
MEEI ■799 
POntlFTTF 219 
OF nprjF 297 
9909IUS 249 

vrflR; /«93 9 7 9 9 9 9 
99 

DIICU 1 CTAOT 

The animations 
for this version 
are incredible, 
from the batter’s 
box to an outfield¬ 
er throwing the 
ball home. Hey, 
try hitting a batter 
and see what 
happens. 

In the sound 
department, you 

I don’t know what Electronic Arts 
was doing with this. I was not 
thrilled with this game at all. The 
controls for the pitcher and the 
batter need some work. Anima¬ 
tions of players are neat, but they 
slow down a bit. An okay revision 
from last year. 
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Order 
BURNING EDGE TECHNOLOGY: 

NURBS, METABALLS, MOTION CAPTURE, 

SMARTSKIN™ Game Authoring 
POLYGON REDUCTION, QUADIFY, COLOR 

REDUCTION, PALETTE CALCULATION 

SILICON GRAPHICS POWERED SO YOU 

MAKE YOUR RELEASE DATE 
OPTION TO COMPILE YOUR OWN TOOLS 

INTO THE GUTS OF GAMEWARE 

£ SIZZLING SUPPORT: 

GAMEPLAN™ - ONE HOUR RESPONSE 

TIME ON A DEDICATED 800 LINE 

SHiconGraphics 

For the hottest game authoring tools, call : 1.800.545.WAVE 
Or contact Wavefront Worldwide Headquarters: 530 East Montecito Street • Santa Barbara, California 93103 USA • T: 1.805.962.8117* F: 1.805.963.0410 



URGENT URBAN STRIKE™ 
MISSION ORDERS: 
• OBTAIN URBAN STRIKE GAME AT 

PARTICIPATING BABBAGES, 
ELECTRONIC BOUTIQUES, SOFTWARE 

ETC., AND G&G/CAPTRON STORES 
• GET FREE PERSONALIZED URBAN 

STRIKE DOG TAG WITH PURCHASE 
(while supplies last) 

• REGISTER YOUR TAG WITH 

ELECTRONIC ARTS FOR A CHANCE TO 
WIN THE GRAND PRIZE TRIP TO 

STRIKE L.A.I* 
* No purchase necessary to enter drawing. See 

coupon lor complete mission directives and details. 

GRAND PRIZE: STRIKE LOS ANGELES 
WITH MAXIMUM FORCE! 

• Weekend trip for two to L.A. 
• Flight training in F-18 Hornet 

military flight simulators 

• Conduct aerial reconnaissance of 

L.A. during helicopter tour of the 

city (includes round-trip airfare, 
hotel accommodations, VIP passes 

to Bottom Gun Cafe, and heli¬ 

copter 

tour) 

Send official entry form available at 
participating retailers or a standard 

postered with your name, address, 
age, phone number, and personal 

serial number (if you obtain an 

Urban Strike dog tag) to: 

Urban Strike Contest (EGM) 
1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 285 

Lombard, IL 60148. 

LOOK IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE OF 

ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY FOR 
WINNING NAMLANQilUMBERI 

ELECTRONIC ARTS* 

MONTHLY 
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Dog tags available while supplies last at partici¬ 
pating retailers only. Contest rules: No purchase 
necessary to be entered in contest, i. To be 

entered in contest, mail a standard size postcard with 
your name, address, age, phone number, and dog tag 
number (if applicable) to: Urban Strike Contest (EGM), 

1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 285, Lombard, IL 60148. 

Entries without Dog Tag numbers will be assigned ran¬ 
dom serial number in drawing. Limit one entry per house¬ 

hold. All entries must be handwritten. Mechanically 
reproduced entries will not be accepted. Entries must be 
postmarked by Dec. 1,1994. All entries become the 

exclusive property of the Sponsors and will not be 
acknowledged or returned. Sponsors assume no respon¬ 

sibility for lost, mutilated, late, ineligible, incomplete, 

postage due or misdirected requests or for lost or dam¬ 
aged dog tags. 2. Prizes: 1 Grand Prize: Air transporta¬ 
tion for 2 to Los Angeles, California, from the nearest 
gateway city and hotel accommodations selected by the 

sponsors in Los Angeles area for two people (one room) 
for 3 days, 2 nights (airfare and accommodations not to 
exceed $1,300), $100 certificate for the Bottom Gun Cafe 
in Riverside, California, certificate for 1 hour helicopter 

tour for two of Los Angeles at Jetcopters, Inc. in Santa 
Ana, CA. Approximate value of prizes is $2,000. Odds of 
winning prizes are determined by the total number of 

qualified entries received. Winner will be determined by 
random drawing of all valid entries received by Electronic 

Gaming Monthly, whose decisions are final, drawing to 
be held on or about Dec. 15,1994. All prizes will be 
awarded. Grand prize winner's travel must originate in 
the continental United States. Grand Prize winner must 

notify Electronic Arts at least 30 days in advance of 
planned travel dates. Travel must be completed by Dec. 

31,1995. Some air travel blackout dates may apply. All 
state/federal taxes, if any, are the sole responsibility of 
the winner. Prize winner will be notified by mail or phone. 

Proof of tag ownership may be required. Prizes are not 

transferable. No substitutions or cash equivalents of 
prizes are allowed. All incremental expenses including 
but not limited to meals and transportation not included in 

the prize package are the responsibility of the winner. 3. 
Eligibility. Sweepstakes open to residents of the conti¬ 
nental United States, excluding its territories and over¬ 
seas military installations. Non-compliance with the time 
parameters contained herein or return of any prize/prize 

notification as undeliverable will result in disqualification 
and an alternative winner being selected. Winner, travel 
companion, and legal guardian shall sign an affidavit of 

eligibility/release of liability/prize acceptance within 30 

days of receipt or forfeit prize. By acceptance of prize, 
winner agrees to the use of his/her name and/or likeness 

for the purposes of advertising, trade, or promotion with¬ 
out further compensation, unless prohibited by law. If the 
Grand Prize winner is under 18 years of age, a parent or 

legal guardian must accompany the winner on said trav¬ 
el. Travel companions will be required to sign a liability 
release. Employees and their families of Sendai 

Publishing Group, Inc., Electronic Arts, Software Etc., 
Babbages, Electronics Boutique, G&G/Captron, and their 
respective affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising, production, 

promotion, and fulfillment agencies and the families of 
each are not eligible. Neither Sendai Publishing Group, 

Inc., Electronic Arts, Software Etc., Babbages, 
Electronics Boutique, G&G/Captron nor their respective 
affiliates, subsidiaries, divisions, or related companies 
are responsible for any damages, taxes, or expenses 
that consumer might incur as a result of this contest or 

receipt of prize. 4. Winner list: For a list of the winner, 
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Urban 

Strike Winner List (EGM), 1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 
285, Lombard, IL 60148. Requests for winner lists must 

be received by January 1,1995. Allow four weeks for 

delivery of winner’s list. 5. Restrictions: Void where 
restricted or prohibited by law. All federal, state and local 
regulations apply. Electronic Arts and Sendai Publishing 
Group, Inc. reserve the right to cancel this promotion at 

any time with appropriate notice. 

Urban Strike is a trademark of Electronic Arts. Electronic 

Arts and its logo are registered trademarks of Electronic 
Arts, Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega 
Enterprises, Ltd. Electronic Gaming Monthly and Sendai 

Publishing Group are trademarks of Sendai Publishing 

Group, Inc. Retailer names and logos are trademarks of 
the respective companies. All rights reserved. 



SUPER 
GHOULS 1ST 

GHOSTS 

p'^ . f ■ | rthur’s annoying enemy in Super 
II Ghouls N’ Ghosts has his own game, 

®a Demon’s Crest! In it, you control 
Firebrag, a winged demon who must find 

' several stones with magical powers. 
Along the way, Firebrag can collect sev- 
eral different abilities, including being 
able to fly, swim, and use great speed. 
However, the quest won’t be easy: there 
are several hidden areas and fearsome 
Bosses you must confront and defeat 
before you can proceed. Some of you 
may have also played the NES and 
Game Boy versions, called Gargoyle’s 
Quest. This one has eye-popping graph¬ 
ics, beautiful music, and very challenging 
game play. This game combines all the 
elements of strategy and action. Looks 
like another winning title from the folks at 
Capcom!!! 

OPENING STAGE5 THE REMATCH 
The first stage pits Firebrag against a giant dragon. 
You will fight this huge monster twice, but the sec- 
annri^— ondfightis 

I i « *W W » much easi¬ 
er than the 

„ * * . first. Just 
r £ iW l keep hitting 
- j t n I 't in the 

-4 > * ^ head with Jj * fireballs, 
1 ; . and it will 

1 | 'j g0 down. 

THE GOOD 
Excellent graphics, exciting game 
play, and several techniques make 
this the one to get! 

THE BAD 
This game is so good, you almost 
feel bad when you finally finish it. 

THE UGLY 

The eye Boss Ovnunu! What is that 
green goo you sink down into? 

,&&&» FACT FILE 
U'tfS1 DEMON’S 

start ;ckt;k;j orrisB CREST 

# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABLE 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 

mm ABOUT FIREBRAG: 
Out for revenge against Phalanx for injuring him and 
stealing his Crests, Firebrag begins his long journey 
to retrieve the stones and bring harmony to the 
Demon World. Make sure to inspect everything! 

STANDARD FIREBRAG POWERS AND ABILITIES: 

FIRE GRAB HEADBUTT HOVER FLY 

* 
IV 

—' t ‘'£ 
j . ^ — «— V; 

\_i_jl__* 

7 
TV 

1 

vV 
/>/ 

The normal 
Firebrag attack. 
Simply push the 
Y button. 

Grasp onto walls 
with claws. 
Jump and push 
against a wall. 

Bash objects 
for items. 
Push the A 
button. 

Hang in the air 
indefinitely. 
Push the B 
button twice. 

Fly horizontally 
after Hover. 
Hover, then 
push L or R. 

UNLEASH FEREBRAG’S POWER WITH THE CRESTS! 
There are several Crests you can collect to change your form. Some of these can be 
obtained by defeating a Boss, while others may be hidden away. Each allow Firebrag to use 
special powers, depending on the stage. 

THE CREST 
OF WATER 

35* 

THE CREST 
OFEARTH 

THE CREST 
OF AIR 

THE CREST 
OF TIME 

in 

TIDAL 
GARGOYLE 

Swim in the deep 
blue seas. 

'V- ' 
T -A 

.7 

I M 
* > 

rV' 
| ll 

AERIAL LEGENDARY 
GARGOYLE GARGOYLE 

Fly higher than More powerful 
ever before. and half damage. 



Malwous (left) runs the 
Talisman Shop and will 
identify their powers. 

SHOPS AND OTHER ITEMS: 
Press START anytime during play and you can access 

the Options Screen. You 
# Hcan Pick which potions 

| SSflHPj : or sPe||s to use and can 
'.^.r - v-.T'. -i- also select which form 

Firebrag can assume. It 
will also show which 

' 11,11 1 Talisman power you can 
b«s7t.« use. The shield shows 

LmmtmmmmmJmmmmmJi which Crests you have. 

AREA ffl: THE ISLAND 

The Black Lotus will sell 
you potions. You need 

Urns to carry them. 

At the Gaming Shop 
(above), you can win 
money with your skills. 

AREA VI: ICE WORLD 

.00 **TTS»7*i Thisforest 
stage takes 
place main- 

• A ly in a 
wooded 

i area with 
** several 

enemies 
hiding in 

the tall trees. There is also a lake with 
platforms that shoot projectiles to knock 
you into the water. Flame Lord is the 
Boss of this area, and will set the whole 
forest ablaze before you can fight him. 

This entire ."" 
frigid area 

is a frozen- 
over waste- > f 

land of } 
bones, ice- ^ 

covered \ k { 
slippery ’ v L * ”’*"'** 

surfaces, 
and endless hazards. Grewon is the Boss 

and one of the toughest in the game. 
This one takes patience and skill. You 

just have to slowly wear him down, pick¬ 
ing the right time to attack. 

AREA R: THE TOWN AREA V: UNDERWATER RUINS 
This sunken 
city has many 

** dangers, both 
^ on the 

ground and 
i in the water, 

t » c " - : You may 
■jjp ''wrm—m want to 

• | obtain the 
^ I Crest of 

Water before 
I j t_* entering this 

one. The 
Boss, 
Crawler, is a 

I I giant mass of 
-3,-r, * tissue that 
V- throws eyes 

, i and other 
_ objects. 

The Town 
has several 

shops in the 
first part. The 
town also has 

a creature 
who you will 

probably 
want to con¬ 
verse with— 
he may have 

some info. 
The Boss, 
Belth, is a 

skeleton with 
a blade. He 

uses dashing 
and jumping 

slashes for 
his attacks. 

AREA I* THE GRAVEYARD AREA IV: THE TOWERS 

Up the giant tower! This 
part is filled with elevated 
stone platforms and pits 
filled with spikes! 

mies to destroy. At the end you will meet General 
Arma who you will fight several more times. The 
second section involves grappling up the side of 
a high cliff. This area is a great opportunity to 
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t * u U \ After the Intro 

1 RELIEVE yov *-IYE 
Stage where you 
fight the dragon, 
comes the 

£ %_ 

Graveyard Stage. ' y ' 
The first part is sim¬ 
ply a horizontal run, 
with simple ene- 

practice all of Firebrag’s unique abilities. 
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THE GOOD 

Only the sounds, graphics, music, 
story line, options, technique, strat¬ 
egy and style. That's about it, really. 

THE BAD 

We re only devoting three pages to 
this game!?! I could go on and on. 

THE UGLY 

All the nice, pukey colors you can 
make as your font, window, and 
border colors. Trippin’... 

SQUARE 

MODERATE OCTOBER 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

N/A 24 meg 

100% 

The story starts with the 
character Terra who, after 
being controlled by the 
Empire, is released and 
meets up with Locke, a 
“treasure hunter” or thief, 
and his friend Edgar—who 
is the King of Figaro castle. 

Tte Map 
There is now a 
semi-map 
available for 
surface travel¬ 
ing. White dots 
indicate specific 
locations. A 
pointer will 
appear if you 
ride a chockobo. 

fftew <Qmm IFaaitwes 
£ Lots to talk about here! There’s text 

for every item you buy and magic you 
use that tells you about the effects. 

; And when equipping, you will see 
which skills will be affected in what way. 

An agility bar 
has been added 
to show you 
which character 
is next to fight! 

When you 

items, see 
who can use 

they even 
help! 

FACT FILE iMirtiii/ftn, 
FINAL 

FANTASY III ~ 

MANUFACTURER # OF PLAYERS 

The Up arrow shows that you will be 
powered-up; Down means you’ll be 
powered down; E means equipped. 

I ong ago, the War of the 
Jg I Magi left the world 

wasteland and magic sim¬ 
ply seemed to disappear. About 
1,000 years have passed ... iron, 
gunpowder, and steam engines 
have been rediscovered. Yet, 
there are some who would 
enslave the world by reviving the 
dreaded magic. Is history about 
to repeat itself? 

Containing 24-Megs, this title real¬ 
ly shows what the Super NES can 
do. Sporting a huge, elaborate 
quest and an equally incredible 
soundtrack, improved options, 
and lots of character animation, 

this extremely 
well-balanced 

RPG 
goes where 

r no others have! 



J)®aam®sa ^ e«g§ to fswoii IBpw) 
After the attack of Figaro Castle, you must head through 

the South Caves to get to the town of Figaro, where 

Edgar’s martial arts friend, Duncan, lives. Once in town, 

don’t forget to purchase some really nifty weapons and 

relics that will aid you in your battle. Soon, you’ll have 

to head toward Mt. Koltis. 

Be sure to search 

the areas for 

clues and 

weapons. Don’t 

forget to go to the 

relic shop! 

TTte m Mt BWife 
The search for Duncan will take you to 

Mt. Koltis, where you are constantly 

being attacked, and a strange, shadowy 

figure keeps popping up around you. 

Soon, you will be attacked by Vargas— 

and Sabin will come to your rescue! 

Edgar’s twin brother, 

Sabin, has trained 

under Duncan and is 

a master 

of many 

moves! 

Don’t panic! You 

will be taught how 

to use “Blitz.” 

. Sabin will take you to the Returners’ 

hideout to discuss battle plans. A wounded 

messenger enters and delivers the 

announcement that South Figaro has been 

attacked and the invaders are moving toward 

the hideout! Escape via the winding river. 

Banon is a healer who 

wrnmmmumm is also the leader of 



THE GOOD 

Only the sounds, graphics, music, 
story line, options, technique, strat¬ 
egy and style. That's about it, really. 

THE BAD 

We re only devoting three pages to 
this game!?! I could go on and on. 

THE UGLY 

All the nice, pukey colors you can 
make as your font, window, and 
border colors. Trippin ... 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 

250 

269 

206 

166 

n m 
After the attack of Figaro Castle, you must head through 
the South Caves to get to the town of Figaro, where 
Edgar’s martial arts friend, Duncan, lives. Once in town, 
don’t forget to purchase some really nifty weapons and 
relics that will aid you in your battle. Soon, you’ll have 
to head toward Mt. Koltis. 

Don’t panic! You 
will be taught how 

to use “Blitz.” 

IMtSmi Banon is a healer who 
is also the leader of 
the Returner outlaws. 

Will you help 
; him with his 
| great plans? 

Travel through the 
network of caves. 

Edgar’s twin brother, 
Sabin, has trained 
under Duncan and is 

a master 
of many 
moves! 

mmt 
Lots to talk about here! There’s text 
for every item you buy and magic you 
use that tells you about the effects. 
And when equipping, you will see 
which skills will be affected in what way. 

An agility bar 
has been added 

Tfe m it fetfe 
The search for Duncan will take you to 
Mt. Koltis, where you are constantly 
being attacked, and a strange, shadowy 
figure keeps popping up around you. 
Soon, you will be attacked by Vargas— 
and Sabin will come to your rescue! 

«$) ute irtw 
. Sflbin will take you to the Returners’ 

hideout to discuss battle plans. A wounded 
messenger enters and delivers the 
announcement that South Figaro has been 
attacked and the invaders are moving toward 
the hideout! Escape via the winding river. 

Be sure to search 
the areas for 

clues and 
weapons. Don’t 

forget to go to the 
relic shop! 

to itifos 
The story starts with the 
character Terra who, after 
being controlled by the 
Empire, is released and 
meets up with Locke, a 
“treasure hunter” or thief, 
and his friend Edgar—who 
is the King of Figaro castle. 

to show you 
which character 
is next to fight! 

When you 
buy new 
items, see 
who can use 
them and if 
they even 
help! 

The Up arrow shows that you will be 
powered-up; Down means you’ll be 
powered down; E means equipped. 

Discuss your plans 
and head to the river. 

Tb’i Map 
There is now a 
semi-map 
available for 
surface travel¬ 
ing. White dots 
indicate specific 
locations. A 
pointer will 
appear if you 
ride a chockobo. 

Containing 24-Megs, this title real¬ 
ly shows what the Super NES can 
do. Sporting a huge, elaborate 
quest and an equally incredible 
soundtrack, improved options, 
and lots of character animation, 

this extremely 
well-balanced 

RPG 
goes where 

no others have! 

FACT FILE 
FINAL 

FANTASY III 
MANUFACTURER I # OF PLAYERS I Jong ago, the War of the 

Magi left the world a 
wasteland and magic sim¬ 

ply seemed to disappear. About 
1,000 years have passed ... iron, 
gunpowder, and steam engines 
have been rediscovered. Yet, 
there are some who would 
enslave the world by reviving the 
dreaded magic. Is history about 
to repeat itself? 



EGMs Nob (our ace editor in 
Japan) arranged a special 
interview/ with Mr. 
Vusuke Hirata. the 
general manager of the 
publicitq department of 
5quare Co. Ltd. 

In Japan, you have already released six official 

Final Fantasy games. When were these released, 

and how well did they sell? 

The original FF was launched in December 1987. 

Approximately 600,000 were sold in Japan. The NES 
version sold better, registering sales of approximately 

700,000. The Famicom FF2 and FF3 were respec¬ 

tively launched in December 1988 and April 1990. 

Their sales were approxi- 

mately 800,000 and 1.4 

million units respectively. 

These were never translat¬ 

ed. Final Fantasy IV, our 
first Super Famicom RPG, 

registered sales of approxi¬ 

mately 1.5 million upon its 

release in July 1990. FFIV 
was translated as the Super 

NES FF2 which sold about 300,000 units. FFV was 

released at the end of 1992 and has sold approxi¬ 

mately 2.4 million units. The newest title, FFIV, was 

released in April of this year. It has become our 

biggest hit ever, with sales reaching approximately 

2.55 million units. We hope the Super NES FF3 will 

ecfr&ihe success ofFFyi in-America. In total, the 

•^■entire FF series hasregistered sales of approximately, 

9.25 million uqits jn Japan, and,2.2 oiilljorvg||ji|- 
overseas, so close to It.8million units all told1 

Incidentally, vtfe also repackaged FF1 and 2 

together"onto a single Famicom cartridge earlier this 

year in Japan. 

“We feel that the game 
has been designed to 
enable virtually all gamers 
to adjust configurations to 
suit their playing styles.” 

8-Bit FF21 and FF3 because of the market condi¬ 

tions, it would be a shame if American gamers 

couldn’t experience the outstanding FFV. 

At present, we haven’t come to any decisions. 

FFVI is widely hailed as the best ever in the 

series. Will the Super NES version be altered in 

any way from the SFC version other than translat¬ 

ing the text? For example, 

the Super NES FF2 was 

made considerably simpler 

to play than the original SFC 

FFIV. Will such balance 

adjustments be made? 

Besides the official titles, are there so-called 

Gaiden (side story) games that have spun off 

from the series? The Super NES FF Mystic Quest 

comes to mind. 

We haven’t made particularly 

noteworthy changes. We feel 

that the game has been 

designed to enable virtually all gamers to adjust 

configurations to suit their playing styles. 

Including planning, how long did FFVI take to 

produce? 

We spent about a year and a half. 

* a,—*> Hdto mlmy-pfiebple'were involved in the game’s 

production? 

In total, about 30. There are five planners, five 

programmers, 10 graphic artists, and two music 

people. The rest are assistants. 

Are development teams always composed of 

identical members? Or do key people assemble 

separate development teams for each title? 

for the FF series titles. Besides these, arranged 

versions based on the original soundtracks such as 

orchestral arrangements have also been released for 

every title. The 3-CD FFVI original soundtrack has 

been our biggest seller to date, with sales topping 

200,000 units. 

The evolution of game systems has been 

amazing. Are system improvements based on 

feedback from fans to a certain extent? 

All system enhancements and features are based 

on the original ideas of our development staff. 

FFVI appears to have established an incredibly 

high standard of quality. Although it is premature, 

can FFVII keep up the series tradition of 

besting the game before it? 

Our development staff upholds a policy of always 

using the best techniques available at the time. Each 

development team therefore aims to make a game 

that Is better than the one before it. 

In Japan, a FF anime series was produced. 

Which game is the story based on? Will it be 

released in America? 

The story is set in the world of FFV, but 150 years 

later. We are presently considering releasing it in 

America. 

Is there any possibility of seeing FF titles on the 

Ultra 64 and/or other next generation systems? 

We are evaluating possibilities. On a purely 

hypothetical level, we think that the odds are slightly 

better for Ultra 64 than other new game systems. 

The Game Boy Seiken Densetsu (Legend of Holy 

Sword) was subtitled FF Gaiden in Japan, and called 

Final Fantasy Legend overseas. About 700,000 units 

were sold in all, with about half a million being sold in 

Japan. Its sequel, Seiken Densetsu 2, came out for 

the SFC last year. You might know this better as 

Secret of Mana! It has almost gone double platinum. 

Mystic Quest was released in America long before 

the Japanese version was translated from it. All told, 

it sold approximately 800,000 units, 50-50 between 

the SFC and Super NES versions. 

Do you plan to make any other Gaiden-type 

games? 

Nothing has been decided. 

Is there any plan to release the yet untranslated 

FF games? Although it may be difficult to do the 

wvjuaivg in vi i ■ luoiisi jjiuuu 

will be the upcoming Chrono Trigger. 
The gem of this piece is that Dragon Quest 
(Dragon Warrior) scenario writer Yuji Horii and artist Akira Toriyama 
have joined forces with Square on this project! 

We assemble a new team for each title. However, 

the main people remain constant including our vice 

president, Hironobu Sakaguchi, who is the driving 

force behind the series. 

We are always astounded 

by the superb music in FF 

games. Who is the 

composer? 

The man responsible for all 

the FF music is Nobuo Uenatsu, our resident 

maestro. 

In Japan, the soundtracks of FF titles are avail¬ 

able on CD. How big is the lineup? Are these 

music CDs popular? 

CDs of all original soundtracks have been released 
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standards of Sega™. 
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Sega™ (Genesis™, Sega CDT 
or Game Gear™) System. 
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In the Krusty Pig Factory, you 
have been turned into a pig 
and must rescue your friends 
from being turned into Spam! 

THE GOOD 

Many complex games add hours of 
play. The sound effects are right 
from the show! 

THE BAD 

Players will have to be good at 
many different types of games 
before beating this one. 

THE UGLY 

Bart’s entry in the school science 
exhibit. 

Before Bart can go he has to 
wait in line. The guy in the 
middle looks awfully familiar. 
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CLASS PICTURE DAY 

INSIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN 
During this stage the Bartosaurus will run 
into many familiar faces. However, all of 
them will try to destroy him. Be sure to 
collect all the food icons you can—you’ll 
need them! 

For extra bonus points, you can hit Principal Skinner when 
his back is turned! Just stay clear of the rest of the faculty! 

The entire clan 
has made it to the 
Stone Age! Bart 
must steer clear 
of his family who 
is out to harm 
him. Keep your 
distance and then 
attack! 

Bart just wants to ruin 
the class picture by 
throwing eggs and 
tomatoes at the 
classmates thereby... All of the 

characters are 
here in the 
Stone Age! 

... making the entire class 
picture a total mess. If our 

nasty boy fails at this, 
he’ll get his picture taken 

with the rest of ‘em! 

Watch it! Hardly 
any of the ledges 
in this level are 
stable enough to 
support a big 
bad Bart! 

BIKER BART 

Otto is in here! 
Unfortunately, 
so is his bus. 

Many of your 
enemies 

watch from 
high above, 

attacking at a 
distance. 

Using the roar 
icon allows Bart 
to destroy all the 
enemies on the 
screen! 

Poor Bart’s in for some 
serious punishment if he 
loses the race! 
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FACT FILE 

ANIMANIACS 

MANUFACTURER • # OF PLAYERS 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 

THEME l % COMPLETE 

Slightly on the “odd” side, 
he is not much of a talker 
but can unleash nonstop 
destruction and havoc. 

Dot 
She uses her beauty to 
trick others. She often 
refers to herself as “the 
cute one.” 

Ralph 
He is the security guard 
that’s always trying to 
capture the Animaniacs. 
Good Luck, Ralphey! 

CEO 
The chairman of Warner 
Bros, who has ordered 
the Animaniacs to 
retrieve the stolen script. 

Gain some altitude with an 
attitude by piggy-backing! 

Everyone’s here from the 
cartoon series! 

Save your progress using 
the password feature. 

As you collect sets of five coins, the slot machine gives you a chance to gain bonuses! 

ACTION H 95% 

Ihe story begins in the 1930s, a peri¬ 
od regarded by many as the Golden 
Age of Animation. In an attempt to 

break from the norm, Warner Bros. 
Studios created the Warner brothers, 

Yakko and Wakko, as well as the 
Warner sister, Dot. Afraid that they 
were too dangerous and uncontrol¬ 
lable, the studio locked them up in 
the water tower until they broke out 

in 1993. Now they have been sum¬ 
moned by the CEO of Warner Bros, 

to stop Pinky and The Brain from 
making off with an award-winning 

script! The adventure begins here... 

. 

r* J * 

& m a 

Slip up in the wrong area 
and Ralph’s got you! 

Rescue captured foes 
at the tower. 

Make it to the top and get 
everyone captured back. 

f*-4> *§ 
& 

Konami spent time making sure to add all 
the little antics that make the Animaniacs 
who they are. Cool job, guys! 

THE GOOD 
l Excellent graphics. Excellent 
' Sound. Excellent everything. 
Couldn't ask for more! 

THE BAD 
In this release of the game, control 

; was a tad loose, but it’s not hard to 
get used to. 

THE UGLY 
; Ugly. Ralph. I see a connection. If 
he could possibly chase you around 
more, I would be surprised. 

mt 
A v IP 
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Yakko, Wakko 
and Dot must 
search these 
studios in 
search of the 
script! 

—  

CEO is giving you the Avoid Ralph or say goodbye 
order to find the script. to one Animaniac. 

Watch out for the face-hugger 
spitting eggs at the start. 

All aboard the alien craft for 
some more action. 

Some very fancy footwork will 
be necessary at times. 

Spinning gears attempt to do 
you in, so run hard. 

Get ready for high-speed 
action riding some brooms?! 

Keep up with the dog-dragon 
in order to cross the waters. 

As the castle crumbles away, 
you better run fast! 

Ralph just won’t give up. 
Dodge him and the knights. 

See those jaws? I’ll bet they 
hurt. Stay on that raft! 

Watch out for the swinging 
shipmates. 

Dodge those massive dino 
feet or you’re paste. 

Avoid the various nasties 
in the water passages. 

Use the cannon to defeat this 
oversized sea creature. 

The Boss octopus has a 
buddy. Remember the cannon? 

Explore an underground 
fortress for treasure. 

Gee, that kinda looks like a 
vampire. Could be bad... 
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■FI ndiana Jones is back and this is his 
I greatest adventure yet! You are the 

Wall famous Dr. Jones and must play 
through the adventures that you have 
seen him fight on the big screen. Use 
your whip to defeat enemies and swing 
from place to place. You will 
also get a gun that 
will help take out 
those nasty sword 
guys. This game 
features side¬ 
scrolling levels 
along with some 
cool 3-D levels 

where you will fly, and another level 
where you will ride a boat through turbu¬ 
lent waters. Get set to relive the action of 
the silver screen in the best adventure 
our archeological hero could ever conjure 
up! 

THE G000 
This game really looks good and the 
music is straight from the movie. 

THE BAD 
I hate the way he stops while he 
punches; it leaves you open for 
cheap hits. 

THE UGLY 
The giant fish that can jump 10 feet 
in the air! 
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Use the 
tops of 
the 
canopies 
to 
bounce. 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 

Punch 
the jug 
down 
so you 
can 
use it 
later in 
the 
level. 

Whoa! It's that one dude from the movie 
with the fancy swords! 

In the second part of this level you have 
to run after the cart of hay. 

Avoid the bales of hay and shoot 
the guy when you can. 
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FACT FILE 

INDIANA JONES 

MANUFACTURER • 

LEVEL 3 
Fight your way through the crowded 

streets of Cairo as your quest continues. 

Use the 
jugs as 
stepping 
stones 
to reach 
higher 
places. 



Use the 
jugs as 
stepping 
stones 
to reach 
higher 
places. 

canopies 

bounce. 

Punch 
the jug 
down 
so you 
can 
use it 
later in 
the 
level. 

MANUFACTURER 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

Just go ahead and whip this guy 
in the back, anything goes! 

It s that pesky monkey! Your whip will 
make short work of him! 

LEVEL 2 
The bad guys are trying to find the Ark! 

You must go to Nepal and head them off. 

LEVEL I 
Indy is after the Golden Idol again but this 
time it’s up to you to get him there. This is 
a partial map of Level One—the whole 
level is about twice this size. There are 
many dangers on this level, including spi¬ 
ders, fish, and unhappy natives. 

THE GOOD 
This game really looks good and the 
music is straight from the movie. 

THE BAD 
I hate the way he stops while he 
punches; it leaves you open for 
cheap hits. 

THE UGLY 
The giant fish that can jump 10 feet 
in the air! 

■ ndiana Jones is back and this is his 
I greatest adventure yet! You are the 

HI famous Dr. Jones and must play 
through the adventures that you have 
seen him fight on the big screen. Use 
your whip to defeat enemies and swing 
from place to place. You will 
also get a gun that 
will help take out 
those nasty sword , i ML 

guys. This game ^ 0 ^ 

features side- ^ 

scrolling levels 
along with some \j t ( 
cool 3-D levels 

where you will fly, and another level 
where you will ride a boat through turbu¬ 
lent waters. Get set to relive the action of 
the silver screen in the best adventure 
our archeological hero could ever conjure 
up! 

Greatest Adventures 
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In the second part of this level you have 
to run after the cart of hay. 

Whoa! It s that one dude from the movie 
with the fancy swords! 

IS 

Dpi PP5 WPP? 
nr * 

Run up and try to hurry because if you 
take too long you will get caught. 

There is a fire now and it will follow you all 
the way up this level. Don't fall! 

Avoid the bales of hay and shoot 
the guy when you can. 
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FACT FILE 

RADICAL REX 

MANUFACTURER ' # UF PLAYERS 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMRER OF LEVELS 

MODERATE NOVEMBER 

100% 

Badical Rex is a cool dinosaur who 
has a little problem—an evil wizard 
named Sethron has cast a spell on 

all the dinosaurs that causes them to fight 
each other. Our hero Rex slept right 
through the hex and is now on a mission 
to destroy the evil wizard, but all of his 
fellow dinosaurs are out to get him! Don’t 

worry though, Rex is a powerful dino and 
perfectly capable of taking care of him¬ 
self. In fact, a lot of the little dinosaurs 
don’t even bother him, they just run 
around confused. Rex has two different 
forms of attack: his kick and his fire 
breath that you can make more powerful 
by collecting fire icons. 

LEVEL 

When Rex wakes up from his 
nap, he’s totally confused. He 
learns that the dinosaurs are 
hostile, and he knows he has 

to stop them. When you 
encounter enemy dinosaurs, 

use your fire to stun them; 
then kick them to finish 

the job. 

If you get a hold of a skateboard, you can 
do some radical stunts! 

This dude launches spikes at you. Try to 
stun him with your fire, then kick him. 

At the end of 
this level, 
you have to 
toast this 
guy with 
your fire to 
reach the 
end. Use 
your Super 
Roar also. 

Icons! 
The heart icon will restore 
all of Rex’s health. This 
one comes in handy. 

The eggs are all over the 
game. Collect 80 of them in 
each level to get a bonus. 

This icon will give Rex the 
ability to shoot his flames 
across the screen. 

& 
This icon will give you one 
more chance. The free 
guys are hard to find. 

Rex has a mighty roar that 
MM1 can kill almost everything. 

This icon charges it. 

To build up Rex’s flame 
power collect these icons 
because bigger is better! 

THE GOOD 
Radical Rex has great animation 
and graphics, plus it also has good 
game play. 

THE BAD 
The game is too easy for serious 
gamers. 

THE UGLY 
The way you feel after playing 
awhile—this game is really long! 
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LEVEL 2 / 
Rex is now in the pri¬ 
mordial jungle, and 
again it’s up to you to 
keep him out of trou¬ 
ble. This is one of 
those levels that you 
could speed right 
through. I suggest that 
you look around for a 
little while and try to 
collect all of the eggs, 
so you can get to the 
Bonus Level. There 
are vines that you can 
swing from to get to 
the next platform, and 
there are hollow logs 
that Rex slides 
through at high 
speeds. Don’t go too 
fast because you 
might land on 
something bad. 

Sometimes you have to toast the enemies; 
then use them to reach high icons. 

LEVEL 3 
Rex got swallowed up by this really big 
dino-dude, and it’s up to you to get him 
out. The inside of the dinosaur is really 
bouncy, and it takes a little while to get 
used to. There are a lot of passages that 
lead from one part of the body to another. 
Go into these because they will take you 
where you want to go at high speeds and 
launch you out once you get there. 

Don’t let the blue dudes grab you, 
it takes a roar to get them off. 

This is one big dinosaur! 
It’s up to you to get Rex out. 

Sometimes you have to kick through 
walls that are constantly growing. 

Swing from the vines, but don’t let go too 
soon because you’ll miss the platform. 

These passages take you 
to another part of the level. 

It’s a little tricky to get some icons, 
but it’s also a lot of fun. 
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CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

iifihTmVIlliHi 
CAPCOM 

8 MEG 

ACTION 100% 

assigned to the Toon Town beat, ^ 
Bonkers met Lucky Piquel, a 
human officer who not only became 

his partner, but his best friend as well. 
Together they worked hard to keep the 
peace until an unidentified thief made off 
with three priceless treasures from the 
Toon Town Museum: the Sorcerer’s Hat, 
the Mermaid’s Voice, and the Magic 
Lamp. 

Now it’s up to you to help Bonkers T. 
Bobcat retrieve these stolen items from 
the mysterious evil villain. Bonkers will 
traverse various stages such as a haunt¬ 
ed mansion, some Hollywood studios, 
downtown streets, and an ocean liner. In 
order to defeat his enemies, Bonkers 
must bounce off the top of them or throw 
a bomb at them. It’s cruel, but they’re 
bad guys. There are plenty of other sur¬ 
prises waiting to be uncovered! 

* throu^h^btia- s 

i t JrL 

HELPFUL ICONS 
Pop these to reveal 
certain items. 
This item replenishes 

bomb supply. 
Replenishes 
Bonkers’ health. 

Gives Bonkers 
an extra life. 

Gives one heart to 
the health meter. 

Increases your health 
meter by one. 

Bonkers dashes until 
he gets hit. 

Collect 10 to hold 
more bombs. 

TIME TO 
IGNORE 

Choose this and you 
won’t be able to 

continue the game. 

HAVE A FEW LAUGHS!! 
LAUGH 

Laugh at his joke and 
he will bow and let 
you continue. 

MAP OF HOltyWOOD 
After fin¬ 
ishing 
the first 
stage, 
you can 
pick any 
stage 
from the 
map 
below. 

EXTRA EXTRA!! 
After 

complet¬ 
ing a 

stage, 
the local 

paper 
will write 

about 
your 

deeds. 

TTvffTT 
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MANSION STAGE STUDIO STAGE 

Beware of the pitching gorilla. Bounce off the bee to launch 
He sure can hurl those fastballs! Bonkers up to the ledge above. 

There are plenty of different studios to venture through in 
Hollywood such as a sci-fi scene and a Western town. 

DOSS 
This is one evil ghost. Its first 

attack will possess the coat 
rack. Toss a bomb at it to 

release it from the rack. It will 
appear as a giant spectre 

launching puffs of smoke at 
you, and then will possess 
the vacuum. Bounce off it. 

DOWNTOWN STAGE 
a.j Don’t touch the ^ ^ 

electric signs. f 

s , ~<SU. 

Dash through the 
glass barriers. 

In the Old West, dash on the roofs until you get to the inn. Jump 
behind the inn’s sign and enter a hidden area for more items. 

DOSS 
The Boss in the studio is 

tricky. First you must lose the 
guy on the conveyor belt by 
making him fall off the edge. 

Dash and jump to hit the but¬ 
ton on the right, making lights 

fall, and eventually the Boss 
falls from the top. 

OCEAN CINEN STAGE 
Take the 
service 
elevator to 
other areas. 

As you climb the building, 
avoid the pots being thrown. 

Watch for the bomb¬ 
ing birdie in the 

beginning. No, it’s 
not what you think. 

The heavy storm 
makes it tough to 
walk the deck. 
Watch for barrels. 

Make a mad dash through the 
tunnel and avoid heavy traffic. 

DOSS 
The Helicopter Boss is 

accompanied by a humanoid 
sidekick with a cape. Bomb 

the sidekick, then stand clear 
on the side and wait for the 

copter to fly by. Jump on one 
of the platforms and let the 

copter have it. 

Ob The kitchen 
is one of 
the most 
hazardous 

^ ^areas on the 
ship as is 
the freezer. 

OUZi'M 02 DOSS 
Wow! What a huge Boss! 

Bombing this guy takes great 
timing—he’ll swat your 

bombs back at you. Position 
yourself on the set of boxes 

on the left and bomb him 
soon after he attacks. He’ll be 

down in no time. 

• 15/30 *7 

p- 
r* - U J 

* ri I o 
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THE MAYAN ADVENTURE 
Tf| FACT FILE 
MSb! pitfall 

MARKERS 
Find these little Mayan 

\ statues and touch them. If 
you're lost, they will point 
you in the right direction. 

The vine-swinging saga of the hottest 
video game ever continues in Pitfall: 

—J The Mayan Adventure. It’s all-new 
pit-hopping action has you and 18-year-old 
Harry Junior (son of the original Atari 2600 
Pitfall Harry character) setting out to res¬ 
cue Harry Sr. from an evil Mayan spirit. 
Thrash through deep dark rainforests, 
explore Mayan temples, and race through 
rat-infested mines to reach the realm of 
the Mayan Warrior Spirit for the final con¬ 
frontation to save Harry Senior. 

CARTRIDGE SIZE : NUMBER OF LEVELS 

HELPFUL ITEMS VARIOUS ATTACKS SIMON SAYS! 
1-UP 
Obtain this for an extra life. 
You are going to need it! 

BAG 
Use the rocks inside the bag 
in your sling. 

BOMB 
Causes heavy damage, but is 
very limited in number. 

BOOMERANG 
Use this to kill enemies from 
afar. Great for multiple enemies. 

GOLD BAR 
Collect these precious bars for 
mucho points. 

HEART 
When your health is down, make 
sure to find these hearts. 

HOURGLASS 
Sometimes, you need more time 
to clear a level. This will help. 

Throughout some of the levels, Harry, Jr. 
may come across some strategically 
placed warp holes that will transport him 
to a secret bonus level. In this level, you 
must pull three levels in a predetermined 
order. The task becomes increasingly diffi¬ 
cult with each turn as you must pull one 
more lever with each turn. 

the eooo 
This 16-Bit i 
classic has 
great amma 

the bad 
1 The bonus 
\ is very 
1 be too 

THE UGW 

1 rve seen S 

,BLAST FROM 
I THE PAST!!! 

Remember way back when video games were 
still in their infancy and played on Pong sys¬ 
tems and the old Atari 2600? In those days, 
Pitfall was one of the most popular games for 
the 2600. It was so good that Activision decid¬ 
ed to include the old classic in with the Super 
NES version. The only way to get to play this 
version is a secret. Can you find the way 
through PTMA to play it? 
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HARRY, JR.'S 
ADVENTURE 

MAP 
As you progress 
through the adven¬ 
ture, Harry will get to 
see a map to preview 
where he is and 
where he is headed. 
There are plenty of 
dangers ahead so 
prepare for the worst. 

IP LINE 

IE FOREST LEVEL While 
climbing 
vines, 
beware of 
enemies on 
the vines. 

Timing is 
essential 

when you 
swing from 

vine to 
vine. 

Jump over 
anything 

suspicious 

Watch out 
for this 
wild boar- 
get rid of 
him quick. may be 

quicksand. 
The first Boss is simple to defeat. Just use a 
lot of bombs and he’ll be done for in no time. 

* 

% 

I 

MAP OF THE MINES 
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Why is Shaq in this strange 
land? Select this mode to 
discover the answers to 
these questions. SAMC PLAVCK 

UIHSUS MOTSl 
You can play a fighter against the same 

one to see who is the better fighter. 

UWjVMMtAl M01SI 

Two to eight competitors play an Elimination Tournament 
to determine who is champion of the two worlds. Two 
controllers must be used, and a minimum of three char- j 
acters must be selected to begin the tournament. / 

11 "I ong ago and far away, in a place 
L called The Second World, there 

M ruled the heartless sorcerer Sett 
Ra. A hunger for power still gnawed 
at him even though his dominance ' 
over The Second World was unchal¬ 
lenged. He longed to extend his grasp to 
the fair First World, Earth 

Sett Ra’s plan was simple. He ^ 
would destroy the Pharaoh of 
Egypt and usurp his throne. 
He created a perfect 
assassin from his own 
shadow who would r 

serve 
him without 

/ question. This shadow 
became Beast, the mighti¬ 

est and most loyal of all Sett 
Ra's minions. 
All is ready for the final bat¬ 

tle—only the Chosen One can 
stop Sett Ra now. One who pos¬ 
sesses strength, spirituality, 
courage, agility, intelligence, and 

unsurpassed skill in the martial 
Where will the world find such a 

’ Only Shaq knows. 

FACT FILE 

SHAQ FU 
NBA fans will get to see what it’s 
like to be Shaquille O'Neal and do 
more than just slam a basketball. 

A dominating force on and off the court: 

Rookie of the Year, perennial All-Star, and 

founder of Shaqido ... an extremely 

advanced form of martial art. 

MANUFACTURER • # OF PLAYERS 

There aren’t enough characters to 
choose from and the ones that are 
here aren’t anything great. CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

The control of each character 
seems to lag at times especially 
when jumping. 

THEME 

1 L •V •;.'k • a-. 
? A 

J r 

Ti L 

TDURnnmEnT ]_ 

mm 
tOsSE 

1 SHM ME** I S 5 

2 KAMI VOODOO 6 

3 KA*T IIAJOI 7 

4 MTT SHOO B 

TDURnnmEnT 

Finn/ 

START TO KQIH TOUWIAMCH T 
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HAOm 
Forced to obey Sett's will by the power 
of an enchanted ring, Kaori is the martial 
arts champion of an alien feline race. 

Mivms 
A mighty, undead sorcerer who was 
Sett’s apprentice thousands of 
years ago. 

TKAiAH 
A young mystic and skilled swordsman. 
Rajah fell prey to Sett's magic while 
exploring the nether plains with his spirit. 

STREET FIGHTER IN PARIS 
EGM had the opportunity to visit Delphine in 
Paris to get a behind-the-scenes look at their 
newest creation, Shaq Fu. Although the game 
was unplayable at that time, we were able to 
observe the elaborate process that they're 
using to create the fluid animations they're 

best known for. Since then, we have been able 
to get an 80 percent finished version, and all 
of their hard work has really paid off, although 
the control still needs work. Hopefully in the 
next few weeks they'll have the bugs worked 
out. Look for our review next month. 
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Fly directly 
at this 

space sta 
tion while 

fighting off 
enemies 

What kind 
of design is 

hat? 

You must 
morph into 
the puddles 
to travel 
through all 
of the 
pipes you 
find. 

Every unit you 
find gives you 

90 shots. These 
are all over so 

take as many as 
you want. 

Mhe year is 2214 and as the metal 
morph metallion you are an ambas¬ 
sador to the galaxy known as the 

Otherside. Earth has created a temporal 
displacement field known as a hypergate 
that links the two galaxies. 

Your living metal body and ship are 
made of the only substance that can trav¬ 
el through a hypergate. If your mission of 
peace should fail, you must protect your 
metal morph technology at all costs. As 
you land at the rendezvous, the alien 
ambassadors ambush you. You awake in 
a strange place and realize that escape is 
the only way to survive. 

The flying 
scenes in 
this game 
look cool. 
It is very 
tough to 
line your 
ship up 
with the 

enemies to destroy them. I suggest that 
you dart around everywhere, constantly 
shooting until you kill them. 

missile will seek 
out an enemy 
and kill it. Each 

These are better 
than your stan¬ 
dard shot 
because you can 
shoot more than 
one at a time. 

package you 
pick up has 10 
missiles. 

This is a very 
tricky world to 
get through. 
The enemies 
are very tough 
to beat and get 
by without 

getting killecLinus,y0u have the electrical 
force fields to get through. Make sure you 
find the switches to turn them off. Also, 
find every weapon; you will need them! 

These are the 
best weapons. 
Each time you 
fire, three mis¬ 

siles come out. 
Now, each 

This is the sec¬ 
ond most power¬ 

ful weapon. 
Shoot it and it 

splits three dif¬ 
ferent ways, 

Shield around and kill 
every enemy 
you can. He kind 
of looks like a 
T-1000 when he 
morphs. 

giving you a 
spread shot. This 
makes it easier to 
hit moving ene¬ 
mies. You get 30 
shots per box. 

This gives you 
10-15 seconds 

of invulnerabili¬ 
ty. Once you 
grab it, make 
sure you run 

THE GOOD 
The morph scenes are very detailed, 
and the opening cinema is really 
cool. 

THE BAD 
The animation doesn’t run as 
smoothly as it could and one-hit 
wonders stink! 

THE UGLY 
Beating the heck out of your 
controller because you die 
so often. 
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My father is dead. Everyone thought he was crazy. 
I didn’t. 

He believed that long ago, men rode the skies on the 
backs of dragons. They were called Dragon Warriors. 
Now, all the dragons have vanished. My father spent 
his lifetime searching for dragons...a life spent in 
vain. Now, I am the only descendant left. It is up to 
me to find the missing dragons. 

e 
ENkX 

They say only the gifted can unlock the secrets of the 
many mazes that lie before me. “If you don’t go crazy, 
you’ll go insane.” Whatever that means. It has been 
thousands of years since anyone has seen the dragons. 
I doubt I will live that long. I have a scrap of paper 
someone placed in my pack. I wish I knew who left it 
Only one line is written: “Are you a Brain Lord?” 

I hope so... 

ENIX AMERICA CORPORATION • 2679 - 151st Place Northeast • Redmond, Washington 98052-5522 



This guy 
gives 
advice in 
the game. 
Is he lying 
to get you 
killed? 

tl ill 

III Itima The Black Gate is the first chap- 
"v III ter of Book Three in the Ultima Saga. 

'■SI You, the Avatar, receive a message 
from another dimension. The sender is a 

being who has 
enormous power 

and malicious 
intent. You arrive at Brittania after 

' 200 years of absence and find that every- 
' thing has changed. Nothing is the same. 

* Innocent Britannians have been disap- 
' pearing and a cult has formed splitting 
Britannia into two groups. Does this cult, 

The Fellowship, have peaceful intentions or are 
its members conspiring to some dark purpose? 
The people have become suspicious and 
unfriendly. Whose dark hand pulls the strings? 

Britannia has definitely changed and it is your 
job to find who or what is behind it all. 

THE GOOD 
This game has a really detailed plot 
and great game control which 
makes it lots o' fun. 

THE BAD 
Gold is extremely hard to come by, 
making it very difficult to buy nec¬ 
essary items easily. 

THE UGLY 
Your bloodshot eyes from playing 
this game for weeks on end. 

| £.‘ M"* 0% JB" * 

f M 

fj ^ S’ 

There is a lot of territory in this game to be 
explored. Make sure you go everywhere 
because you’ll always find new items. 

Pictured are a list of spells (upper left), healing (upper right), 
Kal Lor (lower left), and ring of fire (lower right). Kal Lor returns 
you to Lord British anytime but you lose money and levels. 

There are two types of 
doors, ones that re¬ 
quire keys (below) and 
ones that need the 
Unlock Door Spell 
(above). You get that 
spell in Level Four. 

FACT FILE 
ULTIMA 

THE BLACK DATE 
MANUFACTURER • # OF PLAYERS 

Ultima 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER DF LEVELS 

This is your inventory where you view col¬ 
lected items plus equip new weapons and 
armor. You can also choose two shortcuts 
from your spellbook using the L or R but¬ 
tons on the top of the controller. The spell 
shortcuts you choose are shown here. 
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This official seal is your 

assurance that this 

product meets the high¬ 

est quality standards of 

Sega.™ Buy games and 

accessories with this 

seal to be sure.^hat they 

are compatible with the 

Sega CD™ System. 

TM or © ARE TRADEMARKS OF, OR LICENSED TO DYNAMIX. INC. SEGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES LTD ©1994 DYNAMIX INC 
THE VIDEOGAME RATING COUNCIL. ITS RATING SYSTEM. SYMBOLS AND INDICIA ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA OF AMERICA. INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

LOS AI1CEIES 2053: 
HlR SO HOT HHD FILTH?, YOU SUIEHT TOHICIHUSTE 
Streets so hiehh, ihurder is hh hct of ihercy 

It’s r perfect peace for the rrhooh. 

He controls the streets with terror. He 

rules the underground with his sweet 

poison. And,.by the way, this animal's 

got your girlfriend. 

Use any weapon ypu can lay 

your hands on and every dirty 

trick you know to outsmart a 

complex cast of characters and 

encTthe Dragon's vicious reign. 
You're William 'Blade' Hunter, an ex¬ 

cop doing grungy private-eye work in 

a seedy city. Now, the mayor, who 

took your badge for not going by the 

book, wants you to throw out the 

book and terminate the Dragon. 

As 'Blade,' you must conduct the most 

desperate investigation of your life. In 

five days, cover the entire city, chal¬ 

lenge everyone-and trust no one. 

Available at retail or call 1-800-757-7707 

PART ftP TUP SIPRR A PAMtf V 



Select your type of - 

game from seven 

shapes and four ir; 

backgrounds a 

for maximum 

enjoyment. 

^Unfortunately, only^ 

the standard grid 

shape is allowed for 

^Two-player Mode^ 

\m\ he best way to 
| | describe this game 

P™1 would be to say, 
“Tetris with a twist." Its 
interface looks very similar 
to the Russian classic. In 
this game you must think 
and react quickly. 
Two players may compete, 
or you can try a set of pre¬ 
programmed challenges to 
sharpen your skills. 

MANUFACTURER # OF PLAYERS 

DIFFICULTY : AVAILABLE 

mm? nov 
Can you face the 

ultimate challenge of 

King Cobra? Several 

different aspects of 

your ability will be 

tested in this mode! 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

This game is nothing like the game Tetris, 

which it is supposed to resemble. This is a very challenging game 
sure to provide hours of brain melt¬ 
down for those who enjoyed Tetris. 

Only the standard grid shape is 
available in Two-player Mode. Even 
so, it's fun. 

If you win. you imisit 

go on to other, 

even more difficult 

challenges. Can 

you challenge 

King Cobra? 

Seeing a long-time Tetris god freak 
at his dismal failure to adapt to this 
game's deceptive uniqueness. 

7WC-?lMeEM0Pe 
You don’t clear lines, you clear 

snakes of the same color. 

Dupe a friend into trying to beat you. 
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YOU'LL 3E THE FIRST ONE ASKED 

TO CARVE THE TURKEY. 



Some enemies 

leave keys 

when they die. 

Open all boxes 

and doors! 

The level 

Boss holds 

five people’s 

souls captive. 

LEVEL t-THE LIBRARY 
Often at 

times when 

you rescue a 

person, there 

will be an 

item or 

weapon 

nearby. 

The ghouls in this 

game just keep on 

coming and appear 

through a portal at will. 

You must find the por¬ 

tal that appears when 

you rescue all the 

people in the level. 

Don't bother fighting the charging tree or the cir¬ 

cle of eyeballs because they’re indestructible! 

Save this poor 

man from being 

electrocuted! 

ULTRA COOL WEAPONS AND POWER-UPSf 

“Help” word 

balloons show 

you the way. 

FACT FILE 

GHOUL PATROL 

MANUFACTURER 

Bhouls beware! Those dedicated fight¬ 
ers of the paranormal, Zack and 

— Julie, hardly had time to rest when 
trouble started brewing again! While visit¬ 
ing the local library of the Dark Ages, our 
heroes stumbled upon a treasure chest 
out of which flew a book entitled Ghosts 
and Demons. Zeke, being the rebel that 
he is, recited a phrase in the book back¬ 
ward, which summoned a demon and his 
army of the undead! Now it’s up to you 
to stop what has begun! Or better yet, 
grab a friend and tackle this adventure 
together! 

7 r |TTTTTTTTT\T 

V :>.< • V .* 

THE GOOD 

The levels are complex with many 
rooms to explore. This one must be 
played with two people! 

THE BAD 

Many people will miss out on this 
one just because of its title. 
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When your character gets killed, 
they go down. 



LEVEL 2-THE STREETS 
When 

searching 

for items, 

if you get 

too greedy 

you’ll get a 

nasty visit 

from Mr. 

Demon. 

Although you 

have a wide 

variety of 

weapons to 

choose from, 

some are 

more effective 

than others. 

This ghoul will sur¬ 

prise you by hiding in 

a trash can! Watch it 

because this sucker 

can fire over walls! 

Mother 

always 

said 

look 

both 

ways 

before 

cross¬ 

ing the 

street! 

Though it seems rude 

to walk into people’s 

homes, you can’t help 

but notice this old 

man’s sound system! 

When attacking ghouls, keep in mind that 

most of your enemies cannot shoot (or move) 

over barriers or water. Be aware that there are 

a few that can shoot over walls, though. 

P?- 
> 

w=\ 
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LEVEL 3-THE HOTEL 

Enemies only 

attack when you 

get close, so 

there’s no time 

limit per mission. 

Things aren’t always what 

they seem when a common 

house plant turns on you! 

Use 

the Reaper 

when the 

action gets 

intense! 

LEVEL 3 HOTEL LAYOUT 

The enemies and obstacles you’ll face in Stage Three get nasty so be alert! Some new types of enemies that you will face include the 

man-eating plant and the local resident zombies. Avoid the golden demons because they’ll fire at you when your back is turned! 
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MANUFACTURER 

KONAMI 

FACT FILE 
inmimmmn 

BUN FIBHTCHS 
R # OF PLAYERS 

THE GOOD 

These games are just great for 
aggression and testing out your 
reflexes, especially with a partner. 

Your sore hand from pumping the 

oooooo 
• CJTapT 

trigger like mad! What I wouldn’t do 
for an uzi in the Old West. 

THE UGLY 

The ladies who taunt you by say¬ 
ing,“You couldn’t hit the broad side 
of a barn.” Sheesh! 

DIFFICULTY 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

% COMPLETE 

Hnnie get your gun—or anyone else 
who’s trigger happy enough to take 
on the Old West. There are tons of 

scenes with a good assortment of bad 
guys to blast. You’d better get a friend to 
lend you a hand. This is one taxing game 
and you’ll find yourself changing hands 
just to keep the action going. Fans of the 
first game will feel at home. Newcomers 
shouldn’t let this one go by without giving 
it a shot. This is one of the few games in 
which you can shoot people and take out 
all your aggressions, even on the inno¬ 
cent victims. Journey to the Old West 
where things were settled with guns! 

At the outside of the bank, 
chase the bank robbers who are on 
both floors. The trail takes you 
inside to the teller windows where a 
heavy hombre will burst through the 
door. Your last scenes are at the rear 
wall where the robbers try to escape. 
Finally, face the Boss by shooting 
the cannonballs and then nailing him 
when he changes places. 
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Yw^^Hg Protecting the stage- 
coach and wagon is no 

eaSy j0b You’ll have to 
shoot Indians and outlaws alike! The 
tricky part is to keep an eye on both 
sides of the wagon. Indians shoot 
you from inside as well as around 
the wagon. Watch out for the cavalry 
and don’t shoot them. The Boss 
throws barrels to keep you busy, but 
he’s easy if you keep firing on him 
and the close barrels. 

This showdown takes 
you through a lot of 

different scenes. Indoors and 
out, you’ll have to quicken your 
reflexes as the screen fills up with 
multiple targets—some of which that 
are right in your face. Your final chal¬ 
lenge is a quick draw. Shoot only the 
guys who are reaching for their 
guns. This takes a lot of timing and a 
quick trigger finger. 
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Throughout the game, you’ll stumble 
upon a variety of weapons to annihilate 
the robotic menaces. Eight weapons are 
shown here, but there are two more, 
extremely powerful weapons to locate. 

TRI BOI_T 
psssid Fires a triple shot 

' ^T"\ projectile. 

They aren’t shown because, hey, we 
wouldn’t want to ruin the surprise for 
you, now would we? Anyway, here’s a 
brief glimpse of the weapons and their 
destructive abilities. 

SPRAY HBHP 
Sprays a wide path of > 

bullets to take out foes. I 

RAPID 
Fires multiple shots 
at a rapid rate. 

GRENADE 
Launches grenades 

with limited range. 

PIERCEF 
A high-powered 
rocket launcher. 

LOCK ON 
Automatically locks 

on enemies. 

CANNON 
Fires a large, pow¬ 
erful energy ball. 

RICOCHET 
Bounces off walls 

until it hits an enemy. 

[WEAPONS FOR HASS DESTRUCTION 

ecember 2049. Earth’s Moonbase, 
Yaz 67, has been attacked and 

-destroyed by an unknown alien bat¬ 
tlecruiser. Earth Federation Starfleet 
Command sends two battlecruisers to 
attack the alien ship, but the crew was 
consequently wiped out by a malicious 
horde of robotic killing machines. This 
alien battlecruiser can only be stopped by 
destroying 12 plasma nodes that are pro¬ 
tected within the 12 levels. It’s your mis¬ 
sion to destroy the nodes and stop the 
alien spacecraft, before the Earth is 
reduced to a lifeless hunk of rock. 

...you’ll find everything you need to 
make your mission a success. Locate 
passcards to get past locked doors, 
refill your ammo supply, get more 
health, and much more. 

'*% J MINS 
The mines are hovering a 

• # few inches off the floor. 
Try not to step on them 

-and you’ll be okay. 
Two players can simultaneously play with 
a split-screen. In this mode the options 
are nearly endless. the HAIN UIEU/SCREEN 
bioobshni FACT FILE 

BATTLE FRENZY 

1) Displays any keycards 
you have. 
2) Shows the weapons 
you have to use. 
3) Displays the amount 
of ammo left in the 
chosen weapon. 
4) The number of lives 
remaining to use. 
5) Bonus Weapon. 
6) Displays the amount 
of life you have left. 
7) Shows the weapon you 
currently have selected. 
8) A combat droid that 
met its maker. 
9) An item to pick up by 
walking over it. 
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Levels 2 and 3 aren’t much different from 
the first level, except you’ll be facing many 
more powerful robots and higher maze 
complexity, making escape a challenge. 
Some of the robots even carry shields to 
protect themselves! As expected, the plas¬ 
ma nodes are harder to locate and more 
heavily armored than before. The carnage 

LEVEL 1 
The First Assault 

Rounding corners can be hazardous to 
your health. Look before you leap. 

Take a good look at your friend and be 
sure you don’t open fire on him. 

This not-so- 
friendly bot 
has destruc¬ 
tion on its 
mind and you 
in its sights. 
Shoot or die! 

This first level is a breeze. You’ll encounter 
19 robots that aren’t heavily armored. This 
is a good place to get acquainted with the 
feel of the game and few of the weapons 
you’ll find. Once you destroy the plasma 
node, you’ll have 74 seconds to escape 
before the level detonates. Hope you have 
a good memory or the only thing left 
behind is a smoking puddle of flesh and 
bones. 

-f v N 

I i 

Having two 
players can 

make the 
mission easier, 

unless you 
have an idiot 
for a partner. 

The firefights are always intense, keeps growing as you try to reach Level 12! One good shot to the chest isn’t 
especially when your butt’s on the line. 

c You never 
— 2 know who or 

• what will 
r**tte* appear down 

L --- y ; | ' these long 
t r - ' . -1,1 corridors. 

You just can’t 
get a break 

around here! 
Now the 

robots carry 
shields! 

THE GOOD 

The whole concept is pretty impres¬ 
sive and the smooth scrolling is 
very good for the Genesis. 

THE BAD 

In Two-player Mode, the screen 
sizes are so small it can be hard to 
see what's up ahead. 

THE UGLY 

The thought of someone installing a 
computer chip in my head to run 
around and kill things. 

always effective in the higher levels. 

Off in the 
distance you 
see your best 
friend; a new, 

fully loaded 
weapon. 

Robots just 
love to hide 
behind walls 
to ambush 
unsuspecting 
fools like you. 

rTXT2| 
T““*“ ^ 
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This game is a translation from the 
classic game on the Neo»Geo. 

— Finally, it is coming home at a more 
affordable price for the Genesis. Lots of 
people haven’t had the chance to play 
this game, which is a shame. There are 
different special powers to use on the 
enemies. Unfortunately, there aren’t any 
power-ups. The perspective is a unique 
one that you just don’t see anymore. This 
is as good as a translation could be, con¬ 
sidering the obvious deficiency in Megs. 
A Two-player Option is available, but it 

THREE COOL LEVELS OF SHOT POWER! 

There are three levels of intensity for your weapon. The longer you hold the button, 
the stronger the shot becomes. I recommend that you always charge if you’re not firing. 

isn’t simultaneous and works like the old 

THREE NIFTY SPECIAL WEAPONS! 

You have three different special powers that are all color coded. The red is a fire wave, 
blue is a mine that hits everything, and green shoots a spread that is heat seeking. 

These little buddies 
hang off the side 

and each gives you 
an extra shot mak¬ 
ing you extremely 

There are all kinds 
I of shooters and this 

one definitely has a 
^*^5 . perspective not 
^___ seen in a long time. 
■b It’s fairly hard to get 
^ ^ used to dodging 

things from this per- 
spective, but in time 
you learn. When I 
play this game, I am 

reminded of the ancient Colecovision and 
the timeless classic Zaxxon. 

lethal. If you don’t 
have this power-up 
later in the game, 
you are pretty much 
toast. 

There are tons of things that are thrown at 
you to keep you on your toes. They come 
from nowhere and smack into you! FACT FILE VH: lAJRfSpr'T 

The playing perspective is unique 
and a reminder of the good ol’ 
Zaxxon days. 

THE BAD 

There is a lot of slowdown and the 
colors just are not bright enough. 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMSER OF LEVELS 

The Level Two Boss is pretty much 
what I look like when I wake up in 
the morning. Blecchh! 

The many options consist of a Difficulty 
Select and a Sound Test. 
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Shoot one flap to 
make it spin and 
that will open the 
gates allowing 
you passage to 
the next section. 

Level 1 

These slinky- 
looking things 
can be pretty 

tough, but can be 
taken out with a 
solo super shot. Your super shot 

can wipe out 
smaller enemies in - JL 
one shot if lined up ' 0 

correctly. Plus, - ' O 
enemies like this • .«■_t 

green ship take half as long to kill, lessen¬ 
ing the chance of your uncertain demise. 

Shoot the orange 
sections of this 
enemy and then 
fly around him. 
He is very hard to 
destroy. 

This Boss shoots twin lasers and a spread 
of normal bullets. Plus, he extends his 
neck and charges you like a ram. 

These flowers 
look harmless, 

but if you get too 
close to them, I 
guarantee they 

will gak you. 

Level 2 

These snakes 
slither through 
the holes and 
appear out of 

nowhere. Keep 
your eyes open. 

Level 3 
hard to kill. Try 
to dodge him 
instead. 

please, be 
careful. This level has V 

quite a few bugs in 0 ^ 
it—the bugs that 

you step on. ' 
Anyway, use your 

super shot as 

much as possible. Getting to the Boss 
shouldn't bee’ too hard. 

These things 
aren’t very hard 
to dodge but they 

: take an extreme 
amount of dam- 

hiJ age before dying. 
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This overgrown bee bumbles around 
buzzing while beating you silly. Keep far 
away and fire when possible. 

- - % 
■ 
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/IETHOD: 

Turbo has a long-range attack 
which comes in handy. 

Divine has a really humiliating 
attack. She spanks her foes! This game has some seriously 

excellent 3D effects for a 16-Bit 
Genesis cart! 

uie I c ome 
tn mM 
arenai 

ama+eur 
DIFFICULTY 

The Jester invites you into his tournament. 

Aside from 
the basic 

characters, 
there 

are eight 
Bosses. The 
Bosses are 

all unique in 
strength and 

style. Be 
careful, or 

you can say 
goodbye to 
your Ballz! 

adminis+e 
smacKies 

A fighting game using 3-D rendered 
spheres? A cool idea, and it really 
came across well in this game. 

THE BAD 

The control for this game is difficult. 
With a viewpoint that rotates, direc¬ 
tions become confused. 

Some of the comments for the 
display board are just outright rude. 
“Do you have the Ballz to win?” 



THIS WILL PREPARE YOU!!! 
Now activate every 

warrior's Fighting 
& finishing move. 

Fatality, Babality, 

Friendship, Pit & 

Kombat Tomb 

Fatality with a push 

of a button, no 

need to memorize 

these moves. 

They are all 
preprogrammed in 

the Mortal 

Kombat™ II 

Kontrol Pad!!! 

For SNES" & 

Genesis™ 

Mortal Kombat® II Kontrol Pad for SNES® and Sega Genesis™ 
• Features almost every fighting move, Fatality, Babality, Pit, Friendship and Finishing Move for every 

Mortal Kombat® II Warrior. 
• Now activate your favorite move for any warrior by simply pressing any 4 of the Mortal Activator 

Buttons (SMI, SM2, SM3, & SM4). 
• Includes 3 Mortal Kombat® II Kartridges with a total of 96 moves for all 12 characters. 
• Special Mirror function allows you to activate moves whether you fight on the left or right side of your 

opponent. 
• Features Mortal Fire (Turbo Fire), Mortal Motion (Slo Motion), and compatibility with all SNES® systems 

worldwide. 
• Compatible with S.M.A.R.T. Cards™ for Super Street Fighter™, Clay Fighters™, Mortal Kombat® & 

many more. 
• Use the Mortal Kombat® II Kontrol Pad to perform awesome moves for hundreds of other SNES® 

and Genesis™ Games by using Innovation™ S.M.A.R.T. Cards™. 

Sega Genesis™ 
Kontrol Pad Shown 

Here’s just some of the preprogrammed moves you can do! 
Baraka™ Double Kick Blade Spark Blade Swipe Blade Fury Head Slice Blade Impale Friendship Babality 

Kitana™ Fan Throw Fan Lift Sq. Wave Punch Kiss of Death Fan Decapitation Friendship Babality Pit II +KTF 
Kung Lao™ Teleport Hat Throw Bullet Kick Whirlwind Spin Fatality 1 Fatality 2 Friendship Babality 

Liu Kang™ Flying Kick Stdrd. Fireball Crouch Fireball Fireball Dragon Bite Smrst. Kick Friendship Babality 

Mileena™ Roll Attack Teleport Kick Sai Throw Sai Stab Shred. Fatality 2 Friendship Babality Pit II + KTF 

Johnny Cage™ Gr. Flame (low) Gr. Flame (high) Shad. Uppercut Shadow Kick Babality Torso Rip Decapitation Friendship 

Rayden™ Teleport Flying Thndrblt. Lightning Bolt Shock Uppercut Expl. Pit II + KTF Friendship Babality 

Reptile™ Slide Acid Spit Force Ball Invisibility Tongue Grab Invisible Slice Friendship Babality 

Scorpion™ Spear Decoy Scissor Tkdn. Flaming Bones Toasty Double Slice Friendship Babality 

Sub-Zero™ Slide Deep Freeze Ground Freeze Frz. & Up. Cut Ice Bomb Friendship Babality Pit II + KTF 
Shang Tsung™ Flames (1) Flames (2) Flames (3) Body Possession Drains the Soul Pit II Only Friendship Babality 
Jax™ Ground Pound Grab Sonic Wave Head Pop Arm Ripper Friendship Babality Pit II + KTF 

Available HOW at a store near you or by calling 203-395-3090. $49.95 each + $10.00 
Shipping and Handling UPS Ground or send money order to: 

Innovation P.O. Box 360, Old Saybrooh, CT 06475 
Comes with 90 day warranty! 

Innovation™ is a trademark of Innovation Technologies. Sega Genesis™and Sega Mega Drive™ are Trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Inc. Super Nintendo® and Super Famicom® are Trademarks of Nintendo of America. 

Inc. ©1992 Mortal Kombat® & Mortal Kombat® II are Trademarks of Midway® Manufacturing Company. All Rights Reserved. Used under license. This product is designed and manufactured by Innovation. It is not 

designed manufactured, sponsored or endorsed by Sega Enterprises or Nintendo of America. All other Trademarks are property of their respective owners. 



Hnyone who plays chess can enjoy 
this game. It is a standard chess 
game, with the Star Wars characters 

as the game pieces. There are lots of 
options to play with and the computer has 

five difficulty levels. You can 
choose to be either the reb^ion 

or the Empire depending on 
which makes you feel friskier. 
No side has an advantage 
over the other but each char- 

acter has a different kill animation 
m^B for the other characters. Watch 

as Yoda fries Boba Fett or as the 
I MHHH Emperor sizzles Princess 

Leia. Thfere is a two-player 
feature for action with your { 

W friends.# 

FACT FILE 
STAR WARS 

CHESS • Start Ga 
Options 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

Here you have 
a setup screen 
where you can 
put pieces 
around the 
board and cre¬ 
ate your own 
scenarios. 

The Kings The Queens The Bishops 

These are your weakest • These are your most power- The Bishops move only 

®T*T£- 

Emperor Palpatine is King and 
Darth Vader is Queen. That makes 
me sick just thinking about it. 

Battle 1 Move!1 

Eephy 1 Undo 1 

Switch 1 Resign 1 

1 Captured Piecesll 

1 Set Ud 1 Optionsll 

1 Load/Save 1 

pieces, but the most impor¬ 
tant. If Checkmate is 
achieved on your King, you 
lose the game. 

The Knights 

ful pieces. She can move in 
all eight directions as far as 
you want, making her 
extremely deadly. 

The Rooks 

diagonally, but if your oppo¬ 
nent isn’t watching his back, 
they can sneak up and 
destroy him very quickly. 

The Pqwns 

These are the 
options that 
are found 
before the 
game begins 
to choose the 
tiles or a two- 
player game. 

This is what the board looks like with all 
the characters in place. Chess will take 
you about 30 minutes to learn and a life¬ 
time to master. The computer’s skill even 
at Novice Level is extremely tough, so 
don’t get frustrated if the computer always 
wins. Getting beat is how you learn. 

This Option 
M^nu is 

accessed 
through the 

2-D board that 
you can 

chancjfe to dur¬ 
ing game play. 
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These guys move in L- 
shaped formations, making 
them sneaky because you 
don’t always see them 
coming. 

THE GOOD 

Most of the animations of pieces 
killing pieces are extremely funny. 

THE BAD 

These rrifcre or less get in the 
way. They only move one 
space forward, but can save 
a bigger piece from getting 
killed. 

The rooks move sideways 
and up and down. They are 
good for taking out annoying 
characters on the other side 
of the board. 

Once you’ve seen the animations, 
the fun is over. Plus, this rather 
tame game is rated MA-13. 

THE UGLY 

There are 12 different characters. Six are 
on one side and six are on the other. They 
all fight one another and each fight has a 
different animation. Most are funny and 
look as cool as they can on Sega CD. 



See your favorite retail store or call 1-800-880-1718 Ext. 346 for availability. 
Mad Dog H, The Lost gold Is a trademark of American Laser Games. Inc. 3DO and 300 logos 
are trademarks of the 3DO Company. SEGA and SEGA CD are trademarks 
of SEGA Enterprises. LTD All rights reserved. 

Can you beat Mad Dog 
to the Lost Gold? 

CD Shooting Game 

This action-packed adventure will 

challenge your shooting skills 

confronting banditos, renegades, and 

Mad Dog’s men. Select one of three 

different guides and experience a 

variety of trails in a quest to beat 

Mad Dog to the lost gold and return 

with it to the old mission where the 

longest interactive battle ever filmed 

awaits the more-skilled game player 

The GAMEGUN™ 
is now "available to provide 

arcade levpl ^hooting 

actiorWor all ALG titles 

on the SEGA CD™ 
and 3D0 systems. fcl 111 1 
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SNK 1 OR 2 

MODERATE SEPTEMBER 

194 MEG 

FIGHTING 100% 

COOL FEATURES 
This game has some new and unique fea¬ 
tures that other fighting games don’t. Here 
are just a few new techniques you can pull 
off in these team battle matches. 

honored custom, this year we will adopt a special rule of 

competition between teams of three fighters. That's all... 

Your teammate 
can jump in 
and get your 
opponent off 
your back! 

Power yourself 
up for your 

Super Lethal 
Attacks! 

When you are 
at maximum, 
do your Death 
Move for mas¬ 
sive damage! 

24 CHARACTERS! 

et ready for the dream match of the 
year! A brand-new way of fighting 

_I has arrived. Introducing the Team 
Battle System! This new feature consists 
of a three-member team fighting a one- 
round match against another three- 
member team. You arrange the order in 
which you want each team member to 
fight. Your team must overthrow all three 
members of your opponent’s team to win. 

Eight teams from various countries 
have been invited to this competition. 
Many of the fighters you may recognize 
from previous Neo*Geo fighting games. 
Each character has his/her own special 
moves to use in the battles, plus a Super 
Lethal Attack that can be used only when 
you power-up your character. 

The graphics are completely redrawn 
as opposed to the previous fighting 
games. The new musical score and 
sound effects will really get you into the 
game. Some other new features include 
the ability to avoid attacks by stepping 
aside, your background teammates’ reac¬ 
tions to the fipht 
and getting yi 
out of 
r 

Choose from eight teams consisting of 
three characters each for a total of 24 
characters, or just go one-on-one. 

THE GOOD 

Excellent graphics, 24 characters, 
killer tunes, and awesome control 
just to name a few. 

THE BAD 

Unfortunately and surprisingly, 
the game tends to slightly slow 
down when there’s too much action. 

THE UGLY 

Well, it’s not Mai Shiranui’s 
incredibly bouncy chest, that’s 
for sure! 

FACT FILE 
THE KIND OF \ 

FIGHTERS‘94 laws-I 

MANUFACTURER # OF PLAYERS I 

The Bogard brothers (Terry and Andy) are 
back with their friend, Joe Higashi, to 
team up for the tournament. If you recall, 
these bad boys have been in all three of 
the preceding Fatal Fury games for the 
Neo*Geo. As you can see in the pictures 
below, all of their devastating moves 
come with them as well. mMl 
This will be one jfffL 
tough team to /y "v > 

beat. Play • ft OZ/fL 1 
hard! X&VJ 

Slash Kick 
Burning Knuckles 
Syo Ryu Dan 

1. Super Bullet Attack 
2. Gourd Attack 
3. Psycho Ball Attack 

The Psychic Fighters have proven to be 
some of the best fighters in China. Chin 
Gentsai, Atena Asamiya, and Sie Kensou 
use ancient techniques passed down 
from their ancestors to win their battles. 
As a team, they can do some real damage 
to their challengers! Some of the moves 
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These newcomers are known as the 
Geniuses of Fisticuffs from Japan. Their 
names are Benimaru Nikaido, Kyo 
Kusanagi, and Goro Daimon. The first two 
fighters have lightning fast moves, while 
the third has deadly blows and grabbing 

(chniques. Diversity makes this team 

The Super Stars team consisting of 
Heavy D., Brian Battler, and Lucky 
Glauber are ready to take on all who 
oppose them! They love to fight on their 
home turf in the United States, but will 
take on any challenger, anytime, any- 

here! Some of the team’s moves incli 

Mmm 
The Korean Team features Kim Kaphwan 
from the Fatal Fury series and two new¬ 
comers named Choi Bounge and Chang 
Koehan. This is probably the strangest 
group in the game because the three 
characters are so different from each 
other! Still, different is good when it 

1. Neck Rolling 
2. Guttering Attack 
3. Vulcan Punch 

Straight from the jungles of Brazil come 
the Raging Soldiers. Jeidern is the leader 
of this fearsome threesome, followed by 
Ralf and Clark. By spending most of their 
time training, they have perfected their 
guerrilla warfare tactics and are about to 
put them to use in the tournament! They 

The Princesses of Punch from England is 
an all-female team. Mai Shiranui is from 
the Fatal Fury series, while Yuri Sakazaki 
and King come from the Art of Fighting 
games. All of their special moves come 
with them to the tournament including th 
Kacho Sen and Tornado Kick. They think 

1. Venom Strike 
2. Fanny Strike 
3. Ryu En Bu 

1. Genei-Kyaku 
2. Zanretsu-Ken 
3. Super Flame Punch 

MtmxRm 
Another popular series of characters 
from the Art of Fighting games enter in 
the team battle! This time it’s father and 
son, Takuma and Ryo Sakazaki. They are 
joined by their friend, Robert Garcia. 
Their trademark moves such as the 

-;iTJ ii71t_ 
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When your 
foe is on the 
ground,you 
can attack 
him/her when 
close with A 
or B. 

Pick up a bot- Press toward 

THE GOOD 

Having a large playfield is a plus in 
this game. It also controls very well. 

THE BAD 

Just about every special move is a 
combo. You are left wide open when 
you miss with your attacks. 

THE UGLY 

These far-fetched “Crazy” moves 
have to be seen to be believed, 
such as the Jealousy Bomber! 

ight fiercely with all your might! The 
Aggressors of Dark Kombat are 

_J ready to take you on with devastat¬ 
ing moves that will leave you in awe! 

This is a one-on-one fighting game like 
no other because your playfield is not lim¬ 
ited to one plane of movement. Instead, 
you can move all around the screen to 
position yourself for moves and avoid 
attacks. When you tap the A or B button, 
you will get a light punch and kick. If you 
press and hold one of the buttons, you 
will get a stronger move. You can dash 
by pressing forward with the control stick 
twice. You can pick up spiked bats, shov¬ 
els, and bottles to throw. Also, you can 
grab your opponent and grapple for a 
move. As you hit your foe, an energy bar 
will build up at the bottom of the screen 
on your side. When this bar is full, it will 
flash “Crazy.” When your foe’s life meter 
is in the red, you can execute a hilarious 
special move that will destroy opponents! 

tie withf+ A. 
Now, throw it 
at your foe to 
give him/her 
a bad case of 

All kids love 
Spiked Bat! 

Pick it up by 
pressing f+ A 
and for a spe¬ 
cial move, do 

+ A. 

your foe with 
A and B at 
the same 

time to grab. 
Grapple to 

burning butt! win the move. 

CRAZY f 
MOVE! 1 

SEEF 
^ Wili 

MOVE! »***■ . V l 

Super Dangerous Frankensteiner 

Push B for a while, and ► + let go. 
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Spinning Attack Gutsy Geta Rush 

Jet Uppercut leJ/VoKFangs 

Rapid Hundred Legs Bloody Cross 

CRAZY 
MOVE! 

Evil Hawk Talons 
\V« + A 

Big Bang Attack 
«*VAT + B 

Friendly Duo Consolidated Punch 

+A 
Power Smash 

+ A, B, C (Together) 
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AWESOME BATTLE 0RAPHIC5 

FACT FILE It doesn’t get much better than this in terms of interactive, first-person combat! 

USE YOUR SPELL POWER! THE 5EARCH 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

Be it a fireball, a lightning bolt, or a healing spell, all of 
your magical powers will be important to your success! 

Upon finding your 
companions, revive them! 

WWRDIAN 
This game has an excellent combat 
system, with really cool fighting 
animations for each character. 

It’s difficult to find anything truly 
disappointing about this game. It’s 
a great RPG/Combat game. 

THE UGLY 

Definitely not the goddess! Who 
wouldn't save the planet and slay 
the nasties for her? 

INCREASE YOUR POWER 

™ "'l Be site to Upgrade 
using “bod-. 

sell almost ** 
fit buytngfe«set 

of abilities. "—‘TTTtTT 
' 1 ' IH'.IU * 17, 

COMBAT STRATEGY! 

n another world, in another time, life 
was abundant, and peace was 
secure. Suddenly the forces of dark¬ 

ness spawned upon the planet, creating 
legions of evil minions. A lone goddess of 
peace realized that the planet was 
endangered, so she brought forth 
warriors to combat the evil using 
courage, light, and love (aw, how cute). 
Save the world, save your hide, and 
impress the babilicious goddess! 

Save the world for her? No problem! 

Roam about, defeating evil 
in search of your buddies. 

Use the zoom feature to 
get a bird’s eye view. 

Highlight the foe to 
gak him/her! 

Avoid the attacks of the 
enemy using defenses. 

Certain terrains offer 
better protection. 

Be sure to keep up-to-date 
on character stats. 
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TO ALL STAFF: 

No playing 
video games on 
company time. 

The Manager 

\ lavin? the best selectio n 
and the most knowledgeable salespeople 

does have its drawbacks. 
At Microplay, we buy, sell, rent, trade, and repair new and used video games and systems. If you can’t find 

what you’re looking for, just ask our staff. There’s a good chance they’re playing it. 

Locations nationwide. Coming soon to a town near you. For franchise information call 905-949-2750. We interrupt your regular programming. 



Slayer is defi- ( C \> | 
nitely not a 

— kid’s game! - 
This is the first Kl/ J 
AD&D game on the ^ ^ 
3DO and it is defi¬ 
nitely worthy of its name. In this game 
you fight your way through maze levels 
avoiding traps, and killing enemies while 
you try to solve the puzzles. The game 
can generate up to 4 billion different dun¬ 
geons. This means every time you play it 
will be something new. Using the power 
of the 3DO Slayer brings you awesome 
graphics and animation that will blow 
your mind. You can choose from a list of 
premade characters or you can take 
some time and make one yourself. You 
can also pick the attributes of the dun¬ 
geon that you are about to enter. 

The game is really huge! It also has 
cool graphics and a lot of options. FACT FILE 

SLAYER 
The controls are hard to get used 

Every bad guy in this game is really 
ugly. 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

Slayer is here! 

Choose or 
Create! 

CJ|D o it Character 
The doors open and it is time to enter the 
world of Slayer! These are two of the 
scenes from the introduction. Female Dwarf Fight) 

Neutral Good 

Fight through more 

than 4 billion different 

dungeons! 

This game can generate over 4 billion dif¬ 
ferent variations, assuring that you won't 

play the same thing twice! 

Strength: 
Intelligence: 
Wisdom: 

Constitution: 
Chans ms: 

JBungeon ^ 

Dungeon Levels Food Availability 
12 Stuffed 

Monster Numbers Ido ns ter 7 lie me 

Treasure Availability Trap Frequency 
Filthy Rich Few 

Poison Strength Potion Availability 
You can choose from a list of premade 
characters, or you can make your own. 

Your 
dude has 
to have a 
face so 
pick one 
from the 

CfjDDtfe jFaee 

You can customize your level, by putting 
different monsters in a game. 

Enemies 
hit and 

Give your guy the different strengths and 
weaknesses that make him special. 

These areas will transport you to «« 
different places on the map. 

head w'th 

, tiff you- 

V ;4_- 
mA' 

The crea¬ 
tures you game 
fight can gives you 
be from the 
any num- chance to 
ber of look UP 
settings. and down. IS jjl 
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N □ W YOU’RE PLAYING FDR REAL 
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BVND 
STARTS IN NOVEMBER 

If you live in New York, Las Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, 

or Atlanta, ydur Genesis™ is about to be radically XBvnded. 

REST OF THE COUNTRY AND SUPER NES® PLAYERS-YOUR TURN IS NEXT! 



FACT FILE 
BURNING 
SOLDIER 

^ '-\ f I 1^1 | | ] ' | C=] ) 
n i 

MANUFACTURER # OF PLAYERS 

DIFFICULTY AVAILABLE 

HSIS3i 
CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

THEME % COMPLETE 

ears and years ago, an alien race 
lived on Earth. Suddenly, a flood 

— destroyed the whole civilization. In 
the year 2095, they have come back with 
a vengeance and destroyed part of Mars. 
The Earth, in retaliation, sends out ships 
to attack the mother ship. This might 
sound like a sci-fi movie, but it’s actually 
the story line for the shooter Burning 
Soldier for the 3DO system. In this game, 
you don’t actually control the ship—it 
controls itself. You just shoot everything 
in sight. There are many stages in the 
game, and in between each stage there 
is a cinema explaining what your objec¬ 
tive is for the next mission. This game is 
one of the best shooters I’ve ever played. 
The control is great and the scrolling is 
very smooth. My favorite part of the 
whole game is the music. It’s fantastic 
and totally fits the theme. This is definitely 
the best shooter title for the 3DO to date. 

In the future, an alien race who inhabited Earth tens of thousands of years ago, attacks 
planet Mars. To retaliate, Earth attacks their mother ship—revenge is up to you! 

STRGE 1 

Watch out! You might get 
hit by asteroids! 

Be careful of these ships, 
they’re quick and agile! before they hit your ship! 

There is a plethora of missiles 
coming at your ship—shoot em! 

STRGE 2 

This is what happens if Unlike the ships in Stage 
you don’t shoot in time! 1, these shoot missiles! 

THE GOOD 

The graphics for this game are 
clean and detailed, plus the music 
is great! 

THE BAD 

At times, it’s hard to follow who’s 
shooting at you and who you’re 
shooting at. Talk about confusing! 

THE UGLY 

Watching the death cinemas when 
your ship explodes into a million 
pieces. Very bad gig! 

KNOW THE COCKPIT! 
Watch your 

shield. With every 
hit you sustain, 
this meter gets 

lower and lower. 

This is the 
Blaster Meter. 

When fully 
charged, the red 

bar will blink 
rapidly. 

This is your 
“lock-on” light. 

(^. When your 
crosshairs 
move over a 
target, this light 

f will illuminate. 
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by The United States has been invaded. Las Angeles and New Wtk v , n 
us has chosen you as one of their elite fighter pilots. Your code iWn^^fALKGR ' 
Wm the United States.' Or is it simple? From inside a VR-SIMULATOR POD yodPfr^fnrf r 
3 te by state. Along the way you will encounter a variety o' hostile Enemy fl^a^nti-Aircraft Duns. Tanks and 
p a few other sgrprisesi " \ ^ 

Fifteen intense levels of game play. Fully mapped 3D enviro|Prent^$p imagn an - mopm gradient fi led 

3D polygon models. Over 30 minutes of killer animations. Advant^fr^pjic flight model. 3D stereo 

sound effects and originally composed CD quality soundtrack. V 

Distributed by 

ALTITUDE 00B19 ' ^ 

urn "“3 



BURN: m FJk6T F>LE 
. BURN: CYCLE 

I MANUFACTURER * # OF PLAYERS 

CARTRIDGE SIZE 

THEME 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 

L reaNy stink to only have 24 *1 1^5 JS 
Ml hours to live. That’s right. In this title you’ve got 
one day to solve the mystery of who’s after you, why they want to kill 
you, and how you can save your worthless hide from certain death. You are Sol Cutter, 
a cyberpunk who likes to jack into the net and make off with other people’s money. That 
was all fine and dandy until you decided to tweak with Softech. While messing with their 
base, a nasty brain virus was downloadeainto your noggin, which will eat away at your 
brain until you die ... 24 hours later. Can you save yourself in time? 

TIE GOOD 
This game must have years worth of 
action-packed cinemas. This is 
more like an interactive movie! 

THE SAB 

is an adult-only title! 

One night while breaking into Softech using cyberspace, you are blasted with a nasty 
shock. Unfortunately this was no random power surge, this was the implantation of a 
brain virus which eats your brain away within one day. It’s tough to be you! 

i mm ihuut m eeieeetiei ti imeeet ivth 

<7«Sr 
J4, 

One thing 
that is really 
awesome 
about this 
game is the 
massive 
cast of 
characters 
you can 
meet and 
interact 
with. Some 
will share 
prolonged 
relations 
with you, 
others won’t. 
Check it out! 
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tus Pimm 

JS "®ES Ik ill 

This is 

where it all 

begins. 

J You wake 

up realizing 

the Burn: 

Cycle 

Screen. 

You will 

have to 

learn the 

control of 

this thing if 

you want to 

survive for 

very long. 

You wake up with a 

splitting headache. OW! 

Kris, your assistant, 

snaps you out of it. 

She tells you to quickly 

don the HUD unit. 

burn grccei 

Using the HUD interface, 

you can save your game. 

Kris can give you direct 

video transmissions. 

It also comes in handy 

when targeting nasties. 

She’ll be calling for you to 

hurry to her location. 

Who is targeting her 

behind her back? 

You are forced to see her 

graphic death. 

ii* 
Search Kris for some 

useful items. 

With the keys you find on 

Kris, you can use the lifter. 

Once inside, it’s a whole 

different challenge. 

L 
L v.. ^ * 

ri 
r 
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Although many games 

are using terms like 

interactive to describe 

their action, few come 

quite as close to true 

interaction as this 

game. The sheer vast¬ 

ness of the people and places, conversa¬ 

tions and choices make this a very excel¬ 

lent game. Heck, if you play your cards 

right, Sol can even become a woman later 

in the game! 

Out of all the CD games I have 
played, this game comes the 
closest to a truly interactive movie. 
Excellent game play as well as 
character interaction make this top- 
notch entertainment! Excellent! 





The 7th Guest 

nraeous game marks a new standard...beautifully renrf 
^'s „uter .mages, with tons of live-action video throZ 

C° P heighten the ghastly game play.' Gamepro 

Space Ace 

rvce is a blast to play and is truly faithful t0 the „ 

controls great. Electrom^aming Monthly 

" ^ O'-.CL 
... acc «*. 

«. 

Dragon's Lair 
a c0 version suffers from lack of control and grainy gran.. 

<v,e Sega v. c and sound just can t match up to the y aphlcs 

RED BUTTS UP WITH 
tOVED CLASSICS. 

, 3qualito!1U!Perior™ all others.. packaged^ 

't’n,eHiateV9ht9Un'the CD''version a"0WS'^ 'onic Ga* 
ate response.. .instantaneous cuts.. ‘ Electron- 

Mad Dog McCree 

Microcosm on CD-i is 100% absoluteW- e 

Ythe best version period. It puts all0 gatneS 
’shame. o»r0nn....: r. „<.,onture. Vl° 

Pos'tiveL^r°COSm on CD->is 100’ 
S^sferns to * 8 *)est version period. It r— _ 

sname.. .excellent sci-fi adventure. 

Microcosm 

So, you've already played these games on other formats. Good. Then you'll be the first to appreciate 

the full-on sonic and visual overhaul CD-i has made on them. Remember the blurry, pixilated graphics? 

The dime-store sound effects? Well it wasn't your vision and hearing that sucked. We’ve replaced them 

3- | with razor-sharp video and digitally crisp audio. And those with 

quicker reflexes than the average 80-year-old will dig the faster 

response time. But we've bent your ear long enough. Experience 

the classics on CD-i for yourself. After all, you've got 132 million 

photoreceptors leaning dangerously towards the snooze button. 
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The year is 2068, M M m 
and things have 
really changed in the future! 
The Millennium Wars ruined the 
world’s grand cities. The Grey Tremor 
Plague of 2017 reduced the population by a 

third with its deadly accuracy. v 
Radiation from the Thanatos meltdown radically altered 
the gene pool causing unusual defects in newborns. With 
technology advancing, bioengineers have created animal- 
human hybrids. Athletes are commonly enhanced with bion¬ 
ics in order to ^ ^ 
increase their sta- ^ 
mina, dexterity, jt } l | 
etc. The Cyber Net, i > I 

a fiber-optic communication network links every¬ 
thing. The rage of the Cyber Net is Body Slam, a 
hand-to-hand combat where players try to crush 
their opponents before they are crushed! Behold 
the new world and its newfound game. Are you up 
to its challenge? 

[m he game is Body Slam, the premise 
L is simple: hand-to-hand combat, 

HI waste everybody else before they THE COMBATANTS 
waste you! Easy enough, or so you think. 
Once you take on the challenge of the 
Cyber Net, there’s no turning back. You 
can choose to fight as one of the three 
humans who call themselves the Natural. 
Your gang of rebels consists of two 
males and one female. All three are very 
similar in the way they control, but each 
has his/her own special moves. Your goal 
is to travel to many different areas of the 
world and take on mutant creatures who DAEMON STONE TORY SWIFT RACK SAXXON 
are half animal, half human, and very 
deadly. Body Slam plays very much like 
the old arcade game Double Dragon. 
However, in Body Slam, you have the 
ability to tag off with the other players 
during certain points in the game. If you 
think you got what it takes, give Body 
Slam for the Philips CD-i a try! 

At the Options 
Screen you can 
set up the num¬ 
ber of lives, the 
degree of diffi¬ 
culty, and the 
music, too. 

If you’re running 
low on health, 
switch off with 
the other two 
fighters at the 
Special Tag Pad. 

HE GOOD 
The graphics on Body Slam are 
done very well, especially the 
detailed backgrounds. 

TOE Sill 
The control can be less than 
responsive at times, not to mention 
the animation of the characters. 

TOE HBLY 
The game has nice live footage 
between the rounds that show just 
how ugly the enemies are! 

Each fighter has 
the ability to do 
special moves 

as long as they 
have enough 

energy. Check 
out Tory’s kick! 

Besides your 
awesome fight¬ 
ing ability, there 
are many differ¬ 
ent weapons 
hidden through¬ 
out the game. 

Food is located 
throughout the 
levels to boost 
your strength. 
Make sure the 

enemy doesn’t 
get to it first! 

Right after you 
perish, there is a 
special move 
that wipes every¬ 
thing off the 
screen, including 
half your energy! 
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IT’S NOT WHETHER YO 
OF THESE ARROGANT B 

HOW MANY 
N WITH YOU. 

"'»IWolfJam. master ol 
r full-screen animation, he introduce ^ 
)mP°us bosses of 10 different enemy 

ou a challenge and vou accept. Or ru 

Meet Tina Felina, boss woman of the 

boSSe 'm°rPba Roma team. Like the otherte® 

" bad*er- heckle. mock you and as 
ar snide challenges. Do us a favor- 

In Mutant Rampage: Body Slam, you'll clash with thugs of every conceivable size and ugliness. Because in the 

plague-ridden, post-apocalyptic year of 2068, they rule the rubble-strewn cities of Earth. 

And to make matters even worse, they talk trash. Guess you'll just have to waste them. 

Because there's only one thing that’s more irritating than getting your face rearranged 

by a scum-sucking mutant who's bent on rampage. Listening to him rub it in afterward. 

Game requires optional Oigrtal Video cartndge ‘Suggested ratal price International Tennis Open £1992 Philips Interactive Media France and Pathe I I S New Media. Inc Al rights reserved ®I994 PMips Media All rights resented 
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CONTINUE? 7 

The beginning sequence starts with a slide show and scrolling text 
which tells the story of why you are fighting in the tournament. 

CARTRIDGE SIZE : NUMBER OF LEVELS 

84TUP 
ery/ice 

Even in the smaller 
Game Boy version, all of 

the original backgrounds 
are here. With so many 

backgrounds, it’s hard to 
see the same one twice. 

The play control is excellent which 
makes getting the moves off easy. 

There are 12 fighters to choose 
from, each with his/her own 
special moves and combos. It’s hard to see what you’re doing 

on the small screen. 

The graphics leave a lot to be 
desired. 



GAMES GALORE I 
Join our RPG Club — $5.00 Annual Dues — Newsletter, Membership Card, Discounts, etc. — Join Today!! 

SNES - SPORTS 
' " 1" ■ $54.00 

$52.00 
$45.00 
$49.00 

Brett Hull Hockey $49.00 
Chavez Boxing $47.00 
Dg&%)ike Volleyball $48.00 
ESPN FootoaJI $54.00 
ESPN Baseball $53.00 
FIFA $52.00 
Grand Prix $49.00 
Hardball 3 $55.00 
Ken Griffey Baseball $50.00 
KickOff $50.00 
Kilby Tee Shot $51.00 
Mega Man Soccer $53.00 
MLBPA Basebal $52.00 
NBA Jam Session $58.00 
NBA Showdown $56.00 
NFL Football $50.00 
NFL Team Heroes $53.00 
NHLPA Hockey $52.00 
Pete $51.00 
Riddick Bowe Boxing $49.00 
Rock & Roll Racing $47.00 
Sports Ulus Baseball/Ftball $56.00 
Stanley Cup Hockey $49.00 
Super Bases Loaded 2 $59.00 
Super Dodge Ball $53.00 
Super Techmo Bowl $55.00 
Super Tennis $48.00 
Tecmo Baseball $57.00 
Tecmo Super NBA BB $52.00 
TroyAikmanFB $57.00 
True Golf Classic $48.00 
Winter Extreme $54.00 
Winter Olympic Games $54.00 
World Cup Soccer $48.00 

SNES •SIMULATION 

Battle Ground Prix $49.00 
Animal Factory $ 53.00 
Jaguar Racing $54.00 
Monster Truck Wars $56.00 
Nigel Manselll $46.00 
Race Driven $48.00 
Super Battle Tank 2 $52.00 
Super Mario Kart $48.00 
Super Off Road $50.00 
Wings 2 $48.00 

SNES • STRATEGY 

Aerobiz 2 $57.00 
Choplifter3 $49.00 
Civilization $59.00 
Family Feud $48.00 
GengnisKhan2 $56.00 
Jeopardy Deluxe $50.00 
Home Improvement $ 49.00 
Lemmings 2 $52.00 
Liberty or Death $58.00 
Loopz $46.00 
Operation Europe $59.00 
Pac Attack $52.00 
Pinball Dreams $49.00 
PTO $58.00 
Pushover $48.00 
Railroad Tycoon $54.00 
Rom. of 3 Kingdoms III $59.00 
SimAnt $48.00 
Sim Earth $55.00 
StuntRaceFX $58.00 
SuperBomberman2 $52.00 
Suzuka8Hours $56.00 
Time Slip $48.00 
Trodden; $44.00 
Warriors of Rome 3 $43.00 
Wheel of Fortune 2 $48.00 

SNES* RPG 

Brainlord $57.00 
Breath of Fire $57.00 
Eye of Beholder 2 $67.00 
FF-Mystic Quest $29.00 
Final Fantasy III $63.00 
Gaia Fantasy $58.00 
Journey Home $56.00 
King Arthur $58.00 
Lord of Rings $53.00 
Lost Mission $49.00 
Lufia $53.00 
Might & Magic 3 $58.00 
OrStus $55.00 
Runes of Virtue $57.00 
SecofMana $61.00 
Shadow of Beast $50.00 
Spike McFang $54.00 
Lima-False Prophet $ 56.00 
Unch. Waters 2 $57.00 
Zelda3LinkToPast $46.00 

SNES-SHOOTER 

Aero Fighters $50.00 
Cybemator $49.00 
Fire Striker $50.00 
Lock On $49.00 
Star Fox $30.00 
Strike Gunner $48.00 
R-Type III $53.00 
Super Metroid $49.00 
Super Smash TV $46.00 
Viewpoint $53.00 
Wolfenstein 3D $52.00 

SNES • FIGHTER 

Art of Fighting $58.00 
Brawl Brothers S 53.00 
Double Dragon V $54.00 
Fatal Fury 2 $58.00 
Fighters History $54.00 
Final Fight 2 $50.00 
Generation 2 $53.00 
Incredible Hulk $53.00 
Knights of Round $55.00 
Maximum Carnage $56.00 
Mortal Kombat $60.00 
Mortal Kombat2 $61.00 
Natsume Wrestling $53.00 
Ninja Warriors $54.00 
Power Instinct $52.00 
Rise of the Robots $55.00 
Samari Showdown $56.00 
Sengoku $47.00 
Shien’s Revenge $51.00 
Slam Masters $56.00 
Super Street Fighter $65.00 
TMNT Tour Fighters $54.00 
Total Carnage $49.00 
Ultimate Fighter $55.00 
World Heroes2 $59.00 

SNES-ADVENTURE 

Addams Family $49.00 
Addams Family Values $ 50.00 
Adv. Dr. Franken $51.00 
Akira $52.00 
An American Tail $48.00 
Ardy Lightfoot $48.00 
AsteriskGaul $49.00 
Batttetoads Double Drag $ 52.00 
Beauty & the Beast $54.00 
Beethoven $49.00 
Beavis&Butthead $ 50.00 
Bebe’sKids $48.00 
Blackthorn $51.00 
Bobsy2 $52.00 
Captain America $51.00 
Claymates $48.00 
Daily & Marvin $47.00 
Death of Superman $57.00 
Dennis the Menace $51.00 
DinoCity $48.00 
Earthworm Jim $61.00 
Empire Strikes Back $55.00 
FiRoc2 $56.00 
Family Dog $50.00 
FidoDido $45.00 
Flintstones $51.00 
Frankenstein $52.00 
Galactic Def. $51.00 
Home Alone2 $49.00 
Hurricanes $48.00 
Inspector Gadget $46.00 
Itchy & Scratchy S 50.00 
Jelly Boy $52.00 
Joe&Mac2 $49.00 
JungteBook $53.00 
Jurassic Park $56.00 
Jurassic Park 2 $52.00 
King of Dragons $57.00 
King of Monsters II $62.00 
Lawn Mower Man $49.00 

Lester the Unlikely $53.00 
Magical Quest/M. Mouse $ 58.00 
Mano is Missing $50.00 
Mario's Time ktechine $51.00 
MegaManX $56.00 
Mighty Max $52.00 
Operation Aliens $49.00 
Out to Lunch $49.00 
Outlander $49.00 

Peace Keepers $52.00 
Pirates/Dark Water $52.00 
Pocky&Rocky II $52.00 
Popeye $49.00 
Prehistoric Man $48.00 
Radical Rex $47.00 
Ren&Stimpy $55.00 
Ret of Jed $60.00 
Robocopvs 

Terminator $48.00 
Rocky Rodent $49.00 
S.O.S. $49.00 
Sea Quest DSV $54.00 
Sesame Street $48.00 
Snow White Happily $47.00 
SockstheCat $45.00 
Soldiers of Fortune $56.00 Star's Quest $50.00 

Jdy Gonzales $49.00 
Trek: Deep Space 9 $55.00 

Star Trek NG $56.00 
Super Adventure IS 2 $56.00 
Super Batttetoads $52.00 
Super Mario All Stars $50.00 
Super Mario World $48.00 
Super Nova $48.00 
Super Star Wars $35.00 
Super Trod Land $47.00 
Tetris 2 $44.00 
Terminator $49.00 
T2 Arcade Game S 49.00 
TheMask $54.00 
The Shadow $52.00 
Thomas Tank Engine $40.00 
TimeTrax $49.00 
Tiny Toons $52.00 
Tom & Jerry $48.00 
Toys $49.00 
Undercover Cops $55.00 
Untouchables $50.00 
Virtual Bart $54.00 
We’re Back $50.00 
Wild Snake $50.00 
Wizard of Oz $48.00 
X-Kaliber 2097 $49.00 
Zombie Ate Neighbor $ 49.00 

SEGA-SHOOTER 

Black Hole Assault CD $42.00 
Crime Patrol CD $47.00 
Lighting Force $42.00 
Microism CD $46.00 
Ftobo Aleste CD $43.00 
Steel Empire $43.00 
SuperSmashTV $41.00 

SEGA-RPG 

Battle FantasyCD $42.00 
Dark Wizard CD $43.00 
Dungeon Master CD $41.00 
Eye Beholder CD $46.00 
HeimdaJICD $49.00 
Keeper of the Gates $50.00 
Kings Table $49.00 
Lunar CD $45.00 
Lunar CD 2 $51.00 
Might & Magic 3 $56.00 
Phantasy Star 4 $ 74.00 
Pirates Gold $49.00 
Prince of Persia $48.00 
Rise of Dragon $44.00 
Shadow Run $49.00 

Shining Force 2 
Shining in Darkness 
Star Quest 
Sword Vermilion 
Tyrants 
Uncharted Waters 2 
Vampire Killer 
VAYCD 
Warriors of Rome CD 

$60.00 
$49.00 
$49.00 
$57.00 
$50.00 
$58.00 
$52.00 
$45.00 
$50.00 

SEGA • FIGHTER 

Brutal CD $51.00 
Clayfighter $51.00 
Deadfy Moves $47.00 
DoubleDragonV $50.00 
Eternal Champions $56.00 
Fatal Fury 2 $54.00 
Final Fight CD $42.00 
Maximum Carnage $51.00 
Mortal Kombat $53.00 
Mortal Kombat 2 $65.00 
Mortal Kombat CD $46.00 
Mutant Fight $35.00 
Ninja Warriois CD $48.00 
Prize Fighter CD $46.00 
Rage in the Cage CD $43.00 
Rebel Assault CD $46.00 
Rev. of Ninja CD $41.00 
Rise of Robots CD $45.00 
Road Avenger CD $43.00 
Shinobi 3 $45.00 
Spiattertxxise 3 S 50.00 
Street Fighter 2 $50.00 
Streets of Rage 3 $55.00 
Super Street Fighter 2 $ 60.00 
World Heroes $55.00 

SEGA-SIMULATION 

AH3 Thunder Hawk CD $43.00 
Chase HQ 2 $42.00 
Firepower 2000 $43.00 
Jungle Strike $49.00 
Monster Truck Wars $49.00 
RoadRash2 $44.00 
Road Riot $45.00 

Tom Cat Alley CD $48.00 
Virtual Racing $74.00 
“-J $49.00 

SEGA • STRATEGY 

Columns III $44.00 
Dr. Robotnick Machine $46.00 
Family Feud $47.00 
Flying Nightmares $41.00 
Genghis Khan 2 $58.00 
Jeopardy 2 $48.00 
Jeopardy CD $45.00 
Jeopardy Deluxe $47.00 
Jeopardy Sports $47.00 
Uberty or Death $58.00 
MegaRaceCD $41.00 
Nobunaga's Ambition $47.00 
Operation Europe $59.00 
Panic CD $40.00 
PowermongerCD $43.00 
Rainbow Is. $41.00 
Romo3King III $58.00 
Shanghai 2 $44.00 
Sim Crty 2000 $50.00 
Top Gear 2 $47.00 
Total Carnage $49.00 
Total Carnage CD $49.00 
Wheel of Fortune CD $52.00 

SEGA • ADVENTURE 

Addams Family $41.00 
Akira $50.00 
Akira CD $49.00 
Aladdin $45.00 
AsteriskGaul $48.00 

$40.00 

Double Dragon $47.00 
Beauty & Beast Quest $43.00 
Beauty & Beast Roar $43.00 
Beavis&Butthead $47.00 
Beethoven $49.00 
Blades of Vengeance $42.00 
Boogerman $48.00 
BubbaNStix $48.00 
Bubble & Squeak $43.00 
Bubsy2 $50.00 
Castlvania Bloodlines $ 42.00 
Chuck Rock CD $42.00 
Chuck Rock II $48.00 
Cliff Hanger CD $49.00 
Cool Spot $45.00 
Dashin Desperados $25.00 
Demolition Man $53.00 
Dinosaurs for Hire $41.00 
Dracula Unleashed CD $42.00 
Dragon's Lair CD $50.00 
Dune-Battle for Arac. $49.00 
FidoDido $41.00 
Flashback $52.00 
Frankenstein $50.00 
Gauntlet 4 $44.00 
Golden Axe 3 $48.00 
Goofy $46.00 
Grindstormer $45.00 
Heart of Aliens $49.00 
High Seas Havoc $45.00 
Home Alone 2 $43.00 
Hurricanes $48.00 
Incredble Hulk $54.00 
Indiana Jones CD $41.00 
Itchy & Scratchy $42.00 
Jim Powers $48.00 
Joe&Mac2 $48.00 
Jour. Center Earth CD $57.00 
Jungle Book $51.00 
Jurassic Park CD $48.00 
Justice League $54.00 
King of the Monsters 2 $51.00 
LawnmowerMan $46.00 
Lion King $57.00 
Mad Dog McCree CD $49.00 
Mansion Hidden Souls CD $49.00 
McDonald Land $45.00 
Mickey’s Ult. Chall. $49.00 
Monkey Island CD $41.00 
Out of This World CD $48.00 
Pink Panther $45.00 
Pirates/Dark Water $52.00 
Prince of Persia $48.00 
Rebel Assault CD $46.00 
Rise of Dragon $44.00 
Roar of Beast $45.00 
Robocop3 $41.00 
Rocky & Bullwinkle $46.00 
Sea Quest DSV $51.00 
Shadow the Beast 2 CD $42.00 
Sherlock Holmes II CD $41.00 
Socket $41.00 
SockstheCat $46.00 
Soldier of Fortune $54.00 
Sonic 2 $45.00 
Sonic3 $55.00 
Sonic 4 $56.00 
Sonic CD $45.00 
Sonic Spinball $41.00 
Soul Star CD $42.00 
Space Pirates CD S 48.00 
Sparkster $43.00 
Spidermanvs 

Kingpin CD $39.00 
Spiattemouse3 $49.00 
Star Trek Deep Space 9 $52.00 
Star Trek Next Gen. $48.00 
Star Trek Next Gen. CD $60.00 
Subterrania $49.00 
Sylvester &Tweety $51.00 

PRICES SHOWN ARE LOWEST AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!! 
With the Initial purchase of any games or system (except Neo Geo), you will receive a 

Punch Card. Buy 10 in total and receive your choice of any game 
from our lists at 50% off our low low prices! 

TERMS: Cash, check or money order. To keep our prices low, we do not accept credit cards. 
C.O.D. orders accepted. NY residents, kindly add your local sales tax. 

SHIPPING: Shipping charges are extra. Shipping times may vary on items. All orders sent 
two day service. Add $6.00 per total order. C.O.D. orders have an additional $5.00 charge. 

Overnight service also available. Call for charge. Availability subject to manufacturer's 
release date. All sales final. Prices subject to change. 

(518) 745-0915 • FAX (518) 745-0941 • FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL 1-800-70-GAMES 

_ P.O. BOX 247 WARRENSBURG, NY 12885 

Terminator CD $48.00 
Teiminatof2 

Judgement $48.00 
Tin Head $46.00 
Tiny Toons $42.00 
TimeTrax $49.00 
TMNT Toum Fight $47.00 
Tan & Jerry Antes $49.00 
Virtual Bart $48.00 
Who Shot Johnny Rock CD $48.00 
Wing Commander CD $48.00 
Young Indiana Jones $ 42.00 
Zombie Ate My 

Neighbor $42.00 

SEGA-SPORTS 

Amazing Tennis $46.00 
Berkleys Jam $53.00 
Bret Hull Hockey $54.00 
Chichi Pro ChaJI. Golf $49.00 
Double Dribble $51.00 
ESPN Baseball $53.00 
ESPN Baseball CD $49.00 
ESPN Football $54.00 
ESPN Football CD $49.00 
RFA $49.00 
Joe Montana 94 $49.00 
Kawasaki Supeibike $47.00 
Madden FocSball 94 $49.00 
MegaRaceCD $40.00 
Mutant League Footbal $43.00 
Mutant League Hockey $42.00 
M . Mansell World 

Champ Racing $45.00 
NBA Jam Session $53.00 
NBA Showdown $49.00 
NBA Techmo 94 $55.00 
NHL Hockey 94 $48.00 
NHL Hockey 94 CD $50.00 
Olympic Gold $44.00 
PGA 3 European Tour $49.00 
Pebble Beach Golf $49.00 
Pete 2 $51.00 
RBI 4 $49.00 
Skrtchin $36.00 
Summer Challenge $48.00 
Super Volleyball $31.00 
Techmo Baseball $54.00 
Techmo Hockey $54.00 
Techmo Super Bowl BA $55.00 
TroyAikmanFB $57.00 
Vitale Basketball $53.00 
Walsh College Football $52.00 
Walsh Football CD $29.00 
Winter Olympic Games $53.00 
World Series Baseball $48.00 
World Cup USA $53.00 

jagSSr 
Jaguar System $235.00 
Aikman Football $54.00 
Alien vs. Predator $55.00 
Barkley Basketball $52.00 
Battle Zone 2000 $52.00 
Brutal Football $54,001 
Checkered Flag $58.00 
Club Drive $52.00 
Dino Dudes $47.00 
Barkley Basketball $52.00 
Doom $52.00 
Nickiaus Golfl $52.00 
Raiden $47.00 
Tempest 2000 $50.00 
Tny Toons $50.00 
Wolfenstein 3D $52.00 

PANASONIC 3DO 

System $425.00 
Alone in the Dark $42.00 
Edipse $51.00 
11th Hour $50.00 
Cowboy Casino $50.00 
ShockWave $55.00 
Who Shot Johnny Rock $ 50.00 
Mad Dog McRee 2 $46.00 
Madden Football $50.00 
Monster Manor $50.00 
Ocean Below $50.00 
Dennis Miller Talks $41.00 
Soccer Kid $39.00 
Star Trek NG $52.00 
Wing Commander $48.00 
Dr. Hauzer (Japan) $95.00 
Ultraman Power (Japan) $ 95.00 
Burning Soldier (Japan) $ 95.00 
Virtual Quest (Japan) $95.00 
Power Kingdom (Japan) $ 97.00 
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MODERATE 

1 OR 2 

NOVEMBER 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

2 MEG 

FACT FILE 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 

MANUFACTURER ' # OF PLAYERS 

After you destroy an enemy, a food object appears, each worth a varying amount 
of points. Collect each of these objects and make your point total skyrocket! 

liaEiifBBl 
ACTION/PUZZLE 100% mhe popular Bubble Bobble game, 

originally for the 8-Bit Nintendo sys¬ 
tem, is now on the Game Gear for¬ 

mat! Hooray!! To tell you the truth, I’ve 
never played Bubble Bobble before, so 
I’ve never understood how addictive it 
was. However, once I started playing it, I 
began to understand the addiction of this 
game. The 
great thing 
about it is that 
it’s so simple 
anyone can 
play it, from 
young to old. 
This is a perfect 
game to be put on the Game Gear for¬ 
mat, I’m just surprised it took so long. 
The game play is great and graphics are 
clean and defined. If you want a fun and 
addictive game with hours and hours of 
game play, pick up Bubble Bobble for the 
Game Gear. It’s loads of fun! 

THE HOOD 
The hours of fun you will have play¬ 
ing this game! It’s addictive! 

THE OHO 
The older people might be 
apprehensive about playing 
a game like this. 

THE HOLY 
Your social life after playing this 
game. You’ll never leave the house! 

Collect letters to spell out 
“EXTRA” for an extra life! 

The enemies turn red when 
they are angered! 

m rs. 

r*. sssssssass. « 

After all the enemies are 
cleared, collect the fruit! 
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to 40 ur f*vori te vJiee jtmes 

Q Check/Money Order CjVISA 

Credit Card #_  _ 

Signature__■'-/ 

DESCRIPTION PRICE (ea.) TOTAL 

Exp. Date 

Send books to: 

Name SUBTOTAL 
Mail this form to: SHIPPING: 

$4.00 first book 
.50 each 
additional book 

City , .. __' :State 

Zip Code__ 
Copyright© fOW, MwsmOan J^Wlfwg, 

201 W. 103rd St. 
Indianapolis, IN 
46290 TOTAL 

Kbrnlaai''Ur'^ 
Official Fighter’s 
Kompanion 

The sequel to the original best¬ 
selling guide to maximum 
destruction! Includes full-color 
poster and trading cards. 

Order# 1-56686-198-5 
$9.99 

^ Double Dragon V: 
Official Strategy Guido 

This strategy guide unleashes 
the power of Double Dragon V! 

Order# 1-56686-211-6 
$9.99 

Totally Unauthorized 
.Guide to Super Street 
Fighter II 

Unofficial secrets for Sega 
Genesis and SNES— 
plus combos you can’t get 
anywhere else! 

Order# 1-56686-196-9 
$9.99 

Fighting Game "Secrets: 
Black Belt Edition Super 

Street 
Fighter Moves, hints, and codes for 

Mortal Kombat II, Super 
Street Fighter, Fatal Fury 2, 

and much more! 

Order #1-56686-197-7 
$9.99 

N6A>iamThing! •' 'i 

Official Racing Guide 

Action-packed tips fueled by 
full*COlOr graphics—plus a 

full-color poster! 

Order #1-56686-184-5 
$9.99 

Codes, hidden players, and 
secrets—this is the serious 
STUFF! 

I Order # 1-56686-145-4 
ft $9.95 

Official Mortal Kombat II: 
Arcade'Secrets :*< 

Master the realm of the evil 
Dr. Robotnik with official 

Supersonic tips for 
Segamaniacs! 

Order# 1-56686-146-2 
$9.95 

or call 

AH the official tips and 
spcrets—plus a full color 
poster and a bonus code 
cheat sheet! 

Order # 1-56686-195-3 

$9.99 j0 orcjer: fi11 out order card. 



TREK i 

CARTRIDGE SIZE NUMBER OF LEVELS 

FACT FILE 
STM TREK 
HOLODECK 

MANUFACTURER l # OF PLAYERS 

THE ADVANCED HOLODECK TDTOHIAL 

B brand new Star Trek flight simulation is here, on the most surprising format yet. It is 
presented as an Advanced Holodeck Tutorial, and its job is to teach you what it’s 
like to be a starship captain. Take over the mantle for Captain Jean-Luc Picard. 

Your first officer William T. Riker is there to remind you of your mission; Lt. Worf mans 
the weapons and shields; and Lt. Cmdr. Data, Geordi, and the crew round out your 
staff. All of your favorite characters are here, but Wesley’s not—what more could you 
ask for? How about a little planet exploration, a small amount of personnel interaction, 
etc.? The game turns out to be a little limited, but it’s entertaining and pushes the capa¬ 
bilities of the Game Gear. So tap that communicator and prepare to beam up for action! 
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weird things 
will happen, like 

a temporal rift. 

around a planet. 
It's not as easy 
as it is on TV! 

Of course there 
are plenty of 
Ferrengi vessels 
to destroy. 
There are a few 
Romulans, too! 

You'll warp 
into a lot of 

weird and 
dangerous 

systems. 
Some friendly 
ones as well. 

Every once in a 
while, some 

fSM 
7X4 

4 LARK AT OTHER FORMATS... 

It is impossible to 
compare a 16-Bit 
system to the Game 
Gear, but this is in 
the Gear’s favor. The 
Enterprise is drawn 
almost the same 
way, and the space 
scenes are drawn 
very well for the 
Game Gear. 

THE GOOD 
This is a Star Trek simulation that 
tries extremely hard to give you the 
feel of the Trek genre. 

THE BAB 
A problem arises when a true 
Trekker finds that ALL problems are 
solved with phasers and torpedoes. 

THE UGLY 
I like a good fight as much as the 
next officer, but a fight every 
mission gets old. 

The trans¬ 
porters work 
the same as 
ever, and you 
will be greet¬ 
ing all kinds 
of visitors. 



TAKE HOMETHE GOLD 
ORDER YOUR 
LIMITED ffi 

FIGHTING 

m 

Name:_ 
(please print) 

Address:_ 

City:. 
(street address only, no p.o. boxes) 

State:. Zip: 

Phone Number:_ 

• Allow 6-8 weeks for 
delivery. 
• Make checks payable to 
Platinum Editions. 
• All returned (bad) checks 
are subject to a $15.00 
charge. 
• No cash or COD’S. 
• Products may sell out at 
any time! We will make every 
effort to fill your order, but we 
offer collectibles that may 
become unavailable even 
though they are currently 
listed. In this instance, a 
credit will be issued. 
• We’re sorry, but no foreign 
orders, Hawaii, Alaska or 
Puerto Rico accepted at this 
time. 

Mail to: Platinum Editions/Mortal Kombat 
P.O. Box 250999, Glendale, CA 91225-0999 

QTY: DESCRIPTION: CODE# PRICE PER TOTAL PRICE 
Mortal Kombat #1 Gold Foil Cover MK1901 $19.95 
Mortal Kombat #1 Hologram Cover MK0101 $19.95 

Mortal Kombat #1 Dragon Cover MK3601 $3.00 

Mortal Kombat #1 MK0001 $3.00 

Mortal Kombat #2 MK0002 $3.00 

Mortal Kombat #3 MK0003 $3.00 

* $15.00 minimum order 

For credit card orders please check one 

VisaO Master O 

□ □□□ □□□□ □□□□ 
Cardholder’s Signature_ 

* SUB TOTAL . 

POSTAGE & HANDLING 

TOTAL DUE . 

Card Number □ □□□ □ □□□ 
Exp. Date 

$5.00 

K3T 

' 1992 Mortal Kombat1 is a trademark of Midway ' Manufacturing Company. All Rights Reserved. Used under license. Malibu Comics« is a registered trademark of 

Malibu Comics Entertainment. Inc. 



Tune in. Turn on with Hip New Audio Books traditionally, audio 
books have target¬ 
ed exclusively a 
baby boomer audi- 

” ence. Truly, many a 
boomer has reaped the 
inspirational benefits of an 
L. Ron Hubbard (who???) 
audio cassette. But to 
younger audi¬ 
ences, 
audio 
books 
often 
are con 
sidered 
on par 
with the 
droll cas¬ 
sette-voice 
accompani 
ments to 
those educa¬ 
tional slide 
show presen¬ 
tations in 
social studies 
class; both are 
aphrodisiacs for 
sleep. All of that 
is about to change, 
however. 

With a younger, hipper 
audience in mind, Time 

Warner Audio Books has 
injected some new vigor 
into the old, stale audio 
book format. Harkening 
back to the old days of 
radio drama, many of these 
new productions are full- 
cast _ 

boost, with pulsing sound¬ 
tracks that amplify the lit¬ 
erary tension behind the 
narrative text. 

To create exciting and 
original types of program¬ 
ming, Time Warner has 

opted for 

dramatizations, 
complete with dazzling 

sound effects and grand 
background music. Even 
titles that are presented in 
the straight narrative for¬ 
mat are given a dramatic 

One More Reason for Good Dental Hygiene 
A resourceful inmate at a West Virginia jail 

masterminded a breakout by braiding togeth¬ 

er strands of dental floss into a 20 foot 

escape rope. Police captured him five weeks 

later and the prison no longer provides him 

with dental floss. 

Put your Ear to It and You Can Hear the Ocean 
The New England Journal of Medicine recently 

reported that one woman’s plight of embar¬ 

rassing gurgling noise emanating from her 

chest during air travel was caused by air 

pockets trapped in her saline breast implants 

that expanded with the changes in altitude. 

vari¬ 
ous non-book 
media such as comic books 
and movies as another 
source to create their 
library of titles, striking 
licensing agreements with 
such big names as Lucas- 
Film LTD and DC Comics. 

Already the company has 
released such hot titles as 
Star Wars: Dark Empire, 
based on the popular Dark 
Horse Comic; Batman: The 
Complete Knightfall Saga, 
chronicling the Caped 
Crusader’s fall from power 
and his attempt to reclaim 
the mantle; and Superman 
Lives, a riveting retelling of 
the death and subsequent 
return of Superman. 

For sci-fi fans, the lineup 
includes an audio version 
of Henry Gibson’s cyber¬ 

punk classic, Neuromancer, 
and Do Androids Dream of 
Electric Sheep?, a 25th 
anniversary presentation of 
Philip K. Dick’s classic tale 
which later served as inspi¬ 
ration for the movie Blade 
Runner. 

In November, Time 
Warner Audio Books 

will 
unveil a 
landmark 
produc¬ 

tion of the 
George 
Lucas’ Star 
Wars 

Trilogy, fea¬ 
turing multi¬ 

ple voices and 
a rich back¬ 
ground of 
special effects, 

w For hoops 
W fans, there’s Sir 

Charles, a candid 
and outrageous 
exclusive inter¬ 

view with one of the NBA’s 
loosest cannons. 

Music fans will want to 
check out Get in the Van, 
rock icon Henry Rollins’ 
account of life on the road 
with his legendary hard¬ 
core band. Black Flag, nar¬ 
rated by Rollins himself. 

Offering a little some¬ 
thing for everyone, Time 
Warner Audio Books has 
combined state-of-the-art 
audio technology, slick 
production, and some of 
the hottest titles around to 
fast become the MTV of 
audio book domain. 

So strap on those head¬ 
phones and tune into a 
good audio book. 
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faims mm m icu mom 
When I Paint my Masterpiece... As kids, Greg and Tim 

Hildebrandt used to 
color old dust rags 
with chalk and sew 

them together into 
makeshift superhero cos¬ 
tumes. As adults, their 
clothes are now smothered 
in paint, as these maternal 
twins and renowned fanta¬ 
sy and science-fiction 
artists are once again back 
in the superhero business, 
interpreting the Marvel 
Universe on their first-ever 
comic card set-Fleer’s 
Marvel Masterpieces ‘94. 

The Hildebrandt brothers 
achieved a cult-like status 

in the 1970s for their work 
on several Lord of Rings 
calenders and the original 
Star Wars movie poster. 
With Marvel Masterpieces 
‘94, the duo has taken their 
first stab at the world of 
comic book characters. 
Through their unusual 
painting style (both artists 
work together on every 
piece), the Hildebrandts 
have created a dramatic 
and original interpretation 
of the Marvel Universe. 

Due to be released 
October 1, the 140-card set 
features gold-foil stamping, 
UV coating, and four-color 

New Dictionary of Slang is 
Food for the Culture Vultures Nothing turns the 

stomach of an over- 
zealous English 
teacher faster than 

the use of slang in the 
classroom. With its use 
long considered base and 
improper, slang is just now 
getting its day in the sun 
with the Random House 
Historical Dictionary of 
Slang. 

Though it is often given a 
bad rap, slang is one of the 
most integral 

®Stl' 
. 

elements of American 
culture. The product of one 
man’s decades of research, 
The Random House 
Dictionary of Slang illus¬ 
trates slang from all eras of 
American history with 
accurate definitions and 
citations from over 8,000 
varied sources, from Civil 
War soldier diaries to mod¬ 
em day rap music. 

Along the way, the dictio¬ 
nary offers intriguing new 
insights to the origins of 
words, fan Brady, for 
instance, was not the first 
American to utter the word 
“groovy.” That, in fact, 
originated with black 
jazzmen in the 1930s. On 
the other hand, Wayne and 
Garth may indeed have 
been the first to coin the 
term “babelicious” to 

y describe a comely lass. 

printing. The card back 
showcases the Hilde¬ 
brandts’ style with actual 
quotes from the artists 
themselves. The series also 
features a 10-card 
Holographic Foil subset, a 
nine-card Power Blast 
etched foil subset, and a 
parallel 140-card set auto¬ 
graphed in gold foil by both 
of the Masterpieces artists. 

It just ain't right... 
With O.J. Simpson grac¬ 

ing every TV screen, 

newspaper, and maga¬ 

zine in the country, you 

had to know it was only 

a matter of time before 

his mug would show up 

here. This parody was 

on sale at the San Diego 

Comicon. With eight 

essential vitamins and 

iron, what better way to 

kick off the day than a 

bowl of Wheaties and a 

cool glass of O.J. 
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Tekno-Comix Debuts First Titles 
The year is 2010. For 

almost 40 years, 
MIT’s Search for 
Extra-Terrestrial 

Intelligence (SETI) 
program has probed the 
reaches of space in search 
of alien life. One day, unex¬ 
pectedly, SET! finally gets 
an answer. It is under these 
ominous auspices that the 
story Primortals begins. 

Set to premiere in 
November, Primortals is the 
first from the Tekno-Comix 
line of highly anticipated 
comic books. 

Tekno-Comix was creat¬ 
ed as the latest endeavor 
from Big Entertainment. 
Co-founded by Mitch 
Rubenstein and Laurie 
Silvers, Big Entertainment 
was previously responsible 
for one of the most suc¬ 
cessful launches in cable 
television history with the 
debut of its Sci-Fi Channel. 

Since its recent inception, 
Tekno-Comix has amassed 
an impressive list of celeb¬ 
rities and best-selling auth¬ 
ors to serve as creators 
under the Tekno-Comix 
banner, including Leonard 
Nimoy (best known for his 
portrayal of Mr. Spock on 
Star Trek); Neil Gaiman 
(author of The Sandman 
comic book series); Max 
Allan Collins (writer of the 
syndicated Dick Tracy 
comic strip); Mickey 
Spillane (author of Mike 
Hammer); John fakes 
(author of North and 
South); fantasy writer Anne 
McCaffrey; and the late 
Gene Roddenberry (creator 
of Star Trek) 

First out of the gates for 
this foundling comic book 
company is Primortals. 
Conceived by Leonard 
Nimoy, it is the story of an 
impending alien arrival to 
Earth and the effects of this 
occurrence on our society. 
How would the Pentagon, 
without a contingency plan 
for interstellar contact, 

react to this potential 
threat? What would be the 
effects on the global busi¬ 
ness community? What 
would be the political and 
religious implications? 
That’s but only the begin¬ 
ning, as Primortals promis¬ 
es to delve into these ques¬ 
tions and more. 

Also coming in Novem¬ 
ber, Neil Gaiman’s Mr. Hero 
-The Newmatic Man, the 
story of a rediscovered, 
steam-driven Victorian 
robot and an evil saurian in 
an Armani suit who wishes 
the robot destroyed. 

Shipping in December is 
Gene Roddenberry’s Lost 
Universe, the story of a 
war-tom Earth and its 
attempts to reunite 
humanity. Majel Barret 

Roddenberry will serve as 
creative director to the 
project. 

Bom of broad vision, 
Tekno-Comix was created 
with the hope of one day 
expanding its universe into 
other areas of multimedia 
and pioneering a merger 
between the beloved 
American institution of the 
comic book, the emerging 
information superhighway, 
and the ever-expanding 
capabilities of today’s 
technologies. 

First and foremost, how¬ 
ever, Tekno-Comix will 
focus on putting out quality 
comic books. Beginning in 
November, fans will see for 
themselves exactly what 
the Tekno-Comix universe 
is all about. 

This month in Lii 
When you’re done 

drooling like Jimmy 

the Idiot Boy over this 

cool cover by Ren and 

Stimpy creator John 

Kricfalusi, dig inside 

HERO ILLUSTRATED 

#16 for a peek at the 

HERO 100, a list of the 

most important people 

in comics today. Plus, 

Jim Carrey tells all in a 

behind-the-scenes 

interview with the man 

behind The Mask. 



Attack of the 50-Foot Blanka: Fighting 
Games Ready to Tackle the Big Screen Almost since the 

dawn of the silicon 
chip, video game 
companies have 

hounded at Hollywood stu¬ 
dios for the right to base 
their games on the hottest 
movies. Lately, it seems, 
these tables have turned, as 
no fewer than three movies 

derived from video games 
are due to hit the theaters 
by next summer, the biggest 
of these being Street 
Fighter: The Battle for 
Shadowloo. 

Based on Capcom’s best¬ 
selling title, Street Fighter 
stars jean-Claude Van 
Damme as Colonel William 
F. Guile, commander of 
Allied Special Forces. When 
a civil war in Southeast Asia 
escalates into global con¬ 
flict, Guile and his men are 
sent to the rescue. 

According to Street Fighter 
producer Edward R. Press¬ 
man, it’s not unusual for 
Hollywood to draw stories 
from such sources. 

“Movies have always 
taken from all aspects of the 
culture,” says Pressman, 

who also produced last 
summer’s The Crow, which 
was based on a best-selling 
comic book. “The issue isn’t 
so much the source as it is 
the execution-how it can 
be translated by filmwriters 
and filmmakers into a legiti¬ 
mate movie.” 

Skeptics contend that 
video games 
offer too little 
substance to 
make for a 
decent film 
and point to 
last year’s 
Super Mario 
Bros, bomb as 
evidence. 

Pressman 
counters, 
“ Super Mario 
Bros, had a lot 
of things 
going against 
it. First, it 
came out four 
or five years 

after the game’s popularity 
had peaked. Second, it 
attempted to replicate the 
game rather than translat¬ 
ing it into a cinematic form 
that audiences are interest¬ 
ed in. Third, Super Mario 
Bros, didn’t fit into a specific 
genre. It was hard to place 
it into any contemporary 
movie genre that audiences 
are used to. On the other 
hand,” he says, “Street 
Fighter and Mortal Kombat 
easily fit into the action 
genre. For us it was impor¬ 
tant to cast the film with 
people like Van Damme and 
Raul lulia to legitimize it as 
a real movie within that 
action genre.” 

The film is based on a 
script by veteran action 
screenwriter Steven de 

Souza (Die Hard, 
Commando, 48 
Hours). Street 
Fighter also marks 
de Souza’s direc¬ 
torial debut. ‘I 

As was expect¬ 
ed, de Souza’s 
script has taken a 
few liberties and 
expanded upon 
those themes that 
drive the game, 
but Pressman doesn’t think 
this will detract from the 
effectiveness of the movie. 
To the contrary, he believes 
it improves upon the game 
by offering fully realized 
characters and situations. 

“de Souza has created a 
back story and a logical 
reason for these characters 
to exist,” said Pressman. 
“By the end of the story, the 
characters, each in their 
own way, have become 
very close to the characters 
the game players have 
seen.” 

Laurie Thornton, corpo¬ 
rate spokesperson for 
Capcom, agrees. “We want¬ 
ed to create a movie that 
would appeal not only to 
the game player, but also to 
the average moviegoer. 

There will be enough game 
aspects included to keep 
the gamer happy, yet you 
don’t have to know any¬ 
thing about Street Fighter or 
video games to enjoy the 
film.” 

With Capcom putting up 
the money. Street Fighter is 
the first feature film to be 
wholly financed by a game 
company. 

Street Fighter is scheduled 
for a Christmas ‘94 release, 
with Double Dragon and 
Mortal Kombat rounding 
out the current fighting 
game-to-movie triumvirate. 

If the current wave of 
fighting game movies is any 
indication, clearly Holly¬ 
wood is holding high hopes 
for striking gold in the 
Silicon Valley. 
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EGM mrrketplhce 
Your N°1 Source for your US and Imported Japanese Products 

Export worldwide 
Tel: (305)374-3355 
Fax : (305)374-6255 

Dealers and 
Wholesalers 

Welcome 
Export worldwide 

Call To Order: (305)374-3355 

The Hottest 3DO Games From US & JAPAN 
Shock Wave Theme Park Demolition Road Rash 
Mega Race Jammit Man Dragon Ball Z 
Way of the Flashback Flying Vr Stalker 

Warrior Shadow Nightmares Takeru 
Orion Off Alone in the Rise of the Ultraman 

Stai^ontrol II Dark Robots Doctor Hauzer 

# Sanyo 3DO 1 3DO Accessories 

- Joystick adapter 

-Joypad 

- Gun 

- Full Motion Video 

- PANASONIC 3DO 
Subwoofer with 
vibrating cushion will 
upgrade the special 
effects. 

COD, Check, Money Ord^ 
Visa/MC Accepted ^ 

Most items shipped same 
day. 

Shipping times may vary. 

yi&r NeoGeoCDROM Neo - Geo Games - CD ROM 

Fatal Fuiy Special Samurai Shodown Top Hunter 
Art of Fighting 2 Baseball Stars View Point 

Sidekicks 2 Ninja Combat King of Master 2 
Top Player’s Golf Robo Army Last Resort 

Fax:(305)374-6255 ..... _ . W»RLD INTERNATIONAL TRADING Phone;,305,374-3355 
1110 Brickell avenue, suite 430 - Miami, FL 33131 
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BRE Software 
Credit Card Orders: (209) 432-2684 

24 Hour FAXBACK Information System: (209) 432-2644 

$20.00 Bonus 
* Receive a $20.00 Bonus when you sell back 20 or more Genesis and/or Super * 

* Nintendo cartridges. This coupon must be included with your cartridges. No * 

* copies accepted. Limit 1 coupon per package. Limit 1 coupon per customer per * 

* month. Cartridges must be received by October 31,1994. 

Send us your old cartridges 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 

Used 
To Sell 

Cartridges 
1. On a full sized piece of paper, write 

your name, complete address, phone 
number and a list of all the cartridges with 

the buy back prices you are selling. 

2. If you would like to purchase cartridges 
with the money or credit received, list the 

titles you would like to order on the same 
piece of paper. 
3. Pack your cartridges, all paperwork 

and bonus coupons in a box. Send the 
box to the address below by UPS or 

registered mail. Be sure to include the 
‘Dept #' on the outside of your package. 

4. Your check/credit slip will normally be 

mailed within 2-3 working days of 
receiving your cartridges. 

To Buy 
Cartridges 

1. On a full sized piece of paper, write 

your name, complete address, phone 

number and a list of all the cartridges you 

would like to order. To speed processing 
of your order, list an alternative for each 

title you are ordering. 

2. Calculate the total for the cartridges 

you wish to order, including shipping & 

handling charges ($6.00 for the first 
cartridge, $1.00 for each additional, 

Alaska, Hawaii, APO, FPO double 
shipping & handling charges). California 

residents add 7.85% sales tax. 

3. Allow 21 days for personal checks to 
clear - send money order for fastest 
processing. 

4. Send your order to the address below. 

Send your Cartridges/Orders to: 

BRE Software 
Dept. EM10 

352 W. Bedford, Suite 104 

Fresno, CA 93711 

F-15STRKEEAQLEII 39.95*2000 

YES! We honor our advertised prices. Prices in this ad are good through October 31, 1994 
Tides in ITALICS are newer and may or may not be available, please call for availability. All Used Genesis. Game Gear. Game Boy, TurboGrafx 16. Super Nintendo. Jaguar. 
$2.00 lor each SNES cartndge without a cardboard insert and $5.00 tor broken CD cases. Cartridges without box. instructions, etc will be returned at your expense ($5 « 
minimum). We pay cash for Genesis, Game Gear. Super Nintendo, 3DO. and Jaguar cartridges We pay store credit only lor TurboGrafx 16. Nintendo, Lynx, and Game Boy cartridges. All Used Cartridges I 
. placed with money orders and 60 days to receive orders placed with personal checks. No refunds or exchanges on cartridges For shipping, add $6.00 fi 

as are lor mail order only. II we do not receive your package by 10/31/94 or your game titles are not listed in this ad. you wil be paid from our i-‘ “L" 
Dealers Welcome ■ Call and ask lor the wholesale department or FAX (209) 432-2599 Super Nint 

. . We pay i 
I or purchase. Allow 40 days 
I California Res.add 7.85% tax. No COD'S. Prices are 

. and 3DO Cartndges/CDs must include 
i.OO minimum). Cartridges “*:- 

All Used Ca 

>u are unclear about any ol our policies, procedures or prices, please ca 

books/maps that were included with the game. We will deduct I 
of rental store stickers will be returned at your expense ($5.001 

...j subject to availability. We reserve the nght to reiuse any sale I 
first cartridge and $1.00 lor each additional Alaska/Hawari/APO double shipping charges. I 
—x- -x— x. -u. --- —,rv—* - ■— -- -d on the OUTSIDE of your I 

90 DAY WARRANTY and an 



Latest Releases 

Huge Selections 

C.O.D. & Credit Card OK 

Please call for 

your latest catalog!! 

DEALERS & WHOLESALERS WELCOME 
TEL. (818) 281-9282 FAX (818) 458-6845 

(818) 281-9282 

or FAX 

(818) 458-6845 

710-1 W. Las Tunas 

San Gabriel, 

California 91776 



WE ALSO OFFER 
Game Boy, Neo*Geo, 3DO, 
Game Gear and Sega CD 
Games and Accessories! 

Personal Checks and 
.Money Orders Are Also Accepted! 

All games come with a 90-Day Warranty! 
This is only a partial list, many more titles 
are available! 

Due to a 3 month lead time to place this ad, 
current prices may be different. 

Call Funco Today! ff 

612*946*8883l 
^uncoJn^0120V^6t[^treetJJgl^jr^534^ 



(800) 910-1221 
Call 310-920-9120 for Orders outside the 

U.S., Questions or Technical Support 
Credit Cards Accepted: VISA, MASTER CARD, DISCOVER & AMEX 
Express.Shipping Games & Accessories: 
(48 States): $7.00 S&H (AK, HI, PR. USVI, Canada): $9.00 S&H 
Game System Shipping: Additional charges apply. Call for pricing. 

Price, availability and shipping times subject to change. 
California residents add 8.25% sales tax. Call or fax orders to : 
Gizmo's Gadgets & Games. 6113 Adenmoor, Lakewood, CA 90713 
Telephone: (310)920-9120 Fax:(310)866-9670. 

Gizmo's got it all! Discount Prices 
Direct to You 

Great Prices & Express Delivery 

Battletech.$ 53.99 
Dragon Bruce Lee.$ 55.99 
Dune (CD).$47.99 
Maximum Carnage..$ 53.99 
Might and Magic 3.$ 58.99 
Mortal Kombat 2 (Sept).$ 64.99 
Rise of the Robots (CD).$ 47.99 
Out of This World (CD).$ 48.99 
Starblade (CD).$51.99 
Streets of Rage 3.$ 59.99 
Shining Force 2.$ 62.99 
Taz (Escape from Mars).$ 52.99 
Top Gear 2.$51.99 
Urban Strike.$ 51.99 
World Cup USA 94.$ 57.99 
World Heroes 2.$ 56.99 
Sega 32x System.$ 145.00 

Call for USED Sega Games 

Batman Animated.$ 59.99 
Black Thorne.$52.99 
Breath of Fire.$ 58.99 
Death & Ret of Superman .. $ 58.99 
Illusion of Gaia.$59.99 
King of Monsters 2.$ 53.99 
Lemmings 2.$ 52.99 
Lord of the Rings.$ 57.99 
Mortal Kombat 2 (Sept).$ 67.99 
Power Rangers.$ 58.99 
Maximum Carnage.$ 64.99 
R Type 3.$59.99 
Super Street Fighter II.$ 67.99 
Tale Spike McFang.$ 56.99 
The Shadow.$ 56.99 
Ultima Ruins of Virtue.$ 59.99 
Tri-Star Accessory.$79.99 

Call for USED SNES Games 

NEO GEO 
Neo Geo Gold System. $ 565.00 
Neo Accessories. Call 
Stereo AV Cable. $17.99 
Aero Fighters 2. $195.99 
Aggressors of Dark Knt. $195.99 
Samurai Showdown II (Oct) $ 195.99 
World Heroes II Jet. $195.99 

Call for USED Neo Geo Games 

Atari Jaguar 
Jaguar System. $ 239.00 
Controllers & Cables. Call 
Aliens vs Predator (Sept) ... $ 53.99 
Brutal Sports Football. $ 53.99 
Club Drive. $ 53.99 
Doom (Oct). $ 53.99 
Kasumi Ninja (Sept). $ 53.99 
Redline Racing (Sept). $ 53.99 
Tempest 2000. $53.99 
Wolfenstein 3D. $ 53.99 

3DO 
3DO System.$ 389.00 
3DO Controller.$ 39.99 
AD&D Slayer.$ 53.99 
Alone in the Dark.$ 53.99 
Clay Fighter 2.$ 53.99 
Demolition Man.$ 56.99 
Dragon Lore.$ 53.99 
Mad Dog 2.$ 53.99 
Mega Race.$ 51.99 
Off Road Interceptor.$ 55.99 
Road Rash.$ 55.99 
ShockWave.$56.99 
Star Control 2.$ 55.99 
Theme Park.$ 53.99 
Way of the Warrior (Oct).$ 54.99 

Plug-in Power ■ Rebuild & Cleaning Kits 

Fix Scrambled, Flashing and Blank Screens with 
Gizmo's Choice Cleaning Kits. 

Cl 00 Game Cartridge 
Cleaner. $ 3.99 

C250 Universal Cleaner 
For all game systems and cartridges 
Genesis, SNES, NES, Game Boy, 
Game Gear, Etc. $6.99 

C652 Sega CD ROM 
Cleaner.$12.99 

D110 Rebuild Kit for 2 NES 
Controllers. $ 5.49 

D320 Rebuild Kit for 1 Genesis 
Controller. $ 3.89 

El 81 NES. $7.99 
E248 Genesis 1. $8.99 
E250 Genesis II (Sega). $9.99 
E370 SNES. $8.99 
LI 85 Game Boy. $5.99 
L368 Game Gear. $6.99 
L375 Genesis II, Lynx ... $9.99 

Open 6:00 am to 12:00 pm PST 
7 Days a Week 

Maximum 
Carnage 
Mid Sept 

we buy, sell and trade new and 
used video games, systems and 
accessories. Make us an offer. 

Call on our USED Games 
Any game in stock 

Turbo Express Used System .. . $ 85.00 
Turbo Duo Used System. .$ 169.00 
Turbo Duo (CD) Used Games . • $ 25.00 
Turbo Chip Used Games. .$ 10.00 
NES Used Games. . $ 8.00 
Links Used Games. .$ 15.00 

Hi Performance Controllers 

B201 Genesis Controller 
with Turbo and Slow-Mo.5 9.99 

B226 6 Button Genesis Controller 
with Autofire and Slow-Mo.$ 12.99 

B305 SNES Controller 
with Turbo and Slow-Mo. $9.99 

B326 6 Button SNES Controller 
with Turbo and Slow-Mo.$ 12.99 

B410 NES Controller 
with Turbo. $ 7.99 

A156 Genesis Wireless Controllers 
(2 per set). $44.99 

A216 SNES Wireless Controllers 
(2 per set).$ 39.99 

Group Inc. All Rights 

Cables & Stuff 

G102 Genesis Mono AV Cable.$ 5.99 
G105 Genesis II Mono AV Cable.$9.99 
G236 Genesis I Stereo AV Cable.$ 6.49 
G240 Genesis II Stereo AV Cable.$ 7.49 
G334 SNES Stereo AV Cable.S 6.49 
G400 Gold Tipped Auto RF Switch.$ 7.99 
H112 NES 10'Ext Cable.$6.99 
H220 Genesis 10' Ext. Cable.$ 6.99 
H309 SNES 10' Ext. Cable.$6.99 

Hand Held Game Accessories 

J410 Protector Case for Game Boy & Game 
Gear: "Big" Nylon padded carrying case with over 

the shoulder and around the waist straps and handle. 

Holds games, game system & accessories.$ 12.99 
J501 Protector Plus Case for Game Boy & 

Game Gear: Large Nylon padded carrying case 
that holds 12 games, game system, and a bunch 

of accessories.  $ 16.99 
L425 Automobile Power Supply for Game 

Gear and Game Boy.$ 6.99 
L292 10-Hour Rechargeable Battery Pack & 

AC Adapter For Game Boy.$ 16.99 
L508 6-Hour Rechargeable Battery Pack & 

AC Adapter For Game Gear.$ 34.99 
Ml 80 Screen Magnifier for Game Boy.$ 7.99 
M245 Screen Magnifier for Game Gear.$ 6.99 



FOR DEALER & WHOLESALE INQUIRES: 

Call: 213-680-8880 
Fax: 213-621-2177 

BY ACC HIM BYCAPCOM BY ACCLAIM 

WAY OF THE 

WORRIOR 

3DO 

UNIVERSAL INTERACTIVE STUDIOS 

log DRAGON BALL Z 3 
** CALL! 

BY ACCLAIM BY SQUARE 

C NEW TECH. ) CALL FOR MORE 
J19.99 AND $29.99 TITLES, 

^W$389" 
PANASONIC 

3D0™ 

ATARI JAGUARn 

s212°° 
AXELAY 
LEGEND OF MYSTICAL NINJA 
RUN SABER 
AMERICAN GLADIATOR 
HOME ALONE 2 
SUPER R-TYPE 
FINAL FANTASY MYSTICAL QUEST 
CYBERNATOR 
TOYS 
TOTAL CARNAGE 
REN&8TIMPY SHOW 
DRACULA 
PLAY ACTION FOOTBALL 
ABL MONDAY NITE FOOT BALL 
DR.FRANKLEN 

RAM CARD JOY PAL 

SAGA GENESIS s 19"\ ACTIOS REPLAY 
GAME ENHANCER' 

TERMINATOR 
SIPEK JOV>TICSl PtI JOYS 

\ MEGA 

HONG KONC 

YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR JAPANESE AND AMERICAN GAMES 

MAXIMUM CARNAGE 
SNES & GENESIS 

SUPER NINTENDO 



MASCO'S 

WORLD OF GAMES 
Head Office: 17421 Pioneer Blvd, Artesia, Los Angeles County, CA 90701 

Tel: 310-860-9696 • Fax 310-924-5300 

Retail #1 Retail #2 Retail #3 
17429 Pioneer Blvd 215 S. State College Blvd. 17358 Colima Rd, Ross Plaza 
Artesia Anaheim Rowland Heights 
Tel: 310-865-0408 Tel: 714-776-1640 Tel: 818-965-5001 

OFF 
W/COUPON 

with purchase of Any New 
Super Nintendo & 

Sega Genesis Games 

Not Valid With Items On Sale 

/lot O (1AM s;S FROM ARG 1ST SELECTION IN THE COUNTRY! 

Panasonic 
3DO System FZ-1 

ask us about new releases for 3P0 
AD&D SLAYER THEME PARK 
MAD DOG II LOST GOLD 3D ATLAS 
ROAD RASH 
SPACE SHUTTLE 
STAR CONTROL II 
THE COVEN (X) 
BLONDE JUSTICE (X) 
CLAY FIGHTER II 
DRAGON LORE 
KINGDOM: FAR REACH 
LOST FILES: 
SHERLOCK HOMES 

MEGA RACE 

DEMOLITION MAN 
PATAANK 
BURNING SOLDIER 
GUARDIAN WAR 
FIFA INT'L SOCCER 
FLASH BACK 
GEX 
NEED FOR SPEED 
WORLD CUP SOCCER 
CYBERCLASH 
RISE OF ROBOTS 

OFF WORLD INTERCEPTOR SAMURAI SHOWDOWN 

3BWKCOM 

UimBMBS" 
BAN DAI 

SQUARESOFT 

KONAMI 

THE FULL LINE OF 32X & CD32X 

ELECTRONIC ARTS presents 

CALL FOR 

We Will Beat Any Advertised Price! Check With Us! 



CHIPS & BITS 
PO BOX 234 DEPT 10124 ROCHESTER, VT 05767 
Call 802-767-3033 Fax 802-767-3382 Source 10124 

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE* 
OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mall to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO S4 per order. 
Worldwide airmail S6 per Item. Handling $2 per shipment. 

Visa, MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders same as cash. COD S8. 
Defectives replaced with same product. Most Items shipped same day. Shipping times may vary. 
Price/availability may change. All sales final. Call for details. 

GENESIS HARDWARE 

4 Way Play Adaptor $29 
6 Bttn Arcad Pwr Stk $39 
6 Button Control Pad $19 
F-16 Wireless Pad $39 
Gen Menacer Term 2 $46 
Genesis Activator $69 
GEN CD 2 Sprt Pck $229 
GEN CD Bkup Cart $44 
GEN 2 CD Sys CD $229 
Genesis CDX Sys $399 
Genesis Menacer $36 
GEN RFAntn Switch $9 
Genesis Sys 2 core $99 
GEN Sys Sonic 2 $129 
Genesis Team Ptyr 2 $36 
Mega Mouse $32 
SG Program Pad 2 $32 

GENESIS ADVENTURE 

3 Ninjas Kick Bk CD $46 
Ad Batmn & Rbn CD $46 
Akira CD $54 
Baby Boom CD $52 
Beavis & Butt-Head $54 
BlackThome $49 
Boogerman $49 
Cadillc & Dinosrs CD $49 
Chuck Rock 2 $29 
Death ol Superman $52 
Demolition Man $56 
DinoBlazer CD $56 
Dolphin CD GA $42 
Dracula CD $49 
Dragons Lair 2 CD $52 
Earthworm Jim $62 
Fahrenheit CD $52 
Flashback CD $49 
Flintstones Movie $56 
Frankenstein CD $52 
Goofy $42 
High Seas Havoc $46 
Incredible Hulk GA $54 
Itchy & Scratchy $43 
Jungle Book GA $56 
Jurassic Park CD GA $49 
Loadstar CD $49 
Mega Man:Wily War $56 
Mickey Mania CD $56 
No Escape CD $46 
Out of this World CD $49 
Penn & Teller CD $46 
Pirates Dark Water $54 
Power Rangers $52 
Prince Persia MA-13 $49 
Radical Rex $49 
Ren & Stimpy Show $46 
Robocop Vs Termnlr $56 
Shadow Atlantis CD $52 
Shadow Beast 2 CD $52 
Shinobi 3 $42 
Snatcher CD $44 
Sonic Hedgehog 4 $59 
Spidy: Max Carnage $54 
Star Trk:Dp Space 9 $54 
Superman $39 
Sylvester & Tweety $54 
Tazmania:Esc Mars $52 
The Punisher $54 
The Shadow $56 
The Tick $54 
Time Cop CD $46 
Tinhead GA $52 
Tom & Jerry $49 
Vikings 2 $46 
Virtual Bart $52 
Wolf Child CD $39 
X MEN $44 
Zero Kamikz Squirrel $52 

Art of Fighting MA13 $52 
Beast Wrestlers $39 
Brutal CD MA-13 $49 
Clayfighter $52 
Cybernauts $54 
Double Dragon 5 $52 
Dragon $56 
Eternal Champ CD $46 
Fatal Fury Sped CD $48 
Fighting Master $42 
Final Fight CD $42 
Justice League $56 
King Mnstrs 2 MAI 3 $54 
Matrix Prime $56 
Mortal Kombat 2 $66 
Power Instinct $54 
Rise of the Robots $52 
Rise of Robots CD $46 
Samurai Showdown $58 
Streets Rg 3 MAI 3 $59 
Super Street Fightr 2 $66 
Virtua Fighters $79 
World Heroes 2 $56 

GENESIS ROLE PLAYING 

Battletech $54 
Cybercop $44 
Dark Wzrd CD MA13 $43 
Dungeon Master CD $44 
Heimdall CD GA $44 
Land Stalker GA $56 
Lufia $56 
Lunar 2 CD $52 
Might & Magic 3 $59 
Phantasy Star 4 $79 
Popful Mail CD $49 
Romance 3 Kingdm 2 $49 
Shadow Run MA-13 $49 
Shining Force 2 $64 
Uncharted Waters $59 
Unchrtd Wtr Nw Horz $62 
Vay CD MA-13 $48 

GENESIS SHOOTERS 

Black Hole Asslt CD $42 
Commando Raid $49 
Contra Hard Corps $52 
Crime Patrol CD $49 
Death Duel $49 
Exo Squad $52 
Gauntlet 4 $42 
Lethal Enforcers 2 $56 
Lode Runner CD $46 
Mad Dg McCre 2 CD $49 
NovaStorm CD $54 
Rapid Deplymnt CD $44 
Rebel Assault CD GA $44 
Silpheed CD GA $43 
Soul Star CD $44 
Star Strike 2000 CD $56 
Stellar Fire CD $42 
View Point $56 
Zero Tolerance $49 

SIMULATIONS 

AH-3 Firehwk CD GA $44 
Al Unser Jr Ftacing $46 
Champnship Pro-Am $32 
Choplifter 3 $52 
Daytona USA $79 
ESPN SpdWorld CD $56 
Flying Nightmare CD $44 
Formula 1 GP CD $46 
Ground Zero Txs CD $54 
Lotus Turbo Chall 2 $39 
Mario Andrt Racg GA $52 
Megarace CD $44 
Midnight Raiders CD $52 
Monster Truck Ware $49 
Nigel M. Indy Car $52 
Outrunners GA $56 
Road Rash 2 $42 
Rock & Roll Racing $49 
SeaOuest DSV $56 
Super Bike Challng $49 
Super Off Road:Baja $52 
Tomcat Alley CO $49 
Virtua Racing GA $76 
Wing Commander 2 $56 

GENESIS SPORTS 

ATP Tennis GA $49 
Barkley Basktball GA $49 
Bill Walsh Coll FB 95 $54 
Bill Wish Coll FB CD $39 
Brett Hull Hockey 95 $49 
Championship Pool $46 
ESPN Football GA $56 
ESPN Hockey $56 
ESPN NBA Hangtme $56 
FIFA Int'l Soccer 95 $54 
Golf Mag 36 His CD $52 
Jack Nicklaus SE $54 
Jammit! GA $56 
King Salmon $42 
Links Pro Golf CD $56 
Madden Football 95 $54 
Muhmmad Ali Boxing $49 
NBA Showtime 95 $54 
NCAA Football $54 
NFL Quarterbk Club $62 
NFL Sportstlk FB 95 $54 
NHL All Star Hockey $54 
NHL Hockey 95 $54 
PGA Tour 95 $54 
Pebble Beach Golf $44 
RBI 94 GA $52 
Slam Masters $56 
Tecmo Baseball $56 
Tecmo Super Bowl $54 
Tiny Toon Ad:AII Strs $44 
Tony LR Ult Bsbll 95 $54 
Troy Aikman Football $59 
Vitale Basketball $52 
WWF:Raw $58 
World Cup USA CD $46 

MORTAL 
KOMBAT 2' is 
more than a se¬ 
quel ... its an 
amazing re-cre¬ 
ation of the origi¬ 
nal! Fight your 
way past 7 new 
characters with 
improved graph¬ 
ics and sound ef¬ 
fects. Offers 40 
new special 
moves, 12 new 
finishing moves, 
more challenging 
game play, twelve 
"Babalities" and 2 
new hidden char¬ 
acters. $66 

‘BUBSY 2’ The Bubster is back in this irreverent romp through 
the Amazatorium. Save the world's history from the greedy 
clutches of Oinker P. Hamm. Offers five worlds, 50% more ani¬ 
mation, new toys and weapons, and all new wisecracks. $56 

EYE OF THE 
BEHOLDER’, 
Players lead a 
band of adventur¬ 
ers through 13 
levels of eerie 
passageways and 
echoing halls be¬ 
neath the city of 
Watersdeep. 
Players detect 
critical clues to 
continue their 
journey. Offers a 
first person per¬ 
spective, ani¬ 
mated se¬ 
quences and a 
special map 
function. $46 

MIDNIGHT 
RAIDERS' Get 
ready for the ride 
of your life in an 
AH-64 Apache At¬ 
tack helicopter! 
Your mission is to 
fly under the 
cover of night and 
rescue a kid¬ 
napped govern¬ 
ment official. Fea¬ 
tures TruVideo of 
the cockpit, en¬ 
gage in urban 
warfare, and ter¬ 
rorist hideouts 
change with every 
game for infinite 
challenges! $52 

GENESIS STRATEGY 

Aero Biz $56 
Animaniacs $46 
Ballz $52 
BreakThru $46 
Clue CD $54 
Dragons Fury 2 $44 
Dune:Battle Arrakis $49 
Generations Lost $49 
Genghis Khan 2 $56 
HUMANS $36 
Ishido $14 
Jeopardy CD $49 
Liberty or Death GA $59 
NFL Trivia CD $49 
Nobng Lord Darknss $56 
Operation Europe $62 
Pac Man 2 $52 
Pinball Dreams $52 
Powermonger CD $43 
Risk GA $49 
Romance 3 Kngdm 3 $59 
Shanghaii 2 GA $39 
SimCity 2000 CD $52 
Star Ware Chess CD $44 
Trivial Pursuit CD $54 
Wheel Fortune 2 Dlx $49 
Wirehead CD $52 

Genesis 32X Systm $149 
College Football $56 
CyberBrawl $56 
Doom $59 
Golf Mag 36 Holes $56 
Star Wars Arcade $59 
Stellar Assault $59 
Super AfterBurner $56 
Super Space Harrier $56 
Surgical Strike CD $56 
Tempo $56 
Virtua Racing Deluxe $59 
Wirehead CD $56 

HARDWARE 

Championship Joystk $56 
Power Plug $34 
Pro Action Replay $79 
Super Link 5 Plyr Lk $29 
Super Multitap $32 
Super Nintendo Sys $139 
Super Scope $54 
Wireless Control Pad $42 

ADVENTURE 

3 Ninjas Kick Back $56 
Addams Fam Values $54 
Aero the Acrobat 2 $56 
Akira $59 
Batman:Animtd Sere $59 
Beavis & Butt-Head $54 
Biker Mice from Mars $52 
BlackThome $52 
Bonkers $58 
Bugs Bny:Rbt Rpage $56 
Castle Wolfnstein 3D $54 
Claymates $49 
Cool SPOT $44 
Crazy Chase $52 
Death of Superman $59 
Dennis the Menace $42 
Donkey Kong Cntry $62 
Earthworm Jim $62 
Eek the Cat $52 
Flintstones Movie $54 
Goof Troop $49 
Grt Circs Myst Mcky $59 
Hurricanes $52 
Incredible Hulk $54 
Inspector Gadget $42 
Izzy's Olympic Quest $54 
Jelly Boy $54 
Jungle Book $56 
Jurassic Park 2 $56 
Knights Round Table $56 
Legend Myst Nnja 2 $56 
Lion King $59 
Mega Man X 2 $59 
Mickey Mania $56 
Pirates Dark Water $49 
Popeye $49 
Ren & Stmpy Shw 2 $54 
Rocky 8 Bullwinkle $36 
ScoobyDoo $54 
SeaOuest DSV $58 
Shien's Revenge $54 
Sink or Swim $49 
Skuljaggere Revnge $59 
Speedy Gonzales $52 
SpidyMax Carnage $62 
Star Trk:Dp Space 9 $54 
Sunset Riders $42 

ADVENTURE SIMULATIONS 

Super Return of Jedi $62 
Sylvester & Tweety $58 
Tales Spike McFang $54 
Tarzan $52 
The Mask $58 
The Tick $56 
Time Cop $56 
Time Trax $39 
Tom & JerryChase $56 
Vikings 2 $54 
Wolf Child $46 
X MEN $59 
Young Merlin $56 
Zero Kamikz Squirrel $56 

msesi 
Brutal $56 
Clayfighter 2 $59 
Double Dragon 5 $56 
Dragon $56 
Fatal Fury 2 $59 
Fighters History $58 
Final Fight 2 $49 
Justice League $62 
King of Dragons $59 
Kung Fu Legend Cnt $56 
Mortal Kombat 2 $69 
Ninja Warriors $56 
Pit Fighter $29 
Ranma 1/2:Hrd Batt $54 
Rise of the Robots $56 
Shadow of Ninja 2 $54 
Super Street Fightr 2 $66 
Survival Arts $56 
WCW Super Brawl $52 

PLAYING 

Brain Lord $59 
Curse of Azure Bnds $64 
DragonView $59 
Eye of the Beholder 2 $69 
Final Fantasy 3 $66 
First Queen $56 
Golden Empire $59 
Illusion of Gaia $62 
Lord of the Rings $54 
Lufia 2 $56 
Might & Magic 3 $59 
Obitus $58 
Paladin's Quest $52 
Secret of Mana $59 
Shadow Run $56 
Ultima 7:Black Gate $64 
Warrior of Rome 3 $52 
Wizardry 5 $59 

SHOOTERS 

Contra 3 $46 
Exo Squad $52 
Fire Striker $52 
Fire Team Rogue $56 
Lethl Enfr wgn MAI 7 $64 
Metal Morphin $56 
Operation Thundrblt $54 
Soldier of Fortune $56 
Strike Gunner $44 
Super Metroid $56 
Super R-Type 3 $54 
Supr Sonic Blstmn 2 $54 
Super Turrican 2 $52 
Tin Star $54 
Total Carnage $39 
Wild Guns $54 

Aero Fighters $52 
Al Unser Jr Racing $52 
Carrier Aces $52 
ESPN SpeedWorld $56 
Full Throttle Racing $56 
Mario Andretti Racng $52 
Monster Truck Wars $58 
Pacific Theater Oper $59 
Star TrkiStarflt Acad $52 
Super FI 2 $58 
Turn & BrniNo Fly Zn $52 
Wild Trax Stunt Rcr $56 
Wing Commander $53 

STRATEGY 

Aero Biz Supersonic $59 
Ballz $54 
Genghis Khan 2 $56 
Jeopardy 2 Dlx $52 
Mario's Time Mach $49 
Pachi Slot $52 
Risk $52 
Romance 3 Kngdm 3 $59 
SimCity 2000 $56 
Super Pinball $49 
Super Tetris $49 
Utopia $49 
Wild Snake $46 

JAGUAR 

Jaguar System $249 
BIOS Fear $54 
Blue Lightning CD $52 
Chaos Agenda CD $52 
Creature Shock $52 
Doom $58 
Pinball Fantasies $52 
Raiden $44 
Valus Force $54 

Neo Geo Gold Sys $569 
Fatal Fury 2 $199 
King of Monsters 2 $169 
Sengoku 2 $199 
Survivor $199 
World Heroes 2 $199 

3DO System $499 
Aces over Europe $52 
BrainDead 13 $49 
Jurassic Park $52 
Microcosm $52 
Star Trek Next Gen $54 

Aladdin GA $32 
Baby Boom $36 
FIFA Int'l Soccer $34 
Incredible Hulk GA $34 
Lion King $38 
Mortal Kombat 2 $39 
Ren & Stimpy Show $32 
Shining Force 2 $39 
X MEN 2 $36 

SPORTS 

Barkley Basketball 
Bill Walsh Coll Fball 
Brett Hull Hockey 95 
Champnshp Wrestlg 
Diamond Challenge 
ESPN Football 
ESPN NBA Hangtime 
GUTS 
Hardball 3 
Looney Tunes Hoops 
NBA Jam Session 
NBA Showtime 95 
NCAA Football 
NFL Quarterbk Club 
NFL Team Heroes 
Pele Soccer 
Power League Bsball 
Soccer Shootout 
Super Socr Champ 2 
Tecmo Baseball 
Virtual Soccer 
WWF:Raw 
World Cup USA 
Zoo Ball 

Genesis Scrt of Gm $6 
Sonic Strategy Guide $16 
Turbo Grafx Secrets $10 

*FREE 
GAME 

OFFER 
Buy 3 in stock Super Nintendo 

Madden Football 93 
(SNES), ABC Monday Nite 
Football (SNES), T2: 
Judgement Day (SNES), 
Run Saber (SNES), Battle 
Blaze (SNES). Aero the 
Acrobat (SNES). 
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Sega of Japan 

Virtua Fighter 
Saturn 

SEG^AIURN 
Fighting 

junknown Release Unknown Price 

Here’s an update! Virtua Fighter is 
even closer to completion. The Sega 
Saturn really shows off what it can do. 
It’s just a shade below the arcade ver¬ 
sion in terms of graphics. 

The game is still not finished, but the 
animation is smooth and very crisp. 

Except for the graphics, Virtua Fighter 
is a great coin-op translation. 

Sega of Japan 

Daytona Racing 
Saturn 

IUnknown Release Unknown Price 

SBGA^ATUKN 

Daytona is popular in the arcades, 
stunning everyone with its graphics. 
The current status of this game is that 
it is very close to the arcade, though 
still early in development. Using every 
ounce of power the Saturn has to 
make it near exact, Daytona will prob¬ 
ably be one of the most amazing rac¬ 
ing games in the home market. Time 
will only tell whether or not this game 
will live up to its reputation. Who 
knows? In time, it may even come out 
here in the States. Look for more on 
this as it comes. 

You can easily tell the difference between 
this and the arcade, but it’s still great. 

Daytona will give Japanese players a 
chance to relive the arcade experience. 

TRADE YOUR CAMES! 
Super-Nintendo * Genesis * Sega-CD * Game Gear * 3DO * Jaguar * CD-Rom 

Competitors? We Crush ’em! Lock In Your Special EGM Pricing NOW! 

COOLEST Games, LOWEST Prices, HIGHEST Trade Credit! 

1-800-359-PLAY ext. 54 
^ 7AM-9PM CALIFORNIA TIME (MONDAY-SATURDAY) 

- or mite: California Video & Accessories: 25327 Avenue Stanford #101-E, Valencia, Ca 91355 
Dealers Please Call 1 -800-359-PLAY ext. 48 £ 

* USED * BUY * SELL * TRADE ~ NEW 
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If HTBRTA! HMEHT S Y S T E M\ 

SUPERBOY* 



ITS HOW TO WIN! 

“Hey, Billy, since you’re gonna be away, 

can I borrow your Fighter Stick for a few 

days? I promise — I’ll take real good care 

of it..." That’s how it starts. Then 

days turn into weeks, and the 

next thing you 

know, you and 

your former best friend are duking 

it out on the People's Court. One 

look at the Fighter Stick, and you’ll 

know why. There’s enough power 

here to change a person, to make ’em 

untrustworthy, even. There’s Turbo-Fire 

and Auto-Turbo, with up to 36 shots per 

second. And super slow-mo lets you 

digest those really tough moves. 

So, quit wrestling with those 

boring, wimpy 

control pads 

— reach for the Fighter 

Stick SN for the Super 

NES or the Fighter Stick 

SG-6, for Sega-Genesis 

and Sega-CD. 

ASCII WARE 

© 1994 ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc P.O. Box 6639. San Mateo CA 94403. Telephone: 415/570-7005. Fighter Stick SG-6, Fighter Stick SN and ASCIIWARE are trademarks of ASCII Entertainment Software. Inc 
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